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Abstract
This dissertation explores elite social gatherings and the literature produced at those
gatherings at the beginning of the period of division between north and south. This
largely coincides with the Eastern Jin dynasty (317-420), the first southern dynasty,
whose court was founded south of the Yangzi River with the help of a small group of
aristocratic families after the territorial loss of the north to invading tribes. Previous
scholarship tends to characterize this period as a moment in history when the cultural
elite turned inwardly toward an esoteric metaphysical discourse concerned with selfdiscovery. While not entirely false, this view is misleading at least in the sense that it
overlooks the degree to which émigré elites of the Eastern Jin turned toward each other,
through their shared interest in the discourse of the "arcane" (xuan), here referring to
the mystical Way that was at once spoken of by the Taoist philosophical texts preserved
from antiquity and by the Buddhist sutras being translated in China from India and
Central Asia, and sought to rebuild a sense of community together in the absence of their
ancestral heartland. I argue that the elite social gatherings we read about in works like
the Shishuo xinyu 世說新語 (New Account of Tales of the World) and literary writings
produced at those gatherings, such as the poems composed by various participants at the
famous gathering at Lanting in 353, and other social writings preserved in Buddhist
anthologies and personal literary collections reveal a common trope during this period of
being joined together as a community through individual absorption in a shared mystical
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understanding of the ineffable Way, of the great men of the past, and of the teachings of
the Buddha. Being defined in some sense by not belonging to the court, the elites from
this brief slice of time configure themselves into cultural communities that are markedly
different from the cultural worlds of the periods that come immediately before and after,
when literary output was primarily centered around the court.
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Conventions
For the dates of known historical figures, dates, and English renderings of important
works, I follow whenever possible the Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, edited
by Kang-I Sun Chang and Stephen Owen. When this has not helped for dates of lesser
known figures, I have either followed David Knechtges’s and Taiping Chang’s fourvolume Ancient and Early Medieval Chinese Literature: a Reference Guide, or else
established dates based on secondary scholarship or the official histories.

For textual matters concerning the compilation of early medieval writings, I have used
Early Medieval Chinese Texts: A Bibliographic Guide, edited by Cynthia Chennault,
Keith Knapp, Alan Berkowitz, and Albert Dien. Concerning textual matters in early
China, I have consulted Early Chinese Texts: A Bibliographic Guide, edited by Michael
Loewe.

Common abbreviations for primary texts are listed at the beginning of the bibliography
of primary sources at the end of the dissertation.

Introduction

This dissertation explores the ways in which elite communities are formed and
configured in writings from the fourth and early fifth centuries in China, though the
period reflected in these writings spans the mid-third through the early fifth century. I
call these “cultural communities,” because one of the primary ways in which elite
communities are delineated in this phase of Chinese literary history is through the
notion of a shared cultural discourse among distinct groups. The power of cultural
discourse, as found in texts from this period, to create or to imagine group identities of
towering status beyond the realm of the court contrasts, for the most part, with earlier
periods—and seems to wane again for centuries until we see a similar interest in shaping
elite groups through other cultural discourses that appear in the Mid-Tang (792-820)
and then again in the Northern Song (960-1127), only two of the most notable examples
of other such phases in pre-modern China. 1 Indeed, the discursive shaping of elite
cultural communities is one of the most remarkable features of many texts that survive
from the near-century of the dynasty known as the Eastern Jin (317-420). Here, by
examining the use of shared cultural discourses as a means of forming elite communities,
both real and imagined, I hope to shed light on one important aspect of that dynasty’s
cultural and literary production.

This is of course a generalization, one that deserves greater qualification through further study.
One thinks of the Han Yu 韓愈 (768-824) group in the Mid-Tang and Su Shi’s 蘇軾 (1037-1101)
circle of friends in the Northern Song. This is no place to offer our own analysis of those groups,
but many scholars have written in various ways about their unique intellectual fashions, literary
styles, and forms of sociation. Guo Yingde’s 郭英德 Zhongguo zhonggu wenren jituan yu wenxue
fengmao 中國中古文人集團與文學風貌 offers a more comprehensive look at different kinds of
literary and intellectual circles in traditional China. He starts, for example, with Confucian and
his disciples as a kind of group distinguished by shared political and intellectual concerns. See
Guo Yingde, Zhongguo zhonggu wenren jituan yu wenxue fengmao 中國中古文人集團與文學風
貌 (Beijing: Zhongguo renmin daxue chubanshe, [revised edition] 2012).
1
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To some extent, we can relate the formation of “cultural communities” to certain
characteristics of the age that coincided with the Eastern Jin dynasty. This was a time of
immense cultural and literary innovation outside the realm of the court, following the
large-scale dislocation of northern hereditary elites who resettled themselves and their
families in south China after the north, including the former capital Luoyang, was
conquered by non-Han Chinese peoples.2 When Sima Rui 司馬睿 (276-322), a capable
military leader and blood relative of the imperial family, formally took the throne as
emperor in 318, the “Eastern Jin” was very much a dynasty-in-exile with a weak central
government in Jiankang 建康 (modern Nanjing), south of the Yangzi river.3 Against this
backdrop of dissolution, Charles Holcombe and others have shown how members of the
“aristocratic households” (or “hereditary elites,” as Holcombe calls them), on whom the
government depended as much as they depended on the government, distinguished
themselves through their cultural achievements in a widening sphere of public and
private interactions.4 The formation of groups of elites, then, who defined themselves as

Mark Edward Lewis and others have noted the way cultural elites of early medieval China and
especially the Eastern Jin distinguished themselves through a widening sphere of cultural
activities. See Lewis, China Between Empires: the Northern and Southern Dynasties (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 2009), 3-4.
3 Sima Rui was the grandson of Sima Yi 司馬懿 (179-251), the progenitor of the ruling family of
the Jin dynasty. Sima Rui was born in Luoyang, and entered Jianye 建業 (renamed Jiankang in
313), the old capital of the Wu kingdom, in 307. He surrounded himself with capable ministers
from both north and south China, and after news came of Emperor Min’s 愍 capture, they urged
on him the title “King of Jin” (Jin wang 晉王) in 317. He was made emperor the following year.
See Sima Guang 司馬光, Zizhi tongjian 資治通鑑, 90.2843.
4 See Charles Holcombe, In the Shadow of the Han: Literati Thought and Society at the
Beginning of the Southern Dynasties (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1994). Concerning
the rise of the “aristocracy” of this time, see Patricia Ebrey, The Aristocratic Families in Early
Imperial China: A Case Study of the Poling Ts'ui Family (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, reissue 2009). Étienne Balázs saw the “literati” class as arising out of the dissolution
toward the end of the Han, as aristocrats, relatives of the imperial family, and eunuchs vied for
power; the “literati” (or “intellectuals”), in his view, defined themselves according to certain
values, especially the rejection of state servitude. See Balázs’ two essays, “Political Philosophy and
Social Crisis at the End of the Han Dynasty” and “Nihilistic Revolt or Mystical Escapism,” in
Arthur F. Wright, ed., and H. M. Wright, trans., Chinese Civilization and Bureaucracy (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1964). In similar terms, Yu Ying-Shih argues for the emergence of
“individualism” in this period following the breakdown of “Confucian” ritualism, especially
relations between members of the state, families, and other social groups (assuming the sangang
2
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belonging together somehow beyond the realm of public service, or outside the “court,”
can be seen partially as a response to their particular socio-historical situation. Yet, at
the same time, their historical context per se is insufficient to explain their fascination
with an intensely imagined, collective space outside the court, beyond the world of
government in which they all (or most of them) in fact participated.
It is that imagined, collective space outside the court with which we are most
concerned here. How was it envisioned? Why was it envisioned? Who envisioned it? By
“imagined” here we mean something that had to be created by talking and writing about
it, something that may have existed somewhere “out there” but depended on its existence,
first and foremost, in the mind.
The dislocation and relocation of China’s great aristocratic families in new lands,
facing new customs, and in many cases trying to locate and continue “old” traditions,
offered an opportunity for elites to reinvent themselves. What did it mean to belong to
the civilization of the Eastern Jin people—or rather, who were the Eastern Jin people and
where did their civilization come from? Holcombe shows how elites of the first half of the
fourth century redefined their own traditions in the south by looking to the past and
looking inward to the self.5 These two modes of “looking,” first to the past and then to the
self, are characteristic of any “imagined community,” to borrow Benedict Anderson’s
phrase. That is, in order to rebuild a sense of national (or quasi-national) identity that
connects otherwise-unfamiliar political subjects over a broad stretch of territory, there
needs to be first a sense of shared past reflected in who we are as individuals. Cultural

liuji 三綱六級 as representative of normative Confucian ritual society). See Yu, “Individualism and
the Neo-Taoist Movement in Wei-Chin China,” in Donald Munro, ed., Individualism and Holism:
Studies in Confucian and Taoist Values (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, University of
Michigan, 1985), 125.
5 The scope of Holcombe’s work, we should note, begins with the founding of the Eastern Jin and
ends somewhere in the 360s with a considertation of the “literati” values of the Buddhist monk
Zhi Dun 支遁 (314-366) and his circle. See Holcombe, In the Shadow of the Han, passim.
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identities similarly depend on a shared vision of “past” in relation to self. That vision was
in flux and reformulated repeatedly in the Eastern Jin.

Clarifying Terms

The main argument here depends on several assumptions and terms that deserve further
comment and clarification. First of all, I take for granted that generally all communities,
as Anderson says, are “imagined” configurations formed in the minds of individuals,
consciously or unconsciously, and they are distinguished not by their falsity or
genuineness (“imagined” does not here mean “fake”) but by the way in which they are
imagined.6 Expanding on this, Holcombe writes of the Eastern Jin elite as an “imagined
community” rebuilt in the lower Yangzi delta region in response to changed
circumstances by appealing to forms of traditionalism, going back to Han political
institutions and classical learning. 7 However, whereas Holcombe is concerned most
centrally with the invention of a new/old “tradition” as the basis for a wholesale
communal identity in south China, here we are more concerned with the ways in which
communities of elites have, at particular places and times, been imagined and
represented in writings produced during the Eastern Jin.8

Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism
(London: Verso, revised edition, 2006 [first published in 1983]), 6.
7 Holcombe, In the Shadow of the Han, 2.
8 We should further distinguish “community” from social groups or group identities, such as the
sociologist Georg Simmel writes about. Simmel insightfully notes that individuals are
circumscribed by the multiplicity of overlapping social groups (family, occupational group, class,
etc.) with which they affiliate; and the intersection of these groups in the individual creates both
conflict and reinforces a unique person’s sense of self-integration. The aristocrats discussed here
are no exception, belonging at once to powerful families, often the bureaucracy, and to other
ideologically based groups all at once. See Georg Simmel, Conflict and the Web of Group6
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The most prominent venues for writing about one’s community were the social
gatherings organized by and for the cultural elites of early medieval China. Though social
or convivial meetings among acquaintances do not in themselves imply a shared sense of
belonging or community, the cultural elites of the mid-third through the early fifth
centuries used these occasions to imagine themselves as belonging to a community with
other like-minded peers, including those who were present at the same gatherings as
well as idealized figures of the past. Often, elite communality is imagined through a
shared identification with various figures from the past and an appreciation of the
cultural values discovered in philosophical texts, especially the Laozi 老子 (or Daode jing
道德經, Classic of the Way and Its Virtue), Zhuangzi 莊子, and Buddhist sutra literature;
just as often, it is imagined through a postured rejection of servility to the state and the
world of public service under the empire. But the shared focus of social gatherings in this
period almost invariably seems to return to one (or both) of these two gauges of cultural
connectedness: distance from the past, and relation to the controversy over conformity
to the state or the value of “naturalness” (acting in accordance with one’s natural bent), a
cultural value closely linked to the textual traditions of philosophical Taoism.9
In her work on the Yuan dynasty monk Zhongfeng Mingben 中峰明本 (12631323), Natasha Heller borrows the terminology of “interaction rituals” from sociologist
Randall Collins to examine the monk’s identity construction as a product of a given
social network. Interactions around a shared focus enable individuals to actively engage
their own cultural competence, their textual knowledge and skill at deploying that
knowledge in a meaningful way, to produce a shared affect; the product of these
Affiliations, translated by Kurt H. Wolf and Rienhard Bendix (New York: The Free Press, 1964
[first published 1955]).
9 “Naturalness” or the “self-so” (ziran 自然) as a philosophical concept and a social value gained
expression through the textual traditions of Taoist philosophical texts. Richard Mather
thoroughly treats the controversy over serving the state or following the way of “naturalness” (or
compromise) in, “The Controversy over Conformity and Naturalness during the Six Dynasties,”
History of Religions 9 (1969/70): 160-180.
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“interaction rituals” is cultural capital, something valued by the social network and
recycled into the individual’s cultural repertoire. 10 Or put negatively, without these
important points of interaction, the individual’s choice of inflecting the cultural
repertoire in this way or that would remain a mere idiosyncrasy, and the repertoire
would remain static. Similarly, we may think of cultural communities as the product of
competent interactions at elite social gatherings during the mid-third through early fifth
centuries; “communities” in this sense are both self-consciously created/imagined
through the manipulation of textual knowledge and sustained by the environment of
one’s social network. Moreover, by focusing our attention thus, we may more closely
examine the complexity of the “tradition” to which early medieval cultural elites
appealed repeatedly, and the plurality of ways in which they envisioned themselves as
belonging to a shared cultural nexus.

Texts and Previous Studies

So far we have been speaking in broad, sweeping terms. Now let us turn to some of the
concrete texts in which we find representations of social gatherings and cultural
communities. There are many examples of such gatherings of the cultural elite in the
anecdote collection, Shishuo xinyu 世說新語 (New Account of Tales of the World),
compiled by the Prince of Linchuan 臨川, Liu Yiqing 劉義慶 (403-444), sometime
around 430. Though we cannot simply assume that the social interactions and bon mots
exchanged between historical individuals, captured in the Shishuo xinyu, actually took

See Heller, Illusory Abiding: The Cultural Construction of the Chan Monk Zhongfeng Mingben
(Harvard University Asia Center, 2014), 1-6. Heller uses this approach while appealing to the
notion of tradition as a “cultural repertoire” or “tool kit” that can be deployed in various ways and
situations. For more on this approach, which many scholars have found useful as a frame for
cultural studies, see Ann Swidler, “Culture in Action: Symbols and Strategies,” American
Sociological Review, 15 (1986): 273-86.
10
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place as such, that collection remains an important source for our understanding of elite
cultural community in early medieval China.11 As Paul Rouzer notes, we may see that
collection as representing a model of cultivated behavior (what Rouzer calls “literati
ideology”), admired patterns of behavior within the male homosocial community.12 Thus,
the Shishuo xinyu points to at least a general model of what was valued at elite social
gatherings, even if the details about historical individuals and events that appear within
each episode cannot be relied on as a historical account. To give one example, Rouzer
notes pervasiveness of precarious, competitive social situations in many anecdotes,
situations that could end in humiliation or even turn violent if not deftly handled; as a
result, the value of “self-concealment,” hiding one’s emotions or thoughts, becomes a
prominent feature of early medieval social life highlighted in the Shishuo xinyu. 13
However, a social value appears deepest when it becomes manifest in manifold,
sometimes contradictory ways, depending on different circumstances. One well-known
example of the value of “self-concealment” thus appears at a banquet where the plutocrat
Shi Chong 石崇 (249-300) challenges a pair of visitors; whenever a guest would not drain
his cup of all, he would have a servant girl beheaded. One of the guests, the military
officer Wang Dun 王敦 (266–324) called his bluff, and sat, fully composed, watching as
Shi had to cut off the heads of more than three girls.14 Whereas self-concealment could
serve as a means of saving oneself from danger, it could also serve, almost oppositely, as
a basis for hubristic contests of power.
Mather discusses the Shishuo xinyu as “embellished” historical facts, with an emphasis on their
embellishment as hallmark of the form; see his introduction to his complete translation, Shihshuo Hsin-yü: A New Account of Tales of the World (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies,
University of Michigan, 2002 [second edition]); hereafter noted as New Account. Nanxiu Qian’s
in-depth study of the Shishuo xinyu speaks of a “collective Wei-Chin self” or “spirit” of the period
that was developed through differentiation from and identification with others during the
interactions that appear in that text. See Qian, Spirit and Self in Medieval China: the Shih-shuo
hsin-yü and Its Legacy (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2001), 47-60.
12 See Rouzer, Articulated Ladies: Gender and the Male Community in Early Chinese Texts
(Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2001), 86.
13 Ibid.
14 See Rouzer’s discussion of this episode in Articulated Ladies, 106-107. It appears in SSXY, 30.1.
11
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If we accept the view that the Shishuo xinyu represents a model of idealized elite
social behaviors, we may still ask whether or not the view found there conforms to the
self-representations of elites at social gatherings in writings produced on and for those
occasions. In a very few cases, we have writings, especially shi-poetry 詩, that have
survived from some of these social gatherings in various sources from the Tang onwards.
Interestingly, poetry of this period, especially fourth-century poetry, is generally
associated with the trend of “arcane discourse” (xuanyan 玄言), invested in the teachings
of the three classical “arcane” philosophical texts (the san xuan 三玄), Laozi, Zhuangzi,
and the Yi jing 易經 (or I-Ching, Classic of Changes), and Buddhist sutra literature.15
There is a certain paradox in composing verse focused on abstract philosophical
principles at convivial social gatherings. However, the poetry that survives from these
occasions, as we will see, dips into these philosophical texts as a means of configuring
groups of like-minded communities connected together through the shared past in the
present moment.
Scholarship on early medieval “literary circles” (wenxue jituan 文學集團 or
wenren jituan 文人集團) has likewise highlighted the visibility of moments of gathering
or partying (juhui 聚會) in the same place and time during the mid-third through the

Many scholars have taken up the problem of the so-called xuanyan shi style that was
disparaged by traditional literary critics of the late fifth and sixth centuries, and tried to vindicate
extant poems of that style. Recently, Wendy Swartz has also noted the social valence of such
poetry, regarding it is a mode of communication between members of the elite who shared a
common cultural repertoire. See her “Trading Literary Competence: Exchange Poetry in the
Eastern Jin,” in Paul Kroll, ed., Reading Medieval Chinese Poetry: Text, Context, and Culture
(Leiden: Brill, 2015), 6-35; and Reading Philosophy, Writing Poetry: Intertextual Modes of
Making Meaning in Early Medieval China (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2018).
For a discussion of the densely allusive style of this kind of poetry, see Nicolas Morrow Williams,
“The Metaphysical Lyric of the Six Dynasties,” TP 98 (2012): 65-112. J. D. Frodsham gives a
thorough account of how this kind of poetry was disparaged by later literary critics, who saw it as
a stilted kind of writing that segued into the birth of landscape poetry; see Frodsham, "The
Origins of Chinese Nature Poetry," Asia Major 8 (1960): 68- 72.
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early fifth centuries.16 This is in contrast to the sustained group-relations of earlier and
later court-centered literary circles, such as the “Seven Masters of the Jian’an Era”
(Jian’an qizi 建安七子) or the “Eight Friends of the Prince of Jingling” (Jingling ba you
竟陵八友).17 Hu Dalei 胡大雷, for instance, notes that groups like the “Seven Worthies of
the Bamboo Grove” (Zhu lin qixian 竹林七賢) and the participants in the outing on Shi
Chong’s Golden Valley Gardens (Jin’gu yuan 金谷園) in 296 were notable for their
famous “outings” together outside the realm of public service, not for their personal
relationships or their writing in the service of the court.18 This is indeed one of the
characteristics of other “literary circles” we find in the Eastern Jin, such as the great
gathering at Lanting 蘭亭 in 353 for which the calligrapher Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303-361)
composed his magisterial preface. Nevertheless, there were real, lasting relations
between members of the Eastern Jin cultural elite. In the absence of a powerful central
government during the fourth century, the social circles of the great families of the
northern émigré elite, especially the Xies 謝 and the Langye Wangs 王, gathered for

The earliest work I know that takes up this theme is Morino Shigeo 森野繁夫. Rikuchōshi no
kenkyū—shūdan no bungaku to kojin no bungaku 六朝史の研究―集団の文学と個人の文学.
Tokyo: Kyōiku Tosho Shuppan, 1976. Hu Dalei’s 胡大雷, Zhonggu wenxue jituan 中古文學集團
(Guangxi Shifan daxue chubanshe, 1996) is representative. Guo Yingde’s Zhongguo zhonggu
wenren jituan yu wenxue fengmao has already been mentioned.
17 The Seven Masters of Jian’an were not, strictly speaking, a court-centered group, but also may
have constituted a friendship group. Xiaofei Tian’s Halberd at Red Cliff: Jian’an and the Three
Kingdoms (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2018) did not arrive in time for me to
include a review of that work here.
18 Although Hu discusses the Seven Worthies as a friendship group from the mid third century, he
notes that it was their gatherings in the legendary “bamboo grove” (zhulin 竹林) and manner of
interacting for which they were most celebrated (Hu, Zhonggu wenxue jituan, 56-62). For Hu’s
discussion of Shi Chong’s gathering in the Golden Valley Gardens, see Ibid., 76-78. Anna Shields
notes that the vogue for creating groups based on shared interests in early medieval China often
precluded the specifics of relationships between individuals. See Shields, One Who Knows Me:
Friendship and Literary Culture in Mid-Tang China (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center,
2015), 48-60.
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poetry competitions, conversations on abstruse learning, and later even formed the Black
Robe Lane (Wuyi xiang 烏衣巷) society.19

Chapter Outline

The structure of my dissertation chapters follows four individual case studies. In my first
chapter, I examine the retrospective construction of the “Seven Worthies of the Bamboo
Grove” from the 260s in mid fourth-century discussions of anecdotes about them. As one
of the most famous group identities from premodern China, the individual “Seven
Worthies” may have existed at the same place and the same time but their identity as a
group of seven like-minded individuals, each absorbed in himself and yet part of an
exemplary group, was a product of fourth-century discursive communities with ancestral
relations to members of the original seven. Here I contribute to the growing body of
scholarship on “gossip” in premodern Chinese literary history, while building on
Rouzer’s work on strategies to signal inclusion and exclusion within the male homosocial
community.20

Cheng Zhangcan 程 章 燦 discusses the way aristocratic families become central in the
produciton of literature from this period; see his Shizu yu Liuchao wenxue 世族與六朝文學
(Ha'erbin: Heilongjiang jiaoyu chubanshe, 1998). For a look at the Xie family in particular, see
Ding Fulin 丁富林, Dong Jin Nanchao de Xie shi wenxue jituan 東晉南朝的謝氏文學集團
(Ha'erbin: Heilongjiang jiaoyu chubanshe, 1998).
20 “Gossip” here refers to several recent approaches to the circulation of anecdotes in premodern
China. See various articles in Jack Chen, ed., Idle Talk: Gossip and Anecdote in Traditional
China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014). As Chen notes, gossip “embodied tensions
between public and private knowledge, between reliable and unreliable sources of information”
(Chen, ed., Idle Talk, 4). During the early medieval period, gossip and anecdote were especially
important for constructing names, or “fame,” within networks of “famous gentlemen” (mingshi 名
士). This tradition is supposed to have emerged out of politically charged character evaluations
and qingtan (“pure talk”) practices from the second century on. For an in-depth analysis of “pure
19
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In my second chapter, I examine representations of group outings in the fortyone poems composed by twenty-six individuals at the famous gathering at Lanting in
Shanyin 山陰, Guiji (what is now Shaoxing, Zhejiang) hosted by Wang Xizhi on 22 April,
353. By tracing their group representation to an imagined outing of Confucius and his
disciples, I attempt to show how the Lanting poets, who actually gathered together for at
most several hours, styled themselves as a group whose identity extended to the deep
past and beyond.
My third chapter investigates the trope of negating community in writings on
collective ritual fasting and parting ways by the Buddhist monk Zhi Dun 支遁 (314-366),
a friend of Wang Xizhi. Like writing on convivial occasions, writing on ritual celebrations
also focused on the formation of communal connections with participants. For the
Buddhist monk and xuanyan exegete, however, Zhi Dun tries to distance himself from
his emotional connections to the social world. By exposing the conflict in writings
between religious belief and emotional experience, I try to show how the monk’s poetic
denial of feelings for his community of lay believers is supposed to signify his ascent
toward enlightenment.
In my fourth chapter, I examine the travel accounts and poetic compositions of
the monk Huiyuan (344-416) and his community of followers on Mount Lu. Staging the
great poet Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (365-427) as a foil, I show how Huiyuan’s community
attempted to elevate itself by writing about reaching distant places through arduous
group efforts that mimicked the group’s search for enlightenment. In contrast, Tao’s selfstyled lack of effort, the “spontaneity” characteristic of his verse, set himself apart from
the Huiyuan group, even though he was friends with many members of that group and
lived in close proximity to Mount Lu for much of his life. This points to the discursive
talk” as originating out of character evaluations in the Eastern Han (25-220 CE), see Tang Yiming
唐翼明, Wei Jin qingtan 魏晉清談 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 2002).
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boundaries shaped by Huiyuan and his followers, and Tao appears to stand as an
outsider of the group, preferring to elevate himself through the rejection of the values of
the Buddhist community.21
By organizing these case studies around a common theme of social gathering and
community-formation, I hope to shed light on one integral phase of early medieval
literary culture. It is this overarching period, from the mid-third to the early fifth
centuries, when we see cultural elites using social interactions and writings on social
interactions as a means of creating their own sense of cultural community outside the
realm of the court.

Robert Ashmore has discussed Tao’s use of “apostrophe,” addressing the audience directly in
his poetry, as a means of styling himself—and through other various poetic tropes—as
spontaneous, while still reading Tao within the cultural sphere of the “arcane” (xuan). See The
Transport of Reading: Text and Understanding in the World of Tao Qian (365-427). Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 2010. For a consideration of variant Taos that come through when
taking seriously the messy manuscript history of early medieval China, see Xiaofei Tian, Tao
Yuanming & Manuscript Culture: The Record of a Dusty Table (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 2005). Tian shows how Tao was read especially by later readers as a
“spontaneous” poet, making editorial decisions to sometimes circularly reinforce their view.
21
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Chapter 1

Reimagining the Group Identity of the Seven Worthies of the Bamboo Grove
Introduction

This chapter examines the elevation of the so-called “Seven Worthies of the Bamboo
Grove” (Zhulin qi xian 竹林七賢) in the retrospective imagination of fourth- and early
fifth-century south China. The “Seven Worthies” refers to a group of seven historical
individuals who were probably active together in north China during the mid third
century, though their identity as a distinct group of like-minded companions, along with
their group name, may have originated only after the death of the last two surviving
members, in 305. In the fourth century, the Seven Worthies became an iconic group of
cultural heroes, and stories of their eccentric behaviors, outwardly at odds with the social
mores of public life but inwardly rooted in their profound perceptiveness of the world,
fascinated the émigré elites living in the south. How should we understand the
significance of this group identity in the culture of south China at the beginning of the
period of division between north and south? Indeed, what kind of “group” were the
Seven Worthies supposed to represent?
Here my main argument is twofold: first (1), the Seven Worthies, viewed from the
fourth century and after, represent a tension between a social circle of intimate friends
and a configuration of idealized cultural heroes; and second (2), we can see the process
of their transformation from a social circle to an abstract group identity beginning to
take shape in the fourth century. That is, in the retrospective imagination of fourth- and
fifth-century elites, the Seven Worthies, as a distinct group, represented a certain
liminality between the social and the inner world of the self. On the one hand, they were
a band of intimate associates, like-minded peers who participated in the same exclusive
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social circle. But on the other hand they were celebrated as a collective ring of selfpossessed, otherworldly demigods.
This liminality between the social group of the Seven Worthies and their iconic
status as idealized beings can be observed in the striking visual depictions of the seven
on murals discovered in excavated tombs from around the outskirts of Nanjing in the last
century. The tombs, four in all, date to the late fourth or early fifth and the late fifth
century. Three of them seem to have belonged to members of the royal house of the
Southern Qi dynasty (479-502) in Danyang.22 Scholars have identified a motif that is
repeated in three murals from all of these tombs: the Seven Worthies appear seated
together, but separated, each absorbed in his own self and anachronistically joined by
the mythical sage Rong Qiqi 榮啟期, here an eighth “member” of the group.23 Standing
between each individual is a single tree—these are of several types, including gingko,
willow, pine, and bamboo.24 In this configuration, the seven, or eight, appear less as an
engaged circle of friends and more as a constellation of semi-divine personae. Like their
mythological companion Rong Qiqi, who appears in legend as a ninety-year old recluse
consulted by Confucius, the Seven Worthies stand for something greater than themselves,
the values of freedom, of being unhampered by the oppressive ties to the domain of
public service in imperial China.

The most recent and complete study of the murals can be found in Audrey Spiro,
Contemplating the Ancients: Aesthetic and Social Issues in Early Chinese Portraiture. The
occupant of the Xishanqiao 西善橋 tomb (excavated 1960) has not been identified but is dated by
Spiro as late fourth or early fifth century. Two earlier English-language studies are Ellen Johnston
Laing, “Neo-Taoism and the ‘Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove’ in Chinese Painting,” Artibus
Asiae 36 (1974): 5-54; and Alexander Soper, “A New Chinese Discovery: the Earliest
Representation of a Famous Literary Theme,” Aritbus Asiae 24 (1961): 79-86.
23 Rong Qiqi was said to have told Confucius he was happy about three things: being a human,
being born male, and living to ninety-years old. He was apparently the subject of a painting for
which Lu Yun 陸雲 (262-303) wrote a “Rong Qiqi zan” 榮啟期讚 (“Encomium on Rong Qiqi”) and
preface for a friend (QJW, 104.3a-4a). It is not entirely clear why Rong Qiqi is added to the group.
Soper says he is added “obviously to round out the total to an even number” (Soper, “A New
Chinese Discovery,” 84).
24 Soper identifies only one bamboo in the Xishanqiao mural. See Ibid.
22
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Audrey Spiro’s study of the Seven Worthies and Rong Qiqi motif further points to
an important mystical connection with the mural art from the Danyang tombs and the
cult of religious Daoism in early medieval China. The depictions of the seven and Rong
Qiqi do not appear alone. They are preserved together with other visual depictions of
flying dragons, celestial beings (or “devas,” tianren 天人), and other trappings of the
Daoist heavens. Spiro thus suspects some connection between the Seven Worthies and
the heavenly regions of Shangqing 上清 (“Highest Purity”) Daoism, which was popular
among the members of the Southern Qi royal family.25 Though we cannot know precisely
what to make of the associations between the Seven Worthies and their mystical
environment in the Danyang murals—or their placement in a tomb for the deceased, for
that matter—we should keep in mind the position of the Seven Worthies as somewhere
between the human realm and the world of celestial beings.
In their more human form, the Seven Worthies are often situated against the
backdrop of the controversy over conformity to the normative “Confucian” teaching of
names (mingjiao 名教 or lijiao 禮教, “teaching of rituals”) and the values of “naturalness”
(ziran 自然) associated with Taoist philosophical texts in the mid fourth century.26 We
know from their own writings that Ruan Ji 阮籍 (210-263) and Xi Kang 嵇康 (223-262,
also pronounced “Ji Kang”), two great writers who were also central figures in the Seven
Worthies group, were intensely interested in the “naturalness” of the Laozi and Zhuangzi,
and both were noted for their anti-ritualist behaviors in their own lifetimes.27 However,

Spiro, Contemplating the Ancients: Aesthetic and Social Issues in Early Chinese Portraiture.
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), 138-52.
26 This topic is handled carefully in Richard Mather, “The Controversy of Conformity and
Naturalness during the Six Dynasties.” Donald Holzman stresses the Seven Worthies as
proponents of “naturalism” in Poetry and Politics: The Life and Works of Juan Chi (A.D. 210-263)
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976). Both Mather and Holzman follow He Qimin 何啟
民, Zhulin qi xian yanjiu 竹林七賢研究 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu, 1967).
27 Holzman cites and partly translates a letter exchange between Fu Yi and Ruan Ji about the
latter’s objectionable behaviors in public. See Holzman, Poetry and Politics, 82-87.
25
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their approaches to “naturalness” and to conducting themselves in the public eye appear
to have been quite different.
Ruan Ji was the son of Ruan Yu 阮瑀 (d. 212), who was listed as one of the “Seven
Masters of Jian’an” (Jian’an qi zi 建安七子) by Cao Pi 曹丕 (187-226), first emperor of
the Wei. Although critics and scholars have interpreted his writings and putatively
strange ways of behaving publicly as veiled protests against the powerful Sima family,
Stephen Owen has challenged the idea that the Ruan was essentially a “Wei loyalist.”28
He served at least three times under the Sima family and even wrote a public document
urging Sima Zhao 司馬昭 (211-265) to accept the title “Prince of Jin” (“Jin wang” 晉王),
anticipating the end of the Wei dynasty. Xi’s approach, however, could hardly differ
more. In a famous letter, Xi writes proudly of his unrefined “natural” qualities—seldom
bathing, scratching at his own head-lice, cramps from willfully restraining his bladder,
and an uncensored habit of speaking whatever comes to mind—to excuse himself from
serving in office.29 Though Xi was granted a sinecure position and the honorary title
“Zhongsan dafu” 中散大夫 (“Grand Master of Palace Leisure”) after marrying a Cao
princess in the 240s, he seems to have refused to serve after the general Sima Yi 司馬懿
(179-251), father of Sima Zhao, consolidated power by slaughtering his rival regent Cao
Shuang 曹爽 (d. 249) and other followers.30 Xi Kang was eventually executed for being

Stephen Owen, The Poetry of Ruan Ji and Xi Kang, 5. Donald Holzman has generally upheld
the idea that Ruan Ji and the other Seven Worthies practiced an obscure form of political protest
by behaving wildly in society. See his “Les Sept Sages de la Forêt des Bambous et la société de leur
temps,” TP 44 (1956): 317-346; La vie et la pensée de Hi K'ang (223-262 ap. J.-C.) (Leiden: Brill,
1957); Poetry and Politics; and “Protest in Third Century China: Ruan Ji and Ji Kang against the
Sima Usurpers,” in Jacques Gernet and Marc Kalinowski, eds., En suivant la Voie royale:
Mélanges en hommage à Léon Vandermeersch (Paris: École française d'Extrême-Orient, 1997),
345-359.
29 The letter, which is included in the Wenxuan, is translated by J. R. Hightower in Cyril Birch, ed.,
Anthology of Chinese Literature, (New York: Penguin, 1967 [first published 1965]), 183-87.
30 He Qimin 何啟民 notes that Xi Kang’s involvement with the Cao-controlled government
probably coincided with the Zhengshi era (240-249) when He Yan was in favor at court. See He
Qimin, Zhulin qixian yanjiu 竹林七賢研究 (Taibei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1966), 69-71.
28
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implicated in a petty crime. Neither he nor Ruan lived to see the official founding of the
Jin in 265.31
Given what little we know about the associations between Ruan, Xi, and the other
“Seven Worthies,” it is unsurprising that we have no record of their social gatherings or
their group name in extant writings from their lifetime. What we do find, on the other
hand, in fourth-century and later texts suggests that their identity as a group was
emphasized and reimagined not just as a social circle—that is, a group of friends
gathering together in some place at some time—but also as a marker of their shared
mystical awareness of the world. Beginning with their group name, it is this hagiographic
tradition that gives us the idealized image of the Seven Worthies that we find today in
various art forms from early medieval China and other parts of East Asia down to the
present day.

In Search of the Bamboo Grove

The group name “Seven Worthies” (qi xian 七賢) first appears in extant sources around
the early to mid fourth century. Sun Sheng’s 孫盛 (ca 302-373) Wei shi chunqiu 魏氏春秋
(Spring and Autumn of the Wei), one of our earliest sources, identifies the following
“members” of the group: Ruan Ji, Xi Kang, Shan Tao 山濤 (205-283), the Zhuangzi
exegete Xiang Xiu 向秀 (ca 221-ca 300), Ruan Ji’s nephew Ruan Xian 阮咸 (210-263),
Wang Rong 王戎 (234-305), and the somewhat shadowy figure Liu Ling 劉伶 (ca 221-ca
300).32 Sun Sheng tells us that while Xi Kang was living on his estate in Shanyang 山陽

Chen Shou’s 陳壽 (233-297) Sanguo zhi 三國志 (Records of the Three Kingdoms) includes
biographies for both Ruan Ji and Xi Kang (SGZ, 21.604-07).
32 Sun Sheng’s text is glossed in Pei Songzhi’s 裴松之 (372-451) commentary on Xi Kang’s
biography in SGZ, 21.606.
31
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(modern Hebei), the seven were friends and would “go on outings in the bamboo grove”
(you yu zhu lin 遊於竹林). The Si ba mu 四八目 (Categories of Fours and Eights),
attributed to Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (365-427), gives the same list and adds that the
seven all resided in Shanyang and would gather together in the bamboo grove during the
Jiaping 嘉平 era (249-254) of the Wei.33 What has now become the most well-known
account of the group name “Seven Worthies,” however, appears in the anecdote
collection Shishuo xinyu 世說新語 (A New Account of Tales of the World), complied by
Liu Yiqing 劉義慶 (403-444) around 430:
Ruan Ji of Chenliu, Xi Kang of Jiao Principality, and Shan Tao of Henei were all three
of comparable age, though Xi Kang was slightly younger [than the others]. Of those
who joined their company were Liu Ling of Pei Principality, Ruan Xian of Chenliu,
Xiang Xiu of Henei, and Wang Rong of Langye. The seven often gathered in a
bamboo grove, and indulged themselves in drinking to their hearts’ content.
Therefore, in their times they were called the “Seven Worthies of the Bamboo
Grove.”34
陳留阮籍，譙國嵇康，河內山濤，三人年皆相比，康年少亞之。預此契者，沛國劉伶，
陳留阮咸，河內向秀，琅邪王戎。七人常集于竹林之下，肆意酣暢，故世謂「竹林七
賢。」

The anecdote here, like the other sources noted above, suggests that the name “Seven
Worthies” was given to the group because the seven would meet together as friends in
the same place and time, in the bamboo grove on Xi Kang’s estate in the mid third
century. The Shishuo xinyu goes just slightly further and gives us a brief description of
their activities together “indulg[ing] themselves in drinking to their hearts’ content.” Yet
aside from these short notices, there is no other account of the seven members all
gathered together in the same place and time, not in a bamboo grove nor anywhere else.
No writings seem to have been produced at their gathering, and we have no anecdotes
about how they might have interacted in the bamboo grove together. In the other eighty-

See Yuan Xingpei 袁行霈, ed., Tao Yuanming ji jian zhu 陶淵明集箋注 (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 2003), 594.
34 SSXY, 23.1; translation modified from Mather, New Account of Tales of the World, 399.
33
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three anecdotes featuring various members of the Seven Worthies preserved in the
Shishuo xinyu, we see at most five or three, or more often two, individual members
interacting together.35 In other words, while the group identity of the “Seven Worthies”
was more or less fixed by the early fifth century, we never actually see into their elusive
“outings in the bamboo grove.” We only hear about them.
There are other problems in the anecdote above. Firstly, we should note the
imbalanced grouping of the first three members as constituting a “company” (qi 契, or
more literally a “pact”) of friends to which the other four members are added. The basis
for this grouping appears to be age. However, Shan Tao, the eldest, was born just five
years before Ruan Ji but around twenty years before Xi Kang (who can hardly be called
“slightly younger” than both). Moreover, Xi Kang was probably younger than both Xiang
Xiu and Liu Ling by several years (we do not know their exact dates). So, if Ruan Ji, Xi
Kang, and Shan Tao do not stand alone as a separate age group, why are they singled out
as constituting their own “company” to which the others appear attached as an
afterthought? Secondly, Ruan Xian and Wang Rong, both born at least thirty years after
Shan Tao, were by far the youngest members of the group. Why do they not constitute
another, third age group within the seven? And lastly, what was the reason behind their
gathering in a “bamboo grove”—what were they all doing there?
Not all of our questions can be answered satisfactorily, and many of them lead us
to more questions. There is little positive reason to doubt the existence of a “bamboo
grove”—or some manicured outdoor space that included bamboos—and we cannot
discount the possibility that all seven historical individuals may have met at the same
time and place on Xi Kang’s estate in Shanyang. However, the idea that seven men would

There are eighty-four anecdotes, including the one translated above, involving at least one or
more of the Seven Worthies in Shishuo xinyu. Eighteen of those feature more than one of the
seven: of these, thirteen feature bilateral interactions, while only five involve three or more
members of the group.
35
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exclusively congregate and hold drinking parties together in a bamboo grove probably
owes more to mythologizing than to historical fact.36 The preface to Xiang Xiu’s “Si jiu fu”
思舊賦 (“Fu on Thinking of Old Friends”), composed after the deaths of Xi Kang and
their mutual friend Lü An 呂安 (d. 262), describes the old Shanyang estate, although it
makes no mention of the other members of the “Seven Worthies.” Furthermore,
according to an account attributed to the third-century historian Du Yu 杜預 (222-284),
preserved in Li Daoyuan’s 酈道元 (d. 527) Shui jing zhu 水經注 (Commentary on
Waterways), a “Seven Worthies altar” (Qi xian ci 七賢祠) was erected in Xiuwu 脩武
county (modern Huojia, Henan) in an area where the streams are flanked by thickets of
bamboo.37 Since the account, if genuine, must have been composed within the lifetime of
at least three of the “Seven Worthies,” it would seem highly unlikely that an altar would
be dedicated to this group. Could there be another group of “seven worthies” to whom an
altar might have been dedicated?
The modern scholar Chen Yinke 陳寅恪 (1890-1969) speculated that the group
name “Seven Worthies of the Bamboo Grove” should be understood as a retrospective
construction. “Seven worthies,” in his view, refers to a passage from the Analects that
says the greatest worthies “avoid the world” (xianzhe bi shi 賢者辟世), and only “seven
men” were able to accomplish this (zuozhe qi ren 作者七人).38 Although Chen does not
make the connection with the altar mentioned in Du Yu’s account above, it seems
plausible that there could have been an altar dedicated to this earlier group of seven

Here we note that empirically it would be difficult to actually stand or sit with a circle of friends
in a bamboo forest.
37 Shui jing zhu, 9 (“Qing shui” 清水).
38 Lunyu, 14.37. Chen Yinke makes this claim in two places. See his “San guo zhi ‘Cao Chong Hua
Tuo zhuan’ yu fojiao gushi” 三國志曹沖華佗傳與佛教故事, in Chen Yinke shixue lunwen xuan ji 陳
寅恪史學論文選集 (Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1992), 36-40; and “Tao Yuanming zhi sixiang yu
qingtan zhi guanxi” 陶淵明之思想與清談之關係, in Ibid., 117-42. Chen seems to think bamboo
could not have existed in north China.
36
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exemplary recluses. But that still would not explain how or why the name of an altar
dedicated to seven recluses from antiquity could become transposed and applied
retrospectively to another historical group of friends.
Chen Yinke also claims, without citing any evidence, that the “bamboo grove”
should be understood as a reference to the first Indian Buddhist monastery, Zhulin
jingshe 竹林精舍 (“Bamboo Grove Monastery,” veṇuvana vihāra) near Rājagṛha (in
modern Bihar).39 Yet as we have seen, there is good evidence that Xi Kang did actually
have an estate in Shanyang, and other, roughly contemporary figures also noted the
presence of bamboo forests in the area.40 Later, taken as a historical reality, the bamboo
grove even became a point of tourism. The mid fifth century governor of Tianmen 天門
commandery (modern Hubei), Guo Yuansheng 郭緣生 (exact dates unknown), included
an account of the landscape around Shanyang in his Shuzheng ji 述征記 (Record of My
Travels), also preserved in Shuijing zhu. There, he claims to have found the place of the
original bamboo grove: “now it is all a barren field, but the old locals still say that this is
Mr. Xi’s bamboo grove; at the time some of their bamboo was still left behind” 今悉為田
墟而父老猶謂嵇公竹林時有遺竹也.41 But even if there was a bamboo grove somewhere
near Xi Kang’s estate in Shanyang, we still have no indication that a group of friends ever
held drinking parties near there or that there ever was a distinct group identity among
the “Seven Worthies.”
Interestingly, the famous bamboo grove appears just once in the Shishuo xinyu as
an actual gathering spot where some of the group of seven are seen interacting together.
The anecdote involves the young Wang Rong:

Ibid.
Dai Kaizhi’s 戴凱之 (late fourth or early fifth century) Zhu pu 竹譜 (“Bamboo Ledger”) also
mentions the abundance of bamboo in north China.
41 Li Daoyuan, Shui jing zhu, 9 (“Qing shui” 清水).
39
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Xi [Kang], Ruan [Ji], Shan [Tao], and Liu [Ling] were in the bamboo grove drinking
and getting tipsy. Wang Rong went later. The Infantry Colonel [Ruan Ji] said, “This
vulgar fellow has come again to spoil our mood!” Wang laughed and replied, “Do you
all mean to say your mood is something that can be spoiled?”42
嵇、阮、山、劉在竹林酣飲。王戎後往。步兵曰：「俗物已復來敗人意！」 王笑曰：
「卿輩意亦復可敗邪？」

The anecdote here plays on two connections between Wang Rong and his companions.
First of all, we know that the basis of the group name “Seven Worthies” is supposed to be
their famous gatherings in the bamboo grove. Since this is the only extant anecdote that
actually gives us a glimpse into the grove, we are especially disappointed to find only five,
not seven, of the worthies gathered at once. This drinking party of five, however, shares a
second important connection: a collective mood (yi 意, or “mind”) that is supposed to be
aloof and incapable of being spoiled. Wang Rong seems to take his place as one of the
five by responding indifferently to Ruan Ji and the others—his mood or mind (yi) is
unspoiled by Ruan Ji’s jesting. Yet we can also read this, as later readers standing
outside the space of the bamboo grove, as a joke on the group identity of “Seven
Worthies”: they are not the type of men whose moods should be capable of being spoiled.
In other words, it was not just the bamboo grove on Xi Kang’s estate or their outings
together that constituted the basis of the group’s identity. Indeed, the absence of the
bamboo grove in all other extant anecdotes about their interactions suggests that, if their
social outing together were once associated with a bamboo grove somewhere in
Shanyang, the significance of this group identity became altered over time and came to
encompass a certain shared awareness or “mood” among the seven.
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Insider Connections

There is a rich “lore” centering on the Seven Worthies that partially survives in the
anecdote collection Shishuo xinyu and in various sources preserved in Liu Jun’s early
sixth-century commentary to that collection. Many of the short episodes in that
collection relate intricate details of social interactions that cannot have been observed
the way they are reported. Moreover, when the commentary cites from other historical
works, we find that the episodes are intertwined with the early historiographical
tradition; either the Shishuo xinyu draws upon the sources cited in the commentary or
those sources are drawing upon similar conversation material that eventually made its
way into the Shishuo xinyu.
It would be misleading and anachronistic to distinguish that lore in
historiographical sources as factual, as opposed to the “fictional” anecdotes. No such
distinction existed at the time of the Shishuo xinyu’s compilation: the anecdotes there,
presumed to report conversations and events involving historical individuals, were based
on truths even if they strayed from the truth in their representations of what actually
happened or what was actually said.43 Yet judging from the extrinsic evidence from our
corpus of fourth- and early fifth-century texts, we have good reason to believe the Seven
Worthies enjoyed a fair amount of embellishment as their stories were told and passed
on by word of mouth and in various writings.
To be sure, this Seven Worthies “lore” matured in the public sphere of fourthcentury Jiankang as a kind of conversation material at informal social gatherings of the
cultural elite. Many of the sources dealing with the Seven Worthies before the
compilation of the Shishuo xinyu point to the circle of friends of the great reclusearistocrat Xie An 謝安 (320-385). According to one anecdote preserved in the Shishuo
43
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xinyu, the historian Yuan Hong 袁宏 (328-376) showed Xie his Mingshi zhuan 名士傳
(Biographies of Famous Gentlemen), which devoted an entire section to the Seven
Worthies. Xie laughed in response and said, “I used to converse with other gentleman
about the events that took place north of the Yangzi River with the special purpose of
tricking people; but [you] Yanbo (i.e. Yuan Hong), have gone further and written a book
about it!”44 Thus, even within the Shishuo xinyu, we find reason to believe the tradition
of stories touching on the Seven Worthies preserved in that collection has its basis in
conversation-making at the social gatherings of Xie and his friends.
Though no longer extant, Liu Jun notes that Yuan Hong’s Mingshi zhuan
consisted of three sections devoted to group identities of “famous gentlemen” from the
Wei and Western Jin: (1) the two “arcane learning” pioneers of the Zhengshi 正始 era
(241-249), He Yan 何晏 and Wang Bi 王弼, (2) the Seven Worthies of the Bamboo Grove,
and (3) the “famous gentlemen of the Middle Court” (zhongchao mingshi 中朝名士), also
known as the Eight Adepts of the Middle Court (Zhongchao ba da 中朝八達) from the
Yuankang 元康 era (292-300).45 This latter group included Xie An’s paternal uncle, Xie
Kun 謝鯤 (280-324), who was infamous for trying to emulate the eccentric behaviors of
the Seven Worthies by behaving badly in public. The reverse is equally true: Xie Kun and
his group of Eight Adepts, claiming to “carry on” the tradition, probably contributed to
the Seven Worthies’ reputation as a group of antinomian eccentrics. But Xie An was
proud of his connection to his uncle, and, if we accept the Shishuo xinyu’s account, he

SSXY 4.94.
Parts of Yuan Hong’s text and preface to that text survive in Liu Jun’s commentary and in QJW,
57.3a-b.
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believed his uncle “naturally would have been taken by the arm into the [bamboo] grove”
必自把臂入林, if he had ever met with the original group of seven.46
In addition to Yuan Hong, we have another close connection to Xie An whose
extant writings on the Seven Worthies deserves special notice. Dai Kui’s 戴逵 “Zhulin qi
xian lun” 竹林七賢論 (“Discourse on the Seven Worthies of the Bamboo Grove”) seems to
have transmitted many of the same accounts that are now preserved in Shishuo xinyu
about the Seven Worthies.47 Dai Kui, a famous painter-recluse, was a friend of Xie An
and reportedly spent time together with Xie during his retirement in Guiji. Sun Sheng,
whose writings on the Seven Worthies we have already seen, though apparently not a
close friend of Xie’s, is noted as having participated in group discussions with Xie also in
Guiji. What stands out in both of their accounts, however, is their defense of the behavior
of the Seven Worthies against the degenerate affected eccentricity of the Eight Adepts.
Whereas the Eight Adepts represent a strained attempt to ape the anti-ritualism of the
Seven Worthies, there is a presumption that the actions of the original group of seven
stem from a source of formless understanding of the very rituals that they seem to
transcend.

SSXY 8.97. Xie’s connections with the Seven Worthies in the Shishuo xinyu go further. Once,
when the usurper Huan Xuan plotted to murder him, Xie An reportedly walked into court blithely
chanting the poetry of Xi Kang. Xie’s characteristic genteel virtue, “cultivated tolerance” (yaliang
雅量), i.e. showing no fear, anxiety, or joy in response to external things, was indeed something he
shared in common with Xi Kang. Even Xie’s daughter, the poet Xie Daoyun 謝道韞, was praised as
possessing “the airs of the [bamboo] grove” (linxia fengqi 林下風氣, SSXY 19.30). For an analysis
of Xie An’s character in the Shishuo xinyu, see Jean-Pierre Dieny, Portrait anecdotique d’un
gentilhomme chinois: Xie An (320-385) d’après le Shishuo xinyu (Paris: Collège de France
Instutut des hautes études chinoises, 1993).
47 The Sui shu 隋書 (Sui History) bibliography also records a no longer extant “Qi xian zhuan” 七
賢傳 (“Seven Worthies Biographies”) in five juan attributed to a “Mr. Meng” (Meng shi 孟氏)
following entries on Yuan Hong’s Zhengshi mingshi zhuan 正始名士傳 (Famous Gentlemen of the
Zhengshi—likely named so because of its first chapter) and Dai Kui’s Zhulin qi xian lun 竹林七賢
論 (Discourse on Seven Worthies of the Bamboo Grove) (Sui shu, 33.976). For the latter, see
below.
46
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This was in fact the subject of a discourse written by Dai Kui, entitled “Fang da
wei fei dao lun” 放達為非道論 (“Discourse on How Unrestrained Free-Spirits Go Against
the Way”). Dai’s argument was levied against the Eight Adepts, whom he regarded as
imposters of those who were truly “adept” or “attained” (da 達):
Those men of the Yuankang era should be seen as being fond of shunning the hidden
traces [of the teaching of names] without seeking their source; therefore they are
guilty of discarding the source and following its remnants and conducting themselves
by rejecting matters of substance and chasing after their echoes. This is like regarding
Xi Shi as beautiful and imitating her scowl, or like emulating Youdao (i.e. Guo Tai 郭
泰, 128-169) by wearing a folded scarf. The means by which one is an emulator is not
the means by which [Xi Shi] is beautiful. [Those people] merely value the likeness of
appearances and nothing more. Now the color purple distorts vermillion because it
appears to be like vermillion; therefore the village hypocrite appears to be unbiased
and mild, and thereby distorts virtue. So, when the [Seven Worthies of the] Bamboo
Grove acted unrestrained, they scowled on account of actually having an affliction;
but when the men of the Yuankang era acted unrestrained, they wore their folded
kerchiefs while having no virtue. Can this not be observed?48
若元康之人，可謂好遁跡而不求其本，故有捐本徇末之弊，舍實逐聲之行。是猶美西
施而學其顰眉，慕有道而折其巾角: 所以為慕者，非其所以為美，徒貴貌似而已矣。夫
紫之亂朱，以其似朱也，故鄉原似中和，所以亂德。放者似達，所以亂道。然竹林之
為放，有疾而為顰者也，元康之為放，無德而折巾者也，可無察乎！

Dai treats the behavior of the Seven Worthies as distinct from the imitations of the Eight
Adepts (i.e. the “men of the Yuankang era”). Just as the archetypical beauty Xi Shi 西施
possessed a characteristic “scowl” in her countenance, the Seven Worthies possessed a
distinct manner that could not be imitated externally. This was their imitators’ mistake:
they failed to diagnose the source of what made the Seven Worthies “adept” or “attained”
(da). Whereas the Eight Adepts abandoned the “teaching of names,” the Seven Worthies,
Dai Kui writes, “understood the meaning” of those teachings (da qi zhi 達其旨) and
thereby acted in accordance with the Way. It was their mutual understanding of the
“teaching of names,” not their outward expressions of being unrestrained, that
constituted their shared connection (according to Dai Kui).

For a translation and discussion of Dai Kui’s discourse, see Robert Ashmore, Transport of
Reading, 89-96.
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Dai Kui’s argument is reminiscent of another Shishuo xinyu anecdote about
Wang Cheng 王澄, Huwu Fuzhi 胡母輔之, and the other Eight Adepts. They would
reportedly go about in the nude together, regarding impulsivity and lack of restraint as
the same as “adept” (yi renfang wei da 以任放為達). Yue Guang 樂廣, who is sometimes
counted as one of the eight, reportedly laughed and said “there is already a place of
enjoyment within the teaching of names!—what need is there to go on like this?” 名教中
自有樂地何為乃爾也.49 The decisive word “place” (di) here is important; for it points to
the same flaw of the Eight Adepts noted by Dai Kui. There is an inner “place of
enjoyment” already within the “teaching of names,” beneath the surface. By doffing their
clothes and superficially behaving as a group of wild eccentrics, the Eight Adepts were
betraying their ignorance of those teachings and focusing on external appearances.
Another famous anecdote records Liu Ling naked in his room with a guest. But
unlike the Eight Adepts, Liu’s nudity here has a deeper intention: “I regard heaven and
earth as my pillars and eaves, and this room as my breeches!”50 We cannot know if these
words were actually uttered by Liu Ling, but the idea of a profound purpose beneath the
surface of bad behavior is something we see in many other anecdotes of the Seven
Worthies, especially those commented on by Dai Kui and Sun Sheng.

The Source of Appearances

Throughout the following anecdotes, we can see that the outwardly eccentric behaviors
of the Seven Worthies were often, either by some suggestion within the frame of the
anecdote or by some comment left by a compiler, explained as arising from a deep source
of mystical awareness. Below I have grouped the anecdotes according to mostly bilateral
49
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relations between the individual members of the group. This constantly shared
awareness from within, as opposed to the perceptions of others who look from outside
the group, constitutes the identity of the “Seven Worthies” as an idealized group in
anecdote form.

(a) Ruan Ji and Xi Kang

There is one anecdote taken from an anonymous fifth-century source, preserved in the
Shishuo xinyu commentary, that attests to the first meeting of Ruan Ji and Xi Kang. It
appears that they became connected through Ruan’s famous ability to roll his eyes back
in his head revealing the whites of his eyes. According to the anonymous Jin bai guan
ming 晉百官名 (Hundred Official Titles of the Jin Dynasty), Ruan would roll his eyes to
show disdain for ordinary folk. When he was in mourning for the death of his mother, he
received a visit from Xi Kang’s elder brother, Xi Xi 嵇喜 (d. after 282), who had
established himself as a prominent official. When Xi Xi arrived, instead of shedding tears
Ruan only rolled his eyes at him. Xi Xi returned home upset. This act of insolence
directed at his own brother seems to have intrigued Xi Kang. The anecdote concludes,
“When Xi Kang heard about this, he immediately went to visit [Ruan Ji] bringing a gift of
ale and carrying his zither in his hands; thereupon they became good friends” 康聞之乃
齎酒挾琴而造之遂相與善.51
What interests us in the anecdote above is the premise that Ruan Ji and Xi Kang
were brought together through their mutual embrace of behavioral modes that violated
Confucian ritualist norms. Ruan Ji seems to have garnered attention for his unusual style
of mourning. In the anecdote above, the mourning stage leads to an opportunity for
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Ruan to express his contempt for ordinariness and to make friends with another likeminded individual.

(b) Ruan Ji and Wang Rong

We have another small cluster of anecdotes concerning the connection between
Ruan Ji and Wang Rong found in fourth-century sources preserved in the Shishuo xinyu
commentary. It seems Ruan Ji became fond of Wang Rong while the latter was
accompanying his father, Wang Hun 王渾, in the official quarters. Sun Sheng’s Jin
yangqiu 晉陽秋 (Annals of the Jin) says that when Ruan would visit, despite being of
nearly the same age as his father, he would quickly move past Wang Hun, preferring
instead to spend long hours with Wang Rong in his room.52 He allegedly remarked that
Wang Rong was “pure and admirable” (qing shang) and not the same “type” of person
(lun 倫) as his father. Dai Kui’s “Zhulin qi xian lun” records a similar anecdote, noting
that this took place when Ruan Ji and Wang Hun were both serving in the secretariat.
Snubbing Wang Hun, Ruan would spend entire nights conversing with Wang Rong,
whose conversation he preferred to his father’s. Despite the twenty years that separated
them both, “they got along as though they were of the same generation” 相得如時輩.53
It is entirely plausible that Ruan Ji and Wang Rong became acquainted during
Ruan’s time in the secretariat. What interests us here, however, is Ruan’s acceptance of
Wang despite their age difference and on grounds that they can have a conversation. To
be able to have a conversation here seems to depend on finding the right kind of person.
The anecdote is somewhat reminiscent of Confucius’ statements about conversing with
others on the Classic of Poetry (Shi 詩). Famously, when Confucius’ disciples Zigong and
52
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Zixia were able to produce analogies between moral teachings and the poems, Confucius
declared that he was “able to talk with them about the [Classic of] Poetry” (ke yu yan shi
可與言詩).54 Elsewhere Confucius is even clearer: “to not converse with one with whom
you can converse is to err in [misjudging] people; to converse with someone with whom
you cannot converse is to err in [misjudging] words; the wise neither err in [their
judgment of] people nor of words” 可與言而不與之言失人不可與言而與之言失言知者不
失人亦不失言.55 We can read the anecdote above in light of Confucius’ words: the act of
walking past Wang Hun to converse with his son signifies that Wang Rong is the sort of
person with whom he is able converse.
We see this notion of “one with whom I can converse” affirmed negatively in an
anecdote involving Ruan Ji, Wang Rong, and a third figure, Liu Chang 劉昶. When Wang
Rong was still young, he went to visit Ruan Ji while Liu Chang was present. Ruan invited
Wang to drink several rounds of ale in the presence of Liu, whom he excluded from their
drinking (wu yu 無預).56 As with many other similar anecdotes, the pleasure of the
anecdote here lies in the fact that Ruan and Wang’s behavior would normally be
considered rude or improper. Yet despite their rudeness, they continued their
conversation with Liu Chang together as though nothing strange had happened (san ren
wu yi 三人無異). In Dai Kui’s phrasing, each of the three remained “self-content” (zi de
自得). The reason, Ruan Ji is quoted as saying, is because Liu Chang is just the sort of
person with whom it is proper not to drink: “with one superior to [Liu] Gongrong, it
would be unfitting not to drink; with one inferior to Gongrong, it would not be
permissible not to drink; it is only Gongrong with whom it is permissible not to drink.”
Just as conversation could be prescribed for “only those with whom one can converse,”
Analects, 1.15 and 3.8.
Analects, 15.8.
56 SSXY 24.2.
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drinking depended on the sort of person with whom one drank. It would be improper not
to enjoy ale with someone superior, as it would be impolite to deny a lesser person a
drink. Liu Chang sits confidently between both types: he is not superior or humble
enough to require a drink but casual enough to not become upset if he is excluded from
drinking. Each person thus has his proper place, despite the apparent impropriety of the
circumstances.

(c) Xi Kang and Wang Rong

Here we should note an apparent character flaw in Wang Rong, one that makes him
appear at odds with his fellow worthy, Xi Kang. Xi was famous for never revealing
emotions in his countenance. In fact, according to one anecdote in the Shishuo xinyu,
Wang Rong is credited with saying he had never seen the appearance of either happiness
or anger in Xi Kang’s countenance after living with him for twenty years. The account is
supported by a similar statement recorded in the Xi Kang bie zhuan 嵇康別傳 (Separate
Biography of Xi Kang), allegedly composed by Xi Kang’s elder brother Xi Xi.57 Yet Wang
Rong appears starkly at odds with Xi Kang’s sustained equanimity in another anecdote:
after marrying his daughter to Pei Wei, Wang gave as a dowry tens of thousands of cash,
and “showed an appearance of upsetness.” Only after she visited her home and secretly
returned the money to her father was Wang Rong unvexed. According to Wang Yin’s 王
隱 Jin shu 晉書 (Jin History, compiled ca 318-321), this parsimoniousness was perceived
as a character defect in Wang Rong, comparable to a disease.58

In Xi Xi’s version of the anecdote, Wang Rong was living in Xiangcheng 襄城 (Henan) at the
time. There is no mention of “twenty years,” which Mather notes is historically problematic (SSXY
1.16).
58 SSXY, 29.2. Mather, New Account, 490.
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There is another cluster of anecdotes concerning the stinginess of Wang Rong. He
was a wealthy man and owned many estates near Luoyang. These estates were replete
with slaves, herders of livestock, watermills, and fields. But Wang refused to share his
wealth outside the family. On one of his estates, he grew plums that he would sell to
others; but fearing others might grow the same plums, he would remove the pits before
selling them.59 This proprietary attitude is also reflected in Wang’s reputation for miserly
gift-giving: once, when his nephew got married, Wang Rong reportedly gave him an
unlined robe as a wedding gift, and immediately asked for it back.60 Finally, another
anecdote suggests he would lend money at a usurious rate of interest to others; we are
told he had so many bonds of indebtedness that he and his wife would lay them out and
count them by candle light late at night.61 Such was the stinginess of Wang Rong.
But some argued that Wang Rong’s stinginess was a disguise: his meanness was
thus affected in order to make himself appear in want. We have a fragment from another
essay by Dai Kui in defense of Wang Rong—it actually appears to be a fragment cited
within a fragment of Sun Sheng’s Jin yangqiu, which tells us that Sun Sheng was aware
of Dai Kui’s opinions on the Seven Worthies. According to Dai, by making himself
obscure and silent in a time of social upheaval, Wang Rong was actually being wise and
was able to preserve his life. Though he displayed stinginess to others externally,
internally he was acting from profound understanding, adapting himself to the times as
other great men from antiquity had done before.62
Dai Kui’s defense of Wang Rong is highly implausible. If Wang Rong only made
himself appear stingy in order to avoid the public eye, why did he accept high-level
positions in the Jin government? Moreover, he cannot have disguised his riches very well
if we have written accounts that attest to his fame for being extremely wealthy. Rather,
SSXY, 29.1. Mather, New Account, 490.
SSXY, 29.2.
61 SSXY, 29.3. Mather, New Account, 490-91.
62 Ibid.
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Dai Kui’s defense should be understood as an a priori solution to a problem: Wang
Rong’s character type has to be free from vices like parsimony; therefore the
contradictory accounts of his unfitting personal conduct must be made to accord with
that type. As we will see below, the same desire to harmonize accounts of personal
conduct with character type is noticeable in other anecdotes involving other members of
the seven.

(d) Wang Rong, The Latecomer

There is one anecdote that presents Wang Rong as a “latecomer” to join the group of
seven. This appears improbable, if we accept the aforementioned account that says Ruan
became acquainted with Wang when he was only fifteen-years old—that is, at the
beginning of the Jiaping era when the seven supposedly gathered for their bamboo grove
outings. The anecdote is important; for it points to a possible, albeit historically unlikely,
explanation for how Wang Rong, who seems to have neither embraced the reclusive
lifestyle of Xi Kang nor the eccentric behavior of Ruan Ji, came to be associated with the
other members of the group.
The anecdote is based on a popular tradition, one that was probably historically
inaccurate. Part of that tradition was a fu composed by the poet Wang Xun 王珣 (350401), entitled “Jing Huang gong jiulu xia fu” 經黃公酒壚下賦 (“Fu on Passing by Mr.
Huang’s Tavern”). The fu, which has not survived, was originally preserved in Pei Qi’s 裴
啟 Yu lin 語林 (Grove of Accounts, compiled in 362), a work extremely famous in its day
but also notorious for containing spurious accounts. It is impossible to know if the
following anecdote was an inspiration for Wang Xun’s fu or, conversely, if the fu gave
rise to the popular anecdote:
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When Wang Junchong [i.e. Rong] was president of the Imperial Secretariat (301302), he passed by Mr. Huang’s tavern while wearing his official robes and riding in a
light one-horse carriage. He looked back and said to the guests in the carriage behind
him, “In the past I would drink and get tipsy in this tavern with Xi Kang and Ruan Ji;
and I even joined in the tail end of the outings in the bamboo grove. But ever since Xi
Kang’s adverse fate and Ruan Ji’s passing, I've been restrained by the times. Now
though I see this place up close, it seems as far away as the mountains and rivers.”63
王濬沖為尚書令，著公服，乘軺車，經黃公酒壚下過， 顧謂後車客：「吾昔與嵇叔夜、
阮嗣宗共酣飲於此壚，竹林之遊，亦預其末。自嵇生夭、阮公亡以來，便為時所羈紲。
今日視此雖近，邈若山河。」

How much has changed since the passing of Xi Kang and Ruan Ji! Wang Rong, who is
now president of the secretariat, a prestigious position in the Jin government, wears the
garbs of office as he looks back on the tavern where he would drink with Xi and Ruan
and remembers those old “outings in the bamboo grove.” He appears contrite as he looks
back: now he can see his present self, “restrained by the times,” as remote from his old
friends as the “mountains and rivers” in a distant gaze.
The anecdote above provides an explanation for how Wang Rong ventured so far
from the legendary “outings in the bamboo grove.” Juxtaposing Wang’s success with the
demise of Xi and Ruan, the anecdote draws attention to the asymmetry within the group
of three. Wang stands out not only as one who “joined in at the tail end” but also as one
who outlived his friends and pursued a highly successful career—one to which Xi and
Ruan might have been opposed. The anecdote thus seems to ask the question: how could
someone like Wang have joined the company of Xi Kang and Ruan Ji?
The Shishuo xinyu commentary adds another note by Dai Kui at the end of the
above anecdote. According to Dai Kui, his contemporary Yu Yuanzhi 庾爰之 (exact dates
unknown) asked his grandfather Yu Liang 庾亮 (289-340) about it. Yu Liang replied,
“This was unheard of in the times of the Central Court and then in the times East of the
River suddenly this account appeared out of nowhere—surely it was made up by some
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curiosity-monger!”64 Yu Liang’s comment is credible evidence that the popular tradition,
from Wang Xun’s fu to the anecdote here, had achieved legendary status by the second
quarter of the fourth century.

(e) Shan Tao, The Profound Enigma

Born into a relatively obscure family, Shan Tao gained distinction under the Simas and
became one of the preeminent officials of the Western Jin. Given his connections to the
Jin court, we see the same tendency to explain away motives by disguising character type
in the unfathomable inner awareness of Shan Tao. These accounts center around Shan’s
office-holding and his famous ability to evaluate others.
Shan’s official career was marked with unlikely success. He rose from relative
obscurity and poverty to become one of the most prominent statesmen of his times. One
of Shan Tao’s kinsmen is said to have predicted that the young Shan Tao would grow up
to become an aide to the sons and grandsons of Sima Yi, posthumously the “founding”
Xuan Emperor of the Jin.65 This prediction came true: Shan avoided the calamities of the
transition from Wei to Jin and became a close confidant to Sima Zhao, accepting the
concurrent posts of vice-president of the imperial secretariat and president of the civil
office board in charge of recommendations. He even recommended two of the seven
worthies, Xiang Xiu and Ruan Xian, and Xi Kang’s son, Xi Shao, to serve in office under
the Simas. It was probably in this capacity as recommender that he became famous for
unfailingly evaluating others.
Shan’s approach to serving in office is positively lacking in apprehensiveness.
That is, compared to the other “worthies” who served in fewer or relatively minor posts—
Ibid.
SSXY 3.5; Mather, New Account, 87. The story of Sima Yi taking notice of the sixteen-year-old
Shan Tao is contradicted by another account that says Shan was relatively obscure until his public
discourse on military affairs in 280 (SSXY 7.4).
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Wang Rong is perhaps an exception—there is more explaining to do in the case of Shan
Tao, if we begin with the presumption that he shared the same deep awareness with the
other Seven Worthies. As a result, Shan is made into a profound enigma, acting out of an
uncanny perception of things in order to survive the times. As his younger contemporary
Wang Yan 王衍 (256-311) is said to have remarked, “obscurely and unnoticed, [Shan]
accords with the way, and the depths [of his mind] are unfathomable!”66
Here we should consider two anecdotes that claim to know what Shan Tao is like
beneath the surface. The first involves the gifts bestowed on Shan Tao by Sima Yan 司馬
炎 (236-290), the official founder of the Jin. Once at a gathering of the Xie family, Xie An
asked his kinsmen how it could be that Shan was entrusted as director of instruction and
president of the civil office board and yet was presented only with meager gifts from the
emperor. His nephew Xie Xuan replied, because Shan’s desires were few he therefore
caused Sima Yan to “forget about the meagerness” (wang shao 忘少) of the gift. In other
words, Shan’s inherent virtue, his natural lack of desire, explains why Sima Yan’s gifts to
him would be so apparently insignificant. Richard Mather notes an affinity here with the
Zhuangzi. The “perfect man” (zhiren 至人), according to that text, causes others to
“forget” (wang 忘) ranks and emoluments; he naturally instills in others a fondness for
the Way. 67 In other words, the giver Sima Yan gave meager gifts because he was
positively influenced by the gifted Shan Tao.
Xie An and Xie Xuan are interested in seeing beneath the surface of Shan into the
“unfathomable depths” of his character that can explain why Sima Yan might have
snubbed him. This enigmatic source of strange virtue in Shan provides a nice way of
dealing with other questions concerning his actions. Another anecdote concerns his
Wang Yan’s remark appears in Yuan Hong’s “Zhulin mingshi zhuan,” preserved in the Shishuo
xinyu commentary (SSXY 7.4).
67 SSXY 2.78; Mather, 70.
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recommendation of Ruan Xian, the youngest of the Seven Worthies, to the civil office
board. Sima Yan refused the appointment. One might suppose that there was nothing
unusual about this; even recommendations by the great evaluator Shan Tao could be
rejected by the emperor. But this raised a bigger question with implications that bear on
Shan’ ability to evaluate others: how could Shan have recommended Ruan Xian for an
appointment that did not go through?
Sun Sheng gives a plausible explanation for why the appointment was not
accepted: “[Ruan] Xian’s personal behavior often violated the codes of ritual conduct” 咸
行己多違禮度.68 This accords with Ruan Xian’s reputation as one of the “southside”
Ruans, who flaunted himself as a poor eccentric and drank together with his uncle Ruan
Ji.
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But

Dai

Kui

gives

another,

more

“profound”

explanation

for

Shan’s

recommendation:

When Shan Tao recommended Ruan Xian, surely he knew the emperor would not be
able to use him; he cherished the excellence of [Ruan Xian’s] detachment from the
world because no one understood the intention [underlying his behavior]. So by
praising his improper conduct, his intention beyond the square, as “undefiled and
lacking selfish desires” he made self-apparent his intention to go beyond mere
traces.70
山濤之舉阮咸，固知上不能用，蓋惜曠世之雋，莫識其意故耳。夫以咸之所犯，方外
之意，稱其清真寡欲，則跡外之意自見耳。

Dai’s argument here is remarkable: he claims to know Shan Tao’s true reason for
recommending Ruan Xian. It was not in order to appoint Ruan Xian to the civil office
board at all. Shan knew that his appointment would be rejected; he only recommended
his friend in order to make Ruan Xian’s true intentions “self-apparent” (zi xian 自見) to
others who did not understand his strange behavior. Dai Kui’s argument thus transforms

SSXY 8.12.
See SSXY 23.10.
70 SSXY 8.12.
68
69
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Shan’s official recommendation into a symbolic gesture promoting the reputation of his
friend, Ruan Xian, as a superior-minded gentleman.
Insofar as his motives are explained by Dai Kui, the recommender Shan Tao is
the functional equivalent of an instrument to make manifest his friends’ greatness. This
becomes clear again in his attempt to recommend Xi Kang as his personal replacement
as president in the recommendations bureau in 261. In response, Xi Kang wrote a long
letter chastising Shan and announcing the end of their friendship. The letter, preserved
in the Wenxuan, is titled “Yu Shan Juyuan juejiao shu” 與山巨淵絕交書 (“On Breaking
Off Friendship with Shan Juyuan [i.e. Tao]”), and was supposedly written to express Xi’s
disdain for serving in office and to formally break off relations with Shan. As Thomas
Jansen has pointed out, however, Xi’s letter was clearly intended for a public audience: it
is entirely plausible that, rather than end his friendship with Shan, Xi wished to use the
occasion to promote himself as the sort of superior-minded gentleman who refuses to
serve.71 This in fact was elaborated upon in the Xi Kang biezhuan:
Of course Xi Kang understood that Shan was not using [the appointment of] an office
to satisfy his feelings, but wanted to demonstrate his own unbending integrity and
thereby shut the mouth of his recommender! So he replied to [Shan] Tao in a letter,
saying he could not endure to drift with the vulgar crowd and belittling [the teachings
of] Tang and King Wu. When Sima Zhao heard of it, he started to hate him.72
豈不識山之不以一官遇己情邪。亦欲標不屈之節，以杜舉者之口耳。乃荅濤書，自說
不堪流俗，而非薄湯武。大將軍聞而惡之。

Although the Xi Kang biezhuan is probably an earlier source, this statement is noticeably
similar to Dai Kui’s explanation of Shan’s decision to recommend Ruan Xian. Shan could
not have actually meant to appoint Xi Kang to the bureau of recommendations. He must
have had a subtler purpose. Again that purpose is to make manifest his friend’s greatness.
As a result, thanks to Shan’s remarkable sagacity, Xi (according to Xi Kang biezhuan at
least) is given the opportunity to compose a letter demonstrating that he is untainted by
Jansen, Thomas. “The Art of Severing Relationships (juejiao) in Early Medieval China,” 126, no.
3 (2006): 347-365.
72 The translation here differs from Mather somewhat. See SSHY, 18.3 (p. 356-57).
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the ambitions of official service. Shan is indeed an enigma, operating at all times from a
place of profound understanding.
In his Jin yangqiu, Sun Sheng calls the friendship between Shan Tao, Xi Kang,
and Ruan Ji the “company of forgetting the words” (wang yan zhi qi 忘言之契), recalling
the famous Zhuangzi passage that compares understanding meaning to catching fish:
“when you get the fish, forget about the trap; when you get the meaning, forget about the
words.”73 In the context of the Zhuangzi—and in the Yijing, as explained by Wang Bi—
meaning refers to what lies behind the “images” (xiang 象), the “mind” of the sages that
breathes life into things. Once one grasps the meaning of the sages, the words and
images that help us arrive at that meaning become obsolete. However, in the context of
the “company of forgetting the words,” the meaning is already mutually understood and
therefore the need for words is obliterated.
Concerning Shan Tao’s friendship with Ruan Ji and Xi Kang, the Shishuo xinyu
has the following anecdote:
When Shan [Tao] met Xi [Kang] and Ruan [Ji] for the first time, their company was
like “metal and thoroughwort.” Noticing that her husband’s relationship with these
two friends was different from ordinary relationships, Shan’s wife, née Han, asked
him about it. Shan replied, “These were the only two men fit to be my friend at the
time.” His wife said, “[Xi] Fuji’s wife personally observed Hu Yan and Zhao Cui. Now
that I wish to peek on them, would that be alright?” Another day, the two friends
came, and Shan’s wife urged him to detain them overnight. She prepared ale and
meats [ for them], and at night she bore a hole through the dividing wall to watch
them, all the while forgetting to return until the dawn of the next day. When Shan
entered her room, he asked, “What do you think of my two friends?” His wife
answered, “Your talents are utterly inferior. It can only be that you became friends
because of your ability to evaluate others.” Shan replied, “They also have long
regarded my evaluation of others to be supreme.”74
山公與嵇、阮一面，契若金蘭。山妻韓氏，覺公與二人異於常交，問公。公曰：「我
當年可以為友者，唯此二生耳！」妻曰：「負羈之妻亦親觀狐、趙，意欲窺之，可
乎？」他日，二人來，妻勸公止之宿，具酒肉。夜穿墉以視之，達旦忘反。公入曰：
「二人何如？」妻曰：「君才致殊不如，正當以識度相友耳。」公曰：「伊輩亦常以
我度為勝。」

Sun Sheng’s statement appears in a fragment of his Jin yangqiu biography of Shan Tao,
preserved in the Shishuo xinyu commentary (SSXY, 19.11)
74 SSXY, 19.11; modified from Mather, New Account, 370-71.
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The anecdote here, which appears almost verbatim in Dai Kui’s “Zhulin qi xian lun,”
plays on Shan Tao’s relationship with the two most famous worthies of the bamboo grove,
Ruan Ji and Xi Kang. Here their friendship is described in the words of the Xici zhuan 繫
辭傳 (Tradition of Appended Phrases): “when two are like-minded, they are keen
enough to cut through metal; words of like minds are as fragrant as thoroughwort” 二人
同 心 其 利 斷 金 同 心 之 言 其 臭 如 蘭 . However, the anecdote is somewhat humorously
modeled on another famous episode from the Zuo zhuan 左轉 (Zuo Tradition), in which
the wife of Xi Fuji 僖負羈 observes the followers of Chong’er 重耳, the prince of Jin. Xi
Fuji’s wife declares that the prince’s followers are all worthy counselors, and therefore
urges her husband to demonstrate his loyalty to the prince.75 Here, instead, Shan Tao’s
wife notices that her husband’s talents are inferior to those of Ruan Ji and Xi Kang: as
one who served as an official recommender, Shan Tao’s ability to judge others alone is
his greatest talent. But that talent, connected with state service, merely allows him to
recognize their quality. He appears to have no inner quality of his own, despite sharing a
“metal and thoroughwort” bond with his two companions.

Dubious Fellows
酒盡君可起
After you've drank your ale, you are excused—
我歌已三終
My song has reached its end.
由來竹林人
The men of the Bamboo Grove
不數濤與戎
Never included Shan Tao or Wang Rong.
—Su Shi, "To Tao Qian's "Imitating the Ancients' II" 和陶擬古詩

See Zuo zhuan, Xi 23.6c (Zuo Tradition, p. 367). In the Zuo zhuan episode, Lord Gong of Cao
violates propriety by spying on Chong’er naked in order to behold his “fused ribs.” Later Xi Fuji is
rewarded and the Lord of Cao is punished.
75
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In contrast with the anecdote tradition we have been examining, the late fifth-century
scholar Shen Yue 沈約 (441-513) saw the Seven Worthies as essentially an ancillary social
circle surrounding the two great writers Xi Kang and Ruan Ji. Xi and Ruan were both
exemplary recluses of the past, men whose intolerable greatness could not get along with
the petty officials of their times, let alone the Sima “usurpers” of the late years of the Wei.
However, whereas Ruan Ji managed to avoid the troubles by disguising his true nature in
drunkenness, Xi Kang was outspoken and thus ended up being executed under the Simas.
Shen Yue writes in his “Qi xian lun” 七賢論 (“Discourse on the Seven Worthies”):
Since Ruan Ji and Xi Kang entrusted their traces [in the world], they had to
neglect to care for their bodies. What tool is better for neglecting to care for the
body than ale? Thus, they would fill their cups all day long, dead drunk all their
years. The [proper] use of ale is not to drink alone. There need be friends, and
only then does it create happiness.76
既託其跡。宜慢其形。慢形之具。非酒莫可。故引滿終日。陶兀盡年。酒之為用。
非可獨酌。宜須朋侶。然後成歡。
The purpose of these drinking parties, Shen thinks, is not simply to enjoy the company of
others in the same place and time. Rather, they function as the means by which the
group of seven leave their “traces” in the world. In early medieval recluse discourse, the
true recluse does not seek to make his name known; but sometimes he leaves behind
“traces” in the world for others to find. Since reclusion was a highly marketable public
posture, as Alan Berkowitz has shown, leaving behind “traces” was used to distinguish
genuine recluses as opposed to those who tried to be known as such. The “outings in the
bamboo grove” are just that: the “traces” that were passed down about them in accounts
produced by others—the seven worthies never sought to make a name for themselves by
gathering together in a bamboo grove. Ale-drinking was merely the instrument of choice
used to forget the cares of the body, and because ale is meant to be enjoyed in company,
QLW, 29.1b-2a. Appears in "Recluse" (yinyi 隱逸) chapter of YWLJ, 37, "Human Section"
(renbu 人部). The text here seems to be preserved only partially, as is typical of the selections
found in YWLJ. Translation of second half appears in Donald Holzman, "Les Sept Sages de la
Forêt des bambous et la société de leur temps," TP 44 (1956): 344-45.
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Ruan Ji and Xi Kang, the two leaders of the group, need a group of other like-minded
companions to drink with.
Shen Yue’s discourse ends by reflecting on the necessity for Ruan and Xi to have
other like-minded companions with whom they could express themselves emotionally:

Aside from Xi Kang and Ruan Ji, Shan [Tao], Xiang [Xiu] and the others simply
possessed style and quality. They were not harmed by the power-holders of the
times. Yet humans by nature harbor emotions, and the emotional nature needs
something to which it can be entrusted. As for finding comfort and joy in the
present and relaxing and embracing others, if it were not for these five men, with
whom could Xi Kang and Ruan Ji have associated?
自嵇阮之外。山向五人。止是風流器度。不為世匠所駭。且人本含情。情性宜有所
託。慰悅當年。蕭散懷抱。非五人之與。其誰與哉。

The main reason for regarding the other five worthies as ancillary to the social needs of
the two central figures, Xi and Ruan, seems to depend on their status vis-à-vis the Jin
court. As we saw above, fourth-century figures argued at length to pardon questionable
life decisions of many of the Seven Worthies. Here it seems that Shen Yue stands
somewhere outside that tradition, at the end of it, discriminating between the two “true”
worthies and the other five who are merely a function of the need to have drinking
friends.
We see this response to the anecdote tradition again in the “Wu jun yong” 五君詠
(“Singing of the Five Gentlemen”) poems composed by the poet Yan Yanzhi Yan Yanzhi
顏延之 (384-456), preserved in the Wenxuan. Sometime in or shortly after 434, Yan
Yanzhi five poems on five of the Seven Worthies. According to Shen Yue’s Song shu 宋書
([Liu-]Song History), Yan, who was given the title “Yan the Tiger” (Yan hu 顏虎) by his
colleagues because of his disagreeable temper, wrote the “Wu jun yong” poems in
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response to a feud with his fellow official Liu Zhan 劉湛 (392-440).77 As Yan was serving
as tutor to the prince Liu Yikang 劉義康 (409-451), he became enraged and harshly
criticized Liu Zhan and Yin Jingren 殷景仁 (390-441) for taking over all important
responsibilities at court. Liu accordingly tried to persuade the prince to have Yan exiled
to Yongjia 永嘉. Yan thus composed his poems on five of the Seven Worthies to console
himself that he was in the company of other great figures from the past who could not get
along with the times, while excluding the two members Shan Tao and Wang Rong. For
Yan, Shan and Wang had both sought to become “honored and eminent” (gui xian 貴顯)
by pursuing a successful career in the courts, and therefore did not belong together with
the other worthies.78 Throughout Yan’s poems, we see a considerable familiarity with the
anecdote tradition that we have examined above.
The first of Yan’s poems (according to the ordering of the Wenxuan) is in praise
of Ruan Ji (Ruan bubing 阮步兵, “Infantry Colonel Ruan”):
阮公雖淪跡
識密鑒亦洞
沈醉似埋照
寓辭類托諷
長嘯若懷人
越禮自驚眾
物故不可論
途窮能無慟

Sir Ruan, though he hid his traces,
Understood secret truths, and possessed profound reflection.
He immersed himself in ale, like a concealed light,
He lodged his [true meaning] in words as indirect criticisms.
Whistling on and on, as though longing for someone,79
Transgressing rituals, naturally startling the masses.
Truly matters should not be discussed—80
At the end of his road, how could he not grieve?81

This is the Ruan Ji of Yan Yanzhi’s commentary on the “Yong huai shi.” Ruan appears as
someone who hides himself from the public eye, and enigmatically uses both ale and

The episode appears in Yan Yanzhi’s biography in both Song shu 宋書 and in Li Yanshou’s 李延
壽 (d. 680) Nan shi 南史 (Southern Dynasties History) (Song shu, 73.1893; Nan shi, 34.878).
78 A discussion of the five poems appears in Tina Marie Harding, "Echoes of the Past: Yan
Yanzhi's (384-456) Lyric shi," PhD Dissertation (University of Colorado, Boulder, 2007): 125-143.
79 A reference to the legendary meeting of Ruan Ji and the immortal of Mount Sumen.
80 A reference to Ruan Ji's famous unwillingness to evaluate other people’s character (pinglun
renwu 評論人物). The final line refers to the anecdote about Ruan Ji, who went riding in a
carriage by himself off the main road until the trail ended. He wept and returned.
81 Song shi, 5.1235. Yingjin variant: “isn’t it sad?” 寧不哀.
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poetry to conceal his true self. Yan does not address the historical fact that Ruan served
under and enjoyed the protection of Sima Zhao, but rather alludes to the anecdote
tradition about his eccentric behaviors.
The next poem in the series is in praise of Xi Kang (Xi zhongsan 嵇中散, “Xi [the
Gentleman] of Courtly Leisure”)
中散不偶世
本自餐霞人
形解驗默仙
吐論知凝神
立俗迕流議
尋山洽隱淪
鸞翮有時鎩
龍性誰能馴

The courtier never got along with the world,
He was by nature one who eats the dawn clouds.82
His body was liberated, proof of silent transcendence,
His oral discussions make known his concentrated spirit.
He stood among the vulgar and defied popular opinion,
And sought out a mountain to harmonize with the recluse.83
The wings of a phoenix are sometimes shot down—
But who could tame the nature of a dragon?84

This poem plays on a tradition of Xi Kang as an immortal. Although we do not know
when this tradition began, a fragment from the painter Gu Kaizhi’s 顧愷之 (344-406) “Xi
Kang zan xu” 嵇康贊序 (“Preface for an Encomium on Xi Kang”), glossed in Li Shan’s
commentary on the Wenxuan, includes the following story:
The governor of Nanhai, Bao Jing, was a spirit communicator. Xu Ning of
Donghai took him as a teacher. At night Xu Ning heard the sound of a zither
coming from a tranquil room. He wondered at the mysteriousness of such a
thing and asked Bao Jing about it. Bao Jing said, “it’s Xi Kang.” Xu Ning
replied, “Xi Kang lost his life in the execution grounds. How could he be here?”
Bao Jing answered, “His traces made it seem like he died, but in actuality he
achieved corpse liberation.”
南海太守鮑靚。通靈士也。東海徐寍師之。寍夜聞靜室有琴聲。怪其妙而問焉。
靚曰。嵇叔夜。寍曰。嵇臨命東市。何得在茲。靚曰。叔夜迹云終。而實尸解。
Like Yan Yanzhi, Xi Kang (in the poem above) is at odds with the world of his peers; but
this is because Xi, unlike Yan, was born with the nature of an immortal. It is unknown

As the Wenxuan commentator Li Zhouhan notes, eating dawn clouds was something done by
transcendents 餐霞仙者之流也. See Wenxuan, 21.1007.
83 Ge Hong's 葛洪 Shenxian zhuan says the Xi Kang was fond of Wang Lie, a 238 year old recluse
at the time, and the two men frequently went off into the mountains playing games and picking
drugs (cai yao 採藥).
84 Li Shan cites from Xi Kang biezhuan 嵇康別傳 that he had the "appearance of a dragon and
demeanor of a phoenix" 龍章鳳姿.
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when the tradition of Xi Kang’s “corpse liberation” (shijie 尸解) began, but aside from the
passage translated above, Shen Yue also writes that Xi managed to transform his body by
ingesting “Yellow Essence” (huanjing 黃精).85
The next poem in the series is in praise of the bibulous Liu Ling (Liu canjun 劉參
軍, “Adjutant Liu”):
劉伶善閉關
懷清滅聞見
鼓鍾不足歡
榮色豈能眩
韜精日沉飲
誰知非荒宴
頌酒雖短章
深衷自此見

Liu Ling was adept at being closed off,
He embraced purity and snuffed out sights and sounds.86
Drums and bells could not bring him happiness,
How could glory or appearances ever dazzle him?
He concealed his pure essence drunk every day—
None knew it was not just wanton partying!87
Though his hymn to ale is a short piece,
The depth of his personality is evident in it.88

Liu Ling here seem to belong to the group because he, like Ruan and Xi, conceals himself
from the world. The historical Liu Ling is a person about whom we know very little. His
only extant piece of writing is the “Jiu song,” in which Yan is able to see “the depth of his
personality.” Interestingly, many if not all of the anecdotes about Liu Ling (which also
serve the basis for his later Jin shu biography) seem to involve his “alcoholism.” Rather
than read those anecdotes as corroborations of the bibulous Liu who wrote the “Jiu song,”
it seems at least equally possible that those accounts may owe something to the

The statement appears in Shen Yue’s “Qi xian lun” 七賢論 (QLW, 29).
Li Shan cites a line from Wang Bi's 王弼 commentary on the Laozi passage which says, "Those
who are adept at remaining closed cannot be opened for lack of a key" 善閉者無關鍵而不可開.
Wang Bi comments: "He relies on things and is spontaneous, not establishing not disposing.
Therefore, he cannot be understood without the use of essential restraint" 因物自然不設不施故不
用關鍵繩約而不可開解. In Zhuangzi "Zai you" 在宥 chapter, Guangchengzi 廣成子, a 1200 year
old sage, replies to the Yellow Emperor who has sought his advice on self-cultivation: "When your
eyes have nothing to see, your ears nothing to hear, your mind nothing to know, then your spirit
will preserve the body and the body gains long life. Attend to your inside, close off your outside—
knowing too much will destroy you"目無所見耳無所聞心無所知汝神將守形形乃長生慎女內閉女外
多知為敗.
87 Zang Rongxu's 臧榮緒 Jinshu says, “Liu Ling once went riding a deer carriage holding an entire
jug of ale” 靈常乘鹿車攜一壺酒.
88 See his "Hymn to the Power of Ale" (Jiu de song 酒德頌; QJW, 66).
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extremely famous piece—one in which later readers, as Yan admits, found the great
“depths” of a historical poet.
The next poem is in praise of the musician Ruan Xian (“Ruan of Shiping” 阮始平):
仲容青雲器
實稟生民秀
達音何用深
識微在金奏
郭奕已心醉
山公非虛覯
屢薦不入官
一麾乃出守

Ruan Xian was a vessel for the blue clouds,89
Truly he was endowed with the beauty of “Shengmin.”90
He understood music, not needing to study deeply,
He knew the subtleties in playing bronze bells.91
Guo Yi was already drunk in his heart,92
Sir Shan never visited in vain.
He was often recommended, but not used for office;
and then in one command he was made governor.93

The final poem in Yan’s series is in praise of Xiang Xiu (Xiang changshi 向常侍,
“Attendant Xiang”):
向秀甘淡薄
深心托毫素
探道好淵玄
觀書鄙章句
交呂既鴻軒
攀嵇亦鳳舉

Xiang Xiu loved being detached,
He entrusted his profound mind to brush and paper.
Seeking after the Way, fond of deep mystery,
He read books and scorned the chapter-line commentaries.94
By befriending Lü [An] he became a soaring swan,
And also clung to Xi Kang, rising like a phoenix.95

Li Shan glosses a line from the biographies of Bo Yi and Shu Qi: "Although Bo Yi and Shu Qi
were worthies, because of Confucius their names became famous; even though Yan Hui was fond
of study, by attaching himself to the tail of a unicorn his conduct became renowned. The life
decisions of the gentlemen of cliffs and caves are sometimes like this. Their kinds disappear and
they are not remembered. Oh alas! Men of the streets want to hone their conduct and establish
their names, but if they do not depend on scholars of the blue clouds, how could they be passed on
to later generations?" 伯夷、叔齊雖賢，得夫子而名益彰。顏淵雖篤學，附驥尾而行益顯。巖穴之
士，趣舍有時若此，類名堙滅而不稱，悲夫！閭巷之人，欲砥行立名者，非附青雲之士，惡能施于
後世哉.
90 Seems to suggest that he possessed the literary capacity to produce art comparable to the
“Shengmin” in the Classic of Poetry.
91 This was part of Ruan Xian’s controversy over the proper vessels of ancient music with his
contemporary Xun Xu.
92 This seems to follow closely Yuan Hong’s biography of Ruan Xian (a fragment of which survives
in LI Shan’s commentary): “Whenever Ruan Xian was either happy or sad, it would be excessive
and surpass the emotions of others. Guo Yi of Taiyuan, when he saw him, became drunk in his
heart, and without knowing it he sighed with admiration” 阮咸哀樂至過絕於人太原郭弈見之心醉
不覺歎服.
93 Fu Chang notes that Xun Xu was demoted and Ruan Xian was then made governor of Shiping
(Shaanxi).
94 A reference to the short-sighted philological style of the “chapter-line” commentary tradition.
Presumably Xiang Xiu’s commentary on Zhuangzi followed the “greater significance” (da yi 大義)
style of commentary.
95 Li Shan quotes from Xiang Xiu biezhuan: Xiang Xiu used to forge metal together with Xi Kang
in Luoyang, and to irrigate gardens with Master Lü in Shanyang. He would use his leftover salary
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流連河裡游
惻愴山陽賦

He lingered beside the Yellow River—
Melancholy, his description of Shanyang!96

It is fitting that Yan ends his poetic series on Xiang Xiu. The final line refers to the “Si jiu
fu” in which Xiang reminisces on his past experiences on the Shanyang estate with Xi
Kang and Lü An. Ironically, as we have noted earlier, Xiang’s fu omits the other “Seven
Worthies,” even if it corroborates his own connections with the historical Xi Kang. Here,
however, Yan’s focus is on Xiang’s relation to the other four “gentleman” because of his
inner qualities, not because of his participation in the bamboo grove gatherings. Again,
like the other figures praised throughout Yan’s poetic series, Xiang is “detached” and
seeks after the profound mysteries of the Way.
In Yan Yanzhi’s day, the Seven Worthies were not just a historical group of
friends who once gathered in the famous bamboo grove, but also stood for the values of
freedom and “detachment” from the mundane world. Yan appears steeped in the
anecdote tradition of the Seven Worthies, though he distances himself from parts of that
tradition. His decision to sing the praise of only “Five Gentlemen,” minus Shan Tao and
Wang Rong, would not have been possible without an underlying assumption about the
basic quality which members of that group are supposed to share in common.

Conclusion

The fascination with the Seven Worthies began in earnest, we can say, in fourth-century
south China. It seems at least plausible that the “Seven Worthies” all knew each other
and shared an admiration for the mystical Way of the Laozi and Zhuangzi, though their
group name and identity as an exclusive group appears only in the fourth century and
to contribute to the expenses of ale and food. 秀常與嵇康偶鍛於洛邑，與呂子灌園於山陽，收其餘
利以供酒食之費.
96 Li Shan interprets this as referring to "Si jiu fu" where Xiang Xiu describes riding in the river in
Shanyang, reminiscing on his times with Xi Kang.
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later. Indeed, the name “Seven Worthies of the Bamboo Grove” is remarkably fixed in
fourth-century texts. Yet as they became a fixture of the cultural discourse in south China,
their group identity also came to take on new significance. Within the anecdote tradition,
there is a presumption that the appearances of the Seven Worthies belie a deeper, hidden
source of intelligence generally shared in common. That is, no matter what the Seven
Worthies are seen doing in the public society of their peers, their true intent remains
hidden from view. Here we can make a connection to what Paul Rouzer calls “selfconcealment,” a highly prized mode of interaction observed in other anecdotes about the
fourth-century cultural elites in south China.97 In the anecdote tradition, the Seven
Worthies stand somewhere between a circle of like-minded friends and an idealized
arrangement of individuals who conceal their true intent in order to remain aloof from
society.
We should think of the Seven Worthies not simply as a historical group of
individuals but as an elevated—almost deified or sacralized—community of cultural
heroes. But if we understand them as representing a particular mode of elite sociation,
then they appear to be self-absorbed together as a strange, tightly knit group of
otherworldly men.

97

See Paul Rouzer, Articulated Ladies, 106-107.
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Chapter Two
The Poetic Formation of a Lasting Group Identity at the Gathering at Lanting

Introduction

From the literary circle that dwelled together in Guiji 會稽 (modern Shaoxing, Zhejiang)
during the mid fourth century emerges a special group identity that demands our
attention here: the Lanting 蘭亭 group. “Lanting” (sometimes translated as “Orchid
Pavilion”) was the name of an administrative building located in Shanyin 山陰 county of
Guiji, where it served as the site of the famous gathering of the renowned calligrapher
Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303-361) and his friends and family relatives on April 22, 353.98 The
occasion was the annual Lustration Festival (Xi 禊) of late spring. Wang Xizhi, who was
then serving as administrator of Guiji, celebrated by hosting a game at Lanting for his
acquaintances: sitting beside a winding channel, they floated cups of ale on the moving
waters and each participant had to compose a poem ex tempore within the time it took
for a floating cup to pass by; the penalty for not composing was to quaff three dou of
ale.99 These activities lasted for at most several hours. And yet in the extant texts that
survive from this short-lived occasion the Lanting poets (as I will call them) remarkably
organize themselves into a group whose identity extends beyond the limitations of their
For an examination of the place name “Lan” and the functioning of the county-level
administrative building (ting) as lodges for pleasure outings at the turn of the fourth century, see
David Knechtges, “Jīngǔ and Lán Tíng: Two (or Three?) Jìn Dynasty Gardens,” in Studies in
Chinese Language and Culture: Festschrift in Honour of Christoph Harbsmeier on the Occasion
of His 60th Birthday (Hermes Academic Publishing: Oslo, 2006), 395-406. The “shorter version”
of Wang Xizhi’s preface, the “Preface Overlooking the River” (“Lin he xu” 臨河序) mentions fortyone participants, not including himself.
99 For dates in Wang Xizhi’s life, I follow Qi Xiaochun 祁小春, Maishi zhi feng: you guan Wang
Xizhi ziliao yu renwu de zonghe yanjiu 邁世之風－有關王羲之資料與人物的綜合研究 (Taipei:
Shitou chuban, 2007.) According to Wang Xizhi’s nianpu here, he must have served as
administrator (neishi 內史—some sources use the term taishou 太守, “governor”) of Guiji from
351 to his retirement in 355.
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respective moment in time. In the following pages, I argue that the “Lanting group”
constitutes not only a social moment frozen in time but, more importantly, a group
identity that was itself a product of the Lanting poets’ fantasy that they belonged to a
certain timelessness in their moment of gathering.
In her recent study of groups in the European Renaissance, Hannah Chapelle
Wojciehowski borrows the Freudian notion of “group mind” to explore the emergence of
new concepts of group identity.100 To search for the parameters of a group we are seeking
more than the identification of a configuration of “members”; groups exist by and large
in the minds of individuals who see themselves and others operating from within and
without. Freud believed (expanding on the French sociologist Gustave Le Bon and others)
that the true focus of group psychology was not the individual psyche but rather a shared
group consciousness that supersedes the perceived limitations of each member’s
individuality.101 We are not concerned here with the “herd instinct” of individuals but
instead the group’s tendency to manifest a distinct, collective consciousness, or collective
fantasy of the group’s actual existence. In particular, Wojciehowski locates the
manifestation of the “group mind” in the occurrence of words and concepts used by
individuals metaphorically to refer to one’s “group” (cf. Italian gruppo “knot”), that is
what binds a group’s members together.
We have much to gain in borrowing some of the key insights taken from the study
of Renaissance group identity and applying them here. To begin with, the collective
metaphors used self-referentially by the Lanting poets consist of refrains of “sameness”
(tong 同), “on an equal level” (qi 齊), and forming a “pact” (qi 契) but also of “release”
(san 散 and ji 寄, literally “entrusting [one’s cares]”) and becoming “unburdened” (chang

See especially Wojciehowski, Group Identity in the Renaissance World. New York, NY:
Cambridge University Press, 2011, 11-30.
101 Freud, Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego (New York: Norton & Co. Standard
Edition, 1959 [originally published 1921]).
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暢). From here we might stake a claim that the Lanting poets defined themselves in a
sense as a group bound by becoming unbound; in other words, what ties the Lanting
group together is their mutual release from the restraints of belonging to other imagined,
“mundane” collectives. Yet it is further necessary to ask more precisely what the Lanting
poets saw themselves as the “same” as or who it was they formed a “pact” with; likewise,
what were they becoming “released” and “unburdened” from? Moreover, the Lanting
poets write in a style representative of the so-called “arcane discourse” (xuanyan 玄言)
of the early to mid fourth century and thus they frequently repeat allusions to Daoist
figures and texts belonging to that tradition. By historicizing and asking ourselves in
what sense and to what purpose these allusions are employed, we can see that “arcane
discourse” itself was malleable and could be readapted to harmonize a group identity of
different individuals of divers backgrounds coming together as “on an equal level.”
To answer these questions in more than a cursory way requires us to examine the
writings left behind by the Lanting poets. Our extant corpus of texts consists of forty-one
poems and two “prefaces” (xu 序) by twenty-six individuals. In dealing with such
occasional texts whose meaning is so intricately connected with not just the date but the
very moment of composition, moreover, we should note briefly the way these writings
putatively came into being. It seems that Wang Xizhi asked the participants to compose
one four- and one five-syllable poem each during the gathering at Lanting: some poets
have both, others have only one or the other, but none, except for Wang Xizhi himself
has more than two poems. In his celebrated preface for the occasion, Wang Xizhi tells us
that he collected and copied out the poems and listed the names of the other participants,
including those who could not compose, and accordingly wrote his preface (one source
specifies he did this at the end of the same day). It is possible that some or all of his five
poems were also written together with the preface as a sort of capstone for the event.
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Finally, there is another preface, or “postface” (houxu 後序), by Wang Xizhi’s friend Sun
Chuo 孫綽 (314-371), which may or may not have belonged to the group of texts gathered
by Wang Xizhi.
Although some have questioned the authenticity of Wang Xizhi’s preface included
in his official biography, such claims have been more than sufficiently debunked by
recent scholars. We do not know why none of the Lanting materials were included in
Xiao Tong’s 蕭統 (501-531) great Wenxuan 文選 anthology or other extant anthologies
from medieval China; nor whether any of the “Lanting Poems” were included in authors’
respective personal collections, now lost. Indeed, what we know of the transmission
history of the Lanting materials merely confirms the centrality of the figure Wang Xizhi,
through whose hand nearly the entirety of the Lanting corpus seems to have been
mediated. This is true to the extent that Wang Xizhi was, by all accounts, the original
collector of the “Lanting Poems,” and further to the extent that starting at least in the
Tang dynasty his preface and the “Lanting Poems” were sought and copied not as
examples of excellent prose and poetry but as remnants of Wang Xizhi’s calligraphic style
which supposedly reached its zenith on that very day at Lanting and whose spontaneous
force could never be perfectly repeated.102
In sum, we are being asked to see the Lanting materials as compositions that
have been preserved as they were composed, give or take a few variant characters, in a
single spontaneous moment nearly seventeen centuries ago. Prima facie this seems
See the discussion of the transmission of Wang Xizhi’s preface Lothar Von Ledderose, Mi Fu
and the Classical Tradition of Chinese Calligraphy (Princeton University Press, 1979). The story
referred to here appears in He Yanzhi’s 何延之(fl. 722) Record of Lanting (Lanting ji 蘭亭記). The
earliest extant copies of the Lanting poems I can find are calligraphic works by Lu Jianzhi 陸柬之
(585-638) and Liu Gongquan 柳公權 (778-865), both titled “Writing out the Lanting Poems”
(“Shu Lanting shi” 蘭亭詩). For reference, I have used the Lanting quanbian 蘭亭全編 (Huashan
chubanshe, 1998). The poems are printed in the Southern Song in Shen Zuobao’s 沈作寶 (fl. 11951200) Guiji zhi 會稽志 and Sang Shichang’s 桑世昌 Examination of Lanting (Lanting kao 蘭亭考,
preface dated 1209).
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unlikely; however, barring the possibility that Wang Xizhi rewrote and edited some of
the material himself before attaching his own preface, we may reasonably assume that
the texts here constitute faithful enough copies of the compositions of the Lanting poets
collected by Wang Xizhi and preserved mainly on account of their calligraphic value.
Before turning to the texts themselves, let us recall here that we are dealing
especially with family writings: on a social level, the Lanting poets reflect a group of
fathers and sons of the great aristocratic clans of the Eastern Jin. This is no place to
delve into the details of their social connections, but the following list of participants,
found earliest in Zhang Hao’s 張淏 Miscellaneous Notes from the Vale of Clouds (Yungu
zaji 雲谷雜記), impresses on us a notion that Lanting was not a gathering just of friends
but of families residing in Guiji:

Name

Clan/Relation

Wang Xizhi

Langye 琅琊 Wang; daughter
married to Xie Huan 謝煥

Wang Xuanzhi 王⽞之 (ca 334353?)
Wang Ningzhi 王凝之 (d. 399)

Langye Wang; eldest son of Wang
Xizhi
Langye Wang; second son of Wang
Xizhi; married to poet Xie Daoyun
謝道韞
Langye Wang; fourth son of Wang
Xizhi
Langye Wang; fifth son of Wang
Xizhi
Langye Wang; seventh son of Wang
Xizhi
Langye Wang?

Wang Suzhi 王肅之 (fl. 353-384)
Wang Huizhi 王徽之 (338?-386)
Wang Xianzhi 王獻之 (344-386)
Wang Fengzhi 王豐之
Wang Huanzhi 王渙之
Xi Tan 郗曇 (320-361)
Xie An 謝安 (320-385)
Xie Wan 謝萬 (320-361)
Xie Yi 謝繹/懌
Xie Gui 謝瑰
Xie Teng 謝滕/藤

Langye Wang?
Brother-in-law to Wang Xizhi
through sister Xi Xuan 郗暄
Friend of the Langye Wangs;
father-in-law to Wang Ningzhi
Xie An’s younger brother
?
?
?

Poem(s)
6 (1 foursyllable; 5 fivesyllable)
1 (five-syllable)
2 (both)
2 (both)
2 (both)
x
1 (foursyllable)
1 (five-syllable)
1 (five-syllable)
2 (both)
2 (both)
1 (five-syllable)
x
x
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Sun Chuo
Sun Tong 孫統 (fl. 346-353)
Sun Si 孫嗣 (fl. 353-359)
Wang Yun(zhi) 王蘊(之) (330384)
Wang Binzhi 王彬之 (d. 353)
Huan Wei 桓偉**
Yu You 庾友 (fl. 353-384)

Yu Yun 庾蘊 (366-384)
Cao Maozhi 曹茂之

Friend of Wang Xizhi; served on
staff of Wang Xizhi in Guiji
Younger brother of Sun Chuo
Son of Sun Chuo
Taiyuan 太原 Wang; native of
Guanghan 廣漢, son of Wang Meng
王濛, father of Ding Empress
Taiyuan Wang; native of
Guanghan*
Native of Qiao 譙; son of powerful
military officer Huan Wen 桓溫
Third son of Yu Bing 庾冰, whose
brother was powerful minister Yu
Liang 庾亮; father-in-law to Huan
Wen’s niece
Younger brother of Yu You

2 (both)
2 (both)
1 (five-syllable)
1 (five-syllable)
2 (both)
1 (five-syllable)
1 (foursyllable)
1 (foursyllable)
1 (five-syllable)

Native of Pengcheng 彭城; praised
by Yu He 庾龢, son of Yu Liang
Cao Li 曹禮/Cao Yin 曹禋?
?
x
Cao Hua 曹華/Hua Ping 華平？
?
1 (five-syllable)
Yu Yue 虞説/悅
Native of Guiji?
1 (five-syllable)
Yu Gu 虞⾕ (fl. ca 328-353)
Native of Guiji; served Huan Yi 桓
x
彞, father of Huan Wen; father Yu
Fei 虞[馬+斐] was close friend of
Huan Yi
Hua Mao 華茂 (d. u.)
From Guangling 廣陵 (modern
1 (fourAnhui); son of southern official
syllable)
Hua Tan 華譚
Hua Qi 華耆
?
x
Yuan Qiaozhi 袁嶠之/矯之
?
2 (both)
Xu Fengzhi 徐豐之
?
2 (both)
Wei Pang 魏滂
?
1 (five-syllable)
Lü Xi 呂系
?
x
Lü Ben 呂本
?
x
Bian Di 卞迪
?
x
Qiu Mao 丘髦
?
x
Yang Mo ⽺/楊模
?
x
Kong Chi 孔熾
?
x
Liu Mi 劉密
?
x
Lao Yi 勞夷
?
x
Hou Mian 后綿/Hou Ze 后澤?
?
x
Ren Ning 任儗/Wang 汪
?
x
*He Yanzhi lists Binzhi as a native of Guanghan, presumably a relative of Yun(zhi) above.
**One source lists Huan Wei as Bai Wei 栢偉, which is presumably a typo.

It seems that many of the individuals here met or at least strengthened their interfamilial
friendships while living in Guiji. Xie An, who was still dwelling in reclusion and refusing
to serve, and his kinsmen became close friends with the Langye Wangs (of whom at least
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six are included in the list above). Sun Chuo, who was already a famous poet by this time,
was called by Wang Xizhi to serve on his staff while he was administrator of Guiji; earlier
he had served on the staff of Yu Bing and Huan Wen, who led a failed expedition to
reclaim the north in 352. On the other hand, Wang Xizhi’s biography mentions other
local individuals who befriended him: the xuanyan poet Xu Xun, the scholar Li Chong,
and poet-monk Zhi Dun (who was supposedly introduced to Wang by Sun Chuo).103
To be sure, the group fantasy at Lanting involved a temporary escape from the
entanglements that went hand in hand with belonging to such a social group of
politically-connected aristocratic clans. Wendy Swartz has recently argued that the
Lanting poets were experimenting with landscape description and certain common
allusions driven by a competitiveness to distinguish the individual within a like-minded
group. Indeed, the “Lanting Poems” represent a range of different views and poetic
descriptions, and some poems may even imply somewhat different approaches to
philosophical questions. However, many of the Lanting poets here seem to speak almost
as a single voice of their collective, momentary experience at Lanting. I propose to show
this by exploring shared themes and motifs in the Lanting poems in the following
sections. I begin with the seemingly simple descriptions of landscape around the scene of
Lanting; then I look at the sublime music of “nature” that the Lanting poets claim to hear;
moving on, I examine the mode of seeing with the mind “as on an equal level,” inspired
by the Zhuangzi. In the last two sections, I consider an important group gathering from
the past as a model onto which the Lanting poets collectively map themselves. And
finally, I examine other figures from the past with which the Lanting poets claim to roam.
Not only for the purposes of completeness, but to show the collective effort to fashion a

It is unclear if Wang Yin’s Jinshu means to imply that these figures were at the famous Lanting
gathering of 353 or if they joined Wang Xizhi on other outings to the same place. He Yanzhi lists
another son of Wang Xizhi, Wang Caozhi 王操之.
103
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shared group identity according to repeated patterns, I translate all forty-one Lanting
poems below.

Prelude

We start here with what may be considered the least fantastic of the Lanting poems.
Though seeming to offer a description of the setting of the scene of Lanting, the poems
here, when read together, can be seen as repeating a shared pattern of looking at the
surroundings of the group. A handful of pieces direct our gaze to the natural scenery of
Lanting itself in the present. One of these is Sun Chuo’s four-syllable poem:

春詠登臺
亦有臨流
懷彼伐木
肅此良儔
修竹蔭沼
旋瀨縈丘
穿池激湍
連濫觴舟

In spring I sing of climbing the terrace,
and there are currents for us to overlook.
I am filled with thoughts of that “Hewn Tree” song,104
admiring the fine friends here with me today.105
Tall bamboos create a shade over the pool,
whirling rapids wind through the hillside.
On the swift currents of a dredged canal
our cups go sailing one after another.106

From the top of the tower, the poet thinks of the “Hewn Tree” poem from the Book of
Odes (Shijing 詩經), which is (according to the Mao commentary) about holding a
banquet for friends and acquaintances. Then his poetic lens captures the trees over the
marsh and waters rushing through the hills; and finally he zooms in on the cups of ale
floating on the channel. The order of gazing at trees, streams, and floating cups in Sun
According to the Mao commentary, the poem “Hewn Tree” is about holding a feast for friends
and acquaintances. Instead of fa mu 伐木 (“Hewn Tree”), Xihongtang has the variant dai shui 代
水, which would change the meaning of the line to something like: “I long for that generation’s
waters,” reminiscent of Wang Xizhi’s five-syllable-line poem on Zeng Xi’s wish to visit the rain
altar.
105 Here I follow the Xihongtang variant su 肅 (“respect, admire”) instead of su 宿 (“lodge
overnight with”). Interestingly, the two variants here reflect an aural misapprehension of the
same sound (*sjuwk).
106 Jin shi, 13.901.
104
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Chuo’s poem seems to yield a pattern that is repeated in some of the other Lanting
poems:

林榮其鬱
浪激其隈
汎汎輕觴
載欣載懷

Woods flowering, a dense mass,
waves dashing on the bend.
Our light cups float and float—
such delight! such feeling!107

Hua Mao’s poem here is hardly remarkable, except that the poet himself seems to be
thrilled by what he encounters in the moment. In a somewhat different variation, Wang
Binzhi’s four-syllable poem moves from a panoramic view of the scenery around Lanting
to their floating cups:

丹崖竦立
葩藻映林
淥水揚波
載浮載沈

Red crags soar high above,
flowery pondweed shines before the woods.
A wave rises in the limpid waters—
how they float, how they sink!108

Slightly different but still following the same pattern is a twist that we find in Wang
Fengzhi’s poem:

肆盼巖岫
臨泉濯趾
感興魚鳥
安居幽峙

I stretch my gaze to the cliffs and caves,
in the spring’s waters I wash my feet.
I am stirred by the birds and fish,109
peacefully dwelling on the secluded islet.110

Jin shi, 13.910.
Jin shi, 13.914.
109 Xihongtang has the variant shui 水 (“water”) for niao 鳥 (“birds”).
110 Jin shi, 13.915. The Wuchen commentary on Zhang Heng’s “Xi jing fu” 西京賦 (“Fu on the
Western Metropolis”) says “[a place] where there is earth in a body of water is called a zhi 峙
(‘islet’).”
107
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Here the poet sees the cliffs in the distance but then focuses on the waters nearby in
which he washes his feet instead of floating cups. When the poet is stirred by (gan xing
感興) the birds and fish, he seems to wish to become part of the natural world by
dwelling like them on their hidden islet. Wang Fengzhi’s poem here may be more closely
connected to another motif found in the Lanting poems, that of being stirred by external
things to go on an outing in the wilderness:

溫風起東谷
和氣振柔條
端坐興遠想
薄言遊近郊

A warm wind rises from the eastern valley,111
the gentle airs shake soft branches.
Sitting upright, I am stirred by distant visions,
I rush to go on an excursion in nearby suburbs.112

Xi Tan here places himself in the vantage point of before he had arrived at Lanting. His
poem actually works through the process of how he came to be inspired to join the
company of his brother-in-law and friends on that day. While seated (presumably at
home), he feels the winds and airs of spring, and is accordingly moved to get up and go
on an excursion. Compare this with Wang Ningzhi’s remarkably similar five-syllable-line
poem:

煙熅柔風扇
熙怡和氣淳
駕言興時遊
逍遙映通津

Primordial energies alternate, a soft wind blows;113
I feel pleased and content, the gentle airs are pure.114
I mount a carriage, stimulated by our seasonal excursion,
carefree, casting shadows on the open thoroughfare.115

The eastern valley is the region of the Fusang tree where the sun rises.
Jin shi, 13.908.
113 Yinyun 氤氳 or yanyun 煙熅 (“primordial energies”) are the primordial airs that gave rise to
the myriad things. See, for example, the Xi ci zhuan 繫辭傳 (Tradition of Appended Words):
“Energies of heaven and earth alternate, and the myriad things are made pure” 天地絪縕萬物化醇.
114 Xihongtang has xi tian 熙恬 (“pleased and calm”) instead of xiyi 熙怡 (“pleased and content”).
115 Jin shi, 13.912.
111
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What we are already observing is a tendency in the Lanting poems to repeat certain
shared motifs. Such repetition is not only remarkable as a poetic device, pointing to the
social nature of the collection of poems, but it also seduces us into believing in the same
scene of Lanting represented through several different poetic descriptions. We think they
are speaking of the same leisurely place.
Xie Wan has two extant poems that reveal a slightly more dramatized landscape
around Lanting:

司冥卷陰旗
句芒舒陽旌
靈液被九區
光風扇鮮榮
碧林輝英翠
紅葩擢新莖
翔禽撫翰游
騰鱗躍清泠

The Lord of Winter rolls up his shadowy banner,116
Curling Sprout spreads out a sunny flag.117
Numinous waters cover the nine regions,118
a breeze in the clearing stirs fresh blossoms.
Cyan groves glow with kingfisher-blue leaves,
red flowers stand tall upon new stalks.
Beating his plumes, the flying bird roams,
as soaring scales leap into the clear, cold air.119

The lord of winter (Xuanming 玄冥) and Curling Sprout (Goumang 句芒) are the gods in
charge of winter and spring, respectively; the first retreats as the second takes his place.
In the second couplet, Xie Wan nicely depicts the springtime dews and winds (lines three
and four) as acting like non-natural things, i.e. blankets and fans upon the wide world.
Only in the third and fourth couplets does the poet turn his attention to the natural
scenery of Lanting.
Xuan Ming 玄冥, also known as Si Ming 司冥, is the god of winter (who also corresponds to
north, the color black, etc.). “Xuanming” 玄冥 appears as a variant in Xihongtang.
117 Goumang 句芒 (“Curling Sprout”) is the god in charge of plants that grow in spring.
118 The “numinous waters” here seem to be a kenning for rains that occur in the land of immortals.
It appears that way in Cao Zhi’s “Sheng tian xing” 升天行: “Numinous dew soars on white
waves/Magnolia and cinnamons reach as high as heaven” 靈液飛素波/蘭桂上參天 (Wei shi,
6.433). Wendy Swartz notes, following Rob Campany, that it is also a name for an elixir.
119 Jin shi, 13.906.
116
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Although it may not strike us as a very prominent feature in Xie Wan’s poem
above, we see the same technique of describing nature by analogy to non-natural things
in his four-syllable-line poem:

肆眺崇阿
寓目高林
青蘿翳岫
修竹冠岑
谷流清響
條鼓鳴音
玄崿吐潤
霏霧成陰

I stretch my gaze to the towering cliffs,
fixing my vision on tall groves.
Green vines form a screen over the caves,
tall bamboos cap the mountain peaks.
The valley’s streams are noisy with clear echoes,
tree branches sing a crying tune.
Moisture pours down from mysterious cliffs,
then foggy mists form a shade overhead.120

The poem here begins with seeing: the poet’s vision is directed at the cliffs and trees
above, and then (lines three and four) to the vines that act as a “screen” (yi 翳) and the
bamboo that looks like an official “cap” (guan 冠) on the hilltop. Then the poem shifts to
the sounds of nature around Lanting: the valleys produce echoes and tree branches “play”
(gu, literally “beat” or “strum”) tunes in imitation of musical instruments. Here we begin
to see the end of landscape description in its simple sense, putatively directing us to the
scene of Lanting per se, and the beginning of the landscape imbued with other cultural
connotations.

Natural Refrains

One cultural connotation with which the Lanting poets concerned themselves was what
to make of their lack of refinements of a great courtly banquet. There were no musical
performance or sumptuous foods at Lanting, as far as we know (and as we are made to
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believe based on extant descriptions). Not even a zither is mentioned in any of our
sources. Yet this was in fact crucial for the Lanting poets’ self-definition: they
constructed a shared counter space in contrast to the courtly domain of rituals and
socially prescribed decorum. The environs of Lanting constituted not merely the “nearby
suburbs” (cf. Wang Fengzhi’s poem above) but a shared private world that was presumed
to be “natural,” i.e. belonging to both the outside world of “mountains and streams” (or
“landscape,” shanshui 山水) and to the spontaneous Dao of Laozi and Zhuangzi.
The

quintessential

description

of

the

natural

landscape

at

Lanting,

complimentary to those we have already seen above, occurs in the first part of Wang
Xizhi’s preface:

In the ninth year of the Yonghe era (353), in the guichou year, at the beginning of the last
month of spring, we gathered at Lanting in Shanyin, Guiji to carry out the ceremonies of
the Lustration Festival. Many worthies came, the young and the old alike. The place was
one of mighty mountains and towering ridges covered with lush forests and tall bamboo,
where a clear stream with swirling eddies cast back a sparkling light upon both shores.
From this we dredged out a channel to float our cups on winding waters, and around this
everyone took their seats in a row. Although we lacked the fullness of all the string
instruments and pipes [of a great banquet], downing a cup here and chanting a poem
there was enough for us to unburden and express our most hidden feelings. On this day,
the sky was luminous, and the air was clear; gentle winds blew softly around us. Above we
observed the immensity of the universe, then lowering our eyes we watched the fullness
of nature’s variety; by this we let our eyes roam and our feelings race on and on,
experiencing the highest pleasures of seeing and hearing—it was truly delightful.121
永和九年，歲在癸丑。暮春之初。會於會稽山陰之蘭亭。修禊事也。群賢畢至。少長咸集。
此地有崇山峻嶺。茂林修竹。又有清流激湍。映帶左右。引以為流觴曲水。列坐其次。雖
無絲竹管絃之盛。一觴一詠。亦足以暢敘幽情。是日也。天朗氣清。惠風和暢。仰觀宇宙
之大。俯察品類之盛。所以游目騁懷。足以極視聽之娛。信可樂也。

It would be untrue to say that the natural world leaves no space for human things in
Wang Xizhi’s “Preface.” From the stream next to Lanting the company uses an artificially
dredged channel to float their cups full of ale and compose poems. However, the rest of

QJW, 26.9b-10a. My translation is modified from Owen, ACL, 283-84. For additional
commentary, use Hasegawa Shigenari 長谷川滋成, Tōshinshi yakuchū 東晉詩譯注, 261-68.
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the passage here highlights what is absent: there are no musical instruments at Lanting;
additionally there are no sights that do not belong to the perceived natural world around
Guiji. A keyword here is “fullness” (sheng 盛). Instead of the “fullness” of the music of a
great feast, the Lanting poets express (or “unburden and express,” as I translate chang
xu 暢敘) their inner feelings and take delight in the “fullness” of the sights and sounds of
nature.
All this stands in contrast to another famous banquet with which Wang Xizhi
must have been familiar. In 296, the Western Jin plutocrat Shi Chong 石崇 (249-300)
hosted a large gathering at his Golden Valley Garden (Jingu yuan 金谷園) estate in the
suburbs of Luoyang. Shi Chong was one of the so-called Twenty Four Friends (Ershisi
you 二十四友) of Jia Mi 賈謐 (d. 300), the nephew of the the infamous Jia Empress.
Their group included several literary men who became known for organizing extravagant
parties around the capital.122 Setting a precedent for Wang Xizhi, he copied and collected
the poems composed by his guests at the Golden Valley Garden before composing his
own “Preface to the Golden Valley Poems” (“Jingu shi xu” 金谷詩序). Although we
cannot know whether Wang Xizhi self-consciously sought to emulate Shi Chong here, his
characterization of the “natural world” of Lanting contrasts sharply with the description
of the manicured surroundings of Shi Chong’s estate.123

For an overview of the Twenty-Four Friends and their activities, see: Hu Dalei 胡大雷,
Zhonggu wenxue jituan 中古文學集團, 71-74.
123 The only complete poem to survive from the occasion is Pan Yue’s 潘岳 “Poem Composed for
the Golden Valley Collection” (“Jingu ji zuo shi” 金谷集作詩), included in the Wenxuan, which
pays homage to the friendship of Shi Chong and Wang Xu 王詡, for whose parting the banquet
was arranged. See Lu, 4.632. An argument could be made (though not here) that Wang Xizhi and
his acquaintances did in fact have Shi Chong’s banquet in mind based on two anecdotes from the
Tales of the World: Xie An supposedly knew the Golden Valley Poems and considered Su Shao’s
蘇紹 poem the finest; additionally, Wang Xizhi was said to be pleased that his contemporaries
compared him and his preface to Shi Chong and the “Preface to the Golden Valley Poems.” See
SSXY, 9.57; 16.3. For a study of Shi Chong and his banquet, see Hellmut Willhelm, “Shih Ch'ung
and His Chin-Ku-Yüan,” Monumenta Serica 18 (1959): 314-327.
122
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In the “Preface to the Golden Valley Poems,” Shi Chong emphasizes the
copiousness of the various things that he has (you 有) on his estate:

I have a villa by the Golden Valley Creek on the outskirts of Henan county. It is ten li from
the city wall. The terrain is both high and low, and it is has clear springs, lush groves, all
kinds of fruit trees, bamboo, cypress, and medicinal herbs and such. It has ten qing of
fields (i.e. 121 acres). Two-hundred head of goats, and such creatures as chickens, pigs,
geese, and ducks are all fully supplied there. It also has watermills, fishponds, caves in the
ground—everything to please the eye and gladden there heart is supplied.124
有別廬在河南縣界。金谷澗中。去城十里。或高或下。有清泉茂林眾果竹柏藥草之屬。有
田十頃。羊二百口。雞豬鵝鴨之類莫不畢備。又有水碓魚池土窟。其為娛目歡心之物備矣 。

At one point, Shi Chong even describes the panoply of musical instruments of an
orchestra playing at their banquet, as the participants compose their poems:

At the time, zithers, citherns, mouth organs, and bamboo zithers joined us in the carts
and were played together on the road. When we halted, I had each person take turns
playing together with the orchestra. Then each composed a poem to express his inner
feelings. If one was unable to compose a poem, the penalty was three dou of ale.125
時琴瑟笙筑合載車中。道路並作。及住令與鼓吹遞奏。遂各賦詩以敘中懷。或不能者罰酒
三斗。

Wang Xizhi’s preface is not the only piece of writing left behind from Lanting that
contrasts with the lavish banquet of Shi Chong. Xu Fengzhi echoes the sentiment that
Lanting has no need for the finery of a great feast in his five-syllable poem:

清響擬絲竹
班荊對綺疏
零觴飛曲津
歡然朱顏舒

Clear echoes imitate the music of pipes and strings,
our bramble mats rival patterned windows.
Flying cups soar on the bending waterway,126
merrily our rosy faces relax.127

QJW, 33.13a. For a discussion and complete translation of Shi Chong’s preface, see Knechtges,
“Estate Culture in Early Medieval China,” in Early Medieval China Sourcebook, 530-34. My
translation here is slightly modified.
125 Ibid.
126 Xihongtang has shui 水 (“waters”) instead of jin 津 (“waterway”).
127 Jin shi, 13.916.
124
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Here the poet represents the natural environment around Lanting as not only imitating
but “rivaling” (dui 對) the ornate comforts of other more opulent gatherings like Shi
Chong’s above. We are reminded of the Western Jin poet Zuo Si’s 左思 (ca 250-ca 305)
“Summoning the Recluse Poems” (“Zhao yin shi” 招隱詩). Zuo Si also belonged to the
Twenty-Four Friends of Jia Mi. Alan Berkowitz suggests that Zuo Si’s “Summoning the
Recluse Poems,” together with a group of other poems with similar titles by his
contemporaries, seem to belong to a social gathering not unlike Lanting:128

非必絲與竹
山水有清音
何事待嘯歌
灌木自悲吟

No need for string instruments and pipes,
There are the clear tunes of the mountains and streams.
Why wait for whistlers and singers?—
The shrubs here naturally intone melancholy songs.129

In Xu Fengzhi’s poem and Wang Xizhi’s preface above, nature’s universal music is not
only adequate for the Lanting banquet but superior to other banquets of the lavish or
courtly type. This comes through clearly in Sun Chuo’s five-syllable poem:

流風拂枉渚
停雲蔭九皋
嚶羽吟脩竹

A drifting wind brushes against the curving shoreline,
hovering clouds cast shadows on our nine-tiered pond.130
Plumed creatures, chirping, intone songs in tall bamboos,131

See Berkowitz, “Courting Disengagement,” in Paul Kroll and David Knechtges, eds. Studies in
Early Medieval Chinese Literature and Cultural History: In Honor of Richard B. Mather &
Donald Holzman (Provo, Utah: T’ang Studies Society, 2003), 81-115.
129 Jin shi, 7.734. This conceit even reappears, as Berkowitz notes, in one of the winter songs of
the anonymous Southern ghost “Songs of Ziye” (“Ziye ge” 子夜歌). See Jin shi, 19.1048. Although
Berkowitz identifies this as a “crib” on Zuo Si’s poem, the conceit may also be understood as part
of the same shared poetic material with which Zuo Si was working. We do not know when the
“Songs of Ziye” were composed, but they were probably compiled in the Qi and Liang by elites
who associated them with the Eastern Jin. See discussion in Owen, “Gone South” (paper).
130 A reference to the “Crane Singing” (“He ming” 鶴鳴) poem of the Shijing. Zheng Xuan,
following the Mao commentary, explains that just as the crane’s voice can be heard from the
middle of a “nine-tiered pond,” the worthy man is made known even though he dwells in
reclusion.
131 I follow the variant reading ying yu 嚶羽 (“plumed creatures, chirping”) in Liu Gongquan’s
transcription because of its parallel position with you lin 游鱗 (“scaly critters, swimming”). Lu
128
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游鱗戲瀾濤
攜筆落雲藻
微言剖纖毫
時珍豈不甘
忘味在聞韶

scaly critters, swimming, play in bouncing waves.
Brush in hand, patterns drop like clouds,
subtle words probe into nature’s minute particulars.
Seasonal delicacies are delicious, of course—
but forgetting the taste is for those who hear the Shao!132

Sun Chuo’s poem here begins to blur distinctions between the normative human realm
and the realm of nature and wild animals. The second couplet structurally focuses on
sounds (line three) and then sights (line four); and the verbs “intone” (yin) and “play” (xi)
applied to birds and fish respectively reflect the same actions in which the Lanting
participants were involved. Similarly, in line five, the ink spots of Sun Chuo’s brush
mimic the shapes of clouds; he lets them drop down the way clouds naturally hang in the
sky.
In the final couplet, Sun Chuo compares the mood and spirit of the Lanting group
to Confucius after he heard the Shao music of the sage king Shun playing in the court of
the state of Qi. Confucius was so awestruck to hear the sage king’s music being played in
the supposedly depraved Qi court that he “did not know” (bu zhi 不知) the taste of meat
for three months. In Sun Chuo’s poem, “did not know” becomes “forgetting” (wang 忘),
and the music of the Shao seems to stand in for the sublime sounds of nature (and
perhaps also the sounds of conversing and chanting of poems) around Lanting. Thus, by

Qinli seems unaware of this variant. Instead he gives ying yu 鷹語 (“oriole speech”) and notes the
Yu di ji sheng 輿地紀勝 and Xihongtang both have the variant yu 羽(“feather”) instead of yu 語
(“speech”).
132 Here is a reference to when Confucius went to the domain of Qi and heard the Shao music of
the sage king Shun being played. After hearing the music, Confucius went three days without
“knowing the taste” of meat 不知肉味 (Analects 7.14). Here the poet uses the allusion to represent
the effects of a sublime aesthetic experience in the landscape of Lanting, but the commentary
tradition up to the fourth century interprets Confucius’ experience negatively. The Jin
commentator Jiang Xi’s 江熙 thus remarks: “Because Mr. He’s jade disk was mixed up with tile
shards is the reason why Bianzi felt melancholy; because Yu[-Shun’s] Shao music was confused
with the illicit tunes of Zheng and Wei is the reason why Confucius sighed; he went such a long
time forgetting the taste, how profound were his far-reaching feelings!” 和璧與瓦礫齊貫卞子所以
惆悵虞韶與鄭衛比響仲尼所以永歎彌時忘味何遠情之深也. See Huang Huaixin, Lunyu hui jiao ji
shi, 7.596.
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drawing a connection to Confucius, Sun Chuo elevates the Lanting poets as a group that
is moved by the beautiful sounds and sights of nature to collectively “forget” the foods
and sounds of sumptuous banquets.
In Sun Tong’s five-syllable poem, we hear the music of nature while the Lanting
poets set their cups floating:

地主觀山水
仰尋幽人蹤
回沼激中逵
疏竹間修桐
因流轉輕觴
冷風飄落松
時禽吟長澗
萬籟吹連峰

The lord of this area observes mountains and streams,
he retraces the steps of hidden men.133
Waters of the winding pool grow strong midstream,
sparse bamboo interspersed with tall paulownias.
Our light cups sail on flowing currents,
a cool wind soars over drooping pines.
Birds of the season chant songs all along the brook,
nature’s myriad pipes play across the array of peaks.134

Here the “lord of these parts” (or “local host,” dizhu 地主) presumably refers to Wang
Xizhi, administrator of Guiji. In the first couplet, he observes the landscape in which he
seeks out the steps of hidden recluses—the world of “mountains and streams” (shanshui
山水), it is suggested, is naturally where one expects to find a recluse. Then the poet’s
vision moves to the waters and groves, and the cups drifting on waters and winds that
brush over the trees of the grove, respectively. In the final couplet, birds chant songs and
the pipes of nature play over the mountain scene. More accurately, these are the ideal
natural pipes of heaven (or collectively the pipes of heaven, earth, and man) described in
the Zhuangzi chapter, “A Discourse on Seeing Things as on an Equal Level” (“Qi wu lun”
齊物論).

“Hidden men” (youren 幽人) is another term for a recluse. See, for example, the statement on
the “Lü” 履 hexagram of the Yijing: “He treads a path smooth and even, the hidden man enjoys
good fortune” 履道坦坦幽人貞吉.
134 Jin shi, 13.907. For the reference to “nature’s pipes,” see my note to Wang Xizhi’s third poem
above.
133
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Zhuangzian Mind

Taken together, the refrains of mountains and streams being sufficient (or superior)
places for hosting banquets contribute to the construction of a shared private world in
which the Lanting poets looked for universal truths rather than socially normative
constructs. To a great extent the Lanting poets owed their insight to the immensely
influential text of the Zhuangzi accompanied by Guo Xiang’s 郭象 (d. 312) equally
influential commentary. As Xiaofei Tian has argued, the fourth century poetic style of
“arcane discourse” involved seeing not things as such but things as from a certain
subjective point of view. 135 For the Lanting poets, this often meant seeing things,
including the natural world and the historical past, through the lens of well-known
stories and passages from Zhuangzi. Thus, through the power of Zhuangzi (and with the
help of drinking ale) Lanting becomes an animate stage for a shared fantasy according to
which distinctions fade and differences are harmonized as on an equal level.
We see this, for example, in one of Wang Xizhi’s five-syllable pieces:

三春啟群品
寄暢在所因
仰眺望天際
俯瞰綠水濱
寥朗無崖觀
寓目理自陳
大矣造化功
萬殊莫不均
群籟雖參差
適我無非親

As the spring months herald in the various things,
I entrust myself unblocked in what I rely on.136
I look up, gaze at the limits of the sky,
then look down at the edge of the clear waters.
All is open and bright in a boundless view;
as I fix my vision here, the truth is naturally revealed.
How great the accomplishments of the Fashioner!—137
ten thousand different things, all on the same level.
Although nature’s pipes are various and uneven,
they are intimate and endearing upon reaching me.138

Ibid.
The opening couplet here does not appear in Liu Gongquan or Fa shu yao lu.
137 The Liezi commentator Zhang Zhan 張湛 (fl. 370) describes the Fashioner in his comments on
the “King Mu of Zhou (“Zhou Mu wang” 周穆王): “Exhausting the possibilities of Heaven and
earth ands grasping the controls of yin and yang to mold and activate the myriad things without
ever sensing any difficulty—how could the Fashioner of things [be said to] have a mind?” 窮二儀
之數握陰陽之紀者陶運萬物不覺其難也造物者豈有心哉. See Liezi ji shi, 3.99.
135
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Here the poet’s mind sees and hears the admitted diversity of the scenery around
Lanting as equally part of universal nature; the poet watches truth become “naturally
revealed” (zi chen 自陳); and he hears the music of nature’s sounds without making
distinctions. All this points to the ability of the poet to treat things as “on an equal level”
(qiwu 齊物), recalling the famous Zhuangzi chapter by that title.
Sun Chuo’s preface echoes this Zhuangzian mode of not making distinctions and
viewing things as on an equal level, with the help of intoxication:

In the beginning of the last month of spring, we carried out the Lustration Festival
ceremonies on the banks of the southern creek. Tall ridges reaching a thousand xun high,
and a great lake covering ten thousand qing. The positioning of them spiraling up and
bending low, the limpid and vast waters—all can truly be considered magnificent! So we
used the fragrant grasses as our seats, and the clear streams as a mirror, scanning the
flowers and trees around us, observing the birds and fishes. All things shared in the same
glory, and each form of life was unblocked (chang). Thereupon, we matched each other
with strong ale, coming together on an equal level in our attained point of view. We were
completely dazed! How could we remain aware of the difference separating the great
Peng bird and a quail?139
以暮春之始。禊于南澗之濱。高嶺千尋。長湖萬頃。隆屈澄汪之勢。可為壯矣。乃席芳草。
鏡清流。覽卉木。觀魚鳥。具物同榮。資生咸暢。于是和以醇醪。齊以達觀。決然兀矣。
焉復覺鵬鷃之二物哉。

The Peng bird is the legendary creature whose gigantic wingspan enables him to soar
across vast distances at the beginning of the “Free Roaming” (“Xiaoyao you” 逍遙遊)
chapter of the Zhuangzi. When a little quail hears of this legendary bird, he is unable to
fathom its greatness. Here the individual Lanting participants, who see the Peng bird
and the quail as the same, are joined together through reaching an equal level in their
“attained point of view” (daguan 達觀), partly through the help of their strong ale.
Jin shi, 13.895. Translation modified from Xiaofei Tian, Visionary Journeys, 35. The pipes of
nature refer to the natural music of earth (di 地), man (ren 人), and heaven (tian 天) in the “Qi wu
lun” 齊物論. Note the variant xin 新 (“new”) for qin 親 (“endearing”) here in the last line.
139 QJW, 61.5b-6a.
138
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Another poem by Wang Xizhi enjoins us not to make distinctions among each
other, using a story from the Zhuangzi:

鑑明去塵垢
止則鄙吝生
體之固未易
三觴解天刑
方寸無停主
矜伐將自平
雖無絲與竹
玄泉有清聲
雖無嘯與歌
詠言有餘馨
取樂在一朝
寄之齊千齡

“When your mirror is bright, it keeps away the dust;
If the dust settles on it, then a narrow mind thrives.”140
Embodying this is truly no easy thing:
three cups deliver us from the punishment of Heaven!141
In the mind no master abides,142
the arrogant naturally will be leveled.
Though we have no string instruments or pipes,
the mysterious springs make clear tunes.
Though we have no whistlers or singers,
the words of verses sung leave lingering echoes.
I take delight here in the span of a single morning,
but entrust it equaling a thousand years.143

The opening couplet here recalls a story from the Zhuangzi chapter, “Sign of Virtue
Complete” (“De chong fu” 德充符). The cripple Shentu Jia 申徒嘉, who had lost a foot as
a punishment for committing a crime, studied with the legendary master Bohun Wuren
伯昏無人. Shentu’s fellow student was the prime minister of Zheng 鄭, Gongsun Qiao 公
孫僑 (d. 522 BC), better known by his style name Zichan 子產. Because of Shentu’s
In “De chong fu” 德充符 (“Sign of Virtue Complete”), the prime minister of Zheng, Zichan 子產,
was studying under the Taoist master Bohun Wuren 伯昏无人 together with the cripple Shentu
Jia 申徒嘉. When Zichan tried to keep a distance from him on account of belonging to a higher
social status, Shentu rebuked him, saying, “I’ve heard when your mirror is bright no dust settles
on it; but when dust settles on it then [that means] it isn’t bright” 聞之曰鑑明則塵垢不止止則不明
也久與賢人處則無過. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 5.197-98.
141 Another cripple, Shushan Wuzhi 叔 山 无 趾 (“No-Foot Shushan”), was turned away by
Confucius because of the criminal associations of the cripple’s disfigurement. Shushan left and
had a conversation with Laozi about Confucius’s obsession with physical marks of shame and
honor. Thus, in contrast to Shushan’s physical punishment, Confucius was punished by Heaven
(or by “Nature,” tian xing zhi 天刑之) and bound to the realm of superficial distinctions. See
Zhuangzi ji shi, 5.202-06. The Fa shu yao lu variant yao 夭 (“disastrous”) is thus probably a
graphic mistake for tian 天.
142 As we are told in the “Qi wu lun,” the mind, which seeks to order the other parts of the body,
really enjoys no special privilege. Citing this passage, Zhang Zhan says that “the mind is to be
equally empty with Great Emptiness, and the body and bones are to [exist in the realm of being]
together with the myriad things” 方寸與太虛齊空形骸與萬物俱有也. See Liezi ji shi, 1.37.
143 Jin shi, 13.896.
140
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deformity, Zichan looked down on him, and tried to make him stand respectfully
whenever he entered the room and would sit only after he left. Shentu ignored his advice.
Disdainfully, Zichan questioned how a cripple could regard himself as equal to a prime
minister. Shentu Jia cited a saying he had heard:

“When a mirror is bright, the dust does not settle on it; when dust settles on it, it is not
bright. Only after living a long time with other worthies can I become blameless.”144
鑑明則塵垢不止，止則不明也；久與賢人處則無過.

According to Guo Xiang, Zichan’s discrimination between cripples and high-ranking
officials was an example of narrow-mindedness: “[For Zichan] to serve a wise master and
yet to be unable to get rid of his narrow mind—this is truly a fault!” 事明師而鄙吝之心猶
未去，乃真過也. In Wang Xizhi’s poem, the poet urges his companions not to make
discriminations and exemplify the same narrow mind as Zichan.
In the same chapter, another cripple No Foot (Wuzhi 無趾) is turned away by
Confucius for having been punished and mutilated after breaking the law. He tells Laozi
about his encounter, and Laozi advises him to teach Confucius to see life and death as
equal. No Foot replies, “If Heaven punishes one (i.e. Confucius) so, then how can he be
released [from his fetters]?” 天刑之，安可解.145 In other words, how can Confucius,
whose vision is ensnared by judging others according to the categories of right and
wrong, be released from the fetters of his own perspective? Playing on the penalty for not
composing a poem at the Lanting gathering, Wang Xizhi has a partial response to No
Foot’s question: by drinking ale.

144
145

See Zhuangzi ji shi, 5.197-98.
See Zhuangzi jishi, 5. 205.
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The target of Wang Xizhi’s poem is focused on the mind: only by not ruling from
the mind can one become unlike a Zichan or mentally restrained Confucius. This is
repeated again in a third poem:

悠悠大象運
輪轉無停際
陶化非吾因
去來非吾制
宗統竟安在
即順理自泰
有心未能悟
適足纏利害
未若任所遇
逍遙良辰會

On and on, the Great Image turns,146
revolving round with no stopping point.
Transmuted forms are not for us to rely on,
their comings and goings are not for us to control.147
Where is the thread of the Way now?—148
just accord with things, and principles will naturally be revealed.
Exercising the mind cannot awaken us,149
satisfaction is ensnared with harm and profit.
Better to accept one's lot in life,
and be carefree at a gathering on a fine day.150

Wang Xizhi’s poem here is didactic in tone, and prescribes a certain mode of viewing and
seeing oneself in relation to things; as in the first poem of Wang Xizhi above, the “truth”
(li 理) of the universe naturally becomes revealed; one only need learn to “accord with
The Great Image refers to the formlessness of the Way in Laozi 41: “The Great Image is
formless; the Dao is hidden and nameless” 大象無形道隱無名.
147 Both lines here call to mind the idea in Zhuangzi that the world is in a state of constant flux
and accordingly we should rely only on that process of transformation itself, which is called
“Heaven.” The “Da zong shi” 大宗師 (“Great Ancestral Teacher”) chapter, for instance, says “Now
none of the mutually dependent achievements compares with the attainment of independent
transformation; so what human beings rely on is Heaven, and what Heaven produces is
independent transformation” 夫相因之功莫若獨化之至也故人之所因者天也天之所生者獨化也.
Guo Xiang’s comments on the “Zeyang” 則陽 chapter are also relevant here: “All of a sudden we
are spontaneously brought to life, it is not in my control, nor something I can stop” 突然自生不由
我制不由我禁. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 25.917-18.
148 As Wendy Swartz notes, the term zongtong 宗 統 (literally one’s “ancestral thread” or
genealogical line) is metaphorically applied to the Way. The phrase appears also in Yu Ai’s 庾敳
“Yi fu” 意賦 (“Fu on Ideas”): “The ancestral thread was undifferentiated in the beginning/Great
Virtue vanquished [the people’s] desires” 宗統竟初不別兮/大德亡其情願 (QJW, 36.5a-b).
149 “Exercising the mind” (you xin 有心) has negative connotations in arcane discourse. Guo Xiang
comments on the opening of “Renjian shi” 人間世 (“In the World of Men”): “Only one who lacks a
mind and does not force his way with things can accord with the changes and eschew the burdens
[that come from living among others]” 惟無心而不自用者為能隨變所適而不荷其累也. See
Zhuangzi ji shi, 4.131.
150 Jin shi, 13.895. This poem does not appear in Liu Gongquan’s calligraphic transcription, but in
Lu Jianzhi’s transcription and the Fa shu yao lu.
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things” (shun 順). On the other hand, “having a mind” (you xin 有心), just like trying to
rule with it, produces no enlightening affects. Here we are less concerned with whether
or not the Lanting poets truly meant to uphold such philosophical tenets in their daily
lives. Rather, we should note that here, at Lanting, the mood of the entire group was
affected by such attempts to cease making distinctions with the mind and see all things
as on an equal level.
Yu You seems to have even grasped this truth and been transported mentally to
another realm:

馳心域表
寥寥遠邁
理感則一
冥然玄會

My mind races beyond this realm,151
vast, vast, a distant journey.
When I’m stirred by principles, I experience all as one,
in the unseen I grasp it through the mystery.152

Separate from seeing “truth” by quieting the mind and learning to accord with the
Dao is another Zhuangzian point of view used by the Lanting poets. In a well-known
passage from the “External Things” (“Waiwu” 外物) chapter, understanding meaning in
human language is likened to catching things in the wild:

A net exists for the sake of the fish; when you get the fish, forget about the net. A snare
exists for the sake of the rabbit; when you get the rabbit, forget about the snare. Speech
exists for the sake of meaning; when you get the meaning, forget about the words. Where
can I find someone who has forgotten speech so that I can speak with him?
荃者所以在魚，得魚而忘荃；蹄者所以在兔，得兔而忘蹄；言者所以在意，得意而忘言。
吾安得忘言之人而與之言哉？

Xihongtang has the variant cheng 城 (“city wall”) instead of yu 域 (“realm, field”).
Jin shi, 13.908. Note Gu shi ji variant si 斯 (“here”) instead of xuan 玄 (“mystery”). I take
xuanhui in the sense of Guo Xiang’s commentary on the “Xu Wugui” 徐無鬼 chapter of Zhuangzi:
“Without being able to transcend his own traces [the perfected person] grasps understanding
through the mystery” 未能絕迹而玄會. Zhuangzi ji shi, 24.866.
151
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Whereas “truth” (li, literally “patterning”) can be naturally felt or perceived without
necessary recourse to language, in xuanyan discourse there was a hierarchy of written
word, speech, and meaning. One uses speech to express and understand meaning, but
once the meaning is communicated, the words of speech themselves become obsolete.
Wang Binzhi playfully makes the same analogy between catching fish and understanding
meaning in his five-syllable-line poem:

鮮葩映林薄
游鱗戲清渠
臨川欣投釣
得意豈在魚

Fresh flowers make the wooded banks glow,
swimming scales play in the clear channel.153
Looking over the stream, I take delight in casting my fishing line—
but how can the meaning be in the fishes?154

The implication here seems to be that the poet wants to catch meaning instead of fish;
although he is fishing on the banks, his mind is effectively on something of a higher
order.
Yuan Qiaozhi’s four-syllable poem plays on the same point:
人亦有言
得意則歡
佳賓既臻
相與遊盤
微音迭詠
馥焉若蘭
苟齊一致
遐想揭竿

Some people also say,
“Once you get the meaning you’ll feel happy.”
When our fine guests gather,
we go carousing about with each other.
Subtle voices take turns singing aloud,
scents as sweet as thoroughwort.
Casually we come together on an equal level with no divergence,
and envision remotely the one holding a fishing rod.155

Xihongtang has yue 躍 (“leap”) instead of xi 戲 (“play”).
Jin shi, 13.914.
155 Possibly an allusion to Ren Gongzi 任公子 (“the dukeling of Ren”) in the “Wai wu” 外物
(“External Things”) chapter of Zhuangzi. After catching the giant sea god Ruoyu 若 魚
(“Resembling a Fish,” a.k.a. Hairuo 海若) while fishing over the mountains of Guiji, Ren Gongzi
became a model of great spiritual achievements that could not be properly imitated in later times.
See Zhuangzi jishi, 26.925-927. Hasekawa identifies this as an allusion to “Gengsang Chu” 庚桑楚,
but the story there likens mortal grief to fishing for one’s dead parents in the sea and would not
seem to fit the sense here (Zhuangzi jishi, 23.782).
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The poet here seems optimistic that the group of companions at Lanting “gets the
meaning.” In the end, he imagines far off a recluse holding a fishing rod, alluding to
another passage in the “External Things” chapter. Dukeling Ren (Ren Gongzi 任公子) sat
atop the Guiji mountains and cast his fishing rod into the Eastern Sea. Then after waiting
a full year he at last caught the giant Ruo Fish (Ruoyu 若魚; possibly the sea god Hairuo
海若). It was enough to feed everyone east of Zhejiang and north of Guangxi. By recalling
Dukeling Ren’s story, the poet here suggests a likeness between fishing for little truths at
Lanting and fishing for big truths.
The sentiment is repeated in another poem by Wei Pang
三春陶和氣
萬物齊一歡
明后欣時豐
駕言映清瀾
亹亹德音暢
蕭蕭遺世難
望巖愧脫屣
臨川謝揭竿

The third month of spring fashions gentle airs:
the myriad things become equal in our shared happiness.
The wise lord delights in the season’s fullness,156
mounting a carriage, casting shadows on the clear waves.
Stretching on and on, his virtuous voice unblocked,
leisurely he leaves behind the difficulties of the world.
I face the cliffs, humbled by those who remove their sandals;157
over the waters I feel inferior to the one holding his fishing rod.158

The voice of the “wise lord” (ming hou 明后), referring probably to Wang Xizhi, can be
heard as if from another realm; he leaves behind all worldly difficulties at Lanting. But
this time the poet feels humbled by the thought of Dukeling Ren fishing in the mountains

Xihongtang has the variant he 和 (“gentle [airs]”) instead of feng 豐 (“fullness”).
As Hasekawa notes, “removing sandals” (tuo xi 脫屣) signifies leaving behind the mundane
world with ease (as simply as removing a pair sandals), as the Yellow Emperor did when he
ascended into the heavens. According to the Han shu, Emperor Wu of the Han remarked: “Truly I
should be like the Yellow Thearch, and regard abandoning my wife as removing my sandals” 誠得
如黃帝吾視去妻子如脫屣耳. See Han shu, 25.1228. Guo Xiang’s commentary is also pertinent
here: “Those who treat losing their lives as [casually as] removing their sandals, and having their
feet cut off as [lightly as] stepping away from the mud—I have never seen one like this whose
mind can be ensnared or oppressed” 去生如脫屣斷足如遺土吾未見足以纓茀其心也. See Zhuangzi
jishi, 5.91.
158 Jin shi, 13.915. See note on Yuan Qiaozhi’s four-syllable line poem above.
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of Guiji. Although it is not clear whether the poet is here role-playing and comparing
Wang Xizhi to Dukeling Ren, the poet makes a polite compliment here to the company of
temporary recluses at Lanting.
These examples above show us that the Lanting poets were interested in more
than mere landscape description. Through honing their mind to see things as “on an
equal level,” with the help from Zhuangzi and ale, they sought truths of a higher order.
Their high-level gaze also led to colorful imaginings of characters and scenes from wellknown (to them) Zhuangzi stories. In the following section, we will see another story that
was central to the Lanting poets’ self-fashioning as a group of unrestrained worthies.

Confucius at the Rain Altar

The presence of allusions to historical figures and texts in the Lanting poems invites us
to consider a suggested relationship between the poems and the texts to which the poems
allude. In this latter sense, before coming to an understanding of an allusion’s intended
meaning, we must consider the traditional and idiosyncratic lives of texts (not just
received written texts) in the minds of fourth century poets.
One common allusion in poems (shi and fu) on the Lustration Festival was to the
Analects passage in which Confucius’ disciples Zeng Xi 曾析 voices his desire to visit the
Rain Altar (Wuyu 舞雩), an ancient ritual space used to hold the annual purification rites
of late spring.159 Although its ritual significance seems to have faded by at least the late
third century, as it became a public spectacle observed by commoners and the ruling
In the “Monograph on Rituals” (“Li zhi” 禮志) in the History of the [Liu-]Song Dynasty (Song
shu 宋書), the poet and historian Shen Yue 沈約 (441-513), following the Eastern Han polymath
Cai Yong 蔡邕 (133-192), cites Zeng Xi’s wish to visit the Rain Altar in the Analects as evidence of
the Lustration Festival’s ancient origins. Song shu, 15.386.
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class alike, Cheng Yu-yu is right to observe that the Lanting poems continued certain
motifs associated with the Lustration Festival. Zeng Xi’s intentions are the most notable
case in point.160
Although Confucius never actually visits the Rain Altar in the Analects, the
Lanting poets reimagine a free-spirited gathering of him and his disciples: together they
represent a Zhuangzian ideal of becoming momentarily unburdened and unrestrained in
the landscape. This imaginative leap has a precedent. The precocious “Learning of
Mystery” (Xuanxue 玄學) scholar Wang Bi 王弼 (zi 輔嗣; 226-249) believed that there
was a Rain Altar close to Confucius’ home on the Yi River, and that under the trees
flanking the river he and his disciples would enjoy leisure time before they would return
to his house together.161 However, the Lanting poets go further; they see into the mood of
Confucius’ gathering and map themselves onto it.
We can see this the transformation of Confucius and Zeng Xi into paragons of
Zhuangzian free roaming in Li Chong’s reading of the Analects passage in question. As
we have seen, Li Chong was a friend of Wang Xizhi and member of the literary circle of
figures dwelling in Guiji in the mid fourth century, although he does not seem to have
been present at the famous gathering in 353. He was a prolific scholar, and in addition to
his Analects commentary, is credited with commentaries on the Zhuangzi, the Classic of
Changes, and the Classic of Documents (none of which are extant).162 A fragment of his
Analects commentary is preserved for us by the Liang dynasty commentator Huang Kan
皇侃 (488-545). Below I revisit the Analects passage and then consider Li Chong’s
interpretation.

See Jin shu, 21.671. For the appearance of the Primal Si in early medieval yuefu see Tian
Xiaofei, “Fan Writing,” in Wang Ping and Nicholas Williams, eds., Southern Identity and
Southern Estrangement in Medieval Chinese Poetry (Hong Kong University Press, 2015), 43-78.
161 See Huang Huaixin 黃懷信, Lunyu huijiao jishi 論語匯校集釋, 11.1049.
162 In Li Chong’s “Fu on the Ancestor of the Mystery” (“Xuan zong fu” 玄宗賦), he also claims to be
a direct descendent of Li Er 李耳, i.e. Laozi.
160
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Interestingly, the setting of the passage resembles a banquet; Confucius is seated,
and his disciples attend to him, while, we learn later, Zeng Xi plays the zither:

“Zilu, Zeng Xi, Ran Qiu, and Zihua were attending Confucius, who was seated. He said,
‘Speak to me as though I were not your elder by a single day! Now you always say of
yourselves, “No one understands me.” But if someone were to understand you, then how
would you apply yourselves?’”
子路，曾皙，冉有，公西華侍坐。子曰：「以吾一日長乎爾。毋吾以也。居則曰：『不吾
知也。』如或知爾則何以哉？」

Here Confucius encourages the disciples to speak frankly with him, as though he were
their equal, despite the fact that he is truly their “elder” (chang 長). After Confucius
poses his question, Zilu rushes to be the first to respond—a bad idea, especially under the
observation of one with a view toward etiquette—and declares he would bring order to a
sizeable state. Confucius snickers at him. Then Ran Qiu and Zihua, feigning humility,
reply that they would instead serve the interests of smaller states. Confucius passes over
them, and turns to Zeng Xi, whose response is worth quoting in full.

The strumming of his zither softly came to a halt. Then, with a clang, Zeng Xi cast aside
his zither as he stood up. He replied, “I differ from the plans of these three men.”
Confucius said, “What harm is there?—We are each just voicing our intentions.”
Zeng Xi said, “In late spring, after the spring clothes have been made, I would go
bathe in the Yi River and enjoy the breeze at the Rain Altar with five or six men and six or
seven young lads, and after chanting songs I would come back.”
Confucius sighed deeply and said, “I’m with Zeng Xi!”
鼓瑟希。鏗爾舍瑟而作。對曰：「異乎三子者之撰。」子曰：「何傷乎？亦各言其志也。」
曰：「莫春者。春服既成。冠者五六人，童子六七人，浴乎沂。風乎舞雩。詠而歸。」夫
子喟然歎曰：「吾與點也。」

Following this, the other three disciples leave and Zeng Xi asks Confucius why he
snickered at Zilu’s response. He says he did not mean to snicker at the intention
conveyed by Zilu; he snickered because only a humble person could bring order to a large
state, and Zilu’s hastiness to be the first to respond (or according to one early
commentator, his failure to stand before responding) demonstrated his lack of humility.
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Regarding the other two disciples, Confucius does not disapprove of their intentions so
much as he remains unimpressed and unmoved by them. To express one’s intention to
manage a state—any state—was a predictable answer, and Confucius, who had asked his
disciples to speak frankly with him, was looking for something else.
Before moving on with our consideration of how the Lanting poets imagine
Confucius’ gathering, let us notice what is not said in the passage above. The passage
does not say that Confucius and his disciples are actually gathered at the Rain Altar. The
passage does not say Confucius’ disciples go on a outing singing songs in the natural
landscape of the Yi River. The passage does not say that Confucius and his disciples
achieve spiritual release by emptying their cares and harmonizing themselves with the
transformations of the Dao. Indeed, the passage does not suggest Confucius’ disciples
formed a spiritual community of men who viewed the world with equal minds. Yet all of
these elements absent in the Analects become the most prominent aspects of the
imagined group of Confucius and his disciples for the Lanting poets below.
Li Chong’s Analects commentary focuses on Zeng Xi’s intention as a
manifestation of his ability to take delight in nature outings as part of the Dao; his
intentions thus matched the mind of the sage Confucius:

“[Confucius] was pleased that Zeng Xi was able to take delight in the Way and
understand timeliness, amounting to the highest form of free roaming and chanting
songs. 163 Each person has his own ability, and each person’s nature has its own
aspirations; yet few are able to give up their strengths and pursue what they are not good
at doing. The responses of the other three disciples were truly a case of “each just voicing
[his own] intentions” and nothing more. Yet seeing that these worthies continued an
unrestrained manner (fengliu), and nourished themselves with the transformations of the
Way, personally looking up to a sage teacher and tirelessly learning under his direction,
how could the Master’s disciples treat holding office as foremost? Oh alas! How can they
not for a moment forget their petty desires and temporarily come together in the spirit of
enjoying things? Truly [Confucius] understood that desires come from within and cannot
be forcefully contrived. But only Zeng Xi soared beyond [mundane cares]; he alone faced
Confucius and raised his virtuous voice, showing himself to have the demeanor of one

Confucius says it is better to be poor and “take delight in the way” (le dao 樂道) or rich while
still being fond of ritual. See Analects, 1.15. The character dao 道 is missing from some versions.
163
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who can arouse discussion;164 his words were clear and far-reaching, his meaning was
lofty and reached its mark—stretching on and on endlessly, it matched the virtue of the
sage. The words of the other three disciples were lowly in comparison to his.165
善其能樂道知時，逍遙游詠之至也。夫人各有能，性各有尚，鮮能舍其所長而為其所短。
比三子者之云，誠可各言其志矣。然此諸賢既以漸染風流，飡服道化，親仰聖師，誨之無
倦，先生之門，豈執政之所先乎？嗚呼！遽不能一忘鄙願而暫同於雅好哉！諒知情從中來，
不可假已。唯曾生超然，獨對揚德音，起予風儀，其辭清而遠，其指高而適，亹亹乎固聖
德之所同也。三子之談，於兹陋矣。

Li Chong claims to understand the concealed and complex process of mutual agreement
that takes place between Confucius and his disciple Zeng Xi. His interpretation of the
Analects passage emphasizes the resonance between Zeng Xi’s voiced intention to visit
the Rain Altar and the “virtue of the sage” (shengde 聖德, i.e. of Confucius). However,
this is not something we see happening in the Analects passage itself. According to Li
Chong, when Confucius says “I’m with Zeng Xi!” (wu yu Dian ye 吾與點也), he says so
because he commends Zeng Xi’s ability to “take delight in the Dao” (le dao 樂道) and
“understand timeliness” (zhishi 知時); moreover, Zeng Xi’s desire to chant songs and
return home becomes, in Li Chong’s interpretation, the highest expression of a mode of
Zhuangzian “free roaming and chanting songs” (xiaoyao you yong 逍遙遊詠). For the
interpreter, all of this is concealed behind the exchange of words and gestures between
Confucius and his disciple.
Going along with the argument, Li Chong can say that this process of mutual
understanding actually took place as such because he knew a priori that the mind of the
sage was one with the Dao: Confucius actually “embodied the Dao” (ti dao 體道) of which
the authors Laozi and Zhuangzi both spoke. In other words, Li Chong posits a
The disciple Zixia asked Confucius about the meaning of the lines of the “Big Man” (“Shuoren”
碩人) of the Odes: “The charm of her beautiful smile/The glancing of her handsome eyes/Her
plainness looks exquisitely patterned” 巧笑倩兮/美目盼兮/素以為絢兮 (sic). Confucius explained
that a painter needs “plainness” (or the color “white,” su 素) to make the other colors stand out.
Zixia understood that this was a metaphor for ritual, and Confucius praised him for being able to
arouse discussion (qiyu 起予). See Analects, 3.8.
165 Ibid., 11.1053-54.
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fundamental unity of the Dao as described in ancient Daoist texts and the Dao that
Confucius exemplified to his disciples. On the one hand, this affords Confucius a higher
place in the pantheon of the so-called “Learning of Mystery” (Xuanxue 玄學), but on the
other it grants authority to other texts, like the Zhuangzi, to define in what sense
Confucius was a sage, as we see happening here.
Interestingly, Li Chong has to defend his own interpretation against the apparent
attitude of Confucius toward the other disciples. He does this by explaining away that
Confucius was an expert teacher in addition to being a sage: Confucius was right in
saying “each is just voicing his own intention” (ge yan qi zhi 各言其志) because he
accounted for personal differences and knew that each person’s inherent nature has “its
merits” (you shang 有尚), something to be appreciated. Moreover, the desires (qing 情)
of individuals cannot be forced. However, Li Chong is much harsher in his criticism of
the other disciples. As students of a sage who cultivated an “unrestrained manner”
(fengliu 風流) and nourished themselves on the “transformations of the Dao” (dao hua
道 化 , perhaps referring to the teachings of Confucius), how could they concern
themselves foremost with “holding office” (zhi zheng 執政)? For Li Chong, this narrow
focus on serving the state is unacceptable. The desires of the other three disciples were
not simply less than Zeng Xi’s, but were comparatively “lowly” (lou 陋); moreover,
whereas Zeng Xi and Confucius seem to form a pair, the other disciples appear distant,
unable to join them in “enjoying things” (yahao 雅好).
Li Chong’s reading depends to some extent on treating the Analects passage
above the way one might judge and characterize a person’s speech in “pure talk”
(qingtan 清談) competitions between interlocutors. He describes not only the content of
the conversation but also extols the mode of Zeng Xi’s voicing of his intentions in the
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exchange with Confucius: Zeng Xi is the only one who stands to face Confucius, as he
raises a “virtuous voice” (deyin 德音); the sound of his words is “clear and far-reaching”
(qing er yuan 清而遠) and the meaning behind his words is “lofty and reach[es] its mark”
(gao er shi 高 而 適 ), resounding “on and on endlessly” (weiwei 亹 亹 ). In this
dramatization of the Analects passage, the other three disciples are ranked far below
Zeng Xi, so much that they almost seem to disappear from the picture. Li Chong thus
makes Zeng Xi into a pure conversationalist who vanquishes the others and matches the
sagely virtue of Confucius.
The foregoing discussion is meant not to pull us into the text of the Analects but,
on the contrary, to situate our analysis of the Lanting poets’ use of a collectively
imagined “past” to fashion their own group identity. For those dwelling in Guiji in the
mid fourth century, Zeng Xi’s desire to visit the Rain Altar acquired an idiosyncratic
significance as a justification for private nature outings as a mode of temporary spiritual
release. In Huan Wei’s “Lanting Poem,” the Analects passage becomes a veritable scene
of Confucius gathering with his disciples by the ford of the Yi River:

主人雖無懷
應物貴有尚
宣尼遨沂津
蕭然心神王
數子各言志
曾生發清唱
今我欣斯遊

Though our host has no cares,
in responding to others he values having aspirations.166
When Confucius strolled to the Yi River,
he was carefree and his inner spirit flourished.167
Of the several disciples, each voiced his intentions,
then Zeng Xi started singing aloud clearly.
Today I take delight in this excursion,

The term you shang 有尚 (“having aspirations”) appears in Li Chong’s commentary on the
Analects above and in the Yi jing, “Xi kan” 習坎 (“Constant Sink Hole”): “The Constant Sink Hole
is such that if there is sincerity, then the heart and mind should prevail, and one’s actions will
have have aspirations” 習坎有孚惟心享行有尚 (translation modified from Richard Lynn, The
Classic of Changes, 317).
167 The term “spirit flourished” (shen wang or xinshen wang) is another Zhuangzi term, recalling
the celebrated image of the swamp pheasant: “The pheasant’s inner spirit constantly flourishes
and he is filled with vitality. And being self-released in a clear, wide-open field, dimly he remains
ignorant of the ‘good’ being ‘good’” 雉心神長王志氣盈豫而自放於清曠之地忽然不覺善之為善. Sun
Chuo even has an extant poem on the swamp pheasant. See Jin shi, 13.901.
166
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慍情亦蹔暢

my pent-up feelings are temporarily unblocked.168

Structurally speaking, Huan Wei’s poem neatly organizes the imagined scene of
Confucius’ outing with his disciples in the middle two couplets, framed by the first and
last couplet that situate the poet in the present. Yet there is an unresolvable ambiguity in
the representation of the poet’s vision of the past and his vision of Lanting that may be
intentional: the present seems to mirror the imagined scene on the Yi River ford—a
vividly innovative picture that calls to mind Zhuangzi’s famous outing with his friend
Huizi 惠子 by the bridge of the Hao 濠.
In the opening couplet, the host, presumably Wang Xizhi, resembles Confucius
who, according to Li Chong, listened with equanimity to the disciples voicing their
intentions; like the responses of Confucius’ disciples, the poems of the Lanting
participants all “have aspirations” (youshang). Then zooming in on the scene of the past,
the poet sees into the mood of Confucius and casts him in a Zhuangzian light: he roams
carefree and his “inner spirit flourish[es]” (xinshen wang, line four). This reminds us
again of Li Chong’s commentary, according to which Confucius sanctioned Zeng Xi’s
lofty expression of free roaming. In lines five and six, the poet’s vision turns to the group
of disciples articulating their intentions, and then focuses on Zeng Xi’s “clear-sounding
song” (qing chang). Here it is interesting to notice the transformation of Zeng Xi’s
response from “intention” (Analects) to “virtuous voice” (Li Chong) to “clear-sounding
song” (Lanting) without assuming an actual linear development took place as such.
Nonetheless, we should note Huan Wei’s appropriation of Zeng Xi who comes to
resemble the actual chanting and singing of songs at Lanting.

168

Jin shi, 13.910.
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The major ambiguity in Huan Wei’s poem appears in the penultimate couplet:
does the poet, here now, take delight in “this” imagined excursion of the past or the
present occasion at Lanting? I suggest we cannot know. Instead we are left with two
concentric group images that intersect in the present. And thus like the untrammeled
spirit of Confucius roaming by the Yi River ford the poet’s emotions become “temporarily
unblocked” (zan chang).
Huan Wei’s poem points to an important connection between the model of
Confucius and his disciples and the discourse of becoming “unblocked” (chang) in
several of the “Lanting Poems.” Indeed, the self-representation of poets achieving an
unburdened spiritual release from mundane cares, only vaguely defined, at the specific
site and time of the Lanting gathering is reinforced throughout the extant corpus of
poems from the occasion:

散豁情志暢
塵纓忽已捐
仰詠挹遺芳
怡神味重玄

I experience open release, my mood is unblocked—
suddenly my worldly capstrings are cast aside.
I look up and sing, decanting the fragrance left behind by the past,169
in joyful spirit, I savor the double mystery.170

In Wang Yun’s poem here, the poet represents his momentary release, becoming
“unblocked,” in contradistinction to the insignia of state service. Wang Suzhi likewise
represents his own spiritual release occurring at the time and place of the private
gathering:

嘉會欣時遊
豁爾暢心神

At a fine gathering, I take delight in the seasonal excursion,
in open clarity, my inner spirit becomes unblocked.171

Here I follow the Xihongtang variant reading yi 遺 (“leftover, left behind”) instead of yu 餘
(“leftover, excess”).
170 Jin shi, 13.915. The double mystery here is the “mystery of mysteries” (i.e. the Way) in the first
chapter of Laozi. I take the Xihongtang variant xuan 玄 here instead of yuan 淵 (“pool, abyss”).
169
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吟詠曲水瀨
淥波轉素鱗

I intone verses over the rapids of the bending stream;172
under limpid waves, white scales follow in succession.173

Or again in Wang Xuanzhi’s 王玄之 poem:

松竹挺巖崖
幽澗激清流
消散肆情志
酣暢豁滯憂

Pines and bamboos stand out on the cliffs,
clear currents race through a secluded brook.
I eliminate and release my cares, give free rein to my inclinations;
tipsy and unimpeded, I clear away my accumulated worries.174

Wang Huizhi’s 王徽之 repeats the same motif of carefree spiritual release, and connects
this specifically to landscape (shanshui):

散懷山水
蕭然忘羈
秀薄粲穎
疏松籠崖
遊羽扇霄
鱗躍清池
肆目寄歡
心冥二奇

I release my cares in mountains and streams,
carefree, forgetting all restraints.175
Lush plants on the riverbank flash their tips,176
arrayed pines encase the cliffs.
Wings in flight beat through the clouds,177
scales leap from the clear pool.
I stretch my vision, entrust my happy feelings,178
my mind merges with the two wonders.179

Instead of huo’er 豁爾 (“in open clarity”), Xihongtang has huo lang 豁郎 (“open and bright”).
Xihongtang has the variant hemistich 輿[=興?]曲瀨 (“stirred by the bending rapids”) instead of
曲水瀨 (“over the rapids of the bending stream”).
173 Jin shi, 13.913. The Yu di ji sheng has lin 林 (“woods”) instead of lin 鱗 (“scales”), which would
make the line here mean something like: “Limpid waves roll through the unadorned woods.”
174 Jin shi, 13.911.
175 Xihongtang has shuran 翛然 (“swiftly, all of a sudden”) instead of xiaoran 蕭然 (“carefree”).
176 Taking pu here as pu 浦 (“plants, shrubs”).
177 Here Xihongtang has the variant xiang 香 (“fragrance”) instead of xiao 霄 (“clouds”).
178 Here I take the Xihongtang variant si mu 肆目 (“stretch my vision”) for gui mu 歸目 (“return
my vision”).
179 Jin shi, 13.914. It is unclear what “two wonders” here refers to. Hasegawa cites Li Shan’s
commentary on Sun Chuo’s “You Tiantai shan fu,” which speaks of the Chicheng 赤城 (i.e. realm
of immortals) and Cascade (Pubu 瀑 布 ) as the “two wonders.” Wendy Swartz’s suggests,
alternatively, that here the “two wonders” may refer to mountains and streams. Xihongtang
inverts the last character of the third line and the first character of the fourth line, xin 心 (“heart”)
and huan 歡 (“happy feelings”).
171
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The natural landscape of Guiji, like the imagined nature outing of Confucius and his
disciples, served the Lanting poets as not only an object of aesthetic contemplation but
as a specific locale, a private space, in which to let one’s spirits and emotions roam
beyond the concerns of mundane officialdom. Xie An’s four-syllable poem uses Zeng Xi’s
example to justify his leisurely outing in the landscape:

伊昔先子
有懷春遊
契茲言執
寄傲林丘
森森連嶺
茫茫原疇
迥霄垂霧
凝泉散流

Oh a former master long ago
desired to go on a spring excursion.
I match [his desires] here speaking of what I would undertake,180
and proudly entrust myself to woods and hills.
Crowded, crowded, the connecting peaks;
boundless, boundless, the open fields.
Fog hangs down from lingering clouds;
frozen springs break open into flowing currents.181

Here the poet represents himself as part of a “pact” (qi), an agreement of minds that
suggests an ongoing connection between the poet and the past, as he emulates the desire
of Zeng Xi to go roaming in the natural landscape. Again we are faced with an ambiguity
whether the poet focuses his vision on “this one,” that is Zeng Xi, the former disciple, or
emphasizes that he makes his pact “here” among his like-minded companions at Lanting.
Although I have translated in a such a way to suggest the former possibility, the
implication remains the same; namely, that Xie An joins the company of Confucius in
spirit by giving over his cares to the “woods and hills” (lin qiu, line four) instead of
official service. Moreover, given the refrains of temporary spiritual release in several of
the Lanting poems, one cannot help but see a resemblance in the poet’s changed mood
and springs that through vernal warmth become freed from winter’s frozen coldness.
This line is far from certain. The word zhi 執 can also have the meaning of “good friend,” but it
occurs too late in the line to serve as an object of qi 契 (“match, agree with”). Yan 言 can of course
also function as an “empty,” filler-word. Additionally, Liu Gongquan has the variants ci 慈
(“compassionate”) and xuan 玄 (“mysterious”) for zi 茲 (“here, now, this”) and yan 言 (“speak of”)
respectively. Lu Qinli does not note the variant line.
181 Jin shi, 13.906.
180
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Wang Xizhi’s four-syllable-line poem reuses the Rain Altar as a point of
connection between past and present:

代謝鱗次
忽焉以周
欣此暮春
和氣載柔
詠彼舞雩
異世同流
迺攜齊契
散懷一丘

The seasons transition in orderly fashion—
suddenly another year is complete.182
I delight in this late spring,
the gentle airs softened.
I sing of that Rain Altar,
a different age but sharing in the same currents.183
So let’s join hands with those of matching minds
and release our cares on one, same hillside together.184

The Rain Altar is represented here as somewhere “there” in the past, in a different time;
yet the “current,” playing on the literal meaning of that word and also the “unrestrained
manner” (fengliu) of Confucius’ disciples, remains constant. In the final couplet, the poet
represents himself going with others of an “equal-minded pact” to empty his cares in
nature. Here we do not know if the poet refers to everyone present at Lanting or just
others like Xie An, who expressed their shared interest in letting themselves roam free in
woods and hills.
In Yuan Qiaozhi’s five-syllable-line poem, the same pattern we have been
considering is repeated again:

四眺華林茂
俯仰晴川渙
激水流芳醪
豁爾累心散
遐想逸民軌

In all directions I gaze at the lushness of flowering woods,
looking up and down as waters run their course beneath a clear sky.
On rushing streams float cups of sweet ale,
in open clarity my burdened mind is released.
I envision remotely the paths of disengaged men,

The first couplet here is a familiar way of introducing the annual cycle in poetry. See, for
example, Zhang Hua’s “Li zhi shi” 勵志詩 (“Poem Encouraging Aims”): “The airs of the four
seasons transition in orderly fashion/A full year is complete” 四氣鱗次/寒暑環周 (Jin shi, 3.615).
183 Xihongtang gives the variant dai 代 (“era, epoch”) to avoid the taboo word shi 世, as in the
given name of emperor Tang Taizong.
184 Jin shi, 13.895. Xihongtang has variant qi hao 齊好 (“[those] who enjoy the same things”) for
qiqi 齊契 (“[those] of matching minds”).
182
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遺音良可翫
古人詠舞雩
今也同斯歎

the sound of their voices left behind truly to be enjoyed.
People of the past sang of the Rain Altar—
today I join them with this sigh.185

Here we should notice the inward motion of the poet’s view from the external
surroundings to the visions of his inner mind. He sees the lush woods and rushing
streams around him. Then his vision moves to a cup of ale floating before him, and
suddenly—after taking a drink?—the poem’s focus transfers to his newly unburdened
mind. Now he “distantly imagines” (xia xiang 遐想) the tracks left by “disengaged men”
(yimin, 逸民) and hears the sounds of their voices, both signifying the presence of the
past at Lanting. This seems to refer again to Confucius and his disciples, as the poet’s
vision turns the Rain Altar and he joins them in a sigh.
Wang Suzhi’s four-syllable-line “Lanting Poem” repeats the same themes of
imagined nature outing from the past and then spiritual bliss; it may well also recall
specifically the imagined outing of Confucius and his disciples:

在昔暇日
味存林嶺
今我斯遊
神怡心靜

Long ago on a leisurely day
meaning was kept in woods and peaks.
Now on our excursion here
my spirit is joyful, my mind calm and focused.186

Roaming with the Past

As we have seen, the imagined outing of Confucius and his disciples at the Rain Altar
served a special function for the group fashioning of the Lanting participants. However,
when we recognize the importance of this ancient model, we begin to see a broader
185
186

Jin shi, 13.911.
Jin shi, 13.913. Xihongtang has the variant tian 恬 (“calm”) instead of yi 怡 (“joyful”).
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imagined ancient past of celebrated worthies onto which the Lanting poets mapped
themselves. Indeed, the Lanting poets returned to the past recurrently to align
themselves with models of unrestrained men.
Sun Tong, in his four-syllable poem, makes clear that he admires men of the past
who spent time in “mountains and streams”:

茫茫大造
萬化齊軌
罔悟玄同
競異摽旨
平勃運謀
黃綺隱几
凡我仰希
期山期水

Boundless, boundless, the Great Fashioner—
the myriad transformations all on an equal path.
Those who fail to realize the mysterious oneness
compete to be different and show off their ambitions.187
Chen Ping and Zhou Bo applied their strategies;188
Yellow Master and Qili Ji leaned on their tables.189
All those whom I respect and admire
set a time to meet in mountains, a time to meet by streams.190

Indeed, it seems as though the Lanting poets desired to wander into the past of famous
examples of unrestrained men. Cao Hua makes this clear in his poem:

願與達人游
解結遨濠梁
狂吟任所適
浪流無何鄉

I wish to go on an excursion with the attained one,191
loosening my reins to stroll along the Hao bridge.
Chanting songs madly, accepting wherever my lot takes me,
idly rambling in a Have-Nothing Village.192

I cannot read the character before yi 異 (“different”) in Liu Gongquan’s version, but the line
before has nei wu 內悟 (“I realize within”) instead of wang 罔.
188 Chen Ping and Zhou Bo were ministers who served Liu Bang in the establishment and
consolidation of the Han empire. See Shiji.
189 Xia Huanggong and Qili Ji were two of the so-called Four Whitebeards (Si Hao 四皓) who
dwelt in reclusion at the end of the Qin dynasty. Leaning on one’s table or desk signifies the life of
the recluse.
190 Jin shi, 13.907.
191 Xihongtang here has the variant yi 異 (“strange, marvel at”) instead of yu 與 (“together with”).
192 Jin shi, 13.917. The Have-Nothing Village (wuheyou zhi xiang 無何有之鄉) is the imaginary
place where Zhuangzi wants to sleep beneath a “useless” tree. It appears in a dialogue between
Zhuangzi and Huizi in “Xiaoyao you.”
187
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The bridge of the Hao is where Zhuangzi met with his friend Huizi to watch fish.
In Wang Ningzhi’s 王凝之 four-syllable poem, the poet recalls Zhuangzi on the Hao
together with the mythical recluse Xu You by the Ying; the two seem to form a pair:

莊浪濠津
巢步潁湄
冥心真寄
千載同歸

Zhuang Zhou wandered carefree to the Hao River,
Nesting Elder walked to the banks of the Ying.193
I make my mind obscure and entrust myself to the real—194
over a thousand years we return to the same endpoint.195

Nesting Elder, identified as the recluse Xu You, was famously offered the kingdom by the
sage king Yao, but he refused and went to wash his ears out in the Ying river waters.
Here the poet pairs him together with Zhuangzi as adepts whose “minds reached
profundity” and thus converge beyond the vicissitudes of the times, “ten thousand years”
(qian zai 千載). The same pair appears in Sun Si’s five-syllable-line poem:

望嚴懷逸許
臨流想奇莊
誰云玄風絕
千載挹餘芳

I gaze at the cliffs, full of thoughts of the disengaged Xu You,196
overlooking the currents, I imagine the extraordinary Zhuang Zhou.
Who says their mysterious manner has vanished?—197
we decant their leftover fragrance from a thousand years ago.198

Here the poet not only implies the winds, or “manner,” of Zhuangzi and Xu You have not
disappeared, but also uses a drinking metaphor, “decant,” playing on the drinking at the
scene of the gathering. By positing that there is something left behind by the ancients

Zhuangzi met with his friend Huizi on the bridge of the Hao River to watch fish. Nesting Elder
is another name for the famous recluse Xu You, who refused to take charge of the government and
washed his ears in the Ying River after being offered the position of ruler.
194 Xihongtang has a variant xuan 玄 (“mystery”) for zhen 真 (“the real, true”).
195 Jin shi, 13.912.
196 The legendary recluse Xu You 許由 was offered control of the kingdom by sage Yao, and he
refused; he washed his ears in the Ying river after hearing of Yao’s request.
197 There is a variant zhen 真, instead of xuan.
198 Jin shi, 13.908.
193
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that can still reach us, like a stream of liquid or wind, the poet is able to connect himself
directly to the past.
Wang Huizhi turns again to Xu You as a model from the past:

先師有冥藏
安用羈世羅
未若保沖真
齊契箕山阿

The ancient teacher had a storehouse of the unseen—199
what use would he have for being ensnared in the world’s net?
Better to preserve the genuineness of simplicity
matching on an equal level the recluse on the cliffs of Mount Ji.200

Mount Ji is where Xu You lived out his life after he fled away from Yao’s offer to rule the
kingdom. We find a similar visionary gaze toward the past in Xu Fengzhi’s four-syllable
poem:

俯揮素波
仰掇芳蘭
尚想嘉客
希風永歎

I look down and run my hands in white waves,
look up and pick fragrant thoroughwort.
I reverently envision the fine guests—201
in admiration of their manner, I let out a long sight.202

Here the poet looks down at the waters, looks up at the plants, and then directs his focus
to something else: who are the unidentified “guests” in line three? We know that the
guests are somewhere beyond the poet’s view, because he has to imagine them—or
“reverently imagine” (as I have translated shang xiang 尚想 here). In line four, the
“manner” (feng 風) of the imagined guests transcends time and reaches the Lanting
Interestingly, the compound mingzang (“tomes of hidden truth”) occurs nowhere in the
Daozang. The opening line here is similar to Tao Yuanming’s second “Guichou sui shi chun huai
gu tian she” 癸丑歲始春懷古田舍, where the “ancient teacher” refers to Confucius: “The ancient
teacher left the lesson/Be concerned for the Way, not for poverty poverty” 先師有遺訓/優道不憂貧
(Jin shi, 17.994; translation from Hightower, Poetry of T’ao Ch’ien, 108).
200 Jin shi, 13.914. After Xu You refused control of the government from Yao, he fled to live as a
recluse in the cliffs of Mount Ji.
201 Xihongtang has the variant ming 冥 (“unseen, mysterious”) instead of jia 嘉 (“fine”).
202 Jin shi, 13.916.
199
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participants, who are also “guests,” in the present.203 Given the emphasis on natural
scenery in the Lanting poems, it is not farfetched to notice how the “manner” of the past
worthies in the poem here appears to mimic the actual “winds” (also feng) that stretch
from one point in time and place to another.
Yu Yue employs the same term shang xiang:

神散宇宙內
形浪濠梁津
寄暢須臾歡
尚想味古人

My spirit is released, roaming free in the universe,
my body unrestrained by the bridge of the Hao River.
I entrust myself and become unblocked for a moment of happiness,
envisioning the past and savoring the ways of the ancient ones.204

Here the poet imagines himself free on the Hao ford, where Zhuangzi and Huizi met. In
his moment of enjoyment, he thinks fondly of the ancients. Cao Maozhi’s poem also
looks to the past to describe a another group of model guests:

時來誰不懷
寄散山林間
尚想方外賓
迢迢有餘閑

When the season comes, who does not desire
to entrust and release his feelings among the mountain woods?205
Reverently I imagine the guests who live beyond the square,
far off someplace with leisure to spare.206

Like Xu Fengzhi’s poem above, the poet shifts his focus from the scenery to guests
somewhere away from the present; he “reverently imagines” them living in leisure
“beyond the square” (fangwai 方外). Here the poet may have in mind the friends Master
There is an interesting variant here in line three: ming ke 冥客 (“guests roaming in the
mystery”) instead of “fine guests.” This image resonates with others in the “Lanting Poems,” and
suggests not merely worthies of the past but figures who have attained mystical enlightenment.
204 Jin shi, 13.916.
205 “Entrusting and releasing” frequently refers to releasing one’s feelings as well as writing them
down. For example, in reply to Sun Sheng 孫盛, Luo Han’s 羅含 writes: “How could I claim this to
be any consolation? I am just entrusting and releasing my feelings [in this letter] and nothing
more” 豈云唯慰聊以寄散而已矣 (QJW, 131.2a).
206 Jin shi, 13.909.
203
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Mulberry Door (Zi Sanghu 子桑戶), Meng Zifan 孟子反, and Master Expanding Zither (Zi
Qinzhang 子琴張), who appear together as a like-minded group in the Zhuangzi chapter
“Great Venerable Teacher” (“Da zong shi” 大宗師). Again, like the poems that imagine
Confucius and his disciples gathering at the Rain Altar, it is hard to miss the verbal
echoes of the Zhuangzi passage in Cao Maozhi’s “Lanting Poem”:

“Master Mulberry Door, Meng Zifan, and Master Expanding Zither were friends with
each other. Someone said, ‘Who is capable of being joined together without being joined
together, acting together without acting together? Who can ascend heaven and roam
through the mists, soar all about with no limit, and forget each other for their lifetime
without ever reaching an end?’ The three men looked at each other and laughed. None of
them disagreed in their minds, and thereupon they became friends together.” After
passing some time in silence, Master Mulberry Door died. They did not bury him.207
子桑戶孟子反子琴張三人相與友，曰：「孰能相與於无相與，相為於无相為；孰能登天遊
霧，撓挑無極；相忘以生，无所終窮。」三人相視而笑，莫逆於心，遂相與為友。莫然有
閒而子桑戶死，未葬。

In the “Great Ancestral Teacher,” Confucius sends his disciple Zigong 子貢 to look after
the body of Master Mulberry Door, but Zigong finds the other two friends singing and
playing music. Shocked at the unceremonious behavior of these men, he asks Confucius
what to make of them. Confucius responds that men like these “roam beyond the square”
(you fang zhi wai 游方之外).208
The friendship between Master Mulberry Door and the other two figures signifies
an unspoken agreement of minds that transcends the mundane world; their like-minded
group endures beyond the bodily death of one of its members. One of Wang Xizhi’s fivesyllable-line poems should reassure us that we have not gone too far afield in supposing
this story was in fact on the minds of the Lanting poets:

See Zhuangzi jishi, 6.264-67.
See Zhuangzi jishi, 6.267. In Cao Maozhi’s poem, the phrase “with leisure time to spare” (you
yu xian 有餘閑) probably plays on the time passed in silence among the friends of Mulberry Door
(you jian, or you xian 有閒). Their friendship continues on after the death of their bodies.
207
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猗與二三子
莫匪齊所託
造真探玄根
涉世若過客
前識非所期
虛室是我宅
遠想千載外
何必謝曩昔
相與無相與
形骸自脫落

How fine, my dear friends!—
none of us is not the same in what we are committed to.
Reaching the real, seeking the root of the mystery,209
we wade through this world as guests stopping by.
Foreknowledge is not what I look for;210
the “empty chamber” is my dwelling place.211
I envision distant things beyond a thousand years—
what need is there to take leave of the past?
“Joined together without being joined together,”212
body and bones naturally drop away.213

Whereas in Cao Maozhi’s poem above, the poet imagines the guests of the past who live
“beyond the square,” here the poet imagines himself as part of an impermanent group of
guests on the way to arriving at their “true nature” (zhen). Like the friends of Master
Mulberry Door who stand in an unspoken agreement of minds, the Lanting participants
are joined together—“without being joined together”—through their common outlook of
seeing things as on an equal level (qi 齊), and their unspoken and bond, by not being tied,
paradoxically outlasts the death of the body.
The root of the mystery is the Dao. When Confucius asks about what is “real” (zhen 真), the
fisherman in the “Yu fu” 漁夫 (“Old Fisherman”) chapter of Zhuangzi answers “it is the highest
form of purity and sincerity” 精誠之至也. The Fa shu yao lu has the variant tui 退 (“retreat,”
which would have to be construed in the line here as “seeking the mystery and then retreating”)
instead of gen 根 (“root”).
210 A reference to Laozi 38: “Foreknowledge is the embellishment of the Way and the beginning of
stupidity” 前識者道之華而愚之始. Or if we take the Fa shu yao lu variant shi 世 (“age,”
“generation”) instead of shi 識 (“knowledge”), then the line would read “Former times are not
what I look forward to/expect.”
211 The “empty chamber” (xu shi 虛室) refers to the mind in which clarity resides. Guo Xiang
comments in the “Ren jian shi” chapter of Zhuangzi: “The ‘empty chamber’ means seeing
existence as non-existence; by having [this] ‘empty chamber’ pure brightness flourishes” 夫視有若
無虛室者也虛室而純白獨生矣. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 4.150.
212 Wang Xizhi here alludes to a famous friendship in Zhuangzi “Da zong shi” 大宗師 (“Great
Ancestral Teacher”): “Master Sanghu, Mengzi Fan, and Master Qinzhang were friends with each
other. Someone said, ‘Who can join together with others without being joined together with
others, or act together without acting together? Who can ascend heaven and roam through the
mists, soar all about with no limit, and forget each other for a lifetime without ever reaching an
end?’ The three looked at each other and smiled. None disagreed in their minds, and thereupon
they became friends” 子桑戶孟子反子琴張三人相與友曰孰能相與於無相與相為於無相為孰能登天
遊霧撓挑無極相忘以生無所終窮三人相視而笑莫逆於心遂相與為友. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 6.264-67.
213 Jin shi, 13.896.
209
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In Xie An’s five-syllable-line poem, he seems to be carried away by the possibility
of breaking distinctions and seeing things on an equal level; and so he takes a drink and
goes roaming from Lanting into deep antiquity:

相與欣佳節
率爾同褰裳
薄雲羅陽景
微風翼輕航
醇醪陶丹府
兀若遊羲唐
萬殊混一理
安復覺彭殤

Together here I take delight in the fine season,
rushing to join the company wading in the waters.
Thin clouds encase the glowing sun,
a subtle breeze pushes our light cups afloat.
Strong ale transforms my sincere heart,214
drunk and dazed, I roam with Fu Xi and Emperor Yao.
The myriad differences blend into a single principle—215
how could I still distinguish between Peng and one who dies young?216

The poet here appears to be so “dazed” (wuruo 兀若) and dreamlike at Lanting that the
distinctions between present and past become blurred. In the final couplet, Xie An
describes his vision of all different things becoming “mixed” (hun 混 ) like the
undifferentiated state of the primal Dao; so much that the difference between the long
life of the fabled Ancestor Peng (Peng zu 彭祖) and a dead infant is no longer perceptible.
Both these figures appear in the Zhuangzi “Seeing Things as on an Equal Level” chapter
to buttress the argument that life and death should be seen as the same.
Xie Yi also crosses into the past, as he first watches cups go floating by, and then
appears to transform himself in the waters of Lanting into a transcendent.

縱觴任所適
回波縈遊鱗
千載同一朝
沐浴陶清塵

Unbridled cups accept their lot wherever they go,217
on winding waves, they mix with the roaming fishes.
One thousand years are all a single morning—
I bathe in the stream, transforming myself into transcendent dust.218

Xihongtang has the variant xuan fu 玄府 (“skin pores”) instead of dan fu 丹府 (“sincere heart”).
Xihongtang has the variant xiang 象 (“image”) instead of li 理 (“truth”).
216 Jin shi, 13.906.
217 Lu Qinli notes that Guiji zhi has the variant zong chang 縱暢 (“unbridled and unblocked”).
214
215
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Strikingly, the refrains of becoming unburdened at the scene of Lanting, closely merged
with scenes of the past, are all self-aware of their momentariness. The Lanting poets’
spiritual release, following the presumed model of Confucius and his disciples, was one
of a leisurely outing, a respite from the busy workaday world of the mundane.
Necessarily, this kind of spiritual release also had an end.
Yu Yun’s poem, we see the poet looking futuristically to the end of the party:

仰想虛舟說
俯歎世上賓
朝榮雖云樂
夕弊理自因

Looking up I think of the story of the empty boat,219
then I look down and sigh for the guests of this world.
Although we enjoy the dawn blossom now,
its end at evening follows the principles of its own nature.220

Jin shi, 13.916. “Transcendent dust” refers to one who has achieved transcendence, as in the
“Yuan you” 遠遊 of the Chu ci: “I have heard of Red Pine becoming transcendent dust/I wish to
climb on the wind and follow the model he left behind” 聞赤松之清塵兮/願乘風乎遺則. Wang Yi
glosses qing chen as the “handsome form” (huimei 徽美) of Red Pine after he became one of the
Perfected (zhenren 真人). The modern commentator Jiang Liangfu understands qingchen as
referring more broadly to the realm of immortals. According to the Lie xian zhuan, Red Pine
served as Master of Rain (yushi 雨師) during the time of the Divine Farmer and ascended to
become an immortal together with the Divine Farmer’s daughter.
219 There are three common allusions to the Zhuangzi possibly evoked by the term xu zhou 虛舟
(“empty boat”), each of which varies in its connotation. Wendy Swartz cites the story from
“Shanmu” 山木 (“Mountain Tree”), in which Shinanzi 市南子 (“Master of South Market”), advises
a ruler of Lu, saying if a person at sea were hit by an empty boat, even if he is hot-tempered, he
would never become angry. Hasegawa cites a story from “Lie Yukou” 列御寇, in which Bohun
Wuren lectures Liezi and encourages him to float aimlessly and empty like an unmoored boat. A
third story about a “boat in a ravine” (huo zhou 豁舟) appears in “Da zong shi,” where Zhuangzi
says that a boat moored in a ravine, is like a ravine situated in a mountain—both seem to be
solidly fixed in their positions. But if “a powerful being” (you li zhe 有力者) were to come in the
night and remove them, those who are asleep would never notice. See Zhuangzi jishi, 20.675;
32.1040.
220 Jin shi, 13.909. A reference to the rose of Sharon, which opens during the day and closes again
at night.
218
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Here the end of the party seems to represent, or at least be presaged by, a form of death.
The analogy between death and the end of the party reappears in Wang Xizhi’s final fivesyllable piece:

合散固其常
脩短定無始
造新不暫停
一往不再起
於今為神奇
信宿同塵滓

Gathering and dispersing is truly the norm of things,221
long and short have no absolute beginning.
The Fashioner’s innovations never stop for a moment;
once they’re gone, they return no more.
What’s divine and extraordinary today
in a few nights’ time will join the dust and dregs [of the past].222

誰能無此慨
散之在推理
言立同不朽
河清非所俟

Who can fail to sigh over this
and release that sigh by studying the principles of things?
Establishing words is the same as the undying—223
let’s not wait for the Yellow River to run dry!224

Wang Xizhi’s poem ends with a natural image of the inexhaustible waters of the Yellow
River; this contrasts with the termination of living things and of banquets. In Wang
Can’s “Fu on Climbing the Tower” (“Deng lou fu” 登樓賦), the poet, separated from his
home, waits for the waters to dry up in vain.225 The only things that endure into the
future here are nature and the writings.

The Fa shu yao lu has the variant you 有 (“exists, existence”) instead of chang 常 (“norm”).
This line is reminiscent of a passage in “Zhi bei you” 知北遊 (“Knowledge Wandered North”)
chapter of Zhuangzi: “The myriad things are one, it is only that they regard what they admire as
divinely extraordinary and what they dislike as rotten; but what is rotten transforms into being
divinely extraordinary and the divinely extraordinary transforms into being rotten. 萬物一也是其
所美者為神奇所惡為臭腐耳臭腐復化為神奇神奇復化為臭腐. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 22.733.
223 One of the three undying things in Zuozhuan: “The greatest superiority is establishing virtue;
next is establishing meritorious deeds; next is establishing words—even after a long time these do
not deteriorate: they are called the undying” 大上有立德其次有立功其次有立言雖久不廢此之謂不
朽 (“Xiang Gong” 襄公, 24).
224 Jin shi, 13.896. Waiting for the Yellow River to run dry was a common trope used to indicate
waiting in vain for passage of time. Here Wang Xizhi juxtaposes himself with the words of his
poem which will outlive the poet into eternity.
225 “The passage of days and months, I wait for the waters of the Yellow River to clear up but the
time never comes!” 惟日月之逾邁兮，俟河清其未及. See Jin shi, 13.896.
221
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The End (A Conclusion)

The Lanting poems represent an important effort to fashion a distinct group identity
among the literary elite of the Eastern Jin. We see this not only in their attempts to write
landscape verse, describing the scenery of Lanting, but more poignantly in their selfrepresentation as a group of unrestrained figures gathering for the moment in a shared
private world: this world reached deep into antiquity to the models of like-minded
unrestrained figures from the past.
Central to the purpose of the Lanting poets was the mode of seeing through the
lens of the Zhuangzi. By seeing things “as on an equal level,” the poets here are able to
break distinctions not only of different landscape features and personal characteristics,
but also between past and present. Moreover, the power of the Zhuangzi influenced their
own understanding of another important group model, namely Confucius and his
disciples. This group model, more than any other, served as a likeness on which the
Lanting poets mapped their own group identity.
By way of conclusion, we should note here that the awareness of the group’s
momentariness also gives way to a self-awareness that the sentiments expressed in their
poems also belonged to the moment and are not absolute. We see this in the second part
of Wang Xizhi’s preface, where the author famously repudiates the mode of seeing things
“as on an equal level” that was current at the time of the Lanting gathering. The passage
has long troubled readers; rather than claim to solve the problem of Wang Xizhi’s
“recanting” the Zhuangzi, I merely suggest the possibility that his words here are
themselves a recognition of the shift in mood that follows after the end of the gathering:

Times of togetherness among humans make a whole lifetime seem to pass in a fleeting
glance. Some of us cherish these times in our bosom and converse with each other face to
face in a single room. Or some of us give ourselves over to what may be and roam freely
beyond the confines of bones and body. Though our inclinations and aversions differ in
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ten thousand ways, as the tranquil and the active life are not the same, nevertheless when
it comes to taking delight in what we encounter, each of us temporarily finds a sense of
satisfaction and cheerful self-contentment with never a thought that old age is upon us!226
Then, as we weary with where we are going, our moods shift with life’s events and a heavy
sigh follows. In a fleeting glance the delight that has been becomes a trace of the past. Yet
still we cannot help but have our feelings stirred by it. How much more so knowing that,
whether long or short, our lives follow Change and are thus eventually destined to meet
their end! The Ancient said, ‘Life and death are great concerns, indeed.” There’s no
escaping the pain in this!227
Each time I examine the causes that have stirred the feelings of men in the past, it
is as though we form a whole pact together. Never have I looked upon their writings
without a brooding sigh, nor am I able to explain it through my own feelings. I firmly
know it is a vain deception to regard life and death as one, an absurd falsehood to regard
as equal Ancestor Peng and a child who dies in infancy. Those in later times will look on
the present as we now look on the past. How sad!
Thus, I list in order those present at the occasion and make a record of what they
have composed. Although generations differ and life’s events are all unique, the means by
which our feelings become stirred amounts to the very same thing! May readers in later
times also be moved by by these writings.228
夫人之相與俯仰一世。或取諸懷抱。悟言一室之內。或因寄所託。放浪形骸之外。雖趨舍
萬殊。靜躁不同。當其欣於所遇。蹔得於己。快然自足。曾不知老之將至。及其所之既倦。
情隨事遷。感慨係之矣。 向之所欣。俯仰之閒。已為陳 。猶不能不以之興懷。況修短隨
化。終期於盡。古人云。死生亦大矣。豈不痛哉。每覽昔人興感之由。若合一契。未嘗不
臨文嗟悼。不能喻之於懷。固知一死生為虛誕。齊彭殤為妄作。後之視今。亦猶今之視昔。
悲夫。故列敘時人。錄其所述。雖世殊事異。所以興懷。其致一也。後之覽者。亦將有感
於斯文。

The author’s reminiscence on the passage of time and the permanence of writing calls to
mind the “Discourse on Literature” by the Wei prince Cao Pi 曹丕 (187-226). Cao Pi’s
discourse is forward looking to how later generations will read the present in the future.
However, unlike Cao Pi, Wang Xizhi here represents not a collection of writings by
talented writers but the vestiges of a single moment in time: that moment becomes lost
in time, and moods may shift accordingly, but through the written word the group image
of Lanting enters a timelessness which they themselves imagined
An allusion to Analects 7.19. Confucius tells his disciple Zilu that he is so passionate that he
forgets to eat, and so happy that he forgets his worries and does not seem to know that old age is
coming.
227 In the Zhuangzi chapter, “Sign of Virtue Complete,” Confucius speaks of the sage amputee
Wang Tai 王駘, saying “life and death are great affairs” but to him they make no difference.
228 QJW, 26.9b-10a. My translation is based (in some places more loosely than others) on Owen,
Anthology of Chinese Literature, 283-84. For commentary, I have consulted Hasegawa Shigenari
長谷川滋成, Tōshinshi yakuchū 東晉詩譯注, 261-68. For the “shorter version” of Wang Xizhi’s
preface, see SSXY, 16.3.
226
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Appendix to Chapter 2: The Lanting Poems and Preface
Wang Xizhi, “San yue san ri Lanting shi xu” 三 月 三 日 蘭 亭 詩 序 (“Preface to
the Poems of the Lanting Gathering on the Third Day of the Third Month”)
In the ninth year of the Yonghe era (353), in the guichou year, at the beginning of the last month
of spring, we gathered at Lanting in Shanyin, Guiji. Our purpose was to carry out the ceremonies
of the Lustration Festival.229 Many worthies came, young and old alike. The place was one of
mighty mountains and towering ridges covered with lush forests and tall bamboo, where a clear
stream with swirling eddies cast back a sparkling light upon both shores. From this we dredged
out a winding channel on which to float our cups, and around this everyone took their seats in a
row. Although we lacked the fullness of the string instruments and pipes of a great feast, downing
a cup here and chanting a song there was enough for us to unburden and express our most hidden
feelings.
On this day, the sky was luminous, and the air was clear. Gentle winds blew softly around
us. Above we observed the immensity of the universe, then lowering our eyes we watched the
fullness of nature’s variety. By this we let our vision roam and our feelings race on and on,
experiencing the highest pleasures of seeing and hearing—all was truly delightful.
Times of togetherness among humans make a whole lifetime seem to pass in a fleeting
glance. Some of us cherish these times in our bosom and converse with each other face to face in a
single room. Or some of us give ourselves over to what may be and roam freely beyond the
confines of bones and body. Though our inclinations and aversions differ in ten thousand ways, as
the tranquil and the active life are not the same, nevertheless when it comes to taking delight in
what we encounter, each of us temporarily finds a sense of satisfaction and cheerful selfcontentment with never a thought that old age is upon us!230 Then, as we weary with where we are
going, our moods shift with life’s events and a heavy sigh follows. In a fleeting glance the delight
that has been becomes a trace of the past. Yet still we cannot help but have our feelings stirred by
it. How much more so knowing that, whether long or short, our lives follow Change and are thus
eventually destined to meet their end! The Ancient said, ‘Life and death are great concerns,
indeed.” There’s no escaping the pain in this!231
Each time I examine the causes that have stirred the feelings of men in the past, it is as
though we form a whole pact together. Never have I looked upon their writings without a
brooding sigh, nor am I able to explain it through my own feelings. I firmly know it is a vain
deception to regard life and death as one, an absurd falsehood to regard as equal Ancestor Peng
and a child who dies in infancy. Those in later times will look on the present as we now look on
the past. How sad!
Thus, I list in order those present at the occasion and make a record of what they have
composed. Although generations differ and life’s events are all unique, the means by which our
feelings become stirred amounts to the very same thing! May readers in later times also be moved
by by these writings.232

Assuming this took place on the third day of the third month, as indicated in the title here and
as would be expected for the Lustration Festival celebration in fourth-century China, the
Gregorian date for the celebration here should be April 22, 353.
230 An allusion to Analects 7.19. Confucius tells his disciple Zilu that he is so passionate that he
forgets to eat, and so happy that he forgets his worries and does not seem to know that old age is
coming.
231 In the Zhuangzi chapter, “Sign of Virtue Complete,” Confucius speaks of the sage amputee
Wang Tai 王駘, saying “life and death are great affairs” but to him they make no difference.
232 QJW, 26.9b-10a. My translation is based (in some places more loosely than others) on Owen,
Anthology of Chinese Literature, 283-84. For commentary, I have consulted Hasegawa Shigenari
長谷川滋成, Tōshinshi yakuchū 東晉詩譯注, 261-68. For the “shorter version” of Wang Xizhi’s
preface, see SSXY, 16.3.
229
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永和九年，歲在癸丑。暮春之初。會於會稽山陰之蘭亭。修禊事也。 群賢畢至。少長咸集。此地
有崇山峻嶺。茂林修竹。又有清流激湍。 映帶左右。引以為流觴曲水。列坐其次。雖無絲竹管絃
之盛。一觴一詠。亦足以暢敘幽情。是日也。天朗氣清。惠風和暢。仰觀宇宙之大。俯察品類之盛。
所以游目騁懷。足以極視聽之娛。信可樂也。夫人之相與俯仰一世。或取諸懷抱。悟言一室之內。
或因寄所託。放浪形骸之外。雖趨舍萬殊。靜躁不同。當其欣於所遇。蹔得於己。快然自足。曾不
知老之將至。及其所之既倦。情隨事遷。感慨係之矣。向之所欣。俯仰之閒。已為陳跡。猶不能不
以之興懷。況修短隨化。終期於盡。古人云。死生亦大矣。豈不痛哉。每覽昔人興感之由。若合一
契。未嘗不臨文嗟悼。不能喻之於懷。固知一死生為虛誕。齊彭殤為妄作。後之視今。亦猶今之視
昔。悲夫。故列敘時人。錄其所述。雖世殊事異。所以興懷。其致一也。後之覽者。亦將有感於斯
文。

Wang Xizhi 王 羲 之
1.
代謝鱗次
忽焉以周
欣此暮春
和氣載柔
詠彼舞雩
異世同流
迺攜齊契
散懷一丘

The seasons transition in orderly fashion—
suddenly another year is complete.233
I delight in this late spring,
the gentle airs softened.
I sing of that Rain Altar,
a different age but sharing in the same currents.234
So let’s join hands with those of matching minds
and release our cares on a single hillside.235

2.
悠悠大象運
輪轉無停際
陶化非吾因
去來非吾制
宗統竟安在

On and on, the Great Image turns,236
revolving round with no stopping point.
Transmuted forms are not for us to rely on,
their comings and goings are not for us to control.237
Where is the thread of the Way now?—238

The first couplet here is a familiar way of introducing the annual cycle in poetry. See, for
example, Zhang Hua’s “Li zhi shi” 勵志詩 (“Poem Encouraging Aims”): “The airs of the four
seasons transition in orderly fashion/A full year is complete” 四氣鱗次/寒暑環周 (Jin shi, 3.615).
234 Xihongtang gives the variant dai 代 (“era, epoch”) to avoid the taboo word shi 世, as in the
given name of emperor Tang Taizong.
235 Jin shi, 13.895. Xihongtang has variant qi hao 齊好 (“[those] who enjoy the same things”) for
qiqi 齊契 (“[those] of matching minds”).
236 The Great Image refers to the formlessness of the Way in Laozi 41: “The Great Image is
formless; the Dao is hidden and nameless” 大象無形道隱無名.
237 Both lines here call to mind the idea in Zhuangzi that the world is in a state of constant flux
and accordingly we should rely only on that process of transformation itself, which is called
“Heaven.” The “Da zong shi” 大宗師 (“Great Ancestral Teacher”) chapter, for instance, says “Now
none of the mutually dependent achievements compares with the attainment of independent
transformation; so what human beings rely on is Heaven, and what Heaven produces is
independent transformation” 夫相因之功莫若獨化之至也故人之所因者天也天之所生者獨化也.
Guo Xiang’s comments on the “Zeyang” 則陽 chapter are also relevant here: “All of a sudden we
are spontaneously brought to life, it is not in my control, nor something I can stop” 突然自生不由
我制不由我禁. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 25.917-18.
233
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即順理自泰
有心未能悟
適足纏利害
未若任所遇
逍遙良辰會

just accord with things, and principles will naturally be revealed.
Exercising the mind cannot awaken us,239
satisfaction is ensnared with harm and profit.
Better to accept one's lot in life,
and be carefree at a gathering on a fine day.240

3.
三春啟群品
寄暢在所因
仰眺望天際
俯瞰綠水濱
寥朗無崖觀
寓目理自陳
大矣造化功
萬殊莫不均
群籟雖參差
適我無非親

As the spring months herald in the various things,
I entrust myself unblocked in what I rely on.241
I look up, gaze at the limits of the sky,
then look down at the edge of the clear waters.
All is open and bright in a boundless view;
as I fix my vision here, the truth is naturally revealed.
How great the accomplishments of the Fashioner!—242
ten thousand different things, all on the same level.
Although nature’s pipes are various and uneven,
they are intimate and endearing upon reaching me.243

4.
猗與二三子
莫匪齊所託
造真探玄根
涉世若過客
前識非所期

How fine, my dear friends!—
none of us is not the same in what we are committed to.
Reaching the real, seeking the root of the mystery,244
we wade through this world as guests stopping by.
Foreknowledge is not what I look for;245

As Wendy Swartz notes, the term zongtong 宗 統 (literally one’s “ancestral thread” or
genealogical line) is metaphorically applied to the Way. The phrase appears also in Yu Ai’s 庾敳
“Yi fu” 意賦 (“Fu on Ideas”): “The ancestral thread was undifferentiated in the beginning/Great
Virtue vanquished [the people’s] desires” 宗統竟初不別兮/大德亡其情願 (QJW, 36.5a-b).
239 “Exercising the mind” (you xin 有心) has negative connotations in arcane discourse. Guo Xiang
comments on the opening of “Renjian shi” 人間世 (“In the World of Men”): “Only one who lacks a
mind and does not force his way with things can accord with the changes and eschew the burdens
[that come from living among others]” 惟無心而不自用者為能隨變所適而不荷其累也. See
Zhuangzi ji shi, 4.131.
240 Jin shi, 13.895. This poem does not appear in Liu Gongquan’s calligraphic transcription, but in
Lu Jianzhi’s transcription and the Fa shu yao lu.
241 The opening couplet here does not appear in Liu Gongquan or Fa shu yao lu.
242 The Liezi commentator Zhang Zhan 張湛 (fl. 370) describes the Fashioner in his comments on
the “King Mu of Zhou (“Zhou Mu wang” 周穆王): “Exhausting the possibilities of Heaven and
earth ands grasping the controls of yin and yang to mold and activate the myriad things without
ever sensing any difficulty—how could the Fashioner of things [be said to] have a mind?” 窮二儀
之數握陰陽之紀者陶運萬物不覺其難也造物者豈有心哉. See Liezi ji shi, 3.99.
243 Jin shi, 13.895. Translation modified from Xiaofei Tian, Visionary Journeys, 35. The pipes of
nature refer to the natural music of earth (di 地), man (ren 人), and heaven (tian 天) in the “Qi wu
lun” 齊物論. Note the variant xin 新 (“new”) for qin 親 (“endearing”) here in the last line.
244 The root of the mystery is the Dao. When Confucius asks about what is “real” (zhen 真), the
fisherman in the “Yu fu” 漁夫 (“Old Fisherman”) chapter of Zhuangzi answers “it is the highest
form of purity and sincerity” 精誠之至也. The Fa shu yao lu has the variant tui 退 (“retreat,”
which would have to be construed in the line here as “seeking the mystery and then retreating”)
instead of gen 根 (“root”).
238
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虛室是我宅
遠想千載外
何必謝曩昔
相與無相與
形骸自脫落

the “empty chamber” is my dwelling place.246
I envision distant things beyond a thousand years—
what need is there to take leave of the past?
“Joined together without being joined together,”247
body and bones naturally drop away.248

5.
鑑明去塵垢
止則鄙吝生
體之固未易
三觴解天刑
方寸無停主
矜伐將自平
雖無絲與竹
玄泉有清聲
雖無嘯與歌

“When your mirror is bright, it keeps away the dust;
If the dust settles on it, then a narrow mind thrives.”249
Embodying this is truly no easy thing:
three cups deliver us from the punishment of Heaven!250
In the mind no master abides,251
the arrogant naturally will be leveled.
Though we have no string instruments or pipes,
the mysterious springs make clear tunes.
Though we have no whistlers or singers,

A reference to Laozi 38: “Foreknowledge is the embellishment of the Way and the beginning of
stupidity” 前識者道之華而愚之始. Or if we take the Fa shu yao lu variant shi 世 (“age,”
“generation”) instead of shi 識 (“knowledge”), then the line would read “Former times are not
what I look forward to/expect.”
246 The “empty chamber” (xu shi 虛室) refers to the mind in which clarity resides. Guo Xiang
comments in the “Ren jian shi” chapter of Zhuangzi: “The ‘empty chamber’ means seeing
existence as non-existence; by having [this] ‘empty chamber’ pure brightness flourishes” 夫視有若
無虛室者也虛室而純白獨生矣. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 4.150.
247 Wang Xizhi here alludes to a famous friendship in Zhuangzi “Da zong shi” 大宗師 (“Great
Ancestral Teacher”): “Master Sanghu, Mengzi Fan, and Master Qinzhang were friends with each
other. Someone said, ‘Who can join together with others without being joined together with
others, or act together without acting together? Who can ascend heaven and roam through the
mists, soar all about with no limit, and forget each other for a lifetime without ever reaching an
end?’ The three looked at each other and smiled. None disagreed in their minds, and thereupon
they became friends” 子桑戶孟子反子琴張三人相與友曰孰能相與於無相與相為於無相為孰能登天
遊霧撓挑無極相忘以生無所終窮三人相視而笑莫逆於心遂相與為友. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 6.264-67.
248 Jin shi, 13.896.
249 In “De chong fu” 德充符 (“Sign of Virtue Complete”), the prime minister of Zheng, Zichan 子產,
was studying under the Taoist master Bohun Wuren 伯昏无人 together with the cripple Shentu
Jia 申徒嘉. When Zichan tried to keep a distance from him on account of belonging to a higher
social status, Shentu rebuked him, saying, “I’ve heard when your mirror is bright no dust settles
on it; but when dust settles on it then [that means] it isn’t bright” 聞之曰鑑明則塵垢不止止則不明
也久與賢人處則無過. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 5.197-98.
250 Another cripple, Shushan Wuzhi 叔 山 无 趾 (“No-Foot Shushan”), was turned away by
Confucius because of the criminal associations of the cripple’s disfigurement. Shushan left and
had a conversation with Laozi about Confucius’s obsession with physical marks of shame and
honor. Thus, in contrast to Shushan’s physical punishment, Confucius was punished by Heaven
(or by “Nature,” tian xing zhi 天刑之) and bound to the realm of superficial distinctions. See
Zhuangzi ji shi, 5.202-06. The Fa shu yao lu variant yao 夭 (“disastrous”) is thus probably a
graphic mistake for tian 天.
251 As we are told in the “Qi wu lun,” the mind, which seeks to order the other parts of the body,
really enjoys no special privilege. Citing this passage, Zhang Zhan says that “the mind is to be
equally empty with Great Emptiness, and the body and bones are to [exist in the realm of being]
together with the myriad things” 方寸與太虛齊空形骸與萬物俱有也. See Liezi ji shi, 1.37.
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詠言有餘馨
取樂在一朝
寄之齊千齡

the words of verses sung leave lingering echoes.
I take delight here in the span of a single morning,
but entrust it equaling a thousand years.252

6.
合散固其常
脩短定無始
造新不暫停
一往不再起
於今為神奇
信宿同塵滓
誰能無此慨
散之在推理
言立同不朽
河清非所俟

Gathering and dispersing is truly the norm of things,253
long and short have no absolute beginning.
The Fashioner’s innovations never stop for a moment;
once they’re gone, they return no more.
What’s divine and extraordinary today
in a few nights’ time will join the dust and dregs [of the past].254
Who can fail to sigh over this
and release that sigh by studying the principles of things?
Establishing words is the same as the undying—255
let’s not wait for the Yellow River to run dry!256

Sun Chuo 孫 綽
1.
春詠登臺
亦有臨流
懷彼伐木
肅此良儔
修竹蔭沼
旋瀨縈丘
穿池激湍
連濫觴舟

In spring I sing aloud, climbing up on the terrace,
while also taking time to look over the waters.
I am filled with thoughts of “Hewn Tree” from long ago,257
admiring the fine friends here with me today.258
Tall bamboos create a shade over the pool,
whirling rapids wind through the hillside.
On the swift currents of a dredged canal
our cups go sailing one after another.259

Jin shi, 13.896.
The Fa shu yao lu has the variant you 有 (“exists, existence”) instead of chang 常 (“norm”).
254 This line is reminiscent of a passage in “Zhi bei you” 知北遊 (“Knowledge Wandered North”)
chapter of Zhuangzi: “The myriad things are one, it is only that they regard what they admire as
divinely extraordinary and what they dislike as rotten; but what is rotten transforms into being
divinely extraordinary and the divinely extraordinary transforms into being rotten. 萬物一也是其
所美者為神奇所惡為臭腐耳臭腐復化為神奇神奇復化為臭腐. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 22.733.
255 One of the three undying things in Zuozhuan: “The greatest superiority is establishing virtue;
next is establishing meritorious deeds; next is establishing words—even after a long time these do
not deteriorate: they are called the undying” 大上有立德其次有立功其次有立言雖久不廢此之謂不
朽 (“Xiang Gong” 襄公, 24).
256 Jin shi, 13.896. Waiting for the Yellow River to run dry was a common trope used to indicate
waiting in vain for passage of time. Here Wang Xizhi juxtaposes himself with the words of his
poem which will outlive the poet into eternity.
257 According to the Mao commentary, the poem “Hewn Tree” is about holding a feast for friends
and acquaintances. Xihongtang has the variant dai shui 代水 (“replaced waters”) instead of fa mu
伐木 (“Hewn Tree”).
258 Here I follow the Xihongtang variant su 肅 (“respect, admire”) instead of su 宿 (“lodge
overnight with”). Interestingly, the two variants here reflect an aural misapprehension of the
same sound (*sjuwk).
259 Jin shi, 13.901.
252
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2.
流風拂枉渚
停雲蔭九皋
嚶羽吟脩竹
游鱗戲瀾濤
攜筆落雲藻
微言剖纖毫
時珍豈不甘
忘味在聞韶

A drifting wind brushes against the curving shoreline,
hovering clouds cast shadows on our nine-tiered pond.260
Plumed creatures, chirping, intone songs in tall bamboos,261
scaly critters, swimming, play in bouncing waves.
Brush in hand, patterns drop like clouds,
subtle words probe into nature’s minute particulars.
Seasonal delicacies are delicious, of course—
but forgetting the taste is for those who hear the Shao!262

Xie An 謝 安
1.
伊昔先子
有懷春遊
契茲言執
寄傲林丘
森森連嶺
茫茫原疇
迥霄垂霧
凝泉散流

Oh a former master long ago
desired to go on a spring excursion.
I match [his desires] here speaking of what I would undertake,263
and proudly entrust myself to woods and hills.
Crowded, crowded, the connecting peaks;
boundless, boundless, the open fields.
Fog hangs down from lingering clouds;
frozen springs break open into flowing currents.264

2.
A reference to the “Crane Singing” (“He ming” 鶴鳴) poem of the Shijing. Zheng Xuan,
following the Mao commentary, explains that just as the crane’s voice can be heard from the
middle of a “nine-tiered pond,” the worthy man is made known even though he dwells in
reclusion.
261 I follow the variant reading ying yu 嚶羽 (“plumed creatures, chirping”) in Liu Gongquan’s
transcription because of its parallel position with you lin 游鱗 (“scaly critters, swimming”). Lu
Qinli seems unaware of this variant. Instead he gives ying yu 鷹語 (“oriole speech”) and notes the
Yu di ji sheng 輿地紀勝 and Xihongtang both have the variant yu 羽(“feather”) instead of yu 語
(“speech”).
262 Here is a reference to when Confucius went to the domain of Qi and heard the Shao music of
the sage king Shun being played. After hearing the music, Confucius went three days without
“knowing the taste” of meat 不知肉味 (Analects 7.14). Here the poet uses the allusion to represent
the effects of a sublime aesthetic experience in the landscape of Lanting, but the commentary
tradition up to the fourth century interprets Confucius’ experience negatively. The Jin
commentator Jiang Xi’s 江熙 thus remarks: “Because Mr. He’s jade disk was mixed up with tile
shards is the reason why Bianzi felt melancholy; because Yu[-Shun’s] Shao music was confused
with the illicit tunes of Zheng and Wei is the reason why Confucius sighed; he went such a long
time forgetting the taste, how profound were his far-reaching feelings!” 和璧與瓦礫齊貫卞子所以
惆悵虞韶與鄭衛比響仲尼所以永歎彌時忘味何遠情之深也. See Huang Huaixin, Lunyu hui jiao ji
shi, 7.596.
263 This line is far from certain. The word zhi 執 can also have the meaning of “good friend,” but it
occurs too late in the line to serve as an object of qi 契 (“match, agree with”). Yan 言 can of course
also function as an “empty,” filler-word. Additionally, Liu Gongquan has the variants ci 慈
(“compassionate”) and xuan 玄 (“mysterious”) for zi 茲 (“here, now, this”) and yan 言 (“speak of”)
respectively. Lu Qinli does not note the variant line.
264 Jin shi, 13.906.
260
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相與欣佳節
率爾同褰裳
薄雲羅陽景
微風翼輕航
醇醪陶丹府
兀若遊羲唐
萬殊混一理
安復覺彭殤

Together here I take delight in the fine season,
rushing to join the company wading in the waters.
Thin clouds encase the glowing sun,
a subtle breeze pushes our light cups afloat.
Strong ale transforms my sincere heart,265
drunk and dazed, I roam with Fu Xi and Emperor Yao.
The myriad differences blend into a single principle—266
how could I still distinguish between old Peng and one who dies young?267

Xie Wan 謝 萬
1.
肆眺崇阿
寓目高林
青蘿翳岫
修竹冠岑
谷流清響
條鼓鳴音
玄崿吐潤
霏霧成陰

I stretch my gaze to the towering cliffs,
fixing my vision on tall groves.
Green vines form a screen over the caves,
tall bamboos cap the mountain peaks.
The valley’s streams are noisy with clear echoes,
tree branches sing a crying tune.
Moisture pours down from mysterious cliffs,
then foggy mists form a shade overhead.268

2.
司冥卷陰旗
句芒舒陽旌
靈液被九區
光風扇鮮榮
碧林輝英翠
紅葩擢新莖
翔禽撫翰游
騰鱗躍清泠

The Lord of Winter rolls up his shadowy banner,269
Curling Sprout spreads out a sunny flag.270
Numinous waters cover the nine regions,271
a breeze in the clearing stirs fresh blossoms.
Cyan groves glow with kingfisher-blue leaves,
red flowers stand tall upon new stalks.
Beating his plumes, the flying bird roams,
as soaring scales leap into the clear, cold air.272

Sun Tong 孫 統
1.
茫茫大造

Boundless, boundless, the Great Fashioner—

Xihongtang has the variant xuan fu 玄府 (“skin pores”) instead of dan fu 丹府 (“sincere heart”).
Xihongtang has the variant xiang 象 (“image”) instead of li 理 (“truth”).
267 Jin shi, 13.906.
268 Jin shi, 13.906.
269 Xuan Ming 玄冥, also known as Si Ming 司冥, is the god of winter (who also corresponds to
north, the color black, etc.). “Xuanming” 玄冥 appears as a variant in Xihongtang.
270 Goumang 句芒 (“Curling Sprout”) is the god in charge of plants that grow in spring.
271 The “numinous waters” here seem to be a kenning for rains that occur in the land of immortals.
It appears that way in Cao Zhi’s “Sheng tian xing” 升天行: “Numinous dew soars on white
waves/Magnolia and cinnamons reach as high as heaven” 靈液飛素波/蘭桂上參天 (Wei shi,
6.433). Wendy Swartz notes, following Rob Campany, that it is also a name for an elixir.
272 Jin shi, 13.906.
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萬化齊軌
罔悟玄同
競異摽旨
平勃運謀
黃綺隱几
凡我仰希
期山期水

the myriad transformations all on an equal path.
Those who fail to realize the mysterious oneness
compete to be different and show off their ambitions.273
Chen Ping and Zhou Bo applied their strategies;274
Yellow Master and Qili Ji leaned on their tables.275
All those whom I respect and admire
set a time to meet in mountains, a time to meet by streams.276

2.
地主觀山水
仰尋幽人蹤
回沼激中逵
疏竹間修桐
因流轉輕觴
冷風飄落松
時禽吟長澗
萬籟吹連峰

The lord of this area observes mountains and streams,
he retraces the steps of hidden men.277
Waters of the winding pool grow strong midstream,
sparse bamboo interspersed with tall paulownias.
Our light cups sail on flowing currents,
a cool wind soars over drooping pines.
Birds of the season chant songs all along the brook,
nature’s myriad pipes play across the array of peaks.278

Sun Si 孫 嗣
望嚴懷逸許
臨流想奇莊
誰云玄風絕
千載挹餘芳

I gaze at the cliffs, full of thoughts of the disengaged Xu You,279
overlooking the currents, I imagine the extraordinary Zhuang Zhou.
Who says their mysterious manner has vanished?—280
we decant their leftover fragrance from a thousand years ago.281

Xi Tan 郗 曇
溫風起東谷
和氣振柔條
端坐興遠想

A warm wind rises from the eastern valley,282
the gentle airs shake soft branches.
Sitting upright, I am stirred by distant visions,

I cannot read the character before yi 異 (“different”) in Liu Gongquan’s version, but the line
before has nei wu 內悟 (“I realize within”) instead of wang 罔.
274 Chen Ping and Zhou Bo were ministers who served Liu Bang in the establishment and
consolidation of the Han empire. See Shiji.
275 Xia Huanggong and Qili Ji were two of the so-called Four Whitebeards (Si Hao 四皓) who
dwelt in reclusion at the end of the Qin dynasty. Leaning on one’s table or desk signifies the life of
the recluse.
276 Jin shi, 13.907.
277 “Hidden men” (youren 幽人) is another term for a recluse. See, for example, the statement on
the “Lü” 履 hexagram of the Yijing: “He treads a path smooth and even, the hidden man enjoys
good fortune” 履道坦坦幽人貞吉.
278 Jin shi, 13.907. For the reference to “nature’s pipes,” see my note to Wang Xizhi’s third poem
above.
279 The legendary recluse Xu You 許由 was offered control of the kingdom by sage Yao, and he
refused; he washed his ears in the Ying river after hearing of Yao’s request.
280 There is a variant zhen 真, instead of xuan.
281 Jin shi, 13.908.
282 The eastern valley is the region of the Fusang tree where the sun rises.
273
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薄言遊近郊

I rush to go on an excursion in nearby suburbs.283

Yu You 庾 友
馳心域表
寥寥遠邁
理感則一
冥然玄會

My mind races beyond this realm,284
vast, vast, a distant journey.
When I’m stirred by principles, I experience all as one,
in the unseen I grasp it through the mystery.285

Yu Yun 庾 蘊
仰想虛舟說
俯歎世上賓
朝榮雖云樂
夕弊理自因

Looking up I think of the story of the empty boat,286
then I look down and sigh for the guests of this world.
Although we enjoy the dawn blossom now,
its end at evening follows the principles of its own nature.287

Cao Maozhi 曹 茂 之
時來誰不懷
寄散山林間
尚想方外賓
迢迢有餘閑

When the season comes, who does not desire
to entrust and release his feelings among the mountain woods?288
Reverently I imagine the guests who live beyond the square,
far off someplace with leisure to spare.289

Jin shi, 13.908.
Xihongtang has the variant cheng 城 (“city wall”) instead of yu 域 (“realm, field”).
285 Jin shi, 13.908. Note Gu shi ji variant si 斯 (“here”) instead of xuan 玄 (“mystery”). I take
xuanhui in the sense of Guo Xiang’s commentary on the “Xu Wugui” 徐無鬼 chapter of Zhuangzi:
“Without being able to transcend his own traces [the perfected person] grasps understanding
through the mystery” 未能絕迹而玄會. Zhuangzi ji shi, 24.866.
286 There are three common allusions to the Zhuangzi possibly evoked by the term xu zhou 虛舟
(“empty boat”), each of which varies in its connotation. Wendy Swartz cites the story from
“Shanmu” 山木 (“Mountain Tree”), in which Shinanzi 市南子 (“Master of South Market”), advises
a ruler of Lu, saying if a person at sea were hit by an empty boat, even if he is hot-tempered, he
would never become angry. Hasegawa cites a story from “Lie Yukou” 列御寇, in which Bohun
Wuren lectures Liezi and encourages him to float aimlessly and empty like an unmoored boat. A
third story about a “boat in a ravine” (huo zhou 豁舟) appears in “Da zong shi,” where Zhuangzi
says that a boat moored in a ravine, is like a ravine situated in a mountain—both seem to be
solidly fixed in their positions. But if “a powerful being” (you li zhe 有力者) were to come in the
night and remove them, those who are asleep would never notice. See Zhuangzi jishi, 20.675;
32.1040.
287 Jin shi, 13.909. A reference to the rose of Sharon, which opens during the day and closes again
at night.
288 “Entrusting and releasing” frequently refers to releasing one’s feelings as well as writing them
down. For example, in reply to Sun Sheng 孫盛, Luo Han’s 羅含 writes: “How could I claim this to
be any consolation? I am just entrusting and releasing my feelings [in this letter] and nothing
more” 豈云唯慰聊以寄散而已矣 (QJW, 131.2a).
289 Jin shi, 13.909.
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Hua Mao 華 茂
林榮其鬱
浪激其隈
汎汎輕觴
載欣載懷

Woods flowering, a dense mass,
waves dashing on the bend.
Our light cups float and float—
such delight! such feeling!290

Huan Wei 桓 偉
主人雖無懷
應物貴有尚
宣尼遨沂津
蕭然心神王
數子各言志
曾生發清唱
今我欣斯遊
慍情亦蹔暢

Though our host has no cares,
in responding to others he values having something to be admired.291
When Confucius strolled to the Yi River,
he was carefree and his inner spirit flourished.292
Of the several disciples, each voiced his intentions,
then Zeng Xi started singing aloud clearly.
Today I take delight in the excursion here,
my pent-up feelings are temporarily unblocked.293

Yuan Qiaozhi 袁 嶠 之
1.
人亦有言
得意則歡
佳賓既臻
相與遊盤
微音迭詠
馥焉若蘭
苟齊一致
遐想揭竿

Some people also say,
“Once you get the meaning you’ll feel happy.”
When our fine guests gather,
we go carousing about with each other.
Subtle voices take turns singing aloud,
scents as sweet as thoroughwort.
Casually we come together on an equal level with no divergence,
and envision remotely the one holding a fishing rod.294

Jin shi, 13.910.
The term you shang 有 尚 (“having something to be admired”) apears in Li Chong’s
commentary on the Analects above and in the Yi jing, “Xi kan” 習坎 (“Constant Sink Hole”): “The
Constant Sink Hole is such that if there is sincerity, then the heart and mind should prevail, and
one’s actions will have something to be admired” 習坎有孚惟心享行有尚 (translation modified
from Richard Lynn, The Classic of Changes, 317).
292 The term “spirit flourished” (shen wang or xinshen wang) is another Zhuangzi term, recalling
the celebrated image of the swamp pheasant: “The pheasant’s inner spirit constantly flourishes
and he is filled with vitality. And being self-released in a clear, wide-open field, dimly he remains
ignorant of the ‘good’ being ‘good’” 雉心神長王志氣盈豫而自放於清曠之地忽然不覺善之為善. Sun
Chuo even has an extant poem on the swamp pheasant. See Jin shi, 13.901.
293 Jin shi, 13.910.
294 Possibly an allusion to Ren Gongzi 任公子 (“the dukeling of Ren”) in the “Wai wu” 外物
(“External Things”) chapter of Zhuangzi. After catching the giant sea god Ruoyu 若 魚
(“Resembling a Fish,” a.k.a. Hairuo 海若) while fishing over the mountains of Guiji, Ren Gongzi
became a model of great spiritual achievements that could not be properly imitated in later times.
See Zhuangzi jishi, 26.925-927. Hasekawa identifies this as an allusion to “Gengsang Chu” 庚桑楚,
but the story there likens mortal grief to fishing for one’s dead parents in the sea and would not
seem to fit the sense here (Zhuangzi jishi, 23.782).
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2.
四眺華林茂
俯仰晴川渙
激水流芳醪
豁爾累心散
遐想逸民軌
遺音良可翫
古人詠舞雩
今也同斯歎

In all directions I gaze at the lushness of flowering woods,
looking up and down as waters run their course beneath a clear sky.
On rushing streams float cups of sweet ale,
in open clarity my burdened mind is released.
I envision remotely the paths of disengaged men,
the sound of their voices left behind truly to be enjoyed.
People of the past sang of the Rain Altar—
today I join them with this sigh.295

Wang Xuanzhi 王 玄 之
松竹挺巖崖
幽澗激清流
消散肆情志
酣暢豁滯憂

Pines and bamboos stand out on the cliffs,
clear currents race through a secluded brook.
I eliminate and release my cares, give free rein to my inclinations;
tipsy and unimpeded, I clear away my accumulated worries.296

Wang Ningzhi 王 凝 之
1.
莊浪濠津
巢步潁湄
冥心真寄
千載同歸

Zhuang Zhou wandered carefree to the Hao River,
Nesting Elder walked to the banks of the Ying.297
I make my mind obscure and entrust myself to the real—298
over a thousand years we return to the same endpoint.299

2.
煙熅柔風扇
熙怡和氣淳
駕言興時遊
逍遙映通津

Primordial energies alternate, a soft wind blows;300
I feel pleased and content, the gentle airs are pure.301
I mount a carriage, stimulated by our seasonal excursion,
carefree, casting shadows on the open thoroughfare.302

Wang Suzhi 王 肅 之
1.

Jin shi, 13.911.
Jin shi, 13.911.
297 Zhuangzi met with his friend Huizi on the bridge of the Hao River to watch fish. Nesting Elder
is another name for the famous recluse Xu You, who refused to take charge of the government and
washed his ears in the Ying River after being offered the position of ruler.
298 Xihongtang has a variant xuan 玄 (“mystery”) for zhen 真 (“the real, true”).
299 Jin shi, 13.912.
300 Yinyun 氤氳 or yanyun 煙熅 (“primordial energies”) are the primordial airs that gave rise to
the myriad things. See, for example, the Xi ci zhuan 繫辭傳 (Tradition of Appended Words):
“Energies of heaven and earth alternate, and the myriad things are made pure” 天地絪縕萬物化醇.
301 Xihongtang has xi tian 熙恬 (“pleased and calm”) instead of xiyi 熙怡 (“pleased and content”).
302 Jin shi, 13.912.
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在昔暇日
味存林嶺
今我斯遊
神怡心靜

Long ago on a leisurely day
the meaning was kept in woods and peaks.
Now on our excursion here
my spirit is joyful, my mind calm and focused.303

2.
嘉會欣時遊
豁爾暢心神
吟詠曲水瀨
淥波轉素鱗

At a fine gathering, I take delight in the seasonal excursion,
in open clarity, my inner spirit becomes unblocked.304
I intone verses over the rapids of the bending stream;305
under limpid waves, white scales follow in succession.306

Wang Huizhi 王 徽 之
1.
散懷山水
蕭然忘羈
秀薄粲穎
疏松籠崖
遊羽扇霄
鱗躍清池
肆目寄歡
心冥二奇

I release my cares in mountains and streams,
carefree, forgetting all restraints.307
Lush plants on the riverbank flash their tips,308
arrayed pines encase the cliffs.
Wings in flight beat through the clouds,309
scales leap from the clear pool.
I stretch my vision, entrust my happy feelings,310
my mind merges with the two wonders.311

2.
先師有冥藏
安用羈世羅

The ancient teacher had a storehouse of the unseen—312
what use would he have for being ensnared in the world’s net?

Jin shi, 13.913. Xihongtang has the variant tian 恬 (“calm”) instead of yi 怡 (“joyful”).
Instead of huo’er 豁爾 (“in open clarity”), Xihongtang has huo lang 豁郎 (“open and bright”).
305 Xihongtang has the variant hemistich 輿[=興?]曲瀨 (“stirred by the bending rapids”) instead
of 曲水瀨 (“over the rapids of the bending stream”).
306 Jin shi, 13.913. The Yu di ji sheng has lin 林 (“woods”) instead of lin 鱗 (“scales”), which would
make the line here mean something like: “Limpid waves roll through the unadorned woods.”
307 Xihongtang has shuran 翛然 (“swiftly, all of a sudden”) instead of xiaoran 蕭然 (“carefree”).
308 Taking pu here as pu 浦 (“plants, shrubs”).
309 Here Xihongtang has the variant xiang 香 (“fragrance”) instead of xiao 霄 (“clouds”).
310 Here I take the Xihongtang variant si mu 肆目 (“stretch my vision”) for gui mu 歸目 (“return
my vision”).
311 Jin shi, 13.914. It is unclear what “two wonders” here refers to. Hasegawa cites Li Shan’s
commentary on Sun Chuo’s “You Tiantai shan fu,” which speaks of the Chicheng 赤城 (i.e. realm
of immortals) and Cascade (Pubu 瀑 布 ) as the “two wonders.” Wendy Swartz’s suggests,
alternatively, that here the “two wonders” may refer to mountains and streams. Xihongtang
inverts the last character of the third line and the first character of the fourth line, xin 心 (“heart”)
and huan 歡 (“happy feelings”).
312 Interestingly, the compound mingzang (“tomes of hidden truth”) occurs nowhere in the
Daozang. The opening line here is similar to Tao Yuanming’s second “Guichou sui shi chun huai
gu tian she” 癸丑歲始春懷古田舍, where the “ancient teacher” refers to Confucius: “The ancient
teacher left the lesson/Be concerned for the Way, not for poverty poverty” 先師有遺訓/優道不憂貧
(Jin shi, 17.994; translation from Hightower, Poetry of T’ao Ch’ien, 108).
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未若保沖真
齊契箕山阿

Better to preserve the genuineness of simplicity
matching on an equal level the recluse on the cliffs of Mount Ji.313

Wang Huanzhi 王 渙 之
去來悠悠子
披褐良足欽
超跡修獨往
真契齊古今

In times past the master of leisure,
donned coarse clothes, he was so worthy of our respect.314
Transcending the realm of traces, going along independently:315
matching the real, on an equal level with all eternity.316

Wang Binzhi 王 彬 之
1.
丹崖竦立
葩藻映林
淥水揚波
載浮載沈

Red crags soar high above,
flowery pondweed shines before the woods.
A wave rises in the limpid waters—
how they float, how they sink!317

2.
鮮葩映林薄
游鱗戲清渠
臨川欣投釣
得意豈在魚

Fresh flowers make the wooded banks glow,
swimming scales play in the clear channel.318
Looking over the stream, I take delight in casting my fishing line—
but how can the meaning be in the fishes?319

Wang Yunzhi 王 蘊 之 320
散豁情志暢
塵纓忽已捐
仰詠挹遺芳

I experience open release, my mood is unblocked—
suddenly my worldly capstrings are cast aside.
I look up and sing, decanting the fragrance left behind by the past,321

Jin shi, 13.914. After Xu You refused control of the government from Yao, he fled to live as a
recluse in the cliffs of Mount Ji.
314 The couplet here almost certainly refers to Confucius, who spoke against obsession with ornate
clothing and wore the clothes of a commoner. The Laozi says, “Those who understand Me are few;
those who model themselves after Me are worthy; therefore, the sage dresses in coarse clothes
and harbors jade within” 知我者希則我者貴是以聖人被褐懷玉 (Laozi 70).
315 “Going [along] independently” is a mark of the ideal, unfettered individual in Zhuangzi. In “Zai
you,” we find the following explanation: “Going independently, coming independently—this is
called being in existence independently; one who is in existence independently is called the most
prized” 獨往獨來是謂獨有獨有之人是謂至貴. Guo Xiang comments: “A person who in all things is
different/strange and yet able to make himself blend in with the crowd is one who “goes
independently and comes independently” 人皆自異而己獨羣遊斯乃獨往獨來者也. See Zhuangzi
jishi, 11.394.
316 Jin shi, 13.914.
317 Jin shi, 13.914.
318 Xihongtang has yue 躍 (“leap”) instead of xi 戲 (“play”).
319 Jin shi, 13.914.
320 Lu Qinli notes that this is probably Wang Yun, who was the son of the qingtan adept Wang
Meng and father of the Ding Empress of Emperor Xiaowu.
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怡神味重玄

in joyful spirit, I savor the double mystery.322

Wang Fengzhi 王 豐 之
肆盼巖岫
臨泉濯趾
感興魚鳥
安居幽峙

I stretch my gaze to the cliffs and caves,
in the spring’s waters I wash my feet.
I am stirred by the birds and fish,323
peacefully dwelling on the secluded islet.324

Wei Pang 魏 滂
三春陶和氣
萬物齊一歡
明后欣時豐
駕言映清瀾
亹亹德音暢
蕭蕭遺世難
望巖愧脫屣
臨川謝揭竿

The third month of spring fashions gentle airs:
the myriad things become equal in our shared happiness.
The wise lord delights in the season’s fullness,325
mounting a carriage, casting shadows on the clear waves.
Stretching on and on, his virtuous voice unblocked,
leisurely he leaves behind the difficulties of the world.
I face the cliffs, humbled by those who remove their sandals;326
over the waters I feel inferior to the one holding his fishing rod.327

Yu Yue 虞 說
神散宇宙內
形浪濠梁津
寄暢須臾歡
尚想味古人

My spirit is released, roaming free in the universe,
my body unrestrained by the bridge of the Hao River.
I entrust myself and become unblocked for a moment of happiness,
envisioning the past and savoring the ways of the ancient ones.328

Here I follow the Xihongtang variant reading yi 遺 (“leftover, left behind”) instead of yu 餘
(“leftover, excess”).
322 Jin shi, 13.915. The double mystery here is the “mystery of mysteries” (i.e. the Way) in the first
chapter of Laozi. I take the Xihongtang variant xuan 玄 here instead of yuan 淵 (“pool, abyss”).
323 Xihongtang has the variant shui 水 (“water”) for niao 鳥 (“birds”).
324 Jin shi, 13.915. The Wuchen commentary on Zhang Heng’s “Xi jing fu” 西京賦 (“Fu on the
Western Metropolis”) says “[a place] where there is earth in a body of water is called a zhi 峙
(‘islet’).”
325 Xihongtang has the variant he 和 (“gentle [airs]”) instead of feng 豐 (“fullness”).
326 As Hasekawa notes, “removing sandals” (tuo xi 脫屣) signifies leaving behind the mundane
world with ease (as simply as removing a pair sandals), as the Yellow Emperor did when he
ascended into the heavens. According to the Han shu, Emperor Wu of the Han remarked: “Truly I
should be like the Yellow Thearch, and regard abandoning my wife as removing my sandals” 誠得
如黃帝吾視去妻子如脫屣耳. See Han shu, 25.1228. Guo Xiang’s commentary is also pertinent
here: “Those who treat losing their lives as [casually as] removing their sandals, and having their
feet cut off as [lightly as] stepping away from the mud—I have never seen one like this whose
mind can be ensnared or oppressed” 去生如脫屣斷足如遺土吾未見足以纓茀其心也. See Zhuangzi
jishi, 5.91.
327 Jin shi, 13.915. See note on Yuan Qiaozhi’s four-syllable line poem above.
328 Jin shi, 13.916.
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Xie Yi 謝 繹
縱觴任所適
回波縈遊鱗
千載同一朝
沐浴陶清塵

Unbridled cups accept their lot wherever they go,329
on winding waves, they mix with the roaming fishes.
One thousand years are all a single morning—
I bathe in the stream, transforming myself into transcendent dust.330

Xu Fengzhi 徐 豐 之
1.
俯揮素波
仰掇芳蘭
尚想嘉客
希風永歎

I look down and run my hands in white waves,
look up and pick fragrant thoroughwort.
I reverently envision the fine guests—331
in admiration of their manner, I let out a long sight.332

2.
清響擬絲竹
班荊對綺疏
零觴飛曲津
歡然朱顏舒

Clear echoes imitate the music of pipes and strings,
our bramble mats rival patterned windows.
Flying cups soar on the bending waterway,333
merrily our rosy faces relax.334

Cao Hua 曹 華
願與達人游
解結遨濠梁
狂吟任所適
浪流無何鄉

I wish to go on an excursion with the attained one,335
loosening my reins to stroll along the Hao bridge.
Chanting songs madly, accepting wherever my lot takes me,
idly rambling in a Have-Nothing Village.336

Lu Qinli notes that Guiji zhi has the variant zong chang 縱暢 (“unbridled and unblocked”).
Jin shi, 13.916. “Transcendent dust” refers to one who has achieved transcendence, as in the
“Yuan you” 遠遊 of the Chu ci: “I have heard of Red Pine becoming transcendent dust/I wish to
climb on the wind and follow the model he left behind” 聞赤松之清塵兮/願乘風乎遺則. Wang Yi
glosses qing chen as the “handsome form” (huimei 徽美) of Red Pine after he became one of the
Perfected (zhenren 真人). The modern commentator Jiang Liangfu understands qingchen as
referring more broadly to the realm of immortals. According to the Lie xian zhuan, Red Pine
served as Master of Rain (yushi 雨師) during the time of the Divine Farmer and ascended to
become an immortal together with the Divine Farmer’s daughter.
331 Xihongtang has the variant ming 冥 (“unseen, mysterious”) instead of jia 嘉 (“fine”).
332 Jin shi, 13.916.
333 Xihongtang has shui 水 (“waters”) instead of jin 津 (“waterway”).
334 Jin shi, 13.916.
335 Xihongtang here has the variant yi 異 (“strange, marvel at”) instead of yu 與 (“together with”).
336 Jin shi, 13.917. The Have-Nothing Village (wuheyou zhi xiang 無何有之鄉) is the imaginary
place where Zhuangzi wants to sleep beneath a “useless” tree. It appears in a dialogue between
Zhuangzi and Huizi in “Xiaoyao you.”
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Sun Chuo, “San yue san ri Lanting shi xu” 三 月 三 日 蘭 亭 詩 序 (“Preface to the
Poems Composed at Lanting on the Third Day of the Third Month”)
The ancients used water as a figure of speech to describe [human] nature. There is great
sensibility for this way of speaking! Is it not because when you make water stand still it becomes
clear, and when you mix it around it becomes turgid? Our natures change according to that to
which we grow accustomed; things make contact with what they encounter and stir us to be
moved. Therefore, racing among the courts and markets produces a mind that is pent up; and
strolling at leisure through woods and fields excites an expansive purpose. When we look back at
Fu Xi and [Yao of] Tang, then they appear to be extremely remote; but when we sing of Tai and
Shang of recent times, our gaze deepens and our feelings increase. We return into the darkness,
and long for the way to polish our mirror. We often borrow mountains and stream to transform
our pent up feelings. Singing of the adequacy of a single day equals the overflow of a hundred
years. At the beginning of late spring, we performed the Xi on the shores of the southern creek.
There were tall peaks one thousand xun, and a great lake ten thousand qing. The positions of lofty
and craggy heights and both clear and bending waters are truly magnificent! Thus we used
fragrant grasses as our seats, the limpid currents as our mirrors, and scanned across the flowers
and plants, observing the fishes and birds. All things shared in blossoming, every life form was
expressive. Thereupon, we achieved harmony through fine ale, and arrived on an equal level
through our enlightened viewpoint—it was completely serene! How could we notice any longer
the difference of the Great Peng Bird and the quail? The shining numen (i.e. the sun) hastened its
reins and the light swiftly moved west. Joy departed with the time, and sadness followed after.
There and back again, the forward changes, swapping old and new. The traces of today tomorrow
will be clear. What began in the stirring of poets is truly a cause for singing songs!337
古人以水喻性。有旨哉斯談。非以停之則清。混之則濁邪。情因所習而遷移。物觸所遇而興感。故
振轡于朝市。則充屈之心生。閑步于林野。則遼落之志興。仰瞻羲唐。邈已遠矣。近詠臺尚。顧深
增懷。為復于暖昧之中。思縈拂之道。屢借山水。以化其鬱結。永一日之足。當百年之溢。以暮春
之始。禊于南澗之濱。高嶺千尋。長湖萬頃。隆屈澄汪之勢。可為壯矣。乃席芳草。鏡清流。覽卉
木。觀魚鳥。具物同榮。資生咸畼。于是和以醇醪。齊以達觀。決然兀矣。焉復覺鵬鷃之二物哉。
耀靈縱轡。急景西邁。樂與時去。悲亦系之。往復推移。新故相換。今日之迹。明復陳矣。原詩人
之致興。諒歌詠之有由。

QJW, 61.5b-6a. The Song versions give the title of Sun’s piece here as a “postface” (hou xu 後
序), presumably because they felt a poetry collection can only have one preface.
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Chapter 3
Representations of Self and Community in Zhi Dun’s Poems on the Eight Precepts
Fasting Ceremony

Introduction

This chapter is an attempt to contextualize the use of “Lao-Zhuang” 老莊 in the poetry of
the Chinese Buddhist monk Zhi Dun 支遁 (314-366), also known as Zhi Daolin 支道林 or
Master Lin (Lin gong 林公). Though the term Lao-Zhuang (or conversely, “Zhuang-Lao”)
was used early on to stand for the two texts Laozi and Zhuangzi in particular, here I use
it in the modern sense to mean the broader philosophical discourse that grew out of
those two texts but was also applied to interpretations of Buddhist doctrine. Lao-Zhuang
developed in tandem with “arcane discourse” (xuanyan 玄言) during the third and
fourth centuries, especially as Chinese Buddhism required a native foundation that was
sympathetic to its own doctrinal development—not unlike the way Stoicism was made to
provide a moral grounding for Christianity in the ancient Mediterranean and medieval
Europe, or the way Jesuits would situate Christianity upon the basis of Confucian ethical
values in fifteenth-century China. But it also gained currency as a philosophical mode of
verse-composition. In what follows, I try to show how Lao-Zhuang was used to discover
persona in the poetic works of Zhi Dun. Many personae, or selves, emerge from Zhi
Dun’s philosophical verse; what they all have in common, though, is that they are always
(or almost always) measured against the values of Lao-Zhuang.
Zhi Dun was a member of the same literary circle in Guiji 會稽 (modern Shaoxing)
that included Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303-361) and he participated in group outings at
Lanting 蘭亭, although his name does not appear in extant lists of the participants of the
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famous gathering at Lanting in 353.338 Like many of his peers, he held the Taoist classics
Laozi 老子 and Zhuangzi 莊子 in high esteem and studied them along with their received
commentaries; and he was exceptionally noted for his mastery of “Lao-Zhuang” 老莊
discourse with a Buddhist tinge. His poetry, peppered with allusions from these texts,
thus resembles that of the so-called “arcane discourse” (xuanyan 玄言) poets Xu Xun 許
徇 (d. 361) and Sun Chuo 孫綽 (314-371) who relied on the language of the “Three
Mysteries” (sanxuan 三 玄 ), i.e. Laozi, Zhuangzi, and the Yijing 易 經 (Classic of
Changes), to compose poetry.
Zhi Dun followed the current of “Lao-Zhuang” discourse because these were
among the texts his contemporaries knew best. As a Buddhist monk, however, he had a
special purpose that relates to the self-representation we find in his poetry. We may call
this path the “Buddho-Taoist” path because the attainment of enlightenment, as Zhi Dun
packages it, applies equally to Buddhist scriptural examples and exemplary models taken
from the Taoist classics.
In addition to being a Buddhist monk and expounder of doctrine, Zhi appears to
have been a prolific verse-composer. In his monumental Xian-Qin Han Wei Jin
Nanbeichao shi 先秦漢魏晉南北朝詩 (Poems of the Pre-Qin, Han, Wei, Jin, and the
Northern and Southern Dynasties), Lu Qinli 逯欽立 (1910-1973) includes eighteen fivesyllable “poems” (shi 詩) attributed to Zhi. While that number may not seem like a lot, it
is greater than the total number of extant poems by any other mid fourth-century poet.
The subjects of Zhi’s poetry here range from Buddhist ritual ceremonies and paintings to
autobiographical

descriptions

of

the

monk’s

mountain-dwelling

and

spiritual

Wang Yin’s 王隱 (fl. ca 318-353) Jin shu 晉書 and the Tang dynasty Jin shu mention Zhi Dun’s
excursions to Lanting with Wang Xizhi and others. See Taiping yulan 太平御覽 194.1067; and Jin
shu 80.2098-99.
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development. Moreover, Zhi’s extant zan 讚 (“encomia,” from the Greek word for “to
eulogize” or “praise”) include two long pieces on paintings of Śākyamuni and Amitābha
Buddha with elaborate prefaces and eleven shorter pieces on various bodhisattvas—these
are classified as “prose” (wen 文) in modern collections and do not appear in Lu’s
compilation of Six Dynasties poetry.339 (As with most pre-Song verse, we do not know if
the titles of poems as they have been received were fixed by their purported authors or
were added later.) Though the zan merit a study of their own, in most respects they
resemble the shi in four- and five-syllable lines with rhymes occurring in the final
position of each even line. Indeed, some of Zhi’s shi are virtually written as zan (or zan
shi, “encomia poetry”), such as his piece on the Buddha’s birthday, “Si yue ba ri zan Fo
shi” 四月八日讚佛詩 (“Poem in Praise of the Buddha on the Eighth Day of the Fourth
Month”). At the risk of oversimplifying, we should consider both the shi and the zan
within the scope of Zhi’s poetic output.340
The survival of Zhi’s verse is no mere accident. Almost all of his extant poetic
work—irrespective of generic categories—is preserved in the monk Daoxuan’s 道宣 (596667) compendium of early Chinese Buddhist writings, Guang Hongming ji 廣弘明集
(Expanding the Collection of Propagating the Light).341 In that compendium, whose

The prefaces to the Śākyamuni and Amitābha zan are quite elaborate and at times sound like
quasi-rhapsodic verse; in both cases the prefaces are followed by five stanzas (marked by different
rhymes) of four-syllable “lyrics” (ci 詞), which are presumably what are referred to as zan in the
titles. The eleven bodhisattva zan are dedicated to: Mañjuśrī (Wenshushili 文殊師利), Maitreya
(Mile 彌勒), Vimalakīrti (Weimojie 維摩詰), Shansi pusa 善思菩薩, Fazuo pusa 法作菩薩 and Bu
er ru pusa 入不二菩薩, Hanshou pusa 閈首菩薩, Bu shun pusa 不眴菩薩, Shansu pusa 善宿菩薩,
Shanduo pusa 善多菩薩, Shouli pusa 首立菩薩, and Candraprabhakumāra (Yueguang tongzi 月光
童子). For the texts, see Yan, Quan Jin wen, 157.10a-14b.
340 We should also note the genre of ming 銘 (“inscriptions”), which, like the zan, often uses the
four-syllable line form. If we inclusively count shi, zan, and ming, then we have approximately
thirty-five extant pieces of verse attributed to Zhi Dun (forty-three if we count the stanzas within
the two long Buddha zan individually).
341 A manuscript of Zhi Dun’s collected writings was in circulation by at least the Liang dynasty
(502-587). The Gaoseng zhuan 高僧傳 mentions a ten-juan version; the Sui shu 隋書 lists an
eight-juan version but then notes that a “Liang catalogue” lists it as thirteen-juan. Both the Jiu
339
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contents are arranged chronologically within topical chapters, Zhi stands out as the
pioneering Buddhist monk of letters: his zan and shi are listed at the very beginning of
those sections in the “Fo de” 佛德 (“Buddha-virtue”) and “Tong gui” 統歸 (“Submission
and Commitment [to Doctrine]”) chapters, respectively.342 That is to say, he appears
diachronically as the first in a line of religious devotees to create a space for Buddhism
within the elite Chinese literary tradition.
Until recently, few scholars have attempted to study Zhi Dun’s poetic oeuvre.343
Eric Zürcher, the great scholar of Chinese religion, gave the most thorough treatment of
Zhi Dun’s life and thought, while dismissing his poetry as unreadable.344 Rhetorical
flourishes aside, Zhi Dun’s poetry is not unreadable but rather characteristic of the
linguistic play of other fourth-century Chinese elites. Recently Wendy Swartz has shown
that what we perceive as challenges in identifying allusions served as a kind of socialite
argot that united individuals together in their shared apprehension of textual
references.345 Such an approach indeed may serve as a useful method to take us beyond
the view of Zhi Dun’s poetry as an epiphenomenal display of profuse rhetoric that has
nothing to teach us. On the contrary, our study of Zhi Dun’s poetic self-representation
reveals the central importance of the poet-monk in relation to his milieu. It is hoped that

Tang shu 舊唐書 and Xin Tang shu 新唐書 follow the number ten. Lu’s compilation instead gives
the number thirty, which seems to be a mistake.
342 These sections correspond to juan 15 and 30 of Guang Hongming ji (T2103). Notably, the
“Tonggui” chapter follows the literary anthology tradition of listing fu 賦 (“rhapsodies”) first in
order of importance, but the earliest fu dealing with matters related to Buddhism here begin only
in the late fifth century. I follow Helwig Schmidt-Glintzer’s rendering of the titles in Cynthia L.
Chennault, et al., eds., Early Medieval Chinese Texts: A Bibliographic Guide (Berkeley: Institute
of East Asian Studies, 2015), 95-97.
343 In English-language scholarship, Xiaofei Tian’s work has gone furthest in situating Zhi Dun’s
poetry within the four-century discourse of “seeing with the mind’s eye,” or “envisioning” (xiang
想) things beyond the surface of the external world. This discourse was closely related to Buddhist
samādhi practices that were current throughout the century. See her first chapter in Visionary
Journeys, and also
344 Zürcher refers to Zhi Dun’s zan, for example, as “rhetorical products with litle content and
even les inspiration,” and the zan on the Śākyamuni image is described as “both uninformative
and unreadable” (Buddhist Conquest of China, 128; and note 197 on page 121).
345 Swartz, “Trading Literary Competence,” 6-35.
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this study as such contributes to the growing scholarly interest in the elite circles that
produced all we know of “arcane discourse” poetry.
Much scholarship on “arcane discourse” poetry, or in Chinese xuanyan shi 玄言,
especially from mainland China, tends to use Zhi Dun’s poetry as an access point to his
metaphysical thought. Along these lines, Zhi Dun is seen alternatively as “interpolating
Buddhism into arcane learning” (yi Fotuo zhi xue yinru xuanxue) or as “using the arcane
to explicate Buddhism” (yi xuan shi Fo).346 Some even go so far as to date the poems that
do not explicitly use Buddhist terminologies to his “pre-conversion” period, i.e. before
338. Of course, Zhi did not need to always write about Buddhist religion explicitly (or
implicitly, for that matter), so there is no basis for attempting to date his poetry unless
we have a clear marker of when it was composed. Moreover, while we may see something
like Zhi Dun’s thought in action in his extant verse, the lyric form is not usually a
trustworthy guide to study a person’s candid belief or convictions. In the case of Zhi this
is especially true. As a vehicle of sentimental expression, poetry threatens the values of
Lao-Zhuang. “The sage is without feelings,” says Wang Bi. But that is precisely the
question we should ask: how does Zhi Dun reconcile his religious and philosophical
convictions with the expressiveness of verse?
Charles Holcombe notes that Zhi Dun does not elaborate on ideas in his poetry
but instead expects readers to “admire his [Buddho]-Taoist spirit.”347 What we should
take away from Zhi’s poem series is not that he believed he was a present-day Zhuangzi
character or even that Taoist sagehood, as it is represented in Zhuangzi, is equivalent to
Liu, Guijie 劉貴傑, thus understands the didactic aim of Zhi Dun’s poetry; see Zhi Daolin
sixiang zhi yanjiu 支道林思想之研究. Taibei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1982. For other recent
studies that include Zhi Dun as one of the “arcane” poets, see Hu Dalei 胡大雷, Xuanyan shi
yanjiu 玄言詩研究 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2007); and Yang Helin 楊合林, Xuanyan shi yanjiu
玄言詩研究 (Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2011). Chen Shunzhi’s 陳順智 Dong Jin xuanyan shipai
yanjiu 東晉玄言詩派研究 (Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 2003) is particularly useful for the study of
poetry by Buddhist monks of the period.
347 See Holcombe, In the Shadow of the Han: Literati Thought and Society at the Beginning of
the Southern Dynasties (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1994), 123.
346
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Buddhist enlightenment—possible, but not necessarily the case. Rather, we should note
the use of Lao-Zhuang in poetry: Zhi Dun, playfully to be sure, uses that discourse to
craft his own public persona as a quasi-enlightened being of exceptional understanding.
Whereas in the Shishuo xinyu we see Zhi exposing the hidden “meaning” (yi) of texts to
others as a performance, here we see him using those same texts to frame his own
personal growth and spiritual attainment in relation to the social world around him.

Merging into the Unseen

We know little about the early life of Zhi Dun (original surname Guan 關) before his
initiation into the monastic order in 338.348 He was born into a Buddhist family in
northern China (one source says Chenliu 陳留, another says Linlü 林慮 of Hedong 河東,
both in modern day Henan), and probably migrated to the area around Jiankang 建康
(modern Nanjing) sometime in the first quarter of the fourth century or soon
thereafter.349 He must have migrated south sometime in the first quarter of the fourth
century or soon thereafter. When he first arrived in Jiankang 建康 (modern Nanjing) he
allegedly became known for his subtle perceptiveness and was compared to the great
“learning of mystery” (xuanxue 玄學) scholar Wang Bi 王弼 (226-249). Then, while
dwelling in the Yuhang 餘杭 mountains (northwest of modern Suzhou), he studied the
The most detailed critical biography of Zhi Dun’s life is Wang Xiaoyi 王曉毅, “Zhi Daolin
shengping shiji kao” 支道林生平事蹟考, Zhonghua foxue xuebao 8 (1995): 243-71. This should be
consulted for details concerning Zhi Dun’s activities and whereabouts, although the method of
dating here is often questionable.
349 According to the monk Zhu Faji’s 竺法濟 Gao yi shamen zhuan 高逸沙門傳, Zhi’s “family had
practiced religion for generations” 家世奉法 (Shishuo xinyu 2.63). The modern scholar Yu Jiaxi 余
嘉錫 (1884-1955) believes a malocclusion is one of the reasons why Zhi Dun was teased for his
physical appearance (Shishuo xinyu jianshu 世說新語箋疏 25.43, p.810). For more instances of
Zhi being teased on account of his looks see Shishuo xinyu 14.31 and 14.37.
348
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Perfection of Wisdom in Eight-thousand Lines (Aṣṭasāhasrikā-prajñāpāramitā in
Lokakṣema’s translation, the Daoxing banruo jing 道行般若經) and the Wisdom Seal
Samādhi Sutra (Tathāgata-jñāna-mudrā-samādhi in Zhi Qian’s translation, Huiyin
sanmei jing 慧印三昧經) and became a monk at age twenty-four.350 It is unclear whether
he studied under a Buddhist master at this time, but given his adoption of the religious
surname “Zhi” most scholars believe he had some connection with a monk of Yuezhi
origins.351
Zhi Dun quickly became a fixture of elite society in and around the capital. This is
evinced by the abundance of second-hand accounts that circulated about him. His only
extant complete biography is found in Huijiao’s 慧皎 (497-554) Gaoseng zhuan 高僧傳
(Lives of Eminent Monks). Though this is perhaps based on the no-longer extant
biography composed by Zhi's disciple Xi Chao 郗超 (336-77), its chronology of events is
little more than a string of episodes that appear with certain variations in the anecdote
collection Shishuo xinyu 世說新語 (New Account of Tales of the World), compiled by Liu
Yiqing 劉義慶 in the 420s.352

Although the Gaoseng zhuan (T2059) abbreviates the titles of these texts as Daoxing jing and
Huiyin jing, Jan Nattier regards both as authentic translations that would have been available to
Zhi Dun in the fourth century. See her Guide to the Earliest Chinese Buddhist Translations: Texts
from the Eastern Han and Three Kingdoms Periods (Tokyo: International Research Institute for
Advanced Buddhology, Soka University, 2008).
351 Zhi Dun’s master is mentioned once in the Gaoseng zhuan. When Zhi was young, he argued
with his master that eating eggs did not constitute killing. Later, after the master died, Zhi had a
vision in which his master threw an egg onto the ground and a chick walked away from the broken
shell. Both figures vanished and Zhi made a realization: ever after he lived as a strict vegetarian
(Gaoseng zhuan 4.163).
352 Zürcher estimates that of twenty-eight short episodes (by his count) in Zhi Dun's biography
only eight do not correspond to anecdotes in the Shishuo xinyu or some other source. Notably, the
exceptional events that do not correspond to the Shishuo often frame other texts by Zhi Dun that
are embedded within the biography. See n. 154 in Zürcher, Buddhist Conquest, 357.
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To give some indication of Zhi Dun’s prominence within that collection, Jack
Chen counts him as one of the ten most frequently occurring names together with nine
other figures from the same social milieu in fourth-century Jiankang.353
The picture of the monk that emerges from these anecdotes is surely indebted to
the stories that circulated in writing and through oral networks of gossip starting with
Zhi Dun’s contemporaries.354 The Japanese scholar Fukunaga Mitsuji has suggested that
the variance we see in the “facts” of Zhi Dun’s biography are owed to the fame and
interest in spreading that fame on the part of the monk’s close friends and admirers.355
As Zürcher notes, it seems that Zhi Dun established himself in the elite society of
fourth-century Jiankang specifically through his innovative approach to the Zhuangzi. At
least that is what we see in the account of his famous lecture on the “Xiaoyao you” 逍遙遊
(“Free-roaming”) chapter at the White Horse Monastery (Baimasi 白馬寺). The account
is recorded somewhat differently in the Shishuo xinyu and in Zhi Dun’s biography.
Zhi Dun became known around the capital for his innovative interpretation of the
“Xiaoyao you” 逍遙遊 (“Free Roaming”) chapter of the Zhuangzi.356 For the cultural elite
living in the capital, the text of the Zhuangzi had been brilliantly elucidated by the
commentators Xiang Xiu 向秀 (ca 221-ca 300) and Guo Xiang 郭象 (d. 312)—the latter’s

See Jack W. Chen, Zoe Borovsky, Yoh Kawano, and Ryan Chen, "The Shishuo xinyu as Data
Visualization," EMC 20 (2014): 32-33.
354 At the time of his death, the following biographical works were produced for Zhi Dun and
presumably circulated: a biography (zhuan 傳) by his disciple Xi Chao , an encomium (zan 讚) by
Yuan Hong 袁宏, and a eulogy (lei 誄) by Zhou Tanbao 周曇寶. Liu Jun’s 劉峻 (462-521) Shishuo
xinyu commentary additionally cites a Zhi Dun biezhuan 支遁別傳, a Zhi Dun zhuan 支遁傳, a Zhi
fashi zhuan 支法師傳, and a biography from Zhu Faji’s 竺法濟 (fourth cen.) Gaoyi shamen zhuan
高逸沙門傳. The variant titles of biographies may refer to different sources or a single source.
355 See Fukunaga Mitsuji 福永光司, “Shi Ton to sono shūi: Tō Shin no Rōsō shisō” 支遁と其の周囲
—東晋の老荘思想, Bukkyo shigaku 5 no. 2 (1956): 12-34.
356 Zhi Dun’s Gaoseng zhuan biography alleges that he acquired a reputation for his Zhuangzi
exegesis immediately after he returned from the Yuhang mountains as a Buddhist monk in 338.
See Gaoseng zhuan, 4.
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commentary is said to be based on the former’s.357 No contemporary reader familiar with
the Zhuangzi could have overlooked their interpretations when searching for the
meaning of some obscure passage: the Guo Xiang commentary was thus taken for
granted as a staple of later Taoist exegesis. The “Xiaoyao you” chapter, with its implicit
comparison between the flights of the Great Peng Bird (Da Peng 大鵬) and a small quail,
was particularly well-known to fourth-century readers. According to the interpretations
of Xiang and Guo, these two creatures represented different extremes of the world of the
myriad things: one was gigantic, soaring over mythical heights with a wingspan reaching
from alternate ends of the earth; the other was tiny, making a little hop to a tree branch.
But both were equal in terms of their being “free” (xiaoyao) because they both accepted
and fulfilled their respective natures.358
The Shishuo xinyu traces Zhi Dun’s reputation for his Zhuangzi exegesis to a
debate that took place at the White Horse Temple in Jiankang:
The “Xiaoyao” chapter of Zhuangzi had always been a difficult place where the famous
worthies would bore for meaning. Yet they were unable to extract principles beyond [the
work of] Guo and Xiang. When Zhi Daolin was at the White Horse Monastery, he had the
grand minister Feng [Huai] converse together with him. Thereupon they came to discuss
the “Xiaoyao.” Zhi boldly demonstrated new principles that went past the two
commentators (i.e. Guo and Xiang); he established a different meaning that went beyond
the many worthies. They were all things the famous worthies had not attained in their
search for meaning. Thereafter they used Zhi’s principles.359
莊子逍遙篇，舊是難處，諸名賢所可鑽味，而不能拔理於郭、向之外。支道林在白馬寺中，
將馮太常共語， 因及逍遙。支卓然標新理於二家之表，立異義於眾賢之外，皆是諸名賢尋
味之所不得。後遂用支理。

The degree to which Guo Xiang based his work on (or “plagiarized”) Xiang Xiu is probably
exaggerated. For the claim of plagiarism, see Shishuo xinyu, 4.17 (Mather, New Account, 105-07).
The modern scholars Shou Puxuan 壽普暄 and Fukunaga Mitsuji 褔永光司 have cast doubt on
this claim. See Shou Puxuan, “You Jingdian shiwen shitan Zhuangzi guben” 由經典釋文試探莊子
古本, Yanjing xuebao 28 (1940): 89-96; and Fukunaga Mitsuji, “Kaku Shō no Sōshi chū to Kō Zō
no Sōshi chū” 郭象の莊子注向象の莊子注, Tōhō gakuhō 36 (1964): 187-215. Harold Roth follows
Fukunaga in his “Chuang tzu” entry in Michael Loewe, ed., Early Chinese Texts, 56-66.
358 For the Xiang-Guo interpretation of the comparison of Great Peng and the quail, see the
“Xiaoyao yi” 逍遙義 (“The Meaning of xiaoyao”) glossed in Liu Jun’s Shishuo xinyu commentary
(Shishuo xinyu, 4.32; Mather, New Account, 115).
359 Shishuo xinyu, 4.32. My translation is modified from Mather, New Account, 115.
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The Gaoseng zhuan records the White Horse Monastery event discussed above
differently: instead of conversing with Feng Huai 馮懷, Zhi Dun engages the otherwise
unknown Liu Xizhi 劉係之 in a public debate. Huijiao further lists the names of twelve
famous worthies who seem to have been present; the list includes Zhi Dun’s
acquaintances Wang Qia 王洽, Liu Tan 劉惔, Yin Hao 殷浩, Xu Xun, Xi Chao 郗超, Sun
Chuo, Wang Xiu 王修, He Chong 何充, Wang Tanzhi 王坦之, Yuan Hong 袁宏, and two
relatively unknown figures, Huan Yanbiao 桓彥表 and Xie Changxia 謝長遐.360 Many of
these figures, some of whom we will meet again below, had an interest in Buddhist
doctrine, as evinced in other anecdotes and extant correspondences with Zhi Dun and
other monks. According to the Gaoseng zhuan, after impressing his contemporaries at
the White Horse Temple, Zhi Dun retreated and composed his own commentary on the
“Xiaoyao” chapter that was used in place of Guo Xiang’s.
The universe of Xiang and Guo is a relative world in which each of the myriad
things has its own unique and different nature to fulfill; only by grasping, or “attaining”
(de 得), that nature can one be called “free.” This situation represents the totality of the
world we live in, as the term “heaven and earth” (tian di 天地) is merely a combinative
name for the “myriad things” (wanwu 萬物) that constitute that realm. For Zhi Dun, on
the other hand, there is an absolute standard for being “free.” In his “Xiaoyao lun” 逍遙
論 (“Discourse on Free[-roaming]”), he argue that “free” denotes the condition of the
mind of the “supreme one” (zhi ren 至人), another Zhuangzi term that we encounter
throughout other chapters of that text. It seems that by “supreme one,” Zhi Dun means
not someone who realizes his unique, respective nature, but rather one who learns to
Lu Cheng’s 陸澄 (425-494) Falun mulu 法論目錄 (Catalogue of Buddhist Discourses) records a
no longer extant letter by Zhi Dun addressed to Xie Changxia 謝長遐 (Chu sanzang ji ji, 12
[T.2145])
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overcome the desire to be satisfied. Here I translate a summary fragment of his “Xiaoyao
lun,” glossed in Liu Jun’s Shishuo xinyu commentary:

Now, “free” signifies the mind of the supreme one. Master Zhuang made pronouncements
about the Great Path, and lodged them by pointing to the Peng Bird and the quail.
Because the path for conducting its life is vast, therefore the Peng Bird loses his direction
outside the body; because the quail scoffs at the distant while residing in the near, he
holds on to arrogance in his mind. The Supreme One rides on the correct standard of the
universe and rises high above; he roams endlessly in unfettered freedom. He “treats
things as things and is not treated as a thing by things,” and thus from afar he does not
[seek to] satisfy himself.361 He is moved by the mysterious, himself non-active; he moves
swiftly without hurrying, and thus there is nowhere he does not freely go. This is the
means by which he is “free.” But as for those who desire to get what satisfies them, as long
as they are satisfied in what satisfies them, then they will happily resemble the
naturalness of heaven.362 It is similar to when a hungry person eats until full, or when a
thirsty person drinks to contentment—how is this forgetting about making a ritual feast
out of solid foods or ceasing to quaff cups of rich ale? Unless it is Supreme Satisfaction,
how is this a way to be “free”?363
夫逍遙者，明至人之心也。莊生建言大道，而寄指鵬、鷃。鵬以營生之路曠，故失適於體
外；鷃以在近而笑遠，有矜伐於心內。至人乘天正而高興，遊無窮於放浪；物物而不物於
物，則遙然不我得，玄感不為，不疾而速，則逍然靡不適。此所以為逍遙也。若夫有欲當
其所足；足於所足，快然有似天真。猶饑者一飽，渴者一盈，豈忘烝嘗於糗糧，絕觴爵於
醪醴哉？苟非至足，豈所以逍遙乎？

The difference between Zhi Dun’s interpretation of xiaoyao and that of Guo Xiang lies in
the universality of the “supreme man” as a model. Though Zhi Dun’s rebuttal to Guo
Xiang seems facile (and not entirely fair in terms of representing the opposite position),
we have to imagine the social circumstances that prompted his response. He likens the
relativistic self-realization of individuals to a person who satisfies himself only by getting
what he desires; such a person merely “resembles” the naturalness of heaven, so long as
he is satisfied. Zhi Dun’s Gaoseng zhuan biography, somewhat differently, alleges that he
claimed Guo Xiang’s position would lead to a society in which immoral individuals such

Here Zhi Dun is citing another Zhuangzi passage, located in the “Shan mu” 山木 (“Mountain
Tree”) chapter (ZZJS, 20.668).
362 Guo Xiang uses the term “naturalness of heaven” (tian zhen 天真) to refer to one who submits
to the self-so and forgets about right and wrong. Here zhen is not “perfected” but rather refers to
that which is unadorned and unchanged by human artifice; hence “naturalness.” Tian likewise
refers to the “natural” world unaffected by humans (ZZJS, 2.43).
363 My translation is modified from Mather, New Account, 116. Mather’s translation here is less
than exacting, and strenuously makes Zhi Dun seem to defend the Peng Bird over the quail.
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as the evil King Jie 桀 and the infamous Zhuangzi character Robber Zhi 跖 would be
encouraged to “fulfill their natures” on grounds that they were xiaoyao. An echo of such
claims can be heard in the painter Dai Kui’s 戴逵 (326-96) “Fang da wei fei dao lun” 放達
為非道論 (“Discourse on Unrestrained Attainment as Contrary to the Way”), which we
have seen in a previous chapter. Dai Kui—who also wrote a eulogy for Zhi Dun—took aim
at some of his contemporaries, and argued that “the unrestrained resemble those who
are attained and thereby cause the Way to be disordered” 放者似達所以亂道. The gist of
the argument was that there was in fact a way to become “attained” (da), but it was not
by following the examples of self-realized eccentrics. Zhi Dun’s “supreme man”
constituted an alternative, universal model that replaced Guo Xiang’s relativistic ideal
and equated xiaoyao with qualities of the Buddha.

Consolation and Emptiness

Lao-Zhuang discourse could be used as a kind of consolation for internal conflicts.
Nowhere is this conflict-resolution more apparent than in Zhi Dun’s “Baguanzhai shi” 八
關齋詩 (“Poems on the Eight Precepts Fasting Ceremony”), which he composed after
holding a collective Buddhist ritual for some twenty-four lay and monastic participants
in Tushan 土山 of Wu county (modern Suzhou) on December 8, 342.364 This series of
three poems and their preface by Zhi are the earliest extant writings on any celebration
of the “fasting ceremony” (zhai 齋, or fazhai 法齋) in south China. As Robert Campany
summarizes, the normative religious ceremony itself constituted a “cluster of periodic

An alternative title for the series is “Tushan hui ji shi” 土山會集詩 (“Poems on Gathering at
Tushan”). “Baguanzhai shi” is the title that appears in Guang Hong ming ji.
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practices centering on confession, feeding monks and nuns, abstention from eating after
noon and from sexual activity, and attendance at nocturnal recitation of sutras, all in a
special ritual space featuring a Buddha image.”365 We will have more to say of this ritual
purpose below. But we should note first that Zhi Dun pays only partial attention to this
single aspect of the ceremony; by comparison, he shows greater interest in the common
bond of inner feelings that takes shape within the company of practitioners. This dual
aspect of the fasting ceremony as both a religious ritual and a social gathering is what
sets up the basic conflict for Zhi: how does one reconcile the Lao-Zhuang monk’s notion
of self-contentment and non-attachment with his feelings of joy and melancholy as
members of the group come together and then disperse?
Zhi’s poems are essentially a long parting series. For a Buddhist monk who
supposedly renounces all attachments to the illusory world of existence, writing a parting
poem poses a certain risk. It would be inappropriate for Zhi to say that he is consumed
by melancholy, as that would imply attachment to something ephemeral and unreal; a
good monk is supposed to look beyond the ephemeral world and take refuge in the
triumvirate of Buddha (Fo 佛), Dharma (fa 法), and Sangha (Seng 僧). Thus, he must say
that he is not beset with grief but is rather unaffected after parting from his friends. Zhi
Dun does this in his three “Baguanzhai” poems through several stages—remembering the
company of the gathering, reflecting on his sorrow at their initial parting, and then
restoring himself to a state of detachment through concentration and mental focus. Each
stage roughly corresponds with a poem in the series. By the end of the final poem, he
imagines himself journeying through the mountains in harmony with the universe,
creating a comparison between himself and other enlightened characters from the
Zhuangzi.
See Campany, Signs from the Unseen Realm: Buddhist Miracle Tales from Early Medieval
China (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2012), 51-52. See also Chen Hong 陳紅. “Fojiao
baguanzhai yu zhonggu xiaoshuo” 佛教八關齋與中古小說, Jianghai xuekan, no 4 (1999): 159-63.
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In theory, the purpose of the fasting ceremony was to unite lay and monastic
practitioners by having them observe the same religious precepts temporarily in a sacred
space. 366 Lay Buddhists normally observed five precepts: no killing, stealing, sexual
misconduct, lying, or drunkenness. On the six monthly upoṣadha days (the 8th, 14th,
15th, 23rd, 29th, and 30th of each month on the lunar calendar) when the fasting
ceremony was held, however, they observed three additional precepts: no sleeping in
ornate beds, singing or dancing, or eating at improper times. By thus observing all eight
precepts, the laity effectively became monks for a day. All this was accompanied by the
recitation of sutras and public confessions made in the presence of divine images of the
Buddha and bodhisattvas. Moreover, the last of the eight precepts pertained to the
premeridian vegetarian fare or “maigre feast” prepared for monks, and became closely
associated with the laity’s religious obligation to the sangha—monks were supposed to
beg for food and those who offered them food would gain merit. By the late fifth century,
Shen Yue 沈約 decried the perversion of contemporary fasting ceremonies on grounds
that they were transformed into lavish vegetarian banquets. For Shen, these latter-day
feasts violated the original, religious, and merit-gaining purpose of the ritual for all
involved.367
Although Zhi Dun must have been aware of the religious purpose of the fasting
ceremony—his disciple Xi Chao 郗超 (336-77) mentions it as the third item in his Feng fa
yao 奉法要 (Essentials of Religious Worship)—he gives short shrift to anything we might
call “religious” in his preface. Instead, he describes how he helped organize the event

For a thorough discussion of the fasting ceremony’s significance in early Chinese Buddhism,
see Sylvie Hureau, “Buddhist Rituals,” in John Lagerway and Lü Pengzhi, eds., Early Chinese
Religion: Part Two: The Period of Division (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 1207-44.
367 For a discussion of Shen Yue’s criticisms of the decadent “maigre feasts,” see Richard Mather,
“The Bonze’s Begging Bowl: Eating Practices in Buddhist Monasteries of Medieval India and
China,” JAOS 1.4 (1981): 417-24.
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together with the powerful official, He Chong 何充 (292-346), a wealthy lay Buddhist
advocate and sponsor of many monasteries and nunneries around the capital:
Not long ago, Cavalry General He [Chong] and I set a time when we would hold the Eight
Precepts Fasting Ceremony. On the twenty-second day of the tenth month (December 7),
we assembled a gathering of like-minded companions at the Tushan Tomb in Wu County.
The fasting ceremony began at the break of dawn on the [twenty-]third day (December 8).
There were religious professionals and plain-clothes practitioners, twenty-four in all. The
atmosphere was clear and calm and awe-inspiring, so that none of us could help feeling a
sense of tranquility and unimpededness. On the morning of the [twenty-]fourth day
(December 9), each of the worthies departed. Since I was enjoying the stillness of my
rural dwelling and was full of longings to go digging for medicinal herbs, I then stayed
alone. At that point, as I waved my hands to see off my companions I imagined watching
them on their paths; as I calmly folded my palms together in my empty room, I realized
the truth beyond the self; and as I went climbing the mountain and picking medicinal
herbs, I gathered the pleasures of cliffs and streams.368 Then I lifted my brush and
composed [these] writings in order to console a few of my feelings.
間與何驃騎期，當為合八關齋。以十月二十二日，集同意者在吳縣土山墓下。三日清晨為
齋始。道士白衣凡二十四人。清和肅穆，莫不靜暢。至四日朝，眾賢各去。余既樂野室之
寂，又有掘藥之懷，遂便獨住。於是乃揮手送歸，有望路之想；靜拱虛房，悟外身之真；
登山採藥，集巖水之娛。遂援筆染翰。以慰二三之情。

Zhi Dun’s preface creates only a limited space for the Buddhist fasting ceremony; its
primary function here is to gather a group of “like-minded” (tongyi) companions in the
same place and time. Even within the temporal frame, the fasting ceremony only takes
place on one of the three days on which the company is gathered in the same space. It is
the gathering, not the ritual, that Zhi highlights. Thus, his preface bears comparison with
other literary prefaces on elite social gatherings like Shi Chong’s 石崇 “Jingu shi xu” 金谷
詩序 (“Preface to the Poems of the Jingu [Gardens]”), Wang Xizhi’s “Lanting ji xu” 蘭亭
集序 (“Preface to the Lanting Collection”), and Tao Yuanming’s 陶淵明 “You Xiechuan
shi xu” 遊斜川詩序 (“Preface to a Poem on an Excursion to Xie Brook”). Notably, in all
these cases, the group “gathering” (ji 集) mirrors the atmospheric elements that come
together to produce an auspicious aura for their event—here the weather is “clear and

Zhang Fuchun takes this as a reference to Laozi 7: “By treating his (i.e. the sage’s) body/self as
external the body/self is preserved” 外其身而身存. For more on Zhi Dun’s realization, see poem
two and discussion below.
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calm and awe-inspiring.” And also like the elements that gather and then scatter in the
sky, the participants of the gathering must eventually part ways.
If the first part of Zhi’s preface concerns the gathering of “like-minded”
companions, however, it is only to foreground the subject of the second part (and the
main subject of the poems), namely the poet himself. As we have mentioned above, Zhi
Dun has to write about himself because there is no other way for him to maintain his role
as elite monk and compose a parting poem expressing longings for his erstwhile
companions. He has to present himself as placidly content in his decision to “stay alone”
(du zhu 獨住), enjoying the tranquility of his religious life and picking medicinal herbs
like a Taoist recluse. He is able to envision his companions even as they go their separate
ways, as he sits in meditation and wanders in the mountains. Whereas before he
gathered a group of companions for the fasting ceremony, now he exists contentedly by
himself, “gathering” the feelings of pleasure from observing the natural world in solitude.
One cannot help but sense that Zhi tries to control his feelings, willy-nilly, in the absence
of his companions; or as he says, he composes the poems as a consolation to his “two or
three feelings.”
In the first poem, Zhi Dun commemorates the ritual event and pays homage to
the event’s co-host, He Chong:
建意營法齋
里仁契朋儔
相與期良辰
沐浴造閑丘
穆穆升堂賢
皎皎清心修
窈窕八關客
無楗自綢繆

I fix my mind on holding the Dharma Fast,
In community with the humane, making a pact among friends.369
Together we set a fine time to meet,
After washing, we arrive at the leisurely hills.
Reverent, reverent, the worthy who ascends the hall,370
Untainted, untainted, cultivates a mind of purity.
Profound and penetrating, the guest of the Eight Precepts
Naturally focuses on the abstruse, no need to be bolted in.371

A reference to Analects 4.1: “The Master said, ‘Living in community with the humane is the
finest. How can one who choses not to dwell among the humane be considered wise?’” 子曰里仁為
美擇不處仁焉得知.
370 Zhi Dun compares his own disciple, who is prepared to advance in Buddhist practice, to
Confucius’ disciple Zilu: “Zilu has ascended the hall, but he has not yet reached the inner
chambers” 子曰由也升堂矣未入於室也 (Analects 11.5).
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寂默五習真
亹亹勵心柔
法鼓進三勸
激切清訓流
悽愴願弘濟
闔堂皆同舟
明明玄表聖
應此童蒙求
存誠夾室裡
三界讚清休
嘉祥歸宰相
藹若慶雲浮

In stillness he practices realizing truth in Five [Concentrations],372
On and on, striving to soften his mind.
And the dharma drum sends forth three exhortations,
Encouraging the followers of the pure teachings.373
Taking pity, we vow to save all sentient beings everywhere,
The entire assembly all taking the same boat.
Wise, wise, the Sage beyond the mystery
Responds to the ignorant children who seek Him.374
Keeping to sincerity of purpose in the ancestral chamber,
We praise his pure form in the Three Realms.375
May blessings go with the Grand Councilor— 376
Mist-like, he floats among the auspicious clouds.

There are two elements in Zhi’s description of the fasting ceremony here. First of all, he
presents the ritual as an occasion for his companions to cultivate themselves on the
religious path. Here he seems to follow the Zhai jing 齋經 (Fasting Ceremony Sutra) and
other scriptures that present the Dharma Fast as a means of cultivating the mind. The
company gathers in the hills on a temple complex; we unfortunately do not know exactly
what kind of complex. Above, in Zhi’s preface, he mentions a “tomb” (mu 墓). While the
precise location and identification of the tomb is unclear, several scholars have suggested
that Zhi is referring to the tomb of King Fuchai 夫差 of the domain of Wu or another
ancient royal tomb. Moreover, as the “guests of the Eight Precepts” cultivate their inner
“purity,” they focus not only on themselves. According to Xi Chao’s Feng fa yao, “the
A reference to Laozi 27: “One who is good at staying shut, uses no bolt and yet cannot be
opened” 善閉無關鍵不可開. In other words, the practitioners are deep in concentration of their
own accord without need of external restraints.
372 Zhang Fuchun’s suggestion, which I follow, is that this refers to the Five Concentrations (wu
nian 五念): i.e., meditating on the Buddha (fo 佛), Dharma, (fa 法) the Sangha (zhong 眾), the
Precepts (jie 戒), and Heavenly Beings (tian 天).
373 There is an interesting variant here, according to which the line would read “to encourage
teaching the purified kind of people” 激切訓清流.
374 A reference to the Meng 蒙 hexagram of the Yijing: “It is not I who seek the ignorant child, but
the ignorant child who seeks me” 匪我求童蒙童蒙求我. Wang Bi comments (Lynn’s translation):
“The reason why a youth beset by ignorance seeks me is that he wants me to resolve the
uncertainties that he has.” See Lynn, The Classic of Changes: A New Translation of the I Ching
as Interpreted by Wang Bi, 158. Here the Way to whom the ignorant direct their imprecations is
replaced with Śākyamuni, the ‘Sage.”
375 These are the Three Realms of existence, i.e. (1) visceral desire (kāmadhātu; yujie 欲界), (2)
sensual form (rūpadhātu; sejie 色界), and (3) formlessness (ārūpyadhātu; wusejie 無色界).
376 The “Grand Councilor” (Hucker’s translation) here refers to He Chong.
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fasting ceremony is undertaken for the sake of the deceased, the living, for friends, for
family, and for all sentient beings.” This seems to suggest a collective ritual in keeping
with the Mahāyāna focus on attaining bodhisattvahood.
Yet there is another element that is less “religious” in nature: the group here is
represented as joined in a “pact” (qi, line two). Zhi Dun and He Chong bring together
their companions who form a community around their common, inward aim. This is the
“like-mindedness” of the preface. The actual gathering of acquaintances lasted three days;
even if their main purpose for coming together was to cultivate “minds of purity” (qing
xin 清心) at the Dharma Fast, their connection is not limited to that single event. The
connection between the participants at Tushan begins before the fasting ceremony is
held and continues, as we see in the first part of Zhi Dun’s second poem, after it ends:
三悔啟前朝
雙懺暨中夕
鳴禽戒朗旦
備禮寢玄役
蕭索庭賓離
飄颻隨風適
躑躅歧路嵎
揮手謝內析
輕軒馳中田
習習陵電擊
息心投佯步

The triple repentance begins on the first morning,
And the dual confessions last until midnight.377
Singing birds alert us to the shining dawn;
In proper form we retire from our mysterious labor.
Bleakly the guest of the courtyard departs,
Drifting and going along with the wind.
I hesitate as I stand on the forking road,
Waving my hand, I decline from being internally split [from him].378
His light carriage races across the field,
Swiftly, swiftly, faster than a stroke of lightning.
I stop my mind and take a few staid steps,

In Nie Daozhen's 聶道真 (mid third cen.) translation of Sanmantuobatuoluo pusa jing 三曼陀
跋陀羅菩薩經 (T483), the bodhisattva Samantabhadra advocates repenting (hui 悔) three times
each day and night. In the Tiantai tradition, the “triple repentance” (san hui 三 悔 ) was
understood as consisting of repentance for (1) transgressions of the Vinaya (fazuo chanhui 法作懺
悔), (2) attachments to delusional characteristics (quxiang chanhui 取相懺悔 or guanxiang
chanhui 觀相), and (3) our inborn sin (wusheng chanhui 無生懺悔). Repentance was further
divided into two different types: repentance for “deeds” (shi 事) and for “cause” (li 理). This is
perhaps what Zhi Dun means by the “dual confessions” (shuangchan 雙懺). Zhang Fuchun cites
the Goryeo monk Chegwan’s 諦觀 (?-970) Tiantai si jiao yi 天台四教儀 (T1931), composed more
than six centuries after Zhi Dun’s poem. The “triple repentance” and “dual confessions” also
appear in the works of the Tiantai patriarch Zhiyi 智顗 (538-597). Seng You 僧祐 (445-518)
records a now lost Sanhui chu jing 三悔處經, which may have been devoted to this practice as well.
378 The term “internally split” (neixi 內析) deserves a note. In Yao Xin’s 姚信 (fl. 266) “Family
Instructions” (“Jia jie” 家誡), he promotes “spiritual agreement” (shenqi 神契) and discourages
being “split internally and outwardly appearing as one [mind]” (neixi waitong 內析外同). See
Yiwen leiju, 23.420.
377
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零零振金策
引領望征人
悵恨孤思積

Clink-clank, I shake my metal staff.
Craning my neck toward my traveling friend,
I am grief-struck: lonely thoughts accumulate.

The dual aspect of the fasting ceremony as religious ritual and like-minded gathering is
manifested here in the conflict between Zhi Dun’s roles as Buddhist monk and host. On
the one hand, the fasting ceremony is supposed to foster a religious community for the
cultivation of spiritual liberation; Zhi extols the conduct of the ceremony’s participants,
who devote themselves to confessions and repentance throughout the night. But, on the
other hand, as the ceremony comes to an end the poet finds another kind of connection
has been made; he feels melancholy that his “guests” (ke) must depart. Here Zhi’s
sentiments are more akin to the polite literature one would expect to find composed in
response to a parting friend. Moreover, Zhi knows that his sentiments, his “lonely
thoughts,” are at odds with the worldview of the Lao-Zhuang monk. His second poem in
the series continues:
咄矣形非我
外物固已寂

Alas, I am not the same thing as my bodily form—
The world of external things is truly already tranquil!379

吟詠歸虛房
守真玩幽賾
雖非一往遊
且以閑自釋

Chanting aloud, I return to my empty room,
Keeping to truth and playing with abstruse subtleties.
Though this is not a permanent journey,
For now I shall leisurely ease my cares.

What sort of resolution is possible for someone like Zhi Dun writing a poem on parting
from friends? He is self-aware that in writing such a poem, and in hosting such a
gathering, he is playing a part in a world that is untrue. This is the “external world” (wai
wu) that Zhuangzi talks about. The same word, waiwu, is a convenient shorthand for the

According to Wang Bi’s commentary on the Laozi (25), the myriad things or (“existent things,”
you wu 有物) have no inherent “bodily form” (xing 形); they are essentially “tranquil and vast”
(jiliao 寂寥). See Lou Yulie 樓宇烈, ed., Wang Bi ji jiaoshi 王弼集校釋 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
2009), 63. This notion was applied to the idea of the self in “arcane learning” texts. For example,
in the “Knowledge Wandered North” (“Zhi bei you” 知北遊) chapter of the Zhuangzi, the sage
Cheng 丞 lectures the Confucian sage king Shun 舜, explaining that the self does not have a body,
but rather all bodies belong to nature, or “heaven” (tian 天). See Zhuangzi jishi, 22.739.
379
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saha-world that early Chinese Buddhists talked about in discussions of the illusory
distinction we make between a “self” and other. When Zhi says “I am not the same thing
as my bodily form,” it is not merely the bodily form that he is not, but there is nothing
that he can really point to that he is. We may turn to the Guo Xiang commentary for
clarification: “all that I possess, all that I lack, all that I do, and all that I encounter—
none of these are my self!” So we might ask, what is a self, and the world that it
participates in? Zhi’s answer is characteristic of his Prajñā training: we are all “tranquil”
(ji), or Empty (Zhi uses the same term ji to discuss śūnyatā in his preface on the
Prajnāpāramitā). In other words, he now sees that his melancholy feelings and the
separation between him and his companions are unreal, because they all belong to the
same realm of Unreality, or non-existent Emptiness.
At the end of Zhi’s poem above, he speaks of himself returning to his “empty
chamber” chanting and “playing” with the subtle truths; which is to say he is going back
to his room to “ease his cares” by reading books. The final poem of the series stages the
poet’s transformation (or lack thereof):
靖一潛蓬廬
愔愔詠初九
廣漠排林篠
流飆灑隙牖
從容遐想逸
採藥登祟阜
崎嶇升千尋
蕭條臨萬畝
望山樂榮松
瞻澤哀素柳
解帶長陵岥
婆娑清川右
泠風解煩懷

Still and focused, I submerge into my thatch hut,
Content, content, I chant lines from the Classic of Changes.380
In the Boundless Field, bamboos line up in a grove,
A burst of wind seeps through a crack in the window. 381
At east, my distant visions are set loose,
I pick medicinal herbs and climb the lofty cliffs.
Sloping and slanting, they ascend one thousand meters high;
Free-floating, I look down upon a myriad hectares.
I gaze at the mountains and delight in the flourishing pines,
Observing the waters, mourning the white willows.
Loosening my belt on the slope of a high crag,
I dilly-dally beside a pure stream.
The cool breeze resolves my anxious thoughts;

The couplet here recalls the Qian 乾 hexagram of the Classic of Changes; the commentary on
the “Image” (Xiang 象) there says: “A submerged dragon does not act: the yang force is below” 潛
龍勿用陽在下也. See Lynn, 132.
381 A reference to the Zhuangzi, “Xiaoyao you” 逍遙遊 chapter: “Now you have this tree and you’re
distressed because it’s useless. Why don’t you plant it in have-nothing village in a boundless field,
and relax and do nothing by its side, or lie down for a free-roaming sleep under it?”
380
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寒泉濯溫手
寥寥神氣暢
欽若盤春藪
達度冥三才
恍惚喪神偶
遊觀同隱丘
愧無連化肘

A cold spring cleanses my warm hands.382
Vast, vast, my spiritual vitality becomes unburdened,
I admire all things as though playing in a spring marsh.
Reaching perfection, I merge seamlessly with the Three Talents,
And in a hazy fog, I lose my spirit companion. 383
I go roaming and observing like the one on Hidden Hill—
Humbled that the chain of transformations do not grow on my elbow.384

Zhi Dun’s poem here is a good example of the Lao-Zhuang allusion practice associated
with so much fourth-century poetry. Our understanding of the poem changes depending
on our prior knowledge of the textual sources to which Zhi Dun alludes. In this case, as
with Zhi’s entire poetic corpus, the Zhuangzi as a whole text is invoked in order to
fashion the poet as an enlightened figure.

The “Image” commentary on the fifth line of the Jing 井 hexagram says (Wilhelm trans.), “In
the well there is a clear, cold spring, from which one can drink.” Zhang Fuchun cites the Zhuangzi,
“Zeyang” 則陽 chapter: Wang Guo uses the example of Gong Yuexiu 公閱休, a noted recluse, who
is said to hunt turtles in winter and lazily lie about in summer, to dissuade Zeyang from seeking
an audience with the king of Chu. Wang Guo advises Zeyang (tr. Watson), "a man suffering from
heat will think winter has returned if he finds a cool breeze." Guo Xiang's commentary says: “this
means he accords with the action of the Four Seasons and cannot go along with Zeyang’s
hastiness” 言已順四時之施不能赴彭陽之急. See ZZJS, 8b.877.
383 The Three Talents (San cai 三才) are Heaven, Earth, and Man. Zhi Dun likens himself to Ziqi of
South Wall, a character who appears in Zhuangzi, “On Making All Things Equal” (“Qi wu lun” 齊
物論) chapter. Realizing his oneness with the universe, Ziqi sits and stares into the sky “as though
he’d lost his companion” 似喪其耦. Guo Xiang’s interpretation sheds light on Zhi Dun’s allusion
here: “[Ziqi] treats Heaven and Man as the same, and “other and self” as equal. Therefore, there is
no one in the external world with whom he is happy and when he responds to others he is
released from his limbs; it is as though he lost his intimate companion” 同天人均彼我故外無與為
歡而荅焉解體若失其配匹. In other words, Ziqi’s spirit has become distinct from the body it once
animated.
384 There are two Zhuangzi allusions here. In “Knowledge Wandered North,” the personification
Knowledge wanders to the Hill of Hidden Heights (yinfen zhi qiu 隱弅之丘) and asks a series of
other personifications about true understanding. In the “Supreme Happiness” (“Zhi le” 至樂)
chapter, a willow tree (or “cancerous growth,” MC *ljuwH 柳/*ljuw 瘤) sprouts on Uncle Lame
Gait’s (Huajie shu 滑介叔) left elbow. Uncle Lack Limb (Zhili shu 支離叔) asks whether he resents
this sudden transformation, and Lame Gait replies that he does not. Rather, he accepts the growth
as part of a cosmic process of transformation. Guo Xiang’s commentary notes: “These figures
demonstrate first that they start with feelings and then later seek the supreme principle to get rid
of them. If [on the contrary] they had said “only by originally starting off with no feelings are we
able to have no worries,” then one who has feelings (i.e. everyone) would thereby be automatically
severed from the realm of far-reaching emptiness and forever lost in the realm of worries and
happiness” 斯皆先示有情 然後尋至理以遣之若云我本無情故能無憂則夫有情者遂自絕於遠曠之域
而迷困於憂樂之竟矣. See ZZJS, 6b.616. Zhang Fuchun suggests emending lian 連 to su 速
("quickly"), without any textual evidence for such a reading. I see no reason to follow his
suggestion.
382
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In the opening lines, Zhi Dun meditates and reads aloud from the Classic of
Changes in the solitude of his countryside hut. This is the “empty chamber” mentioned
in his preface. Then a scene from the Zhuangzi is hinted at outside the poet’s window:
the poet looks out on the “Boundless Field” where Zhuangzi wants to plant a tree for
sleeping under, and it is a full grove of bamboos. The scene is in the poet’s mind, but it
comes to life as a gust of wind enters from outside through a window crack. Next, the
poet imagines a journey (his “distant visions are set loose”) to the peaks of the mountains
outside. Such “visionary journeys,” as Xiaofei Tian has shown, were extremely common
in fourth-century poetry. The most well-known example is Sun Chuo’s “You Tiantai shan
fu” 遊天台山賦 (“Fu on Roaming to the Tiantai Mountains”), in which Sun envisions
himself traveling through the landscape of the Tiantai Mountain range and attains a
spiritual union with the Self-so (ziran 自然). Here Zhi similarly envisions himself
roaming through the lofty mountains and reaches a heightened level of spiritual
awareness. But to understand that state of being “merged seamlessly” (ming 冥) with the
Three Talents, namely Heaven, Earth, and Man, we must again turn to the Zhuangzi.
The poet’s ascent takes him to lofty peaks looking down over a vast space: in
couplet six, he sees mountains and streams, pines and willows, and feels both joy and
grief (white willows correspond to the color and season of death, winter); in the seventh
couplet, he embraces the refreshing coolness of the natural world. Then in couplet eight,
his “spiritual vitality” becomes unimpeded and he becomes endeared to things as though
“playing in a springtime marsh.” The point of this is more or less summed up in Zhi’s
allusion to the “Qi wu lun” chapter of the Zhuangzi in the following couplet: the poet has
become the enlightened character Ziqi of South Wall and his spirit is absorbed in the
universal oneness underlying all existence. According to Guo Xiang’s commentary on the
Zhuangzi, Ziqi achieved the power to see heaven and earth as one and to treat self and
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other as equal: “Therefore, there is no one in the external world with whom he is happy
and when he responds to others he is released from his limbs; it is as though he lost his
intimate companion” 故外無與為歡而荅焉解體若失其配匹. In other words, the poet’s
“spirit companion” has, like Ziqi, transcended its bodily form to realize universal oneness
with heaven, earth, and man. The poet realizes he is more than just his bodily form, he is
part of the universe.
Zhi Dun’s final couplet complicates our interpretation of his poem through two
more Zhuangzi allusions. The poet remains wandering on Hidden Hill, where the
personification Knowledge (Zhi 知) goes seeking other personifications and asks them
about the nature of understanding. Here Zhi Dun seems to imply that he has become one
of these personifications; or he wants to be seen as a character from the Zhuangzi (or
both). Then in the final allusion, he expresses his gratitude that he has not become
deformed through becoming a Zhuangzi character. Here we find a reference to Uncle
Lame Gait (Huajie Shu 滑介叔), on whose elbow a willow tree began to grow as a
manifestation of his oneness with nature. When asked about whether or not he was
bothered by this transformation, Lame Gait replied that it was just a part of the Way of
endless change.
Of course we cannot know if Zhi believes in himself as an enlightened figure on
the same level as a character of the Zhuangzi. It is possible, though not necessarily
probable, that Zhi considered himself an advanced religious practitioner, and saw a
parallel between the enlightened monk and the enlightened Taoist adepts in that text.
But the more salient point here is that Zhi fashions his social persona as the Lao-Zhuang
adept; whether or not he thinks of spiritual attainment qua Zhuangzi as equal to
enlightenment on the bodhisattva path, he explicitly and implicitly plays himself as an
expert who goes through a process of meditation, cultivation, and ends up as on an equal
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level with not just a single character but a whole textual landscape of the Zhuangzi. His
self-representation is thus absorbed into a textual landscape.

The Ultimate Undoing

Towards the end of his life, Zhi Dun purchased from his fellow-monk, Zhu Daoqian, a
small hill in the Shan mountains about two-hundred li from Guiji.385 Zhu mocked him for
needing to purchase a mountain in order to dwell in reclusion, which appeared to him at
odds with the models of the great recluses of antiquity. But it seems that Zhu did sell him
the mountain. This is the same hill where Zhi, according to the Shishuo xinyu, was given
a pair of cranes, whose wings he had clipped because he could not bear to see them fly
away. He later regretted his decision and let the pair of birds regrow their wings and take
flight.386 Zhi Dun’s biography also suggests this is where he reared horses—only because
he “admired their lofty spirit.” But the Gaoseng zhuan notably reverses the significance
of Zhi Dun’s animal husbandry. Instead of keeping cranes himself, Zhi sees another
man’s cranes and notices their wings are clipped; so he takes pity on them as creatures
destined to “soar through the heavens” and releases them, with or without the consent of
their owner.
While Zhi was living outside the capital, he composed a poem on his experience as a
recluse monk, entitled “Yong Licheng shan ju” 詠利城山居 (“Singing of Dwelling in the
Mountains in Licheng”).387 His experience seems less than solitary:
動求目方智

Out in the world I see square forms of knowledge,388

SSXY 25.28. Translation modified from Mather, 445.
SSXY 2.76.
387 Licheng was one of three counties in the jurisdiction of southern Donghai 東海 commandery in
the the eastern suburbs of Jiankang (modern Jiangsu). In the era of Yonghe 永和 (345-356), it
was returned under the jurisdiction of the capital (Song shu, 35.1039; and Nan shi 73.1819).
385
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默守標靜仁
苟不宴出處
託好有常因

Keeping silence I make known tranquility and humaneness.
If I am not feasting with officials and recluses,
Then there is always cause for making friends.

Zhi Dun here contrasts two aspects of dwelling in the mountains: going “out in the world”
around him and “keeping silent.” The latter aspect is associated with meditative practices
and probably reading. The phrase “making friends” (tuohao) can refer to befriending the
deceased (or fictional) whom we only encounter in books, such as in Ji Kang’s “Youfen
shi” 幽憤詩: “I make friends with Laozi and Zhuangzi/Scorn [external] things and value
the self” 託好老莊/賤物貴身.389

峻無單豹伐
分非首陽真
長嘯歸林嶺
瀟灑任陶鈞

The peaks here lack the arrogance of Shan Bao,390
My lot is not that of the perfected of Shouyang.
I give a long whistle and return to my forested peak,
Content and free, I give myself over to the Potter’s Wheel.

“Whistling” here has unmistakable associations with Taoist hermits. But Zhi Dun is not
the sort of recluse monk who refuses to be part of the empire, much less society, as he
makes clear in this poem. We are reminded of the letter Zhi composed for Emperor
Jianwen, in which he clarified that the śramaṇa actively participates in the political
realm by modeling virtue and bringing good fortunes to the ruler. In Zhi’s poem, he uses
two allusions to clarify his mode of reclusion. Shan Bao, a character from the Zhuangzi
“Da sheng” 達生 chapter, spent seventy years avoiding people while hiding in the
mountains. Yet despite his good intentions to prolong his life remote from the dangers of
the political realm, in the end he was eaten by a tiger. Boyi and Shuqi were both famous
for starving themselves in the Shouyang mountains to protest the overthrow of the
Shang dynasty. Zhi neither eschews society nor seeks to demonstrate his high-minded
There is a variant zi 自 (“self”) for mu (“see”). Reference to the Classic of Changes.
Lu, Wei shi, 9.481.
390 In Zhuangzi “Da sheng” 達生, Tian Kaizhi 田開之 tells a story about Shan Bao and Zhang Yi.
Shan Bao spent seventy years avoiding people while hiding in the mountains, and then a tiger
came and ate him; Zhang Yi spent forty years visiting all the wealthy households and then fell sick
and died. See ZZJS 19.645-647.
388
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purity by dwelling in isolation. This way, we know what kind of “forested peak” he
returns to in the final couplet: one populated with other mountain-dwellers.
One of the commonest features of Zhi Dun’s self-representation we find in his
two “Shu huai shi” 述懷詩 (“Passing Down My Cares”). The title of the poems appears to
be merely conventional. Yet this is the earliest extant set of “Shu huai” poems except for
an earlier fragment by the Western Jin poet Zhang Zai 張載 (d. ca 304). In his second
“Shu huai,” Zhi Dun builds his own self-representation around the values and figures
associated with the discourse of Lao-Zhuang:
總角敦大道
弱冠弄雙玄
逡巡釋長羅
高步尋帝先
妙損階玄老
忘懷浪濠川
達觀無不可
吹累皆自然
窮理增靈薪
昭昭神火傳

When I still had my hair bound, I revered the Great Path,
After my capping [at nineteen], I began playing with the double mystery.
I leisurely unloosed the long net [of the dusty world],391
Taking lofty steps to retrace the ancestor of the Thearchs.392
Through subtle decrease, I reached the level of Mysterious Laozi,393
Forgetting my cares, going unrestrained on the Hao River.394
In my attained perspective, nothing is impossible,
Drifting like the dust, I always accord with the Self-so.395
To the endless pattern a divine kindling is added,
Burning bright, the spirit flame is transmitted.396

Kumārajīva uses the term “long-reaching snare” to stand for samsara in his “Poem on the Ten
Analogies [for Emptiness]” (“Shi yu shi” 十喻詩). See Jin shi, 20.1084.
392 What came before the Thearchs is the Way, as described in Laozi, 4.
393 A reference to Laozi 48: “Through the decreasing of decreasings, one reaches Non-action” 損之
又損以至於無為.
394 Interestingly, the term “forgetting feelings” (wang huai), though closely associated with
Zhuangzi in Zhi Dun’s time, appears nowhere in the main text nor anywhere in Guo Xiang’s
commentary. It is used frequently, however, by the Tang commentator Cheng Xuanying 成玄應.
The closest to a locus classicus of “forgetting feelings” I can find occurs in the “Discourse on
Making All Things on an Equal Level” (“Qi wu lun” 齊物論). The ecstatic Ziqi of South Wall
declares “I have lost [the concept of] my self” 吾喪我. Guo Xiang comments: “I have lost [the
concept of] my self [means that] I have forgotten myself; if I have forgotten myself, then what
thing is there under heaven for me to discriminate?—indeed, by forgetting all things, both inner
and outer, only then one surpasses the world and becomes completely attained” 吾喪我我自忘矣
我自忘矣天下有何物足識哉故都忘外內然後超然俱得. See Zhuangzi jishi, 2.45.
395 Guo Xiang comments that Zhuangzi is “at east, drifting like the dust, oblivious to himself and
forgetting others” 從容吹累遺我忘比. See Zhuangzi jishi, 8.329.
396 The final line of the “Host of Nurturing Life” (“Yang sheng zhu” 養生主) chapter says, “pointing
a finger is only useful for the kindling that is there; when the flame is transmitted, we do not know
where it ends” 指窮於為薪火傳者不知其盡也. Guo Xiang comments: “When one points [to the
flame] by means of the former kindling, his pointing ends at the patterns on the former kindling;
therefore the flame is transmitted and not [completely] extinguished. The mind is made at the
391
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熙怡安沖漠
優游樂靜閑
膏腴無爽味
婉孌非雅絃
恢心委形度
亹亹隨化遷

I find happiness in unconcerned stillness,
Content while taking delight in tranquil leisure.
The rich foods [I enjoy] lack the deadening flavors,
My passions are not for elegant string music.397
I submit my ashen mind to its bodily form,
Transforming on and on along with the changes.398

The relationship between the poet’s self and Lao-Zhuang discourse here surpasses the
rhetorical device of allusion; the poet himself stands as a marker of that discourse. He
becomes a figure that we might encounter in the two great mystery texts, Laozi and
Zhuangzi. By way of comparison in fact he suggests that he is somehow like a character
from the Zhuangzi: readers of that text will be familiar with the mystic sage Nanguo Ziqi
南郭子綦 who appears in the “Qi wu lun” 齊物論 (“Discourse on Treating All Things as on
an Equal Level”). Because he has lost his identification with a self, Nanguo Ziqi is privy
to hearing the true piping of nature as a manifestation of his higher-level consciousness.
Such a sage, we read, treats his body to like a dead tree and has a mind of ash. In the
final couplet of the poem above, Zhi Dun has attained the same “ashen mind” (hui xin) of
Nanguo Ziqi, an indication of his extraordinary consciousness, and he “submits” (wei)
his mind to rest in his body. Whatever is left of the poet’s self, an aggregate of body and
mind, is given over to the changes.
Zhi Dun’s five-poem series “Yong huai shi” 詠懷詩 (“Poems Singing of My Cares”)
is an outstanding work of imaginative creation that verges on religious autobiography.
Or perhaps it would be more apt to say it vacillates between the poet’s reading
experience and the spiritual transformation he imagines as a result of that experience.
But it is important to note, above all else, that the self represented in Zhi’s “Yong huai shi”

center of inner nurturing; therefore the lifespan continues and does not end” 前薪以指指盡前薪之
理故火傳而不滅心得納養之中故命續而不絕. See Zhuangzi jishi, 3.129-30.
397 Just as the five colors blind the eyes of the sage, the five flavors deaden the sensitivity of the
tongue. See Laozi, 12.
398 According to Guo Xiang’s comments on “Discourse on Making All Things on an Equal Level,”
one who has attained union with heaven stands like a dead tree, moves like a wilted branch, and
sits like the cremains of the dead. See Zhuangzi jishi, 2.43.
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is a crafted recluse-monk, not unlike the quasi-enlightened being we find at the end of
the “Baguanzhai shi.” The difference is, whereas Zhi Dun turns to leisurely dwelling and
textual knowledge for consolation in the poems discussed above, here he attempts a
sustained self-representation over the long course of Lao-Zhuang studies. If in the
“Baguanzhai shi” the poet moves from society to self, here he attempts to go a step
further, from self to No-self.
The opening of Zhi’s first “Yong huai shi” contradicts the account given in his
second “Shu huai”:
傲兀乘尸素
日徃復月旋
弱喪困風波
流浪逐物遷
中路高韻溢
窈窕欽重玄
重玄在何許
採真遊理間

Arrogant and incautious, I accepted a sinecure;
Days passed, and months kept turning.
As a tender vagabond, caught in storming waves,399
I drifted along, being changed as I chased after things.400
Midway on my path, my lofty demeanor overflowed,401
Profound and penetrating, I came to admire the layered mystery.
The layered mystery—“where does it reside?”
I go picking the genuine while wandering among principles.

Did Zhi Dun serve in the imperial bureaucracy, as the first line implies? We do not know;
it is not impossible, though this detail does not appear in Zhi’s biography. Yet the bigger
question here pertains to the poet’s supposedly dynamic self juxtaposed with the
relatively static self in the “Shu huai”—the pertinent line is “When I had my hair bound, I
was fond of the Great Path.” Almost certainly we can rule out the possibility that Zhi
could have served in office before age nineteen, at which point, according to the “Shu
huai,” he began his interest in Lao-Zhuang. In contrast to the poet who began already

Guo Xiang's commentary on "Qi wu lun" clarifies the usage of ruosang 弱喪 here: "The name
for one who loses his original home when he is still young is ruosang; he becomes comfortable in
his (new) place of residence and does not know how to return to his original homeland" 少而失其
故居名為弱喪遂安於所在而不知歸於故鄉也. This “one who could not find his way back home” is
analogous to the living, who forget that death is a “return” to the origin. See Zhuangzi jishi, 2.103.
400 This could also be taken as “chasing after the changes of things”; however, zhu wanwu 逐萬物
(“chasing after the myriad things”) is another Zhuangzi term, and later usage attests to zhu wu 逐
物 used in this sense.
401 The Zhonghua version of Guang hongming ji notes a variant yi 益 “improved” instead of
“overflowed.”
399
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close to the Great Path, here we find a poet who begins in a state of confusion and
turmoil, caught up in the storm of officialdom.
Guo Xiang’s commentary on the “Qi wu lun” chapter of the Zhuangzi provides
clarification for the term ruo sang (“tender vagabond”) as it is used by Zhi: “When a
youth loses his old home, he is called ruo sang; he accordingly becomes comfortable
where he presently is and does not know how to return to his old place of origin.” Guo’s
elucidation of the “tender vagabond” in the Zhuangzi is applied metaphorically. In the
context of the “Qi wu lun,” it refers to one who has become separated from the Way, our
true origin point, by becoming attached to life. This sense fits Zhi’s poem nicely. As a
youth, the poet is estranged from truth and chases after external things, evinced by his
having accepted a sinecure. It is only midway through the poet’s life that he experiences
what we might call a conversion and thus comes to admire the “layered mystery,”
recalling the epithet of the eternal Way in the Laozi, “the mystery deeper within the
mystery, the gateway of the myriad things.”
Zhi Dun here seems to have in mind a particular passage from the Zhuangzi on
the Supreme One of ancient times (gu zhi zhiren 古之至人). In the “Tian yun” 天運
(“Heaven Turning”) chapter, Laozi receives a visit from Confucius in Pei. Confucius has
been searching for the Way but to no avail. Laozi lectures him and tells him that “the
Supreme One of ancient times borrowed the Way of humaneness for convenience and
lodged briefly in righteousness in order to wander in the void of the carefree; he ate from
fields of simplicity and established himself in gardens of non-dependence.” Confucius
was seeking the Way in the wrong place, in the values of humaneness and righteousness,
even though those values changed over time together with the customs of human society.
In actuality, according to Laozi, the sages of the past outwardly used humaneness and
righteousness to accord with their times; their true aim was the nameless Way. Laozi
concludes: “the people of ancient times called this the wandering of picking the genuine.”
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Surely Nick Williams is right to characterize Zhi’s poem as “almost entirely
occupied with allusions to the text of the Zhuangzi.”402 We might ask further to what end
does Zhi employ his textual allusions?—What is he asking us to see through such an
allusive poetry? If the Zhuangzi were an ox carcass, then Zhi Dun is a butcher who cuts
with precision and skill:
苟簡為我養
逍遙使我閑
寥亮心神瑩
含虛映自然
亹亹沈情去
彩彩沖懷鮮
踟蹰觀象物
未始見牛全
毛鱗有所貴
所貴在忘筌

Simplicity provides my sustenance,
Carefree roaming gives me rest.403
Resounding aloft, my inner spirit clears up;
I harbor emptiness, and catch the light of the self-so.
On and on, my pining desires fade away,
In colorful array, fresh feelings of aloofness come.
Dilly-dallying, I observe the images and their things,404
Never again seeing the ox as whole.405
Mammals and scaly creatures are to be valued—
Their value lies in forgetting about the trap.406

What Zhi wants us to see is something beyond words, an inner self locked—and yet not
locked—in the poetic language of Lao-Zhuang. Perhaps it is more accurate to say that Zhi
wants us not to see, but to forget (wang). Take the example of Butcher Ding (Pao Ding 庖
丁), the famous adept who appears in the Zhuangzi chapter “Yangsheng zhu” 養生主
(“Principle of Caring for Life”). Just as in Zhi’s poem above, Butcher Ding undergoes a
process of learning to not see. When he began chopping meat, he would see the whole ox

Williams, “Metaphysical Lyric,” 90-91.
Zhi Dun here follows the description of the “perfected of antiquity” (gu zhi zhiren 古之至人) in
the Zhuangzi, “Tian yun” chapter. These perfected ones provisionally accepted moral values,
insofar as they served a purpose, and roamed “carefree” in emptiness, eating from the fields of
“simplicity.” See Zhuangzi jishi, 14.519.
404 The term xiangwu 象物 is hard to translate. It is usually a verb phrase “to make images of the
[myriad] things,” referring to the actions of the ancient sages in the “Xi ci zhuan” of the Classic of
Changes (Yijing).
405 This refers, of course, to Cook Ding of the “Yangsheng zhu” chapter of Zhuangzi. In Cook
Ding’s words, he also (like Zhi Dun here) presents a brief autobiography of how he came to see the
Way. When he began chopping meat, he always looked at the whole ox; but after three years of
practice, he “has never seen the whole ox [again]” 未嘗見全牛. See Zhuangzi jishi, 3.117-24.
406 Here Zhi Dun refers again to a well-known Zhuangzi passage: “a net (or I translate ‘trap’ above)
is used to catch fish, and when you catch the fish, forget about the trap; a snare is used to catch a
rabbit, and when you catch the rabbit, forget about the snare; words are used to catch meaning,
and when you catch the meaning, forget about the words.” See Zhuangzi jishi, 26.944.
402
403
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carcass and would become lost in his target’s complex sinews and joints. But after thirty
years he learns to chop in accordance with the Self-so and never sees the whole ox. It is
thus through “forgetting” to see that he masters the art of chopping.
There are several parallels we can make between Zhi Dun and Butcher Ding. In
his poem above, Zhi experiences a change, or conversion, which leads him to harbor the
Self-so. The progression of the self from cramped narrow-mindedness to the realization
of the Self-so thus forms a first parallel. Furthermore, it cannot be accidental that we
have another poem by Zhi, “Yong dade shi” 詠大德詩 (“Poem Singing of the Bhadanta”),
in which the Butcher is cast in a Buddhist light, as a bhadanta (dade 大德, “virtuous
one”), a term usually applied to Buddhist monks, bodhisattvas, or the Buddha. Zhi
expresses a wish, “If I could carry on his (i.e. Butcher Ding’s) indifferent voice, Caring for
life would be like recognizing the palm of my hand.” Here the Butcher seems to serve as a
transcendent model in whom Buddhist and Taoist approaches to enlightenment
converge in harmony. Finally, Zhi also appears as a master craftsman, not confined to
represent the whole text of the Zhuangzi, but freely and easily selecting (or “chopping”)
from bits of that text in order to fashion his own whole.
“Forgetting” is central to Zhi’s poem, where the idea is taken from the Zhuangzi
but acquires a deeper meaning within the poem’s frame. The “Wai wu” 外物 (“External
Things”) chapter says that we must “forget about the words once we get the meaning”
just as a hunter forgets about his traps after he catches his prey; if we linger on the words,
then meaning will escape us. Words and “images” (xiang 象) serve a purpose. As Wang
Bi says in his commentary on the Yi jing, images help capture the meaning, and words
help capture the images. But meaning is always in a place beyond even the words of
poetry. Zhi looks beyond the “images,” beyond the whole ox, and beyond the linguistic
snares into the realm of meaning; he wants us to see that he has forgotten them. This is
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the poet’s vision that he is directing us toward. He does not want us to be redirected into
the texts from which he draws his allusions; we must forget the allusions and see along
with the poet.
In his second “Yong huai,” Zhi describes his experience as a reader:
端坐鄰孤影
眇罔玄思劬
偃蹇收神轡
領略綜名書
涉老咍雙玄
披莊玩太初
詠發清風集
觸思皆恬愉
俯欣質文蔚
仰悲二匠徂
蕭蕭柱下迥
寂寂蒙邑虛
廓矣千載事
消液歸空無

I sit upright, a neighbor to my lonely shadow;
Indistinct, thoughts of the mystery are emboldened.407
I gather in the reins of the spirit as it bounds off,
Grasping the principles, comprehending famous books.
Wading through Laozi, I delight in the double mystery;
Opening up Zhuangzi, I play in the Grand Beginning.
As I read aloud, a clear breeze alights;
All that touches my thought is peaceful and pleasant.
Looking down, I delight in the splendor of their content and style;
Gazing up, am saddened by the disappearance of the two craftsmen.
Forever gone is the clerk standing by the pillar;
How silent and empty is Mengyi!408
Already distant, these events of a thousand years ago
Vanish and return to the empty-nothingness.409

Zhuangzi and Laozi are places where Zhi can travel in spirit. The act of reading aloud, or
“chanting” (yong 詠), the same verb that appears in the title “Yong huai,” invites a breeze,
reminiscent of the wind that sweeps into the window of Zhi’s room in the “Baguanzhai
shi.” Reading is thus more than an attempt to decode meaning; it is a sensory experience
that evokes emotions. In poetry, it is a display of Zhi’s inner self in proximity with the
sages Laozi and Zhuangzi. The latter is said to have served as Officer by the Pillar during
the Zhou, and the latter was allegedly from Meng county. The fact that they have now
disappeared along with the events of the past merely confirms their teachings for Zhi:
everything must return to the Empty-Nothingness (kong wu).
I take miaowang 眇罔 (*mjiewX-mjangX, “indistinct”) here as a binome, more commonly it is
written as 渺茫, pronounced miaomang in modern Mandarin.
408 The two lines here refer to Laozi and Zhuangzi respectively. Laozi was known as the “Officer by
the Pillar” (Zhuxia shi 柱下史) for a position he supposedly undertook during the Zhou dynasty.
Zhuangzi was from Meng.
409 The same phrase “return to emptiness and nothing” (gui kongwu) appears in Tao Yuanming’s
fourth piece in “Returning to My Dwelling in Gardens and Fields.”
407
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In Emptiness there is no distance between past and present:
無矣復何傷
萬殊歸一塗
道會貴冥想
罔象掇玄珠
悵怏濁水際
幾忘映清渠
反鑒歸澄漠
容與含道符
心與理理密
形與物物疏
蕭索人事去
獨與神明居

They are gone—but what need is there to lament?
Myriad differences all return on a single road.
For paths to converge, one prizes visions of the unseen realm—
No-Image found the Black Pearl.410
Delighted on the banks of muddy waters,
I almost forget to see my reflection in the clear pool.
But I self-observe, and return to limpid stillness,411
Letting go of restraints, harboring the omen of the Way.
My mind intimate with truths as truths;
The body removed from things as things.
Human affairs are quietly left behind;
I live alone with the transcendent spirit.412

For the Lao-Zhuang poet, emptiness is that in which all things are unified as one; or that
whereby all things “return to oneness” (gui yi 歸一). In Zhao Yi’s “Yi fu” 意賦 (“Fu on the
Meaning”), he equates life and death as one, because both are ultimately empty, or
nothing—reminding us of the line from Xie An’s “Lanting shi” 蘭亭詩, “the life of Great
Peng is equal to a child who dies young.” As a consolation, the notion that differences as
stark as life an death are really “one” is insipid, if not profane; but Zhi uses it to merge
horizons with the intent of the authors Laozi and Zhuangzi from the past. Past and
present thus converge through the reader’s imagination, or “visions of the unseen,” just
as No-Image (Wangxiang 罔象), a personification of forgetting words and images in the
Zhuangzi “Tiandi” 天地 (“Heaven and Earth”) chapter, was able to retrieve the Black
Pearl for the legendary Yellow Emperor.

A reference to the story of the Yellow Thearch’s black pearl in Zhuangzi, “Tian di” chapter.
When the Yellow Thearch returned from the mythical Kunlun mountains, he forgot his black
pearl there. He sent several figures to fetch it for him, but only No-Image was able to find it. See
Zhuangzi jishi, 12.414.
411 Zhuangzi went hunting in the Diaoling park and saw himself as part of a chain of predators
making themselves prey to others by becoming engrossed in catching their game. He returned
home and reflected on his experience, telling his disciple “I was staring at murky waters, all the
while getting lost from my clear pool.” Guo Xiang comments: “Seeing another and not
understanding is the same as using another to see oneself; [Zhuangzi] almost forgot about the
way of self-observing” 見彼而不明即因彼以自見幾忘反鑒之道也. See Zhuangzi jishi, 20.698.
412 Modified from Xiaofei Tian, Visionary Journeys, 49-50.
410
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Because Zhi tries to represent an inwardly focused self, he must struggle with
interruptions. The path of concentration often diverges and requires constant vigilance
as well as frequent returns to internal reflection. In this regard, Zhi models himself on
Zhuangzi. According to the “Shanmu” 山木 (“Mountain Tree”) chapter, when Zhuangzi
went on a hunting trip to the Diaoling 雕陵 Park, he watched with amazement as each
animal predator became prey to another, bigger predator, because it was too busy
watching its own prey to guard itself; Zhuangzi quickly realized that he, too, was busy
watching his target and was thus next in line to become prey to a gargantuan predator.
He left the park and told his disciple, “I was [too busy] preserving my bodily form and
forget about my self; I was observing turbid waters and became lost from the limpid
pool.” Guo Xiang comments, “Seeing those [waters] and recognizing that they were not
clear, [Zhuangzi] relied on them to see himself; this is the way of almost forgetting to
self-reflect.” Without knowing to what exact circumstances Zhi alludes, he follows the
same path as Zhuangzi: he becomes carried away on “muddy waters” and then “selfreflects” in order to return to his internal focus, “stillness” (chengmo).
There are two worlds here. The world of men (ren 人) and the world of the spirit
(shen 神). Official business, rituals, and the body belong to the former; reading and
religious life to the latter. As we read in the Shishuo xinyu, “Hair turning white and teeth
falling out are matters of the body; but as for the connection of the eyes and ears with the
spirit and intelligences, how could they ever become remote from us?” We can see how
Zhi is connected to the spirit here: through reading, he attempts to leave the realm of
men and bodily forms behind and enters another, spiritual dimension. That is the
subject of his next poem, a visionary journey through the landscape of his imagination:
晞陽熙春圃
悠緬歎時往
感物思所託
蕭條逸韻上

The gentle sun shines on the spring vegetable garden,
At leisure, with far-off thoughts, I sigh about the passage of time.
Touched by things, I long for a place to lodge myself,
And the air of lofty detachment rises upward.
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尚想天台峻
髣髴巖階仰
泠風灑蘭林
管瀨奏清響
霄崖育靈藹
神蔬含潤長
丹沙映翠瀨
芳芝曜五爽
苕苕重岫深
寥寥石室朗
中有尋化士
外身解世網
抱朴鎮有心
揮玄拂無想
隗隗形崖頹
冏冏神宇敞
宛轉元造化
縹瞥鄰大象
願投若人蹤
高步振策杖

I admiringly envision the loftiness of Mount Tiantai;
Dimly, I seem to be gazing at its precipitous stairs.
A cool breeze spreads in the thoroughwort grove,
A stream is piping out a clear sound.
Cliffs touching the sky nurture a numinous mist;
Divine vegetables, moist within, are growing.
Cinnabar sand glows in the azure brook,
And fragrant mushrooms shine in five-colored brilliance.
Towering, towering, layers of peaks recede afar,
Vast, vast, a spacious stone chamber.
In the midst there is a gentleman who seeks the Transformation,
Beyond the mortal realm, disentangled from the net of the world.
Embracing simplicity, he suppresses thoughts of being,
Wielding the mystery, dipping into No Conceptions.413
Steep and towering, the cliffs of the body crumble away;
With a radiant light, the house of the spirit opens up.
Going with the changes, he takes the Transformer as his origin,
And suddenly drifts off, becoming neighbor to the Great Image.
I wish to follow this man's tracks,
Walking with big strides, raising my staff.414

The theme of Zhi Dun’s poem, the ascent of the Tiantai Mountains, appears again in Sun
Chuo’s famous “You Tiantai shan fu” 遊天台山賦. As Xiaofei Tian writes, “A comparison
of the fu and the poem highlights the different generic conventions of fu and [shi-]poetry,
while showing that both pieces belong to the same cultural discourse of the Eastern Jin, a
discourse that was deeply concerned with the issues of visualization and imagination.”
We do not know when Sun Chuo wrote his fu, but it cannot be coincidental that the
Tiantai Mountains (in modern Zhejiang) were intoned by both Zhi and his friend (and
alleged disciple) Sun Chuo. The most memorable part of Sun’s fu is the ending, when the
poet finds himself, at the peak of his spiritual ascent, mysteriously “identified as one
being with the Self-so.” By contrast, here Zhi himself does not experience mystical union;
rather, he sees another figure, “one who retraces the transformation,” who inspires him
Zhang Fuchun understands wuxiang as the Buddhist samādhi described in the Diamond Sutra.
However, this was also part of xuanxue discourse, as in Zhang Zhan’s commentary: “As for one
whose mind is tranquil with no conceptions (wuxiang), if thoughts sprout up here and there in
him, then he has lost the root of his mind” 夫心寂然無想者也若橫生意慮則失心之本矣. See Liezi
jishi, 4.141.
414 Translation based on with modifications Xiaofei Tian, Visionary Journeys, 47.
413
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to walk in his tracks. The walking staff (ce zhang), which also appears in the “Baguanzhai”
series above (and in Sun’s fu), was an ensign of the wandering recluse-monk.
Zhi’s fourth “Yong huai” continues:
閑邪託靜室
寂寥虛且真
逸想流巖阿
朦朧望幽人
慨矣玄風濟
皎皎離染純
時無問道睡
行歌將何因

Guarding against evils, I lodge in my quiet room, 415
Tranquil and vast, both empty and true.416
My imaginations, set free, drift to the cliffs,
Blind and blurred, I gaze on hidden men.
Ah, the airs of the mystery bring salvation,
Brightly, brightly, I separate myself from defilement and purity.
But now there is none who sleeps after asking about the Way—
What cause is there for joyous singing and strolling?417

The poet still has not left his room. As he uses his mind to envision landscapes of
recluses, or “hidden men” (youren), he reflects on his times. There is no one who truly
appreciates the way as he does. This is another reference to a story from Zhuangzi. Nie
Que 齧缺 fell asleep when Piyi 被衣 was lecturing him about the Way. Piyi rejoiced and
went joyfully "singing and strolling" (xingge) because he took this as a sign that his
disciple grasped the Way. This precipitates the missing like-minded shangxin 賞心,
“appreciator,” in Xie Lingyun’s poetry. Zhi then makes do with his place in this world as
a recluse-monk by himself:
靈溪無驚浪

The Numen River has no rapid waves;418

The “Wen yan” 文言 commentary on the Yijing interprets the Qian 乾 hexagram as advising
remaining inactive and “preserving sincerity by guarding against evils” 閑邪存其誠. See Wang Bi
ji jiaozhu, 214.
416 The term "tranquil and vast" (jiliao) comes from Laozi 25: "Existent things sprung up through
indistinct chaos, forming before Heaven and Earth; tranquil, oh!, and vast, oh!—standing alone,
and immutable" 有物混生，先天地成，寂兮寥兮，獨立而不改. Wang Bi's commentary says
"tranquil and vast" (jiliao 寂寥) means "without bodily form" (wu xingti 無形體). See Wang Bi ji
jiaozhu, 63. By the Guo Xiang’s time, the "tranquil and vast" was conceptualized as the formless
origins to which the Taoist adept returns: "enters into the tranquil and vast, he becomes one with
Heaven" 入於寂寥而與天為一也. See Zhuangzi jishi, 3.273-78.
417 Nie Que 齧缺 fell asleep when Piyi 被衣 was lecturing him about the Way. Piyi rejoiced and
went joyfully "singing and strolling" (xingge) because he took this as a sign that his disciple
grasped the Way. See Zhuangzi jishi, 22.737-38.
418 Numen River was a (legendary?) stream of Mount Tiantai. Sun Chuo mentions it in his “You
Tiantai shan fu,” Guo Pu mentions it in his “You xian shi,” and the Jingzhou ji 荊州記 says that it
is nine li west of the “great city.”
415
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四岳無埃塵
余將遊其嵎
解駕輟飛輪
芳泉代甘醴
山果兼時珍
修林暢輕跡
石宇庇微身
崇虛習本照
損無歸昔神
曖曖煩情故
零零沖氣新
近非域中客
遠非世外臣
憺怕為無德
孤哉自有鄰

The Four Peaks have no dusty residue.419
Before I go roaming to the edges of the world,
I release my reins and stop my flying wheels.
Fragrant springs substitute sweet ale,
And alpine nuts serve as the seasonal delicacies.
Tall trees open up a space for light traces,
Stone eaves give shelter to my humble body.
I worship the Empty, practice reflecting on original nature,420
Decreased to Nothing, return to the spirit of old times.421
Dimly, dimly, the cause of suffering and attachment;
Finely, finely, my harmonious energies fresh.422
Nearby I am not a traveler in the realm of men,
Nor far away a servant beyond the world.
Detached and aloof, I have achieved No Virtue—
Being alone, I am my own neighbor!423

The last line is a direct inversion of Confucius’ saying in the Analects. Zhi Dun has
overcome the need to have a “neighbor,” he is beyond the level of having peers.

Conclusion

Zhi Dun’s final “Yong huai” poem ends with a wish to return to Emptiness. Similar to his
conclusion in his “Baguanzhai shi,” Zhi is essentially alone. The last part of Zhi’s poem

Although the more common designation is Five Sacred Peaks, the Zuozhuan mentions Four
Peaks of the four cardinal directions: Mount Tai 泰 (east), Mount Hua 華 (west), Mount Heng 衡
(south), and Mount Heng 恆 (north). In normative cosmographical terms, Tiantai was never
counted as one of the marchmounts.
420 Prajñāpāramitā directs its adherents to reflect on the non-arising (wusheng 無生) and nonoriginating (wushi 無始) original nature of phenomenal reality. See preface to “Dazhi shi lun” in
Chu sanzang ji ji, especially: “knowledge’s impediment exists due to ignorance; the Prajñā
illuminates this; and so one reflects and sees that the origin is faint and dim, vastly overflowing its
boundaries in all directions” 知滯有之由惑故般若為之照然而照本希夷津涯浩汗.
421 A reference to Laozi 48: “Through the decreasing of decreasings, one reaches Non-action” 損之
又損以至於無為.
422 Laozi 42 says: “The myriad things carry yin and cling to yang, and combine together through
harmonious energies” 萬物負陰而抱陽沖氣以為和.
423 There are two allusions here. “No Virtue” is a reference to Laozi 38: “The highest virtue is not
virtue: thus it is Having Virtue; the lowest virtue cannot lose its virtue: thus it is No Virtue” 上德
不德是以有德下德不失德是以無德. However, Confucius (in Analects 4.1) says: “Virtue is not a
solitary thing, there must be peers” 德不孤必有鄰.
419
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reminds one of the “facing death” (linzhong 臨終) tradition, as the poet Xie Lingyun
wrote a poem “Linzhong shi” 臨終詩 (“On Facing Death”) expressing his wish for a better
rebirth. Here Zhi wishes to attain No-self and return to Emptiness.

坤基葩簡秀
乾光流易穎
神理速不疾
道會無陵騁
超超介石人
握玄攬機領
余生一何散
分不諮天挺
沈無冥到韻
變不揚蔚炳
冉冉年往逡
悠悠化期永
翹首希玄津
想登故未正
生途雖十三
日已造死境
願得無身道
高栖沖默靖

The base of the earth makes flowers, simple and elegant,
Heaven’s light develops, bringing things into sharper focus.
The spiritual principle moves swiftly without rushing,
Paths converge without racing in haste.
Soaring, soaring, a man firm as a stone424
Takes hold of the mystery, and commands the workings of his world.
All my life—oh how scattered!
My lot did not consult with heaven’s brightest.
Sunken without the demeanor of profound achievements,
Transformed without the brilliance of literary talent.
One by one my years faded into the past,425
For ever and ever, death is fixed as part of the eternal.
I look up and set my hopes on the ford of the mystery,
Imagining my ascent, but not there yet.
Though there are thirteen paths of life,426
Our days will inevitably come to the realm of death.
I wish to attain the way of No-self,
And to be perched high in the tranquility of Emptiness.

If all things converge in Emptiness, then death is the ultimate convergence. Life here is
represented as a struggle—one that has amounted to little achievement. We are
reminded of Tao Yuanming’s lament that he finds himself “with no accomplishments”
(wu cheng 無成). But Zhi has admittedly achieved something in his poetry: he has left us
with an image of him striving for Emptiness. He longs to undo the self that he has
created through some mystic transformation. That transformation, on one level
imaginable as a common “death” (hua), is something we can never see, just as the
highest Truth that can only be hinted at indirectly through Zhi’s poetry. It is that Truth
See Yijing “Hesitation” (“Yu” 豫) hexagram: “he is firmer than stone, does not wait out his
days.” See Wang Bi ji jiaoshi, 299.
425 Or with the variant fan 返 instead of qun 逡: “my years went back [to their source].”
426 See Laozi 50.
424
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to which Zhi leads us, and which he uses to frame his personal journey from Lao-Zhuang
discourse to something beyond words.
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Appendix: Translation of Zhi Dun’s 支遁 (314-366) Poetic Writings
Excluding zan 讚
Primary texts:
Lu Qinli 逯欽立, Jin shi 晉詩, 20.1077-84.
Yan Kejun 嚴可均, Quan Jin wen 全晉文, 157.10a-15a.
Annotated collections:
Zhang Fuchun 張富春. Zhi Dun ji jiaozhu 支遁集校注. Chengdu: Bashu shushe, 2009.
Yu Yanfen 于彥芬. “Zhi Dun ji jiaozhu” 支遁集校注. M.A. Thesis, Xibei University, 2010.
Bōrokai 望盧會. “Shi Ton shi yakuchū kō” 支遁詩譯注稿. Tōyō kotengaku kenkyū 24
(2007): 25-42; 26 (2008): 53-65; 28 (2009): 45-98; 39 (2010): 63-77.
Translations:
“Siyue bari zan fo shi” 四月八日讚佛詩 (“Poem in Praise of the Buddha on the Eighth Day
of the Fourth Month”)427
三春迭云謝
首夏含朱明
祥祥令日泰
朗朗玄夕清
菩薩彩靈和
眇然因化生
四王應期來

The last month of spring alternates and passes,
early summer harbors vermillion light.428
Auspicious, auspicious, this distinguished day is peaceful,429
bright, bright, the profound evening is crisp and clear.
The bodhisattva with a hue of divine gentleness
in a distant place was born through the changes.430
The Four Guardians arrived at their set time,431

The eighth day of the fourth month was widely accepted as the historical Buddha’s birthday
(just as the fifteenth day of the second month was accepted as the day of his parinirvāṇa),
although the year of his birth has always been a matter of controversy. Wu Jiazhou 吳家騆 adds to
the title here si shou 四首 (“four poems”), and groups this poem together with the three poems
below on the birthday of the Buddha. The Zhonghua dazang jing editors likewise note that some
versions of Guang Hongming ji lump together Zhi Dun’s poems on the Buddha’s birthday under
one title. It is wise not to assume that the titles here were given as such by Zhi Dun himself. For
an episode on celebrating the Buddha’s birthday in fourth-century China, see SSXY, 2.97.
428 Vermillion is the color of summer in classical Chinese cosmology.
429 The Taishō editors and Gushi ji note the variant jin 今 (“this day”) for ling (“distinguished”).
430 Being born through the “changes” (hua) signifies Śākyamuni’s miraculous descent from Tuṣita
heaven and his subsequent birth through his mother Māyā’s right ribcage. Here Zhi Dun’s
phrasing coincides with the technical term huasheng 化生 (“change-birth,” or “miraculous birth”),
which was one of the four types of birth (si sheng 四生) that was used by bodhisattvas. We can see
that the concept of hua suggests more than the Taoistic view of endless changes for Zhi Dun.
427
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矯掌承玉形
飛天鼓弱羅
騰擢散芝英
綠瀾頹龍首
縹蘂翳流泠
芙蕖育神葩
傾柯獻朝榮
芳津霈四境
甘露凝玉瓶
珍祥盈四八
玄黃曜紫庭
感降非情想
恬怕無所營
玄根泯靈府
神條秀形名
圓光朗東旦
金姿艷春精
含和總八音
吐納流芳馨
跡隨因溜浪
心與太虛冥
六度啟窮俗

raising their palms to bear His body of jade.
Flying devas beat their light gossamer,432
leaping high and scattering immortal blossoms.433
Billows of green waters cascade from dragons’ heads,434
and alabaster-white form a screen in the currents’ coolness.
Lotus plants bring to life divine petals,
bending branches pay tribute with their morning blossoms.
Fragrant waters, showering down in all directions,
the nectar of the gods congealed in jade ewers.435
Happy omens overflow in all corners of the world,
the heavens and the earth glow in the Purple Court.436
[Śākyamuni] is stirred to descend, not through the passions,
calm and undisturbed, nothing to concern himself with.
The root of the mystery hidden in his mind,
divine limbs grant charm to body and name.
His halo shines on the Lands of Qin,437
His golden appearance as seductive as the peak of spring.438
Harboring grace within, he controls eight vocal qualities,439
breathing in and out, emitting fragrant aromas.
His traces go along in accordance with the waves of unreality,
His mind becomes merges seamlessly with Great Void.
Through the Six Perfections, he enlightens the desperate folk,440

These are the four guardian gods (catur mahārāja kāyikāḥ) of Indra who protect the universe
on Mount Sumeru from evil spirits. Each lives in a heaven of the four quarters: are Dhṛtarāṣṭra 持
國天 (east), Virūḍhaka 增長天 (south), Virūpākṣa 廣目天 (west), and Vaiśravaṇa 多聞天 (north).
432 I am rather uncertain of my translation here. Zhang understands this as a reference to the
devas’ gossamer-like wings. Could also be some kind of drum?
433 The term 騰擢 (*dongdraewk, “leaping high”) I take as a variant writing of tengzhuo 騰躍
(*dongyak) that appears in the Zhuangzi and elsewhere commonly. I follow Zhang Fuchun and
emend the non-rhyming word fu 芙 (“lotus”) to ying 英 (“blossoms”).
434 This seems to be a reference to the scene depicted in a painting. According to the Huainanzi,
“Now when someone paints a dragon head, no viewer recognizes what kind of animal it is; only
when the body is finished is [its form ascertained] without doubt” 今畫龍首觀者不知其何獸也具其
形則不疑矣.
435 The term ganlu 甘露 (“nectar of the gods”) is a term used in Lao-Zhuang discourse and in
reference to Buddhism. It is often used to translate amṛta, drunk by the devas, but it comes from
the Laozi 32: “Heaven and earth join together to send down sweet dew (ganlu); no person orders
it to be so but it falls evenly [over the land] of its own accord” 天地相合以降甘露人莫之令而自均.
436 Sloe-black (xuan 玄 ) and yellow (huang 黃 ) represent the colors of heaven and earth
respectively. This is an omen that appears in the court of King Śuddhodana before Śākyamuni is
born.
437 The ancient Sanskrit word for “China,” or Cīnaṣṭhāna (“Land of Qin”), was rendered into
Chinese as Zhendan 震旦 (*tsyinH-tanH). The name thus functions as a transliteration and a
suggestion on the level of meaning, “where the sun rises.” Zhi Dun possibly alludes to that here.
438 A golden body is one of the thirty-two distinctive marks of the Buddha. A far-radiating light
from the body was another distinctive mark, which is perhaps synthesized with the halo from the
Buddha’s visual iconography.
439 The eight vocal qualities of the Buddha are: charming, soft, harmonious, dignified, nonfeminine, unerring, profound, and inexhaustible.
431
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八解濯世纓
慧澤融無外
空同忘化情

using the Eight Liberations to wash away our ties to the mundane world.441
His kind grace is all-inclusive with no exterior,
one with emptiness, he forgets the conditions of the Changes.442

“Yong bari shi san shou” 詠八日詩三首 (“Three Poems on Singing of the Eighth Day [of
the Fourth Month”)443
1.
大塊揮冥樞
昭昭兩儀映
萬品誕遊華
澄清凝玄聖
釋迦乘虛會
圓神秀機正
交養衛恬和
靈知溜性命
動為務下尸
寂為無中鏡

Great Chaos scatters through the pivot of the unseen world,444
shining, shining, the sun and moon reflect the light.
The myriad things begin to roam and flourish,
and in a clearing of purity the Sage of Mystery develops.
Śākyamuni rides on the void and converges [with the human world],445
His perfect spirit made upright through his outstanding ability.
Providing nourishment for others, he protects his inner peacefulness,
soaking the natures and lives of beings with his numinous wisdom.
In motion he is a surrogate cadaver hard at work,
in stillness a mirror in the center of Nothing.446

2.
真人播神化
流渟良有因
龍潛兜術邑
漂景閻浮濱

The arhat spreads the teachings of the divine,
that there are conditions giving rise to the waves of existence.
A dragon who had lain in the Tuṣita village
glows white on the shores of Jambudvīpa.447

The Six Perfections (ṣaṭ parāmitā) are the practice of: charity, morality, forbearance, effort,
meditation, and wisdom.
441 The Eight Liberations are meditative stages of concentration; they correspond with: (1)
concentrating on external forms to cease internal desires, (2) concentrating on external forms
when there are no internal desires, (3) purifying the body [of desires] and verifying this
purification completely without deviating, (4) realizing emptiness is limitless, (5) realizing
consciousness is limitless, (6) realizing that there is nowhere for existence to exist, (7) realizing
that not having thoughts is not not having thoughts, and (8) a stage of meditation in which there
is complete cessation of all sensory perception and thought.
442 Jin shi, 20.1077. The Guang Hongming ji gives the variant wang 妄 (“depraved”) instead of
wang 忘 (“forget”).
443 See note on the title of Zhi Dun’s “Siyue bari zan fo shi” above.
444 Great Chaos (dakuai 大塊) is of course the primordial undifferentiated mass discussed in the
beginning of “Qi wu lun” 齊物論 (“Discourse on Treating All Things as on an Equal Level”)
chapter of Zhuangzi. Through a process of self-originating transformations of qi, yin and yang,
sun and moon, heaven and earth, and life forms all come into existence. The “Xu Wugui” 徐無鬼
chapter of the same work says “the unseen world has a pivot” 冥有樞. Guo Xiang comments:
“Supreme principle has a highest limit; if you just face it darkly (ming zhi) then you will reach its
pivotal essentials” 至理有極但當冥之則得其樞要 (ZZJS 24.873-74).
445 The Guang Hongming ji has a variant that reads “riding on the clouds” (cheng yun 乘雲)
instead of “riding on the void” (cheng xu 乘虛).
446 Lu 20.1078.
447 In Buddhist cosmology Jambudvīpa is the terrestrial world inhabited by human beings; it lies
south of Mt. Sumeru. Before the reincarnation of Śākyamuni in our world he was a bodhisattva in
Tuṣita heaven.
440
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佇駕三春謝
飛轡朱明旬
八維披重藹
九霄落芳津
玄祗獻萬舞
般遮奏伶倫
淳白凝神宇
蘭泉渙色身
投步三才泰
揚聲五道泯
不為故為貴
忘奇故奇神

He waits in His carriage for the spring months to pass,
and comes soaring in the first week of vermillion light.448
The eight directions are covered in layers of mist,
the nine heavens send down fragrant waters.
Mysterious earth spirits offer a “Wanwu” dance,449
music gods play harmonies for Linglun.450
Pure brightness shows in the demeanor of his inner spirit,451
aromatic springs wash his physical body.
He takes his [seven] steps, and the Three Talents are at peace,452
as he raises his voices the Five Paths are obliterated.453
Because of his non-action he is esteemed,
because he forgets the extraordinary he has an extraordinary spirit.454

3.
緬哉玄古思
想託因事生
相與圖靈器
像也像彼形
黃裳羅帕質
元服拖緋青
神為恭者惠
跡為動者行
虛堂陳樂餌
蔚然起奇榮
疑似垂嚱微
我諒作者情
於焉遺所尚

How remote!—these longings for deep antiquity,
I wish to lodge them in something with fixed conditions.455
Together we picture [Śākyamuni] in a divine vessel,
but the image is just an image of his body.
Yellow skirts with the quality of gossamer,
stately robes interspersed with purple and blue.
His spirit is adored by those who honor him,
His traces circumambulated by those who take action.
In the empty hall music and delicacies are prepared,456
and extraordinary blossoms soar in abundance.
I seem to hear someone weeping tears,
I clearly recognize the feelings of the maker.
In the [painting] here the one I admire remains,

See note on “vermillion light” above.
According to the Mao commentary on the Classic of Poetry, the “Wanwu” 萬舞 dance was used
for ceremonies in the ancestral temples on mountains and rivers across the empire. See “Jian xi”
簡兮 (“Great, Oh!”) (MSZY 2.23).
450 The Indian gods of music (pañcika) are joined with the mythical Chinese music officer Linglun
伶倫, who served the Yellow Emperor in deep antiquity.
451 According to Guo Xiang’s commentary on the “Ren jian shi” 人間世 (“In the World of Human
Beings”) chapter of Zhuangzi, “pure brightness” (chunbai 純白) arises in the minds of those who
cultivate emptiness and see existence as non-existence (ZZJS 4.150).
452 Śākyamuni is said to have taken seven steps immediately after his birth. Then he announced
that he would conquer the world. The Three Talents (sancai 三才) are heaven, earth, and
mankind.
453 The Five Paths are the destinies of reincarnation for hell-beings, hungry ghosts, animals,
humans, and gods.
454 Lu 20.1078.
455 This line is tricky. More literally, I understand this line as “wishing to lodge [my longings in
physical form] depends on the arising of [some]thing [conditional, i.e. like the material used in a
statue or painting].”
456 Lu follows Gushi ji and gives yao 藥 (“medicine”) without noting the variant yue 樂 (“music”)
that appears in Guang Hongmingji (Taishō version). I follow this reading together with that of
the Bōrokai. The Laozi says “when there is music and delicacies, guests stop by for a visit” 樂與餌
過客止 (Laozi 35).
448
449
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肅心凝太清

my sincere mind congeals into Grand Purity.457

“Wuyue chang zhai” 五月長齋詩 (“Long-term Fasting in the Fifth Month”)458
炎精育仲氣
朱離吐凝陽
廣漢潛涼變
凱風乘和翔
令月肇清齋
德澤潤無疆
四部欽嘉期
潔己升雲堂
靜晏和春暉
夕惕厲秋霜
蕭條詠林澤
恬愉味城傍
逸容研沖賾
綵綵運宮商
匠者握神標
乘風吹玄芳
淵汪道行深
婉婉化理長
亹亹維摩虛
德音暢遊方

Blazing essence nurtures the airs of the midsummer month,
In the land of “Zhuli” emitting glistening sunlight.459
Waters of the wide Han River are transformed in the coolness,460
Southern winds soar in the peaceful sky.
On this auspicious month, we start the fasting of purification,
Glowing with benevolence beyond all boundaries.
The four classes of practitioners admire the fine period of time,461
As we purify ourselves and ascend the hall in the clouds.462
In tranquil ease, we are as harmonious as the light of spring,
Staying up through the night, as unrelenting as autumn frost.
Free and unrestrained, we sing of groves and streams;
Placid and calm, we savor being beside the city walls.
We leisurely study the sublime source of nourishment,
A multitude of gong and shang tunes heard in succession.463
The master craftsman grasps the spiritual summit,
Riding on the wind, he breathes out the freshness of the mystery.
Vast as an abyss, his path to perfection is profound;
Graceful and fair, the principles of [the Buddha’s] teachings endure.
On and on, Vimalakīrti dwells in emptiness,
His virtuous voice freely wandering within the square.464

Lu 20.1078. Lu follows Gushi ji again and gives ni 擬 (“imitate”) instead of the Taishō Guang
Hongming ji variant ning 凝 (“congeals”), which he does not note. Grand Purity is the name of
the primordial nothingness, as I believe it is used here, but also the name of the highest level of
dwelling for transcendents in Taoist religious thought.
458 The first, fifth, and ninth months on the lunar calendar were months during which monks were
supposed to abstain from eating after noon. This was called “long-term fasting” (changzhai 長齋)
as opposed to the “fasting ceremonies” (zhai 齋) that were held six days a month. For that latter
practice, see Zhi Dun's next poem below.
459 The historian Wei Zhao 韋昭 (204-273) named the court music of the Wu Kingdom “Yanjing
que” 炎精缺 (“Fire Essence in Decline”) after the fall of the Han Dynasty. See Jin shu, 23. The
music of the western “barbarians” was called “Zhuli” 朱離. See Mao shi, “Gu zhong”; and Hou
Han shu, 51.1685.
460 Guang Hongming ji has the variant yuan 源 (“spring”) for liang 涼 (“cool”).
461 The four classes are men and women who either renounce the world (i.e. bhikṣus and
bhikṣunīs) or remain in society (i.e. upāsakas, and upāsikās).
462 Guan Hongming ji has the variant xu 虛 (“empty”) for yun 雲 (“clouds”).
463 In the fifth century, the term gongshang is used to denote the practice of alternating tones in
Chinese poetry that may have derived from Sanskrit prosody. See the Zhong Rong’s preface to the
Shi pin 詩品 (Gradation of Poets). Here it must refer to the recitation of sutras in Chinese (or
Sanskrit?).
464 Vimalakīrti is the champion of lay Buddhism who bests the monastic disciples of the Buddha
in debates on the nature of emptiness in the Vimalakīrti Sūtra. As Mather has shown, this text
played a key role in harmonizing native Taoist and foreign Buddhist ideals among the Chinese
gentry in early medieval China. See Mather, “Vimalakīrti.”
457
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罩牢妙傾玄
絕致由近藏
略略微容簡
八言振道綱
掇煩練陳句
臨危折婉章
浩若驚飆散
冏若揮夜光
寓言豈所託
意得筌自喪
霑濡妙習融
靡靡輕塵亡
蕭索情牖頹
寥郎神軒張
誰謂冥津遐
一悟可以航
願為海遊師
櫂柂入滄浪
騰波濟漂客
玄歸會道場

With fish-trap and cage, he mysteriously toppled the mystery,465
Reached the extreme by preserving himself nearby.
With dignity, our faint countenances appear simple,
Eight sayings shake the essentials of the Path.
Stopping affliction, we practice confessing in lines,
Looking down death, we scrutinize gentle writings.466
Broad as a downpour of storming winds,
Bright as the shining beams of the moon.
To what can I entrust my lodged words?—
When the meaning is attained, the snare naturally perishes.
Graced by the brilliance of subtle practice,
Gradually, the dusty world begins to vanish.
In bleakness, the frame of desire falls away,
And the shining light of the spirit’s window broadens.
Who says the unseen ford is far off?—467
In a single awakening, it can be crossed.468
I wish to become a master who crosses the sea,469
Rowing my boat into the open blue.
Soaring over waves, saving the hurried travelers,470
We will mysteriously return and meet on the grounds of enlightenment.471

“Baguanzhai shi san shou” 八關齋詩三首 (“Three Poems on the Eight Precepts Fasting
Ceremony”)
Not long ago, Cavalry General He [Chong] and I set a time when we would hold the Eight Precepts
Fasting Ceremony. On the twenty-second day of the tenth month (December 7), we assembled a
gathering of like-minded companions at the Tushan Tomb in Wu County. The fasting ceremony
began at the break of dawn on the [twenty-]third day (December 8). There were religious
professionals and plain-clothes practitioners, twenty-four in all. The atmosphere was clear and
calm and awe-inspiring, so that none of us could help feeling a sense of tranquility and
unimpededness. On the morning of the [twenty-]fourth day (December 9), each of the worthies
departed. Since I was enjoying the stillness of my rural dwelling and was full of longings to go
digging for medicinal herbs, I then stayed alone. At that point, as I waved my hands to see off my
companions I imagined watching them on their paths; as I calmly folded my palms together in my
empty room, I realized the truth beyond the self; and as I went climbing the mountain and
picking medicinal herbs, I gathered the pleasures of cliffs and streams.472 Then I lifted my brush
and composed [these] writings in order to console a few of my feelings.
Perhaps a reference to Vimalakīrti’s ability to “get the meaning” as one uses traps to catch
animals?
466 I have been unable to track down Lu's variant xi 析 (“analyze”) for zhe 折 (“criticize”).
467 Zhang takes this as a reference to the river of purgatory (nailuo 奈落; Skt. naraka). But
crossing the river to the other side was a common metaphor for achieving enlightenment.
468 Guang Hongming ji has the variant kang 抗 for hang 航.
469 Buddha is likened to an oarsmen who helps travelers across the sea.
470 Guang Hongming ji has the variant shen 滲 for ji 濟.
471 Lu, Jin shi, 20.1078-79.
472 Zhang Fuchun takes this as a reference to Laozi 7: “By treating his (i.e. the sage’s) body/self as
external the body/self is preserved” 外其身而身存. For more on Zhi Dun’s realization, see poem
two and discussion below.
465
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間與何驃騎期，當為合八關齋。以十月二十二日，集同意者在吳縣土山墓下。三日清晨為齋始。道
士白衣凡二十四人。清和肅穆，莫不靜暢。至四日朝，眾賢各去。余既樂野室之寂，又有掘藥之懷，
遂便獨住。於是乃揮手送歸，有望路之想；靜拱虛房，悟外身之真；登山採藥，集巖水之娛。遂援
筆染翰。以慰二三之情。
1.
建意營法齋
里仁契朋儔
相與期良辰
沐浴造閑丘
穆穆升堂賢
皎皎清心修
窈窕八關客
無楗自綢繆
寂默五習真
亹亹勵心柔
法鼓進三勸
激切清訓流
悽愴願弘濟
闔堂皆同舟
明明玄表聖
應此童蒙求
存誠夾室裡
三界讚清休
嘉祥歸宰相
藹若慶雲浮

I fix my mind on holding the Dharma Fast,
In community with the humane, making a pact among friends.473
Together we set a fine time to meet,
After washing, we arrive at the leisurely hills.
Reverent, reverent, the worthy who ascends the hall,474
Untainted, untainted, cultivates a mind of purity.
Profound and penetrating, the guest of the Eight Precepts
Naturally focuses on the abstruse, no need to be bolted in.475
In stillness he practices realizing truth in Five [Concentrations],476
On and on, striving to soften his mind.
And the dharma drum sends forth three exhortations,
Encouraging the followers of the pure teachings.477
Taking pity, we vow to save all sentient beings everywhere,
The entire assembly all taking the same boat.
Wise, wise, the Sage beyond the mystery
Responds to the ignorant children who seek Him.478
Keeping to sincerity of purpose in the ancestral chamber,
We praise his pure form in the Three Realms.479
May blessings go with the Grand Councilor— 480
Mist-like, he floats among the auspicious clouds.

A reference to Analects 4.1: “The Master said, ‘Living in community with the humane is the
finest. How can one who choses not to dwell among the humane be considered wise?’” 子曰里仁為
美擇不處仁焉得知.
474 Zhi Dun compares his own disciple, who is prepared to advance in Buddhist practice, to
Confucius’ disciple Zilu: “Zilu has ascended the hall, but he has not yet reached the inner
chambers” 子曰由也升堂矣未入於室也 (Analects 11.5).
475 A reference to Laozi 27: “One who is good at staying shut, uses no bolt and yet cannot be
opened” 善閉無關鍵不可開. In other words, the practitioners are deep in concentration of their
own accord without need of external restraints.
476 Zhang Fuchun’s suggestion, which I follow, is that this refers to the Five Concentrations (wu
nian 五念): i.e., meditating on the Buddha (fo 佛), Dharma, (fa 法) the Sangha (zhong 眾), the
Precepts (jie 戒), and Heavenly Beings (tian 天).
477 There is an interesting variant here, according to which the line would read “to encourage
teaching the purified kind of people” 激切訓清流.
478 A reference to the Meng 蒙 hexagram of the Yijing: “It is not I who seek the ignorant child, but
the ignorant child who seeks me” 匪我求童蒙童蒙求我. Wang Bi comments (Lynn’s translation):
“The reason why a youth beset by ignorance seeks me is that he wants me to resolve the
uncertainties that he has.” See Lynn, The Classic of Changes: A New Translation of the I Ching
as Interpreted by Wang Bi, 158. Here the Way to whom the ignorant direct their imprecations is
replaced with Śākyamuni, the ‘Sage.”
479 These are the Three Realms of existence, i.e. (1) visceral desire (kāmadhātu; yujie 欲界), (2)
sensual form (rūpadhātu; sejie 色界), and (3) formlessness (ārūpyadhātu; wusejie 無色界).
480 The “Grand Councilor” (Hucker’s translation) here refers to He Chong.
473
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2.
三悔啟前朝
雙懺暨中夕
鳴禽戒朗旦
備禮寢玄役
蕭索庭賓離
飄颻隨風適
躑躅歧路嵎
揮手謝內析
輕軒馳中田
習習陵電擊
息心投佯步
零零振金策
引領望征人
悵恨孤思積
咄矣形非我
外物固已寂
吟詠歸虛房
守真玩幽賾
雖非一往遊
且以閑自釋

The triple repentance begins on the first morning,
And the dual confessions last until midnight.481
Singing birds alert us to the shining dawn;
In proper form we retire from our mysterious labor.
Bleakly the guest of the courtyard departs,
Drifting and going along with the wind.
I hesitate as I stand on the forking road,
Waving my hand, I decline from being internally split [from him].482
His light carriage races across the field,
Swiftly, swiftly, faster than a stroke of lightning.
I stop my mind and take a few staid steps,
Clink-clank, I shake my metal staff.
Craning my neck toward my traveling friend,
I am grief-struck: lonely thoughts accumulate.
Alas, I am not the same thing as my bodily form—
The world of external things is truly already tranquil!483
Chanting aloud, I return to my empty room,
Keeping to truth and playing with abstruse subtleties.
Though this is not a permanent journey,
For now I shall leisurely ease my cares.

3.
靖一潛蓬廬

Still and focused, I submerge into my thatch hut,

In Nie Daozhen's 聶道真 (mid third cen.) translation of Sanmantuobatuoluo pusa jing 三曼陀
跋陀羅菩薩經 (T483), the bodhisattva Samantabhadra advocates repenting (hui 悔) three times
each day and night. In the Tiantai tradition, the “triple repentance” (san hui 三 悔 ) was
understood as consisting of repentance for (1) transgressions of the Vinaya (fazuo chanhui 法作懺
悔), (2) attachments to delusional characteristics (quxiang chanhui 取相懺悔 or guanxiang
chanhui 觀相), and (3) our inborn sin (wusheng chanhui 無生懺悔). Repentance was further
divided into two different types: repentance for “deeds” (shi 事) and for “cause” (li 理). This is
perhaps what Zhi Dun means by the “dual confessions” (shuangchan 雙懺). Zhang Fuchun cites
the Goryeo monk Chegwan’s 諦觀 (?-970) Tiantai si jiao yi 天台四教儀 (T1931), composed more
than six centuries after Zhi Dun’s poem. The “triple repentance” and “dual confessions” also
appear in the works of the Tiantai patriarch Zhiyi 智顗 (538-597). Seng You 僧祐 (445-518)
records a now lost Sanhui chu jing 三悔處經, which may have been devoted to this practice as well.
482 The term “internally split” (neixi 內析) deserves a note. In Yao Xin’s 姚信 (fl. 266) “Family
Instructions” (“Jia jie” 家誡), he promotes “spiritual agreement” (shenqi 神契) and discourages
being “split internally and outwardly appearing as one [mind]” (neixi waitong 內析外同). See
Yiwen leiju, 23.420.
483 According to Wang Bi’s commentary on the Laozi (25), the myriad things or (“existent things,”
you wu 有物) have no inherent “bodily form” (xing 形); they are essentially “tranquil and vast”
(jiliao 寂寥). See Wang Bi ji jiaozhu, 63. This notion was applied to the idea of the self in “arcane
learning” texts. For example, in the “Knowledge Wandered North” (“Zhi bei you” 知北遊) chapter
of the Zhuangzi, the sage Cheng 丞 lectures the Confucian sage king Shun 舜, explaining that the
self does not have a body, but rather all bodies belong to nature, or “heaven” (tian 天). See
Zhuangzi jishi, 22.739.
481
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愔愔詠初九
廣漠排林篠
流飆灑隙牖
從容遐想逸
採藥登祟阜
崎嶇升千尋
蕭條臨萬畝
望山樂榮松
瞻澤哀素柳
解帶長陵岥
婆娑清川右
泠風解煩懷
寒泉濯溫手
寥寥神氣暢
欽若盤春藪
達度冥三才
恍惚喪神偶
遊觀同隱丘
愧無連化肘

Content, content, I chant lines from the Classic of Changes.484
In the Boundless Field, bamboos line up in a grove,
A burst of wind seeps through a crack in the window. 485
At east, my distant visions are set loose,
I pick medicinal herbs and climb the lofty cliffs.
Sloping and slanting, they ascend one thousand meters high;
Free-floating, I look down upon a myriad hectares.
I gaze at the mountains and delight in the flourishing pines,
Observing the waters, mourning the white willows.
Loosening my belt on the slope of a high crag,
I dilly-dally beside a pure stream.
The cool breeze resolves my anxious thoughts;
A cold spring cleanses my warm hands.486
Vast, vast, my spiritual vitality becomes unburdened,
I admire all things as though playing in a spring marsh.
Reaching perfection, I merge seamlessly with the Three Talents,
And in a hazy fog, I lose my spirit companion. 487
I go roaming and observing like the one on Hidden Hill—
Humbled that the chain of transformations do not grow on my elbow.488

The couplet here recalls the Qian 乾 hexagram of the Classic of Changes; the commentary on
the “Image” (Xiang 象) there says: “A submerged dragon does not act: the yang force is below” 潛
龍勿用陽在下也. See Lynn, 132.
485 A reference to the Zhuangzi, “Xiaoyao you” 逍遙遊 chapter: “Now you have this tree and you’re
distressed because it’s useless. Why don’t you plant it in have-nothing village in a boundless field,
and relax and do nothing by its side, or lie down for a free-roaming sleep under it?”
486 The “Image” commentary on the fifth line of the Jing 井 hexagram says (Wilhelm trans.), “In
the well there is a clear, cold spring, from which one can drink.” Zhang Fuchun cites the Zhuangzi,
“Zeyang” 則陽 chapter: Wang Guo uses the example of Gong Yuexiu 公閱休, a noted recluse, who
is said to hunt turtles in winter and lazily lie about in summer, to dissuade Zeyang from seeking
an audience with the king of Chu. Wang Guo advises Zeyang (tr. Watson), "a man suffering from
heat will think winter has returned if he finds a cool breeze." Guo Xiang's commentary says: “this
means he accords with the action of the Four Seasons and cannot go along with Zeyang’s
hastiness” 言已順四時之施不能赴彭陽之急. See ZZJS, 8b.877.
487 The Three Talents (San cai 三才) are Heaven, Earth, and Man. Zhi Dun likens himself to Ziqi of
South Wall, a character who appears in Zhuangzi, “On Making All Things Equal” (“Qi wu lun” 齊
物論) chapter. Realizing his oneness with the universe, Ziqi sits and stares into the sky “as though
he’d lost his companion” 似喪其耦. Guo Xiang’s interpretation sheds light on Zhi Dun’s allusion
here: “[Ziqi] treats Heaven and Man as the same, and “other and self” as equal. Therefore, there is
no one in the external world with whom he is happy and when he responds to others he is
released from his limbs; it is as though he lost his intimate companion” 同天人均彼我故外無與為
歡而荅焉解體若失其配匹. In other words, Ziqi’s spirit has become distinct from the body it once
animated.
488 There are two Zhuangzi allusions here. In “Knowledge Wandered North,” the personification
Knowledge wanders to the Hill of Hidden Heights (yinfen zhi qiu 隱弅之丘) and asks a series of
other personifications about true understanding. In the “Supreme Happiness” (“Zhi le” 至樂)
chapter, a willow tree (or “cancerous growth,” MC *ljuwH 柳/*ljuw 瘤) sprouts on Uncle Lame
Gait’s (Huajie shu 滑介叔) left elbow. Uncle Lack Limb (Zhili shu 支離叔) asks whether he resents
this sudden transformation, and Lame Gait replies that he does not. Rather, he accepts the growth
as part of a cosmic process of transformation. Guo Xiang’s commentary notes: “These figures
484
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“Yong huai shi” 詠懷詩 (“Poems Singing of My Cares”)
1.
傲兀乘尸素
日徃復月旋
弱喪困風波
流浪逐物遷
中路高韻溢
窈窕欽重玄
重玄在何許
採真遊理間
苟簡為我養
逍遙使我閑
寥亮心神瑩
含虛映自然
亹亹沈情去
彩彩沖懷鮮
踟蹰觀象物
未始見牛全

Arrogant and incautious, I accepted a sinecure;
days passed, and months kept turning.
As one who lost his way home, caught in storming waves,489
I drifted along, being changed as I chased after things.490
Midway on my path, my lofty demeanor overflowed,491
and I came to admire the double mystery, profound and penetrating.
The double mystery—where is it?
I searched for trueness, went wandering amid principles.
Simplicity provided my sustenance,492
carefree roaming gave me rest.493
Resounding aloft, my inner spirit cleared up;
harboring emptiness, catching the light of the Self-so.
On and on, my pining desires faded away,
in colorful array, fresh feelings of aloofness came.
Dilly-dallying, I observe things in their images,494
never starting to see the ox as whole.495

demonstrate first that they start with feelings and then later seek the supreme principle to get rid
of them. If [on the contrary] they had said “only by originally starting off with no feelings are we
able to have no worries,” then one who has feelings (i.e. everyone) would thereby be automatically
severed from the realm of far-reaching emptiness and forever lost in the realm of worries and
happiness” 斯皆先示有情 然後尋至理以遣之若云我本無情故能無憂則夫有情者遂自絕於遠曠之域
而迷困於憂樂之竟矣. See ZZJS, 6b.616. Zhang Fuchun suggests emending lian 連 to su 速
("quickly"), without any textual evidence for such a reading. I see no reason to follow his
suggestion.
489 Guo Xiang's commentary on "Qi wu lun" clarifies the usage of ruosang 弱喪 here: "The name
for one who loses his original home when he is still young is ruosang; he becomes comfortable in
his (new) place of residence and does not know how to return to his original homeland" 少而失其
故居名為弱喪遂安於所在而不知歸於故鄉也. This “one who could not find his way back home” is
analogous to the living, who forget that death is a “return” to the origin. See Zhuangzi jishi, 2.103.
490 This could also be taken as “chasing after the changes of things”; however, zhu wanwu 逐萬物
(“chasing after the myriad things”) is another Zhuangzi term, and later usage attests to zhu wu 逐
物 used in this sense.
491 The Zhonghua version of Guang hongming ji notes a variant yi 益 “improved” instead of
“overflowed.”
492 I borrow Nicolas William’s fine phrasing here. See Williams, “Metaphysical Lyric,” 90.
493 Zhi Dun here follows the description of the “perfected of antiquity” (gu zhi zhiren 古之至人) in
the Zhuangzi, “Tian yun” chapter. These perfected ones provisionally accepted moral values,
insofar as they served a purpose, and roamed “carefree” in emptiness, eating from the fields of
“simplicity.” See Zhuangzi jishi, 14.519.
494 The term xiangwu 象物 is hard to translate. It is usually a verb phrase “to make images of the
[myriad] things,” referring to the actions of the ancient sages in the “Xi ci zhuan” of the Classic of
Changes (Yijing).
495 This refers, of course, to Cook Ding of the “Yangsheng zhu” chapter of Zhuangzi. In Cook
Ding’s words, he also (like Zhi Dun here) presents a brief autobiography of how he came to see the
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毛鱗有所貴
所貴在忘筌

Mammals and scaly creatures are to be valued—
the value lies in forgetting about the trap.496

2.
端坐鄰孤影
眇罔玄思劬
偃蹇收神轡
領畧綜名書
涉老咍雙玄
披莊玩太初
詠發清風集
觸思皆恬愉
俯欣質文蔚
仰悲二匠徂
蕭蕭柱下逈
寂寂蒙邑虛
廓矣千載事
消液歸空無
無矣復何傷
萬殊歸一塗
道會貴冥想
罔象掇玄珠
悵怏濁水際
幾忘映清渠
反鑒歸澄漠
容與含道符
心與理理密

I sit upright, a neighbor to my lonely shadow;
indistinct, thoughts of the mystery are emboldened.497
I gather in the reins of the spirit as it bounds off,
grasping the principles, comprehending famous books.
Wading through the Laozi, I delight in the double mystery;
opening up Zhuangzi, I play in the Grand Beginning.
As I read aloud, a clear breeze alights;
all that touches my thoughts is peaceful and pleasant.
Bending down, I am pleased with splendor of their content and style;
looking up, saddened by the disappearance of the two craftsmen.
Forever gone is the clerk standing by the pillar;
how silent and empty is Mengyi!498
Already distant, these events of a thousand years ago
vanish and return to the empty-nothing.499
They are gone—but what need is there to lament?
myriad differences all return on a single road.
For paths to converge, one values envisioning the unseen—
No-Image found the Black Pearl.500
Delighted on the banks of muddy waters,
I almost forget to see my reflection in the clear pool.
But I self-observe, and return to limpid stillness,501
letting go of restraints, harboring the omen of the Way.
My mind intimate with truths as truths;

Way. When he began chopping meat, he always looked at the whole ox; but after three years of
practice, he “has never seen the whole ox [again]” 未嘗見全牛. See Zhuangzi jishi, 3.117-24.
496 Here Zhi Dun refers again to a well-known Zhuangzi passage: “a net (or I translate ‘trap’ above)
is used to catch fish, and when you catch the fish, forget about the trap; a snare is used to catch a
rabbit, and when you catch the rabbit, forget about the snare; words are used to catch meaning,
and when you catch the meaning, forget about the words.” See Zhuangzi jishi, 26.944.
497 Zhang Fuchun takes miaowang (*mjiewX-mjangX) as separate words. But this is wrong: it is a
binome, more commonly it is written 渺茫.
498 The two lines here refer to Laozi and Zhuangzi respectively. Laozi was known as the “Officer by
the Pillar” (Zhuxia shi 柱下史) for a position he supposedly undertook during the Zhou dynasty.
Zhuangzi was from Meng.
499 The same phrase “return to emptiness and nothing” (gui kongwu) appears in Tao Yuanming’s
fourth piece in “Returning to My Dwelling in Gardens and Fields.”
500 A reference to the story of the Yellow Thearch’s black pearl in Zhuangzi, “Tian di” chapter.
When the Yellow Thearch returned from the mythical Kunlun mountains, he forgot his black
pearl there. He sent several figures to fetch it for him, but only No-Image was able to find it. See
Zhuangzi jishi, 12.414.
501 Zhuangzi went hunting in the Diaoling park and saw himself as part of a chain of predators
making themselves prey to others by becoming engrossed in catching their game. He returned
home and reflected on his experience, telling his disciple “I was staring at murky waters, all the
while getting lost from my clear pool.” Guo Xiang comments: “[Zhuangzi], by seeing others and
not understanding, used others to see himself; he almost forgot about the way of self-observing”
見彼而不明即因彼以自見幾忘反鑒之道也. See Zhuangzi jishi, 20.698.
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形與物物疏
蕭索人事去
獨與神明居

the body removed from things as things.
Quietly human affairs disappear;
and I exist alone with the transcendent spirit.502

3.
晞陽熙春圃
悠緬歎時往
感物思所託
蕭條逸韻上
尚想天台峻
髣髴巖階仰
泠風灑蘭林
管瀨奏清響
霄崖育靈藹
神蔬含潤長
丹沙映翠瀨
芳芝曜五爽
苕苕重岫深
寥寥石室朗
中有尋化士
外身解世網
抱朴鎮有心
揮玄拂無想
隗隗形崖頹
冏冏神宇敞
宛轉元造化
縹瞥鄰大象
願投若人蹤
高步振策杖

The gentle sun shines on the spring vegetable garden,
at leisure, with far-off thoughts, I sigh about the passage of time.
Touched by things, I long for a place to lodge myself,
and the air of lofty detachment rises upward.
I admiringly envision the loftiness of Mount Tiantai;
dimly, I seem to be gazing at its precipitous stairs.
A cool breeze spreads in the thoroughwort grove,
a stream is piping out a clear sound.
Cliffs touching the sky nurture a numinous mist;
divine vegetables, moist within, are growing.
Cinnabar sand glows in the azure brook,
and fragrant mushrooms shine in five-colored brilliance.
Towering, towering, layers of peaks recede afar,
vast, vast, a spacious stone chamber.
In the midst there is a gentleman who seeks the Transformation,
beyond the mortal realm, disentangled from the net of the world.
Embracing simplicity, he suppresses thoughts of being,
wielding the mystery, dipping into No Conceptions.503
Steep and towering, the cliffs of the body crumble away;
with a radiant light, the house of the spirit opens up.
Going with the changes, he takes the Transformer as his origin,
and suddenly drifts off, becoming neighbor to the Great Image.
I wish to follow this man's tracks,
walking with big strides, raising my staff.504

4.
閑邪託靜室
寂寥虛且真

Guarding against evils, I lodge in my still room, 505
tranquil and vast, both empty and true.506

Modified from Xiaofei Tian, Visionary Journeys, 49-50.
Zhang Fuchun understands wuxiang as the Buddhist samādhi described in the Diamond
Sutra. However, this was also part of xuanxue discourse, as in Zhang Zhan’s commentary: “As for
one whose mind is tranquil with no conceptions (wuxiang), if thoughts sprout up here and there
in him, then he has lost the root of his mind” 夫心寂然無想者也若橫生意慮則失心之本矣. See
Liezi jishi, 4.141.
504 Modified from Xiaofei Tian, Visionary Journeys, 47.
505 The “Wen yan” 文言 commentary on the Yijing follows “Confucius’” interpretation of the Qian
乾 hexagram as advising remaining inactive and “preserving sincerity by guarding against evils”
閑邪存其誠. See Wang Bi ji jiaozhu, 214.
506 The term "tranquil and vast" (jiliao) comes from Laozi 25: "Existent things sprung up through
indistinct chaos, forming before Heaven and Earth; tranquil, oh!, and vast, oh!—standing alone,
and immutable" 有物混生，先天地成，寂兮寥兮，獨立而不改. Wang Bi's commentary says
"tranquil and vast" (jiliao 寂寥) means "without bodily form" (wu xingti 無形體). See Wang Bi ji
jiaozhu, 63. By the Guo Xiang’s time, the "tranquil and vast" was conceptualized as the formless
502
503
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逸想流巖阿
朦朧望幽人
慨矣玄風濟
皎皎離染純
時無問道睡
行歌將何因
靈溪無驚浪
四岳無埃塵
余將遊其嵎
解駕輟飛輪
芳泉代甘醴
山果兼時珍
修林暢輕跡
石宇庇微身
崇虛習本照
損無歸昔神
曖曖煩情故
零零沖氣新
近非域中客
遠非世外臣
憺怕為無德
孤哉自有鄰

My imagination, set free, drifts to the cliffs,
blind and blurred, I gaze on hidden men.
Ah, the airs of the mystery bring salvation,
brightly, brightly, I separate myself from defilement and purity.
But now there is none who sleeps after asking about the Way—
what cause is there for joyous singing and strolling?507
No rapid waves on the Numen River;508
the Four Peaks free from the dust.509
I will go roaming to the edges of the world,
but first I steady my reins, stop my flying wheels.
Fragrant springs substitute sweet ale,
and alpine nuts serve as the seasonal delicacies.
Tall trees open up a space for light traces,
stone eaves give shelter to my humble body.
I worship the Empty, practice reflecting on original nature,510
decreased to Nothing, return to my old spirit.511
Dimly, dimly, the cause of suffering and attachment;
finely, finely, my harmonious energies fresh.512
Nearby I am not a traveler in the realm of men,
nor far away a servant beyond the world.
Detached and aloof, I have achieved No Virtue—
being alone, I am my own neighbor!513

5.
坤基葩簡秀

The base of the earth makes flowers, simple and elegant,

origins to which the Taoist adept returns: "enters into the tranquil and vast, he becomes one with
Heaven" 入於寂寥而與天為一也. See Zhuangzi jishi, 3.273-78.
507 Nie Que 齧缺 fell asleep when Piyi 被衣 was lecturing him about the Way. Piyi rejoiced and
went joyfully "singing and strolling" (xingge) because he took this as a sign that his disciple
grasped the Way. See Zhuangzi jishi, 22.737-38.
508 Numen River was a (legendary?) stream of Mount Tiantai. Sun Chuo mentions it in his “You
Tiantai shan fu,” Guo Pu mentions it in his “You xian shi,” and the Jingzhou ji 荊州記 says that it
is nine li west of the great city.
509 Although the more common designation is Five Sacred Peaks, the Zuozhuan mentions Four
Peaks of the four cardinal directions: Mount Tai 泰 (east), Mount Hua 華 (west), Mount Heng 衡
(south), and Mount Heng 恆 (north).
510 Prajñāpāramitā directs its adherents to reflect on the non-arising (wusheng 無生) and nonoriginating (wushi 無始) original nature of phenomenal reality. See preface to “Dazhi shi lun” in
Chu sanzang ji ji, especially: “knowledge’s impediment exists due to ignorance; the Prajña
illuminates this; and so one reflects and sees that the origin is faint and dim, vastly overflowing its
boundaries in all directions” 知滯有之由惑故般若為之照然而照本希夷津涯浩汗.
511 A reference to Laozi 48: “Through the decreasing of decreasings, one reaches Non-action” 損之
又損以至於無為.
512 Laozi 42 says: “The myriad things carry yin and cling to yang, and combine together through
harmonious energies” 萬物負陰而抱陽沖氣以為和.
513 There are two allusions here. “No Virtue” is a reference to Laozi 38: “The highest virtue is not
virtue: thus it is Having Virtue; the lowest virtue cannot lose its virtue: thus it is No Virtue” 上德
不德是以有德下德不失德是以無德. However, Confucius (in Analects 4.1) says: “Virtue is not a
solitary thing, there must be peers” 德不孤必有鄰.
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乾光流易穎
神理速不疾
道會無陵騁
超超介石人
握玄攬機領
余生一何散
分不諮天挺
沈無冥到韻
變不揚蔚炳
冉冉年往逡
悠悠化期永
翹首希玄津
想登故未正
生途雖十三
日已造死境
願得無身道
高栖沖默靖

heaven’s light develops, bringing things into sharper focus.
The spiritual principle moves swiftly without rushing,
paths converge without racing in haste.
Soaring, soaring, the man firm as a stone514
takes hold of the mystery, and commands the workings of his world.
All my life—oh how scattered!
my lot did not consult with heaven’s brightest.
Sunken without the demeanor of profound achievements,
I transformed without the brilliance of literary talent.
One by one my years have faded into the past,515
for ever and ever, one’s death is fixed as part of the eternal.
I glance up and set my hopes on the mysterious ford,
and imagine my ascent, the cause not yet determined.
Although there are thirteen different paths of life,516
my days have brought me to the realm of death.
I wish to attain the way of No-self,
and to be perched high in the tranquility of Emptiness.

“Shu huai shi” 述懷詩 (“Poems Transmitting My Cares”)
1.
翔鸞鳴崑崿
逸志騰冥虛
惚怳迴靈翰
息肩棲南嵎
濯足戲流瀾
採練銜神蔬
高吟漱芳醴
頡頏登神梧
蕭蕭猗明翩
眇眇育清軀
長想玄運夷
傾首俟靈符
河清誠可期
戢翼令人劬

A soaring phoenix cries from the cliffs on Kunlun,
his elevated mind rises into the unseen void.
In a daze, he turns his divine wings,
and takes rest perched in the southern corner of the world.
He washes his feet and plays in the rushing waters,
gathering bamboo fruits and eating plants for [nurturing] the spirit.517
He chants high above, rinsing his mouth with fragrant ale,
fluttering up and down, he reaches the divine paulownia tree.
Softly, softly, gliding through the graceful light;
distant, distant, he nurtures his evanescent body.
Envisioning afar the indistinct motions of the mystery,
he bows his head in anticipation of a spiritual omen.
Truly the Yellow River one day shall run dry—
folding my wings makes me grow tired.

2.
總角敦大道
弱冠弄雙玄

When I still had my hair bound, I revered the Great Path,
after my capping, I began playing with the double mystery.

See Yijing “Hesitation” (“Yu” 豫) hexagram: “he is firmer than stone, does not wait out his
days.” See Wang Bi ji jiaozhu, 299.
515 Or with the variant fan 返 instead of qun 逡: “my years went back [to their source].”
516 See Laozi 50.
517 When Huizi was a minister in the domain of Liang, he was worried Zhuangzi would come to
replace him. In response, Zhuangzi compared himself to a legendary bird who perches only in
paulownia trees and eats only “bamboo flowers” (lian shi 練實) to assure Huizi that he was
uninterested in taking away his post. See Zhuangzi jishi, 17.605.
514
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逡巡釋長羅
高步尋帝先
妙損階玄老
忘懷浪濠川
達觀無不可
吹累皆自然
窮理增靈薪
昭昭神火傳
熙怡安沖漠
優游樂靜閑
膏腴無爽味
婉孌非雅絃
恢心委形度
亹亹隨化遷

I leisurely unloosed the long net [of the dusty world],518
and taking lofty steps, retraced the ancestor of the Thearchs.519
Through subtle decrease, I reached the level of Mysterious Laozi,520
forgetting my cares, I floated unrestrained on the Hao River.521
In an attained perspective, nothing is impossible:
drifting dust, one with the Self-so in all respects.522
Inquiring through the pattern of things, I add to the spiritual kindling,
burning bright, the spirit’s flame passes on.523
Finding happiness in unconcerned stillness,
contentedly I find joy in tranquil leisure.
My rich nourishment lacks the deadening flavors,
my passions are not for elegant string music.524
I submit my ashen mind to its bodily form,
on and on, transforming along with the Changes.525

“Yong dade shi” 詠大德詩 (“Poem Singing of the Bhadanta”)526

Kumārajīva uses the term “long-reaching snare” to stand for samsara in his “Poem on the Ten
Analogies [for Emptiness]” (“Shi yu shi” 十喻詩). See Jin shi, 20.1084.
519 What came before the Thearchs is the Way, as described in Laozi, 4.
520 A reference to Laozi 48: “Through the decreasing of decreasings, one reaches Non-action” 損之
又損以至於無為.
521 Interestingly, the term “forgetting feelings” (wanghuai), though closely associated with
Zhuangzi in Zhi Dun’s time, appears nowhere in the main text or Guo Xiang’s commentary. It is
used frequently, however, by the Tang commentator Cheng Xuanying 成玄應. The closest to a
locus classicus of “forgetting feelings” I can find occurs in the “Discourse on Making All Things on
an Equal Level” (“Qi wu lun” 齊物論). The ecstatic Ziqi of South Wall declares “I have lost [the
concept of] my self” 吾喪我. Guo Xiang comments: “I have lost [the concept of] my self [means
that] I have forgotten myself; if I have forgotten myself, then what thing is there under heaven for
me to discriminate?—indeed, by forgetting all things, both inner and outer, only then one
surpasses the world and becomes completely attained” 吾喪我我自忘矣我自忘矣天下有何物足識
哉故都忘外內然後超然俱得. See Zhuangzi jishi, 2.45.
522 Guo Xiang comments that Zhuangzi is “at east, drifting like the dust, oblivious to himself and
forgetting others” 從容吹累遺我忘比. See Zhuangzi jishi, 8.329.
523 The final line of the “Host of Nurturing Life” (“Yang sheng zhu” 養生主) chapter says, “pointing
a finger is only useful for the kindling that is there; when the flame is transmitted, we do not know
where it ends” 指窮於為薪火傳者不知其盡也. Guo Xiang comments: “When one points [to the
flame] by means of the former kindling, his pointing ends at the patterns on the former kindling;
therefore the flame is transmitted and not [completely] extinguished. The mind is made at the
center of inner nurturing; therefore the lifespan continues and does not end” 前薪以指指盡前薪之
理故火傳而不滅心得納養之中故命續而不絕. See Zhuangzi jishi, 3.129-30.
524 Just as the five colors blind the eyes of the sage, the five flavors deaden the sensitivity of the
tongue. See Laozi, 12.
525 According to Guo Xiang’s comments on “Discourse on Making All Things on an Equal Level,”
one who has attained union with heaven stands like a dead tree, moves like a wilted branch, and
sits like the cremains of the dead. See Zhuangzi jishi, 2.43.
526 The Sanskrit term bhadanta (“virtuous one,” commonly transliterated as potantuo 婆檀陀)
was often rendered in Chinese as dade 大德 (“great virtue), and applied to the Buddha as well as
eminent monks. Here it seems to refer to Cook Ding from the Zhuangzi.
518
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遐想存玄哉
沖風一何敞
品物緝榮熙
生塗連惚怳
既喪大澄真
物誘則智蕩
昔聞庖丁子
揮戈在神往
苟能嗣沖音
攝生猶指掌
乘彼來物間
投此默照朗
邁度推卷舒
忘懷附罔象
交樂盈胸襟
神會流俯仰
大同羅萬殊
蔚若充甸網
寄旅海漚鄉
委化同天壤

Oh, my imagination drifts afar, and I focus on the mysterious—
how expansive are the airs of placid indifference!
Things of the world continue their flourishing brilliance,
the path of human life extends into the hazy daze.
As soon as one loses himself, he becomes pure and untainted,
but when external things seduce him, his knowledge is shaken.
I have heard of Master Cook Ding of the past,
brandishing his ax, residing in spirit-travel.527
If I could carry on his indifferent voice,
caring for life would be as easy as recognizing the palm of my hand.528
I avail myself of the space between things to come,
and enter the light of silent illumination here now.529
With lofty demeanor, I propagate retreating and advancing,
forgetting my cares, drawing close to No-image.530
Joined happiness swells in my breast,531
spiritual convergence flows briefly now and then.
Great Oneness encompasses the myriad differences,532
it is as abundant with things as a field-covering net.
I lodge and travel in the bubble-village in the sea,533
submitting to Change, becoming one with heaven and earth.

“Yong chansi daoren shi” 詠禪思道人詩 (“Poem Singing of a Monk in Meditative
Contemplation”)
The Marquis of Changle (i.e. Sun Chuo) made a painted image of a meditating monk, and
composed an encomium on it. He may be said to have lodged his sincerity by means of bending
over and facing [the image]. He seeks to always see [the principle] on the yoke, sketches the
precipitous effect of cliffs and forests, and visualizes the presence of the meditating person. I
marvel at the exquisiteness of his painting and admire his fine composition. Unable to remain
silent, I wrote a poem to follow by the left side of it. The words go [like this]:
孫長樂作道士坐禪之像，并而讚之。可謂因俯對以寄誠心。求參焉於衡軛，圖巖林之絕勢，想伊人
之在茲。余精其制作，美其嘉文。不能默已，聊著詩一首以繼于左其辭曰。
雲岑竦太荒
落落英岊布
迴壑佇蘭泉

Cloudy peaks rise sharply in the great wilderness,
Falling, falling, tall crags all spread out.
In a winding ravine wait the magnolia springs,

Zhang suggests following the variant ren 任 (“submit, give oneself to”) for zai 在 here.
Cf. Laozi, 50.
529 The term mozhao (“silent illumination”) appears in on of Sengzhao’s responses to Liu
Chengzhi.
530 No-image found Yellow Thearch’s pearl.
531 According to the “Gengsang Chu” 庚桑楚 chapter, the “supreme man” joins his food with the
earth and joins his happiness with heaven. There is also a variant da 大 (“great”) for jiao 交
(“join”).
532 See Zhuangzi “Zai you” 在宥 chapter.
533 Pramiti’s Śūraṅgama sutra (Shoulengyan jing 首楞嚴經, T) compares the emptiness of life to
a bubble produced in the sea. But this was a Tang text, probably apocryphal and not translated
from an “original” Indian source.
527
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秀嶺攢嘉樹
蔚薈微遊禽
崢嶸絕蹊路
中有沖希子
端坐摹太素
自強敏天行
弱志慾無欲
玉質凌風霜
淒淒厲清趣
指心契寒松
綢繆諒歲暮
會衷兩息間
綿綿進禪務
投一滅官知
攝二由神遇
承蜩累危丸
累十亦凝注
懸想元氣地
研幾革麤慮
冥懷夷震驚
怕然肆幽度
曾筌攀六凈
空同浪七住
逝虛乘有來
永為有待馭

On a steep summit a grove of lovely trees clusters.
Dense clouds obscure roaming birds from view,
At the highest heights the narrow path disappears.
In the midst, there is a master of the empty and unheard,
Sitting upright, emulating Grand Plainness.
He tirelessly studies the ways of Heaven,
The more weakening his own will the more eliminating desires.
His jade-like quality defeats the gusts of frost,
Dreary, dreary, he hones anew pure aims.
Pointing to the mind, he joins the likes of cold pines,
Tightly bonded, yea, with the seasons!
Gathering his inner self with a few breaths,
He goes deeply into a meditative focus.
Surrendering the One, he extinguishes all sensory knowledge,
By controlling the Two through spiritual contact.
He balances a high stack of balls on a cicada-catching rod—
He can stack as many as ten, still maintaining concentration.
He imagines, in the distant past, the stage of Primordial Qi,
And examines the subtleties to transform coarse thoughts.
His unseen cares put to rest his trembling fears,
Undisturbed he lets free his secluded tolerance.
How could one ever catch the Six Perfections with a net,
And ride a wave, in Emptiness, through the Seven Stages?
Going on to the Void, with Being as his vehicle,
He is the master of contingencies for all eternity.534

“Yong Licheng shan ju” 詠利城山居 (“Singing of Dwelling in the Hills of Licheng”)535
五嶽盤神基
四瀆涌蕩津
動求目方智
默守標靜仁
苟不宴出處
託好有常因
尋元存終古
洞往想逸民
玉潔箕巖下

The Five Marchmounts wrap around a divine foundation,
the Four Sacred Streams gush and sweep over their banks.
Going out into the world, I behold the wisdom of the place,536
keeping silence I make manifest the humaneness of tranquility.537
If I am not feasting with officials and recluses,
then there is always cause for making friends.538
Retracing the origin and focusing on all eternity,
I envision the unbridled people of the deep past.
Pure as jade beneath the cliffs of Ji,539

Modified from Xiaofei Tian, Visionary Journeys, 66-67.
Licheng was one of three counties in the jurisdiction of southern Donghai 東海 commandery in
the the eastern suburbs of Jiankang (modern Jiangsu). In the era of Yonghe 永和 (345-356), it
was returned under the jurisdiction of the capital (Song shu, 35.1039; and Nan shi 73.1819).
536 There is a variant zi 自 (“self”) for mu (“see”).
537 Both lines here seem to be a reference to Analects, “the wise take joy in waters, the humane
take joy in mountains; the wise goes out, the humane remains silent” (Analects 6.23).
538 “Making friends” (tuohao 託好) could occur between the living or also, as in Xi Kang’s “Youfen
shi” 幽憤詩, between the self and those from the imagined past: “I make friends with Laozi and
Zhuangzi/Scorn [external] things and value the self” 託好老莊/賤物貴身 (Lu, Wei shi, 9.481).
534
535
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金聲瀨沂濱
捲華藏紛霧
振褐拂埃塵
跡從尺蠖屈
道與騰龍伸
峻無單豹伐
分非首陽真
長嘯歸林嶺
瀟灑任陶鈞

resounding like gold on the banks of the Lai and Yi rivers.540
I gather up flowers and preserved misty vapors,
shaking the dirt off my robes, brushing against the dusty realm.
My traces shrink with the inchworm,
my path stretches out with the flying dragon.
The peaks here lack the arrogance of Shan Bao,541
my lot is not the same as the perfected of Shouyang.
I give a long whistle and return to my forested peak,
content and free, I give myself over to the Potter’s Wheel.

A reference of course to the recluse Xu You who refused the reins of government from Yao and
instead went to dwell in the cliffs of the Ji Mountains.
540 The names of rivers close to the homes of Laozi and Confucius. Laozi was supposedly from Li
county, which was also known as Lai county and situated near the Lai River.
541 In Zhuangzi “Da sheng” 達生, Tian Kaizhi 田開之 tells a story about Shan Bao and Zhang Yi.
Shan Bao spent seventy years avoiding people while hiding in the mountains, and then a tiger
came and ate him; Zhang Yi spent forty years visiting all the wealthy households and then fell sick
and died. See ZZJS 19.645-647. Boyi and Shuqi were both famous for starving themselves in the
Shouyang mountains to protest the overthrow of the Shang dynasty.
539
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Interlude
The Cultural Landscape of Mount Lu before Huiyuan

Scholars have long regarded Mount Lu as a distinctly “Buddhist mountain,” beginning
with the monumental figure Huiyuan.542 Though this may be an apt description to an
extent, the cultural landscape of Mount Lu was complex: it had its own history of great
figures who came to dwell for various spiritual purposes and offered spiritual services to
the local community.543 Indeed, there is a case to be made that Huiyuan himself could be
(mis)understood by his contemporaries as serving the local community in a more general
role as an “adept,” in addition to attempting to elucidate important points of Mahāyāna
Buddhist doctrine. As Robert Campany has shown, the adept, in his quest for
transcendence, was joined to his community by his presumably unique ability to offer
various services, including medicinal healing, reviving the dead, and even revealing
miraculous and wonderful sights. In order to situate Huiyuan in this context, we must
begin with the traces of adepts from antiquity to the Eastern Jin associated with Mount
Lu.

For an early overview of Mount Lu, divided into distinct periods, see Inoue Ichii 井上以智為,
Rozan bunka no reimei 廬山文化の黎明, Shien 8 (1933): 53-96. Inoue and later scholars have
unanimously regarded Mount Lu as a “Buddhist mountain” beginning with the arrival of Huiyuan
there around 380. For a discussion of the construction of Mount Lu as a Buddhist sacred space,
see Shinohara Koichi, “Literary Construction of Buddhist Sacred Space: The Record of Mount Lu
by Chen Shunyu,” Journal Asiatique/Asiatische Studien, LIII.4 (1999): 937-964.
543 For an illuminating discussion of the way mountains could serve as a convergence of different
secular and sacred communities, see James Robson’s Power of Place: The Religious Landscape of
the Southern Sacred Peak (Nanyue 南嶽) in Medieval China (Cambridge: Harvard University
Asia Center, 2009).
542
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Kuang Su (or Lu Su?)

Several accounts record the story of a certain Kuang Su 匡俗 from whom the mountain
supposedly got its name, though the Northern Wei geographer Li Daoyuan countered
that Mount Lu took its name from the Lu River (Lujiang 廬江) that ran through Xunyang.
One source says his name was Lu Su 廬俗, and after his father joined forces with Liu
Bang in the war against Qin and the establishment of the Han dynasty, he was enfeoffed
and given the title Lord Lu (Lu jun 廬君, or Yue Lu jun 越廬君, “Lord Lu of the Yue
People”); then he lodged in Mount Lu to practice self-cultivation techniques with his
seven brothers. Later Emperor Wu of the Han ordained sacrifices to be made to his spirit
on Mount Lu four times a year, once for each season. 544 Other sources, including
Huiyuan’s “Record of Mount Lu” (“Lushan ji” 廬山記), place Kuang Su at the beginning
of the Western Zhou:

There was a certain Kuang Su, who emerged during the interval between the Shang and
Zhou dynasties, and escaped from the world in hiding from the times, secretly dwelling at
the foot of [Mount Lu]. Some say Kuang Su received the Dao from transcendents, and
they together roamed all through its peaks, finally taking up residence in the cliffs and
caves. They treated the cliffs as a hostel, and therefore his contemporaries said it was a
“hut” (lu) for divine transcendents, and named it accordingly.545
有匡俗先生，出自殷、周之際，遁世隱時，潛居其下。或云：匡俗受道於仙人，而共遊其
嶺，遂託室崖岫，即巖成館，故時人謂為神仙之廬而命焉。

Here Huiyuan clearly identifies Kuang Su as a recluse who takes up residence with a
community of transcendents in the cliffs and caves; and by doing so, he transforms the
mountain into a divine “hut” (lu 廬). Indeed, in other versions of the same story, Kuang

See “Yuzhang jiuzhi” 豫章舊志 glossed in Shishuo xinyu commentary, 10.24. The Sui shu 隋書
lists the “Yuzhang jiuzhi” in three juan under the name of an Eastern Jin administrator of Guiji,
Xiong Mo 熊默. The same “Yuzhang jiuzhi” passage, with several variants, appears in Shuijing zhu,
39.
545 See QJW, 162.6a-7b. Here I follow the text of Liu Jun’s commentary in Shishuo xinyu, 10.24.
544
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Su builds his own hut in the mountain, and after he achieves transcendence, he leaves
behind the empty hut, after which his disciples call the mountain “Lushan” (“Hut
Mountain”).546
The story of Kuang Su and the namesake of Mount Lu is surely apocryphal;
however, it shows a precedent for establishing a community of transcendence-seekers on
Mount Lu. As Huiyuan supposedly observed when he first saw the mountain, its natural
cliffs and caves, clear and tranquil, were fitting for those who looked to “calm the mind”
(xi xin 息心).547 Kuang Su’s “hut” signals the appropriateness of an adept and his fellow
practitioners and disciples dwelling in the landscape of Mount Lu.

Dong Feng’s Apricot Grove

Another adept who is said to have taken up residence around Mount Lu is Dong Feng 董
奉 (ca 229-ca 529?). Dong Feng has a long hagiography in Ge Hong’s 葛洪 Traditions of
Divine Transcendents (Shenxian zhuan 神仙傳) that attests to his divine healing powers.
It was this ability to heal the sick and even bring back the dead that earned him a
reputation as a noteworthy adept who offered his services to the local community of
Mount Lu.
According to Ge Hong, Dong hailed from Houguan 侯官 (modern Fujian) and
lived for three hundred years during the Three Kingdoms period (although Huiyuan says
he lived for two hundred years in the Han). Having impressed his contemporaries with
his ability to revive the dead, he escaped his own death by means of the Daoist technique

Li Daoyuan glosses Zhou Jingshi’s 周景士 “Lushan ji” 廬山記; see Shuijing zhu, 39. Almost
identical to this is a fragment of Zhang Sengjian’s 張僧鑒 (fifth century?) “Xunyang ji” 尋陽記
found in Taiping yulan.
547 See Gaoseng zhuan, 6.3.
546
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known as shijie 尸解, or “escape by means of a simulated corpse,” and withdrew into
reclusion at the foot of Mount Lu. 548 In Xunyang, Dong Feng established strong
connections with the local elite. The magistrate Yu Shiyan 于士彥 had a special dwelling
built for him at the foot of the mountain after making it rain, and later he even married a
daughter of one of Yu’s relatives after miraculously curing her from a strange disease.
However, Dong Feng was best known for his apricot grove beneath the cliffs of Mount Lu.
Ge Hong says (and Huiyuan follows) that Dong started a healing center, where he had
his patients plant apricot seeds after they were cured; and within a few years the apricots
grew into a large grove of several hundred thousand trees. In the center of the grove,
Dong set up a granary, and offered to everyone in the area apricots in exchange for equal
measure of grain, which was then given to the poor and to travelers passing by. A tiger
protected the grove and ensured that those who took apricots donated grain equally.549
As Campany notes, Dong Feng exemplifies the relationship of exchange between
representatives of government, offering various kinds of patronage, and adepts who in
turn offer their divine services. Thus, Yu Shiyan builds Dong a home in exchange for his
control of the weather; and Dong serves his community by healing the sick, feeding the
poor, and offering respite to travelers. Like the story of Kuang Su’s hut above, Dong
Feng’s apricot grove contributes to the awareness of Mount Lu as a center of spiritual
adepts who are sought by the local community for their divine services.

Campany’s lucid clarification of the difficult term shijie (often misleadingly rendered as
something like “corpse liberation”) deserves mention here. In the popular and Daoist religious
imagination, a person’s lifespan and village was recorded on registers of the gods; when it was
time to die, the gods took you away to the underworld and accounted for your body to make sure
you were dead. Certain Daoist adepts devised a way of tricking the gods into thinking you were
dead by sending the gods a surrogate “corpse” (clothes, someone else’s body, etc.) in place of one’s
own. Then the person who thus successfully completed shijie would move their residence and try
to stay out of the gods’ radar. See Campany, To Live as Long as Heaven and Earth, 52-57.
549 Shenxian zhuan, 10. See Campany’s translation and discussion in To Live as Long as Heaven
and Earth: A Translation and Study of Ge Hong’s Traditions of Divine Transcendents (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2002).
, 140-47. For Huiyuan’s version of Dong Feng’s story, which includes only the information about
the apricot grove, see QJW, 162.6a-7b.
548
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Gongting Temple Spirit and the Spirit of Mount Lu

An early legend said that there was a spirit of Lake Gongting 宮亭 (a section of lake
Poyang 鄱陽) who had a temple dedicated to him on its shores, and he was liberated by
the Parthian Buddhist monk An Shigao 安世高 (d. 268) during his journey in the south.
Huiyuan mentions the spirit’s temple and An Shigao’s story in his “Record of Mount Lu,”
prefiguring the arrival of Buddhist monks in Mount Lu.
According to Huijiao’s Gaoseng zhuan, the powers of the Gongting temple would
raise the winds and topple boats, making it impossible for travelers to pass through its
waters. An Shigao, however, traveled with a company of over thirty boats, and when they
reached Lake Gongting, he recognized the spirit as a former acquaintance and fellow
disciple, now trapped in the form of a snake in the temple. Thus, An Shigao chanted an
incantation and reverted him to the form of a boy. Travelers no longer feared the powers
of the Gongting temple.
The story of the Gongting temple spirit reminds us that medieval Chinese
mountain culture simultaneously intimidated and fascinated those who imagined scaling
the unfamiliar, and in the religious imagination mountain deities required domestication.
Mount Lu was no exception. Its strange spirits, in the story-minds of the fourth century,
harrowed the few who traveled there, and their powers needed to offset by spiritual
adepts.
We have already seen that Kuang Su was given the title Lord Lu and sacrifices
were sanctioned to him at Mount Lu under Emperor Wu of the Han. The same Lord Lu
behaves quite similarly to the Gongting temple spirit in the historian Gan Bao’s 干寶 (d.
336) Records in Search for the Divine (Sou shen ji 搜神記):
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It is not known where Zhang Pu (zi Gongzhi) came from. When he was serving as
governor of Wu commandery, on a return from a trip he passed through Mount Lu, and
his daughters went observing one of its temple chambers. The maidservant pointed to a
statue and joked, “it’s a perfect match for you!” That night, Zhang Pu’s wife dreamed that
Lord Lu delivered an engagement gift, saying “I am lowly and not worthy, but I am moved
to be selected, so I offer this is a small gesture.” When she awoke, she was puzzled by the
dream. The maidservant explained the situation, and then Zhang’s wife became
frightened and urged him to set out quickly. At midstream, the boat would no longer
move. Everyone on the boat was terrified. Then they all began throwing things into the
water, but the boat still didn’t move. Someone said, “Throw the girl!” Then the boat
started moving. They all said, “The spirit’s wish is clear: we offer a girl in exchange for a
passage. What else can we do?” Zhang Pu said, “I cannot bear to see this.” Then he
climbed into the boat’s cabin and lay down, and made his wife toss the girl in the lake. His
wife replaced [her own daughter] with the fatherless daughter Zhang Pu deceased elder
brother. She set a mat on the water, and the girl sat on it. The boat then was able to move
on. Zhang Pu saw that his brother’s daughter was there, and said angrily, “How can I ever
face the people of my generation?!” And so he threw his own daughter in. When they were
able to pass all the way through, he say in the distance the two girls at the end of the lake.
A minister stood upon the bank, and said, “I am Lord Lu’s recorder; Lord Lu sends his
thanks to you for understanding that ghosts and spirits have no match [in power].
Moreover, out of respect for your good meaning, we return to you both of the girls.” Later,
he asked the girls about [their experience under the lake]. They said, “All we saw were
nice rooms and an army of military officers. We didn’t notice we were in the lake.”550
張璞，字公直，不知何許人也。為吳郡太守，徵還，道由廬山，子女觀於祠室，婢使指像
人以戲曰：「以此配汝。」其夜，璞妻夢廬君致聘曰：「鄙男不肖，感垂採 擇，用致微
意。」妻覺怪之。婢言其情。於是妻懼，催璞速發。中流，舟不為行。闔船震恐。乃皆投
物於水，船猶不行。或曰：「投女。」則船為進。皆曰：「神意 已可知也。以一女而滅一
門，奈何？」璞曰：「吾不忍見之。」乃上飛廬，臥，使妻沈女於水。妻因以璞亡兄孤女
代之。置席水中，女坐其上，船乃得去。璞見女之 在也，怒曰：「吾何面目於當世也。」
乃復投己女。及得渡，遙見二女在下。有吏立於岸側，曰：「吾廬君主簿也。廬君謝君。
知鬼神非匹。又敬君之義，故悉還二女。」後問女。言：「但見好屋，吏卒，不覺在水中
也。」

Here Lord Lu seems to be the deity of the Mount Lu, or perhaps Lake Gongting, stopping
travelers from passage to and fro. According to Gan Bao, the same Lord Lu married his
daughter Wan 婉 to a certain Cao Zhu 曹著 from Jiankang. Cao reluctantly went, but
soon begged to be released back into the world. His spirit wife wept and composed him a
departing poem, sending him off with a fresh pair of pants.

Wu Meng
550

See Sou shen ji 4.30.
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If the figures above belong to the stuff of legends surrounding Mount Lu, then the
southerner Wu Meng 吳猛 (ca 299-340) is the mountain’s first adept with connections to
known historical figures. Although there is no record of him setting up his own dwelling
at Mount Lu, he was sought for his divine healing powers and shijie expertise. Moreover,
he appears to have a knowledge of Mount Lu’s geography, and may have even
domesticated another spirit of the mountain over a century after An Shigao’s liberation
of the Gongting temple spirit.551
Like Dong Feng, Wu Meng had a reputation for his mastery of healing techniques
and practicing shijie, skills he is said to have received from the esoteric master, Ding Yi
丁義.552 According to his biography, the regional inspector Yu Liang 庾亮, who struggled
with illness, once learned of Wu’s spiritual powers, and wished to consult with him about
a cure. Wu refused, but instead asked for a coffin and shroud; shortly thereafter he died
but his body could be found nowhere.553
The following anecdote, which appears in several different versions, connects Wu
Meng to the world of Mount Lu that is felt to be separate from the mundane:

On Mount Lu there is a Bridge of Three Stone, which is several dozen zhang long but not
even a full chi wide, overlooking a dimly bottomless chasm. When Wu Meng went
climbing in the mountain with his disciple, they stopped at this bridge and saw an old
man sitting beneath a cinnamon tree. He poured juice of sweet dew into a jade cup and
gave it to Wu Meng. Then they reached another spot, and saw several others offering jade
fat [medicine] to Wu Meng. Wu Meng’s disciples stole a gem to show other people of the
mundane world, but the bridge immediately transformed into an ordinary thing, and Wu

A fragment of a (now lost) biography of Cao Zhu in Zhang Hua’s 張華 Bowu zhi 博物志 says
that Wu Meng called down the spirit of Mr. Xu 徐 in Mount Lu and told him that after six
hundred years of dominating the mountain, his mandate to rule was now over. Then he composed
a poem. Cited in Shuijing zhu, 39.
552 For a discussion of Wu Meng’s achievements as a shijie-practicing adept, see Campany,
Making Transcendents: Ascetics and Social Memory in Early Medieval China (Honolulu:
University of Hawai’i press, 2009), 168-171.
553 See Jin shu, 95.2482-83.
551
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Meng made him return the gem. He took the disciple by the hand, ordering him to keep
his eyes shut, and drew him out [from the place].554
廬山上有三石梁，長數十丈，廣不盈尺，杳然無底。吳猛將弟子登山，過此梁，見一翁坐
桂樹下。以玉杯承甘露漿與猛。又至一處，見數人為猛設玉膏。猛弟子竊一寶，欲以來示
世人，梁即化如指，猛使送寶還，手牽弟子，令閉眼相引而過。

Here Wu Meng invites his disciple into the unseen world of a nameless old man on a
magical mountain bridge. As Campany rightly points out, the adept who helps us see the
extraordinary exemplifies a less tangible service (compared to healing and shijie) of
“incitement to wonder.”555 Thus, while a community of unnamed mountain-dwellers
offer spiritual drinks and medicines to Wu Meng, his disciple violates a taboo and tries to
bring back a gem as if to verify the existence of the fantastical realm to people of the
mundane world like himself. However, not unlike Tao Yuanming’s famous story of
“Peach Blossom Spring” (“Taohua yuan ji” 桃 花 源 記 ), the extraordinary world
immediately disappears from view and the disciple’s eyes are shut lest he ever find his
way back.
In a different version of the same story, Wu Meng is solicited by Yu Liang to go
roaming and sightseeing in Mount Lu. They go together with Wu Meng’s disciple:

In the Xiankang era (335-342), the regional inspector of Jiangzhou Yu Liang met up with
Wu Meng, and when they went climbing and sightseeing in the mountain with Wu
Meng’s disciples, they stopped at this bridge and saw an old man sitting beneath a
cinnamon tree. He poured juice of sweet dew and gave it to Wu Meng. Wu Meng passed it
around to all his disciples. Then they entered another spot, where they saw towering
terraces and vast mansions, with jade eves and gold chambers, chiming and glowing,
flashing bright colors that blind the eyes, with precious gemstones and instruments of
jade—it was all so unfamiliar! And a few others [of this place] discoursed together with
Wu Meng as if they were old acquaintances.556
咸康中，江州剌史庾亮迎吴猛，將弟子登山遊觀。因過此梁，見一老公坐桂樹下。以玉杯
承甘露與猛。猛遍與弟子。又進至一處，見崇臺廣廈，玉宇金房，琳琅焜燿，煇彩眩目，
多珎寳玉器，不可識見。數人與猛共言若舊相識。
Cited in Shuijing zhu, 39. The story reappears in different variants of Zu Chongzhi’s “Shu yi ji”
述異記.
555 Campany, Making Transcendents, 171.
556 Taiping yulan, 41。325b.
554
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In this version, Wu Meng appears as an equal of the unnamed mountain-dwellers at the
Bridge of Three Stone. He brings Yu Liang and a company of disciples with him into the
extraordinary world of Mount Lu. And rather than forbidding them to ever return, Wu
Meng enjoys himself discoursing among the community of transcendents as his
acquaintances watch and listen.
Wu Meng’s activities at Mount Lu substantiate a trend that we see in many of the
figures examined above: a humane adept that creates a connection between outsiders
and the formidable landscape of the mountain. Although the records are lost for us to
know with any certainty, there were likely many figures dwelling in and around Mount
Lu in Wu Meng’s lifetime that we cannot know about. Some such adepts, like Zhou Shao
周 邵 and Di Tang 翟 湯 , withdrew into Mount Lu and became famous for their
withdrawal, but then decided to leave.557 Others, like Dong Feng, may have lived there
for hundreds of years.
As a foreshadowing of the great monk Huiyuan, the stories of transcendents and
spirits above show the extent to which Mount Lu in some sense invited a monumental
figure. In the fourth century imagination, the cliffs and caves of the mountain served as a
dwelling place for masters of esoteric skills, including medicinal healing and shijie, and
contained formidable spirits that required domestication by those with special powers.
Moreover, the presence of such figures was something that Huiyuan himself connected
to the supposedly divine atmosphere of the mountain, which attracted him to it in the
first place. Indeed, if we think of Huiyuan as fulfilling the role of a local adept, who

According to Zhang Sengjian’s 張僧鑒 “Record of Xunyang” (“Xunyang ji” 尋陽記), Zhou Shao
周邵 withdrew into Mount Lu together with Di Tang 翟湯. Yu Liang heard of their reputation of
and went to seek them, but they avoided him. Finally, he snuck up on them and had a
conversation with Zhou, who was shooting at birds. Zhou accepted an appointment as Protectant
Fighting the Barbarians (Zhenman hujun 鎮蠻護軍).
557
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offered certain services to his community, then we can perhaps begin to see why his
circle that he created in Mount Lu gained such wide appeal.

Chapter Four
Retracing Connections around Late Third- and Early Fifth-Century Xunyang

Introduction

This chapter is an attempt to reconstruct a holistic view of the cultural community
around Xunyang 尋陽 commandery (modern Jiujiang in northern Jiangxi) in the late
fourth and early fifth century by examining points of literary connections, connections
made in writing, between individuals. This view is at best partial. It is limited by what
texts survive and therefore suggests a broader picture. Yet given the extant texts that do
attest to communal interactions between circles of individuals based around Xunyang,
we are able to catch glimpses, in greater or lesser detail, of the dynamic social and
cultural life of this particular regional sphere at a particular moment in time.
Beginning in the late fourth century, we see the Xunyang region become a
distinct center of “recluse” society and culture. We find traces of this socio-cultural world
in “gossip” and hagiographic accounts beginning in the mid-fifth century and in the
official histories of the Jin dynasty, which are largely based on these early accounts. The
numinous Mount Lu (Lu shan 廬山, or “Hut Mountain”) looms large in many of these
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accounts; its famed “seven peaks” (qi ling 七嶺), as the mountain was sometimes called,
attracted adepts and ascetics to dwell there just as they inspired stories of the mountain’s
extraordinary inhabitants and features. But we also find traces of a new form of recluse
poetry that appears to have begun in Xunyang around this time: the poet Zhan
Fangsheng 湛方生 (fl. 386) writes of his out-of-reach homestead, his counterfactual wish
not to serve the government, and the achievements of religious adepts around Mount Lu.
Zhan’s poetry has been deemed a precursor to the celebrated “recluse-poet,” Tao
Yuanming 陶淵明 (365-427), who was a native of Xunyang born during his lifetime.558
What forces gave rise to the distinct form of recluse culture in and around Mount Lu is
one of the questions I hope to answer in the following pages.
Tao was fairly well-known in his day, judging from the number of extant
exchange poems with other prominent individuals we have in his literary collection.
However, there was another great luminary residing in Xunyang at the time. The
Buddhist monk Huiyuan 慧遠 (334-416/7) entered Mount Lu, and established the most
influential center of Buddhist worship there. Huiyuan was in his late forties when he
arrived on Mount Lu; Tao Yuanming was over thirty-years younger, still a young man.
Tao presumably stayed around his native home in Chaisang 柴桑, a large county in
Xunyang during the late fourth century. Tao served once in the early 390s, and then
twice again; his most famous post was in Pengze in 405, but he only kept it for eight
months.559 Furthermore, Tao was friends with many of the other ardent admirers of

Cao Daoheng makes this connection between Zhan Fangsheng and Tao in his article, “Lüe lun
Jin Song zhi ji de Jiangzhou wenren jituan” 略論晉宋之際的江州文人集團 in Zhonggu wenxueshi
lunwen ji xubian 中古文學史論文集續編 (Taipei: Wenjin chubanshe, 1994), 121-36. I am not sure
how we know he was a “precursor,” since he was roughly contemporary with Tao. For Zhan’s
works, see Jin shi, 14.943-47. Tao was called the forerunner of “recluse poets” (yinyi shiren 隱逸
詩人) by Zhong Rong, although Tao served in office and not all of his poetry celebrated the
reclusive life.
559 A. R. Davis follows other commentators in accepting this date since Tao says he was
approaching thirty when he first served in two of his poems. This is usually considered Libationer
558
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Huiyuan who joined the Buddhist community of lay worshippers. With two of them, Tao
was known as one of the “Three Recluses of Xunyang” (Xunyang san yin 潯陽三隱).560
Connections between Tao and Huiyuan’s circle have long fascinated Taoologists
and Buddhologists alike.561 Sometimes this desire to understand connections has been
frustrated by attempts to establish direct contact between Tao and Huiyuan. Here I will
not try to determine whether these two ever met face-to-face. Here we should rather
think of both Tao and Huiyuan as at least loosely connected on different levels of social
life around Xunyang.
By retracing literary connections around late fourth- and early fifth-century
Xunyang, I hope to demonstrate that the Xunyang community at large was a cultural
sphere connected through shared intellectual concerns and practices. Within that sphere,
circles of individuals distinguished themselves by responding to those concerns and
enacting those practices differently. Here I proceed in sections. The first section sketches
out the social connections between Huiyuan and his associates. The second section
examines questions over the afterlife and the spirit as a point of connection between
Huiyuan’s circle and Tao Yuanming. In the third section I analyze writings on a group
outing of Huiyuan and his associates, and then in the fourth section compare this with
another preface and poem on a group outing by Tao Yuanming. The fifth section then
examines poems by Huiyuan’s lay disciples composed “to harmonize” with a poem on
attaining enlightenment by Huiyuan. And in the sixth, final section I look at Tao’s extant

of Jiangzhou (headquartered in Xunyang), which is the post given in the official histories. All
histories except the Jin shu say that Tao was a native of Chaisang. See Davis, vol. 2, 174-78.
560 This group name first appears, I believe, in Shen Yue’s biography of Zhou Xuzhi 周續之, and
later followed by Xiao Tong.
561 Attempts have been made to address this problem, notably by Ding Yongzhong 丁永忠, Tao shi
fo yin bian 陶詩佛音辨 (Sichuan daxue chubanshe, 1997); Yuan Xingpei, “Tao Yuanming Xie
Lingyun yu Huiyuan” 陶淵明謝靈運與慧遠. Zhongguo dianji yu wenhua (1992): 71-75; and Lu
Qinli, “‘Xing ying shen’ shi yu Dong Jin zhi fodao sixiang” 《形影神》詩與東晉之佛道思想, in Wu
Yun 吳雲 ed., Han Wei liuchao wenxue lun ji 漢魏六朝文學論集 (Xi’an: Sha’anxi renmin
chubanshe, 1984), 218-246.
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poems addressed to members of Huiyuan’s circle. Throughout these sections I show that
although Tao was not a “member” of Huiyuan’s Buddhist circle, we can better
understand his poetry and the literary writings of Huiyuan and his disciples in light of
connections in society around Mount Lu.

Votive Society around Mount Lu

In Tao Yuanming’s lifetime, a great luminary came to reside in Mount Lu. This was the
Buddhist monk Huiyuan 慧遠 (334-416/7), whose life and relations with the “gentry” of
late fourth-century south China have been thoroughly examined by Eric Zürcher.
Huiyuan was of a northern Chinese family, surnamed Guan, and studied the Confucian
classics in his youth in the northern capital Luoyang. He was also an expert on the Taoist
classics Laozi and Zhuangzi, or “Lao-Zhuang” 老莊 exegesis, before he converted to
Buddhism. According to his biography in Huijiao’s 慧皎 (497-554) Gaoseng zhuan 高僧
傳 (Biographies of Eminent Monks), he realized that Confucian learning was “mere chaff”
compared with Buddhism and embarked on a religious life when he heard the eminent
monk Dao’an 道安 (314-385) lecturing on the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras (Banruo
boluomi jing 般若波羅蜜經; Skt. Prajñāpāramitā).562 Using his expertise in Confucian
and Taoist learning, he converted many Chinese skeptics by arguing on terms that they
could understand, and thus quickly gained recognition as one of Dao’an’s chief disciples.
After the warlord Fu Jiang captured the city of Xiangyang, where Huiyuan had
been staying with Dao’an in 379, he went alone south to spread the teachings of
562

Gao seng zhuan, 6.
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Buddhism. Hoping to reach Luofushan 羅浮山, a famous Buddho-Taoist mountain in the
deep south, he arrived in Xunyang (one source says in 381) and was struck by the
“tranquil airs” of Mount Lu, which he deemed ideal for “resting the mind.”563 Huiyuan
was not the first Buddhist monk to stay on Mount Lu. He joined his fellow disciple of
Dao’an, Huiyong 慧永 (334-414), who had arrived on the mountain sometime in 367.
Huiyong was asked to stay in Xunyang by the local magistrate and (x) relative of Tao
Yuanming, Tao Fan 陶範, who had built for him the West Grove Monastery (Xilin si 西林
寺) in the northwest of the mountain.564 Huiyuan first stayed with Huiyong in the early
380s. But Huiyuan attracted so many students that he had another magistrate, Huan Yi
桓伊, build for him a separate East Grove Monastery (Donglin si 東林寺) in the northeast
of the mountain in 384. Here Huiyuan is said to have remained for the rest of his life,
never again setting foot outside of the Mount Lu area.
The East Grove Monastery quickly became an important center of intellectual
exchange that drew scholars from north and south as well as from foreign places.
Reportedly more than three-thousand people traveled to study there (you xue 遊學)
during Huiyuan’s lifetime. 565 Some of these were invited by Huiyuan, such as the
Kashmiri abhidharma specialist Saṅghadeva whom Huiyuan summoned to his
monastery in 391. In that year, Huiyuan tells us in a colophon, a crowd gathered to watch
Saṅghadeva (Ch. Sengjiatipo 僧伽提婆) recite from the Abhidharmasāra (Apitan xin 阿
毗曇心) in the “language of the Jin people” (Jin yu 晉語).566 Huiyuan also enlisted his
disciples to fetch previously-unavailable Buddhist scriptures from the west. Eventually
Huiyuan’s fame was so great that the son of the emperor of Latter Qin (Houqin 後秦,

That source is the biography recorded in Chen Shunyu’s Lushan ji.
See GSZ, 6.232-33.
565 See GSZ, 6.232-33.
566 For Huiyuan’s colophon, see QJW, 162.7b-8b; and Chu sanzang ji ji, 10 (TS 2145).
563
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384-417) in the north wrote to inform him of the arrival of the great Kuchean Buddhist
translator Kumārajīva (Ch. Jiumoluoshi 鳩摩羅什) in Chang’an in 405. What ensued was
a flurry of letters between north and south.
There were others on Mount Lu who contributed to Huiyuan’s monastic
community. Huiyuan had his own courier, Tanyong 曇邕 (fl. 386), a tall, stocky monk
who became his disciple, carry letters to and from Kumārajīva.567 Another of Huiyuan’s
disciples allegedly contributed gold to create a statue of the Buddha. A passage from the
mostly lost Mingseng zhuan chao 名僧傳抄 (Epitome of Lives of Famous Monks),
indicates that Huiyuan received substantial help from younger monastics who literally
helped build his monastery. The passage involves the construction of the Wisdom
Terrace (Banruo tai 般若台) in 391, as observed by the disciple Baoyun 寶雲; Saṅghadeva
recited the Abhidharmahṛdaya that same year:
In the fourteenth year of Taiyuan (391), [Baoyun] entered Mount Lu. He came when they
were building the Wisdom Terrace. The indebted young monks were lifting stones and
building on the ground. [Bao]yun threw a stone and it knocked against another stone,
accidentally hitting and killing a baby calf. He regretted it with melancholy continually for
years.568
太元十四年。入廬山。時年十八矣。值造波若臺。通債少僧貞[=負]石築土。雲投一石。石
相擊。誤中一犢子死。慙恨惆悵。彌歷年所。

It seems likely that there were many young monastics like Tanyong and Baoyun who
participated in various activities on Mount Lu. However, the majority of members of
Huiyuan’s monastic community are unfortunately unnamed in our sources.
Better known are the younger lay disciples who interacted closely with Huiyuan’s
monastic community but never joined the sangha. The three most prominent of these are
Liu Chengzhi 劉程之 (354-410), who was given the name Yimin 遺民 (“the leftover
subject”), Zhou Xuzhi 周續之 (377-423), and Zhang Ye 張野 (350-418). Liu and Zhou
See GSZ, 6.236-37.
Z1523.1. See also Cao Hong 曹虹, Huiyuan pingzhuan 慧遠評傳 (Nanjing: Nanjing daxue
chubanshe, 2002), 113-14.
567
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were the two other of the “Three Recluses of Xunyang” together with Tao Yuanming. For
Huiyuan’s lay disciples, Mount Lu was a place of retreat, and their aims were not
exclusively Buddhist. In a letter addressed to Liu Chengzhi and “the others,” Huiyuan
reminisces on his own progress from Confucian texts (the “worldly canon,” shidian 世典)
to Laozi and Zhuangzi and finally the teachings of Buddhism. In the light of Buddhist
truth, the supreme principle or “ancestor” (zong 宗), all these other teachings amount to
the same point. This is at variance with the account of Huiyuan realizing that “Confucian”
and “Taoist” teachings were “chaff.” But that does not mean one can achieve insight
without studying. In the second part of the extant letter, he admonishes his disciples for
not seriously devoting themselves to studying Buddhist teachings:

Each one of you is a worthy disciple of the Tathāgatha; it has already been long since the
day you entered into the divine order. If you spend your years merely bolstering your
excitement for contemplating the remote, without relying on the support of a model to
follow, then how will you ever actually hone your long-cherished desire [for the Pure
Land]?569 This means that on the six fasting days you should eliminate your mundane
concerns and concentrate your mind wholly on the gates of Emptiness; only then will
your feelings of crossing over [to the shores of enlightenment] strengthen and your
knowledge of the life to come deepen. If you dip your brush to compose writings, you
should invest your excitement in this [practice]. Though words arise from what is
insufficient, without words there would be no way to express the feeling of arriving at
another level. Why should the saying about [Yan Hui] “being attached to the horse’s [tail]”
be reserved remotely for those who lived in antiquity?570
君諸人並為如來賢弟子也。策名神府。為日已久。徒積懷遠之興。而乏因籍之資。以此永
年。豈所以勵其宿心哉？意謂六齋日宜簡絕常務。專心空門。然後津寄之情篤。來生之計
深矣。若染翰綴文。可託興於此。雖言生於不足。然非言無以暢一詣之感。因驥之喻。亦
何必遠寄古人？

Here we can see important way in which the lay disciples were integrated into the
monastic community on Mount Lu. Huiyuan’s letter reads as an admonishment of his
disciples who waste their time simply “contemplating the remote” without actually
Huiyuan uses the term huaiyuan 懷遠 “contemplating the remote [future]” elsewhere in
contrast with cunjin 存近, “focusing on the present.” It clearly signifies a longing for a better,
future rebirth.
570 QJW 161.2a. Towards the end of his biography of Boyi and Shuqi, Sima Qian concludes that
unless one follows a great master, just as the disciple Yan Hui “attached himself to the horse’s tail”
附驥尾 (i.e. to Confucius), then his name will perish.
569
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following a teacher. Here Huiyuan seems to suggest that they depend on the words of the
Buddha in order to “arrive at another level” of enlightenment. The Six Fasting Days for
lay and monastic practitioners, which we have already encountered in an earlier chapter,
had special significance for Huiyuan, who is credited with first introducing the regular
practice of lecturing on sutras at Fasting Ceremonies in southern China.571 This may have
provided a way for Huiyuan to speak to lay and monastic disciples at once. Huiyuan was
apparently quite accustomed to lecturing, and he even mentions his lecturing duties in
another letter. In the Shishuo xinyu, we read:
When Sir Yuan was living in Mount Lu, even after he became old he lectured and
discoursed on subjects without ever ceasing. If among his disciples there were any who
were lazy, Sir Yuan would say, “It is natural that [I,] the waning glow on the mulberry and
elm, will not shine afar much longer; I only wish that [you,] the morning light, will be
bright with the times.”572 Then with a sutra in hand, he mounted to his seat and chanted
aloud with strenuous effort in his words and countenance. The high-ranking disciples
were all solemnly impressed with increased respect for him.573
遠公在廬山中。雖老講論不輟。弟子中或有墮者。遠公曰：桑榆之光。理無遠照。但願朝
陽之暉。與時並明耳。執經登坐。諷誦朗暢。詞色甚苦。高足之徒。皆肅然增敬。

As the elder of the mountain, the waning glow on “mulberry and elm,” Huiyuan reserved
the right to admonish his disciples. In public appearances such as the one in the
anecdote above, he must have affected many in his audiences, not just the “high-ranking
disciples.”
It is fitting that Huiyuan here speaks of himself as the disappearing rays of the
setting sun and his disciples as the morning light. Of course the morning light is
expected to shine but later it too will inevitably descend in the west. For Huiyuan and the
religious community on Mount Lu, the west was the direction of Sukhāvatī, the Pure
Land of Amitābha Buddha, where those who worship Amitābha will be reborn in their
future life. In the anecdote, we can imagine Huiyuan speaking of himself entering that

See Gao seng zhuan, (end of Huiyuan’s biography).
The glow on elm and mulberry indicate the period before the sun goes down, or for the
individual, old age.
573 SSXY, 10.24. My translation is modified from Mather’s (p. 309-10).
571

572
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Pure Land, and waiting for his disciples to meet him there after their time is spent in the
“dusty realm.”
In the Pure Land Buddhism on Mount Lu, there was an expectation that after
death each member of Huiyuan’s Buddhist community on Mount Lu would eventually
join the other in that western paradise. For Huiyuan’s disciples, the Pure Land was not
just a blissful paradise that awaited the faithful after death. As Zürcher rightly notes, the
Pure Land was a place where Huiyuan and his disciples hoped they would someday
rendezvous together as a group in the afterlife. Their focus was on the community of
their Buddhist circle. This was not a teaching found in the sutras but rather seems to
have been a peculiar innovation by Huiyuan. Collective rebirth in the Pure Land was part
of the vow taken by 123 disciples before an image of Amitābha during a Fasting
ceremony held on September 11, 402 at the Wisdom Terrace. The contents of that vow
may be seen in the “Text of the Vow Taken at the Mount Lu Monastery” (“Lushan jingshe
shi wen” 廬山精舍誓文), ascribed to Liu Chengzhi.574 There it is said:

Thus filled with emotions, we pledged to adjust our lapels and go in the Dharma Hall. We
leveled out and applied our minds together, giving pause to our feelings in the highest
extremities of the hidden realm, and we made a vow that those who share the same aims
should roam together in the far-off world [i.e., Western Paradise], and if one of us
suddenly should depart from the others and be the first to make the ascent to the divine
realm, he shall not enjoy himself alone in the numinous peaks and forget to share his
salvation [with those left behind] in the valley of darkness;575 that those who enter first
and those who ascend later together should strive to envision the way of marching
forward; and only then shall we miraculously appear before the great presence [of
Amitābha], having our minds aroused by divine illumination, renewing our
understanding through the awakening, and transforming our bodies through such a
change.576
是以慨焉胥命。整衿法堂。等施一心。亭懷幽極。誓茲同人俱遊絕域。其有驚出絕倫首登
神界。則無獨善於靈嶠。忘兼全於幽谷。先進之與後昇。勉思策征之道。然復妙覲大儀。
啟心貞照。識以悟新。形由化革。

Huiyuan’s biography in Chu sanzang ji ji 出三藏記集 gives the text as simply what Huiyuan
says rather than ascribing it to Liu Chengzhi.
575 I also follow Zürcher here and take the variant ling qiao 靈嶠 over yun qiao 雲嶠.
576 QJW 142.5a-b. Translation based on Zürcher, Buddhist Conquest, 244-45. Xiaofei Tian
discusses the vow before the Wisdom Terrace in Beacon Fire, Shooting Star, 227-28.
574
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To be reborn in the Pure Land was the universal aim of Pure Land worship on Mount Lu.
According to the “Longer” Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra (Wuliang shou jing 無量壽經), which
contains the story of how Dharmakāra (the future Amitābha) made a vow to create a
“land of bliss” (“Sukhāvatī,” anyang shijie 安養世界 or jile shijie 極樂世界) in another
Buddha-field, the devotee of the Pure Land will have a miraculous vision of Amitābha
before dying and being reborn in that world. As Zürcher notes, we have several accounts
of such miracles being reported at the deaths of Huiyuan’s associates. One of Huiyuan’s
chief disciples, the monk Sengji 僧濟 (fl. 376-96), became gravely ill in his forty-fifth year.
He reportedly wished to be reborn in the Pure Land and tried imagining and visualizing
(xiang xiang 想像) Amitābha for a full night. After Huiyuan arrived with a candle and
urged him to focus his mind on the land of bliss, Sengji asked all the other monks to
come and chant passages from the Sukhāvatī Sutra for him. Before daylight, he had a
miraculous vision of Amitābha in a dream. The next evening he stood up to say goodbye
to his friends. Then he went back to sleep and became still with a blissful smile on his
face.577 The monk Huiyong 慧永 (331-414) similarly was seen walking around in a trance
and announced “the Buddha is coming!” before finally passing away.578

Karmic Connections

One possible point of connection between Tao Yuanming and the Mount Lu community
involves a public discourse on karmic merits. Sometime in the early 390s, Dai Kui 戴逵
(330-396) sent Huiyuan a short discourse called “On Resolving Doubts” (“Shi yi lun” 釋
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GSZ, 6.234-45.
GSZ, 6. 232-33. For Zürcher’s account of these strange deaths, see Buddhist Conquest, 221-22.
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疑論) together with a letter explaining his purpose for composing the discourse. Judging
from the contents of the letter, it seems Dai Kui came to fear that the causes of his own
misfortune was due to the bad karma of his ancestors. Scholars have examined the
philosophical debate on karma that ensued from Dai Kui’s “Resolving Doubts,” emerging
from the Chinese “nativist” misconception that karma arises not merely from the
individual but also one’s distant family line. Huiyuan wrote a letter in response.
Interestingly, he tells us that he shared Dai Kui’s discourse with the other “associates” on
Mount Lu:
Respectfully from Shi Huiyuan. I examined what you separately showed me, and was
deeply moved. Although formerly I was unable to investigate it well, other have come and
gone and none has ever forgotten [your piece of writing]. The [causes of] success or
failure in one’s lot in life are not something to be grasped by mundane understanding. Yet
there seems to be a fixed standard according to the main tenets [of Buddhism]. Last fall I
read your discourse together with my associates. Their opinions also were divided. I
observed Zhou Xuzhi make a response to the effect that the mundane classics and
Buddhist teachings were roughly in agreement. Now I enclose it to show you, hoping that
you might have spare time to carefully examine it.
釋慧遠頓首。省君別示以為慨然。先雖未善相悉。人物來往亦未始暫忘。分命窮達非常智
所測。然依傍大宗似有定檢。去秋與諸人共讀君論。亦並有同異。觀周郎作答。意謂世典
與佛教粗是。其中今封相呈。想暇日能力尋省。

Interestingly, we can see Tao responding to an internal dilemma dramatically in his
poetic series, “Xing Ying Shen” 形影神 (“Body, Shadow, and Spirit”). The series is an
imaginative conversation between these three, supposedly distinct parts that make up a
person. As he says in his short preface, Tao composed the series as a response to those
who cling to life and thus become confused. The personified Body and Shadow (each
speaks with its own voice in the series) are supposed to represent bitter complaints;
while Spirit resolves their complaints by arguing about the “Self-so” (ziran). Tao says of
his “Xing Ying Shen” that “all gentleman of curiosity together took an interest in it” 好事
君子共取其心焉. Whether Tao meant this as a true statement about the readership of his
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series or as a criticism aimed at curious minds who go about disputing things like the
nature of “spirit” is an open question.
One senses something comical or satirical in Tao’s remark that Spirit “argues”
with the Body and Shadow. “Argumentation,” or “dissecting a matter with words” (bian),
is often antithetical to the concept of the Self-so in Tao’s writings: at the end of his
famous poem (III) in the “Yin jiu” series, he says “I want to argue about it but have
already forgotten the words” 欲辯已忘言. “Forgetting the words” of course has positive
connotations in the “arcane learning” tradition of the Six Dynasties. That Spirit has to
use verbal arguments to console Body and Shadow can plausibly be seen as Tao’s way of
poking fun at the disputations over “spirit” in Xunyang at the turn of the century. This
way of reading fits with the humorous tone of the series while Body, Shadow, and Spirit
lay out their arguments.
We should see the personifications here as representing an imagined, internal
conflict instead of trying to identify each personification by a certain school of thought.
Body is the first to speak. His piece has the title “Xing zeng Ying” 形贈影 (“Body Gives [a
Poem] to Shadow”). He opens with the complaint:

天地長不沒
山川無改時
草木得常理
霜露榮悴之
謂人最靈智
獨複不如茲

Heaven and earth endure without ever passing away;
Mountains and streams never undergo a period of alteration.
Plant life follows a constant principle:
With frost or dew, they spring to life or decay.
Man is most spiritual and wise of all beings,
Yet in this cannot compare to these [things].579

This is a good example of Tao’s lack of interest in disputation or playing the part of an
intellectual. He presents the case of Body as a dramatic lament of humanity’s place in the
world. He finds the requisite symbols of constancy that appear throughout Chinese
Translation based on with modifications James Robert Hightower, The Poetry of T’ao Ch’ien
(Oxford University Press, 1970), 42-47.
579
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poetry—heaven and earth, mountains and streams. These things continue without being
altered. Plants here appear to be conceived in the aggregate: they wither and then spring
back to life with the seasons.
Body provides a casual solution to man’s predicament: never refuse to drink. This
reminds us of several places in Tao’s writings, such as his whimsical autobiography as
“Master Five Willows” (Wu liu xiansheng 五柳先生), who freely comes and goes from
house to house drinking “always with the purpose of becoming drunk” 期在必醉. In
“Xing Ying Shen,” however, the exhortation to always drink would be unnecessary if the
person (Tao or another fictional person) were already always drunk. In this fictionalized
person, Body thus represents some aspect of him seeking alcohol for self-comfort.
Being just a projection in the light, Shadow exists as a mere afterthought to the
Body. His anxiety thus seems all the more increased. In his reply (“Ying da Xing” 影答形,
“Spirit Replies to Body”), he excuses himself from visiting the Kunlun Mountains of the
immortals: “of course I want to roam in Kun and Hua/but in the distance the path from
here has disappeared” 誠願遊昆華/邈然茲道絕. Noting that he has only ever parted from
Body in moments of shade before being reunited again in the sunlight, Shadow
concludes:
立善有遺愛
胡可不自竭
酒云能消憂
方此詎不劣

In doing good deeds your benevolent influence will remain,580
Surely you should spend every effort toward this.
True enough, wine can dissolve cares,
But compared with this how is that not inferior?581

Here Shadow identifies more closely with “doing good” (li shan 立善), if we accept this
reading, than with drinking. It seems this is because good deeds and reputation are, like
Shadow, things “left behind” by the Body.
580
581

Here li shan 立善 (“doing good”) has a variant, li ming 立命 (“do [Heaven’s] will”).
Note variant: 誰不劣 or 誠不劣. Ibid.
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In Spirit’s response, “Shen shi” 神釋 (“Spirit’s Solution”), Tao makes Spirit
superior to but interdependent with Body and Shadow in life:

大鈞無私力
萬物自森著
人為三才中
豈不以我故
與君雖異物
生而相依附
結托既喜同
安得不相與

The Great Potter’s Wheel has no partial force,
The myriad things naturally become manifest.
Man is one of the Three Talents—
Is this not all because of me?
Though I am a different thing from you,
In life we are attached to each other.
Since we share the same joy when we are connected,582
How could we ever not be together? 583

Here Spirit is what distinguishes “man” among the myriad things. Though different from
Body and Shadow, Spirit becomes joined to them “in life.” Tao does not give any
indication of what happens to Spirit after death. Rather, he make Spirit seem to be
emotionally attached to being joined with the Body and Shadow in life: “how could we
ever not be together?” The implication seems to be that Body, Shadow, and Spirit could
be separated. But what happens after their life is over is left a mystery:

三皇大聖人
今複在何處
彭祖愛永年
欲留不得住
老少同一死
賢愚無複數
日醉或能忘
將非促齡具
立善常所欣
誰當為汝譽
甚念傷吾生
正宜委運去
縱浪大化中
不喜亦不懼
應盡便須盡

The Three Thearchs were great sages,
But where are they now?
Ancestor Peng enjoyed living out his long years,
But though he wanted to stay, he couldn’t remain alive.
Old and young alike all must die,
Whether wise or foolish, there is no other fate.
If you drink every day, you may forget it,
But would that not hasten your life to its end?
Doing good is always delightful,
But who will sing your praises for you?
Too much thinking harms my life:
Just surrender to the phases of things!
Let yourself float free in the [sea of] Great Change,
Neither happy nor afraid.
If it should end then it will necessarily end,

There is a variant: “are the same in good and bad deeds” 善惡同. Hightower takes this variant,
rendering “for good or ill.”
583 Hightower takes the variant yu 語, and translates, “I cannot refuse to tell you what I know.”
582
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無複獨多慮

Desist from your incessant worrying!584

Tao’s conclusion in “Xing Ying Shen” does not offer a rigorous intellectual response to
the controversies over karma and the spirit on Mount Lu. That does not seem to be the
intention. On the other hand, Tao does seem to play on the idea of a society of
“gentlemen of curiosity” disputing the status of the spirit in life. The dramatic internal
split between three parts, Body, Shadow, and Spirit, provides a satirical stage on which
Tao responds, in his own way, to the circulating doubts and questions about the nature
of fortunes. By choosing to approach the matter of “spirit” as something playful, Tao
reminds us of his own fanciful alter-persona, Master Five Willows. Instead of attempting
analysis and debate, Tao “does not seek to understand things in any depth” 不求甚解. Yet
the series here does point to a connection, if not with Huiyuan and Zhou Xuzhi, with the
interest in the “spirit” around Xunyang at the turn of the century.

Around Stone Gate

The conception of a spiritual aspect of the self that can be disconnected from the bodily
self is essential for understanding interactions within Huiyuan’s circle of disciples. There
is another way in which the spirit experiences being “stirred” by something other than
mere things, and even “feelings” can take on a positive valence. Judging by the writings
left behind by Huiyuan and his close associates it seems it was possible to achieve
spiritual connections that were conceived as separate from the mundane while still
inhabiting a body (i.e. before death). This is something we can see in writings composed
by Huiyuan and members of his circle on excursions in Mount Lu. In considering these

584

Hightower, Poetry of T’ao Ch’ien, 42-47.
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writings, I propose to use the term “spiritual” in a sense related to Huiyuan’s arguments
about the spirit above: the spiritual denotes an aspect distinct from the mundane and
enduring beyond the limitations of the physical world.
The most famous of these works is “You Shimen shi yu xu” 遊石門詩與序
(“Poem[s] and Preface on an Excursion to Stone Gate”), composed by an anonymous
associate of Huiyuan after a group excursion of more than thirty monastics and lay
disciples in mid-spring of 400.585 Stone Gate was the name of an area identified by a
“Paired Towers” (Shuangque 雙闕) rock formation and a waterfall located in the west of
the mountain. Huiyuan traveled to Stone Gate at least twice during his life. In the
opening of “You Shimen shi xu,” we are placed in a marvelous scenery:

Stone Gate is more than ten li south of the [Dragon Spring] Monastery; another name for
it is Screen Mountain.586 Its base is connected to the main peak of the mountain, but its
form is distinct from all the other hills. Opening for the confluence of the Three Springs,
its walls stand together allowing the waters to flow through. 587 As sheer crags
mysteriously reflect in the light above, it is graced with forms and appearances of things
bestowed by the Self-so. It was named on account of these things. Although this place is
but one corner of Mount Lu, it is truly the most marvelous spectacle in the region.
Accounts of it are always retold in old folktales, but the majority of people has never laid
eyes on it. Surely it is because the cascading rapids move over dangerous precipices and
all traces of men and beasts disappear as the path twists through bending hills and the
road is blocked, making it hard to travel—therefore rarely has anyone made the pass here.
石門在精舍南十餘里。一名障山。基連大嶺。體絕眾阜。闢三泉之會。並立則開流。傾嚴
玄映其上。蒙形表于自然。故因以為名。此雖廬山之一隅。實斯地之奇觀。皆傳之於舊俗。
而未睹者眾。將由懸瀨險峻。人獸跡絕。逕迴曲阜。路阻行難。故罕經焉。

Stone Gate demarcates its own spiritual world. It is named based on a correspondence in
appearance: it is a gate, not just a rock formation—though others saw it as more of a
“screen” (zhang). Both terms (gate and screen) imply a boundary separating inside from
The piece is included in the classical poetry collections by the Ming dynasty scholars Zhang
Zhixiang 張之象 (1496-1577) and Feng Weine 馮惟訥 (1513-1572).
586 Stone Gate is in the northwest of Mount Lu. The Shuijing zhu says that the source of Stone
Gate Pool (Shimen shui 石門水) flows through a ravine northward to the southern side of the
Dragon Spring Monastery (Longquan jingshe 龍泉精舍).
587 The Three Springs here are possibly identical to the Three Rivers mentioned in Huiyuan’s
“Lushan ji.” They share a name with the Three Springs (Sanquan 三泉) of the underworld.
585
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outside. Within Stone Gate are forms produced by the Self-so, or “nature” (ziran).
Finally, another reason that Stone Gate is a veritable “other world” is because the path
leading there is too difficult for most to travel. The excursion to Stone Gate is therefore a
“rare” (han) occasion of exceptional travelers.
The monastery north of Stone Gate, as Strassberg notes, was not the famous East
Grove Monastery, which was located in the northeast of Mount Lu.588 Rather it was likely
the so-called “Dragon Spring Monastery” (Longquan jingshe 龍泉精舍), where Huiyuan
and his followers allegedly resided when they first entered Mount Lu. This locale is
briefly described as having the appearance of a dragon in another landscape account by
Huiyuan, the “Lushan ji” 廬山記 (“Record of Mount Lu”):

Further, the place where I stay is quite extraordinary, and the images encountered here
are strange. To the north it backs against layered cliffs, and a pair of streams encircle in
front. At the left (i.e. east) of the mountains that back against us is the Dragon Body, and
Stone Pagoda is situated there. Down below, a sweet spring babbles. It becomes either
cool or warm to offset the winter and summer weather; its waters always flow, rising or
receding, in times of draught never changing. When you retrace the source of the water, it
seems to come from the Dragon’s Head. To the south we face a lofty crag, and on top is a
marvelous tree, which soars uniquely several dozen zhang above the grove. The area
below it looks like a single story stupa. It is where white cranes fly and mysterious clouds
enter.
又所止多奇，觸象有異。北背重阜。前帶雙流。所背之山左有龍形。而石塔基焉。下有甘
泉涌出。冷暖與寒暑相變。盈減經水旱而不異。尋其源。似出於龍首也。南對高岑上有奇
木。獨絕於林表數十丈。其下似一層佛浮圖。白鶴之所翔。玄雲之所入也。

The imaginative power in Huiyuan’s description of the “dragon” body he sees in the
physical landscape reminds us of the forms and appearances “bestowed by the Self-so” in
the area around Stone Gate. This imaginative power is in all likelihood responsible for
the name of the “Dragon Spring.” According to an anecdote in the Mingxiang ji 冥祥記
(Record of Signs of the Unseen Realm) by Wang Yan 王琰 (compiled ca 490), the Dragon
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See Strassberg.
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Spring Monastery received its name after a miraculous event: Huiyuan prayed for rain to
fill a spring nearby and then while chanting from the Hailong wang jing 海龍王經
(Sutra of the Oceanic Dragon King) a serpentine creature emerged from the spring and
flew off into the sky.589 The apocryphal anecdote is followed by Huiyuan’s biographers
Sengyou 僧祐 and Huijiao 慧皎.
In the “You Shimen shi yu xu,” Huiyuan and his disciples set out for their
excursion and are overcome with “exhilaration” (xing):

In the second month of spring in the fourth year of Longan (March 12th-April 9th, 400),
the Buddhist Dharma Master [Huiyuan] leaned on his staff and went on an excursion in
order to chant songs of mountains and streams. At the time, he joined together over thirty
disciples with the same inclination. We all brushed off our robes, setting out at dawn, and
as we felt unimpeded our sense of exhilaration increased.590 Though the forested valleys
were hidden and remote, still we blazed a path and eagerly pushed forward; though we
mounted perilous heights stepping over rocks, together we calmed ourselves with the
delight we found in these things. When we arrived [at Stone Gate], we pulled ourselves up
by grabbing hold of trees and retracing the paths of vines, making our way across
dangerous slopes and cliffs that vanished into the sky. Only by hoisting each other up
with gibbon arms did we at last reach the summit.
釋法師以隆安四年仲春之月。因詠山水。遂杖錫而游。於時交徒同趣。三十餘人。咸拂衣
晨征。悵然增興。雖林壑幽邃。而開塗競進。雖乘危履石。並以所悅為安。即至則援木尋
葛。歷險窮崖。猿臂相引。僅乃造極。

The group of Huiyuan and his disciples push through the difficult terrain together with
great effort; they blaze paths in thick forests and ascend the steep mountain like a pack
of gibbons. However, they are also “together” on the level of feelings: they begin with the
same inclination and exhilaration, and then, as if to transform their effort on their path,
they make themselves “calm in [their] delight.” The word “delight” (yue) is semantically
See Robert Campany, Signs from the Unseen Realm: Buddhist Miracle Tales from Early
Medieval China (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2012), 14.99-101.
590 Here I have chosen to read changran 悵然 (“disappointed”) it as changran 暢然 (“unimpeded,”
*trhjangH-nyen), a perfect homophone. The same word appears written as 悵然 in Sun Chuo’s
preface for his own “Fu on Fulfilling My Original Resolve” (“Sui chu fu” 邃初賦). Before
retirement, Sun Chuo says he was moved by the ancients to “come to his senses” (Mather’s
translation for changran wu zhi 悵然悟之). See SSHY, 2.84 (p. 73).
589
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close to the word le, “enjoyment, bliss,” as in the “blissful” paradise of Sukhāvatī. When
the group arrives on the peak, they take an expansive view of that blissful world around
them:

Thereupon, we embraced the splendid scenery and leaned on a crag, observing in detail
what lay below. Only then did we realize that the most marvelous beauties of all the Seven
Ridges are contained here in this place. The Paired Towers stood tall before us, and
behind us layered cliffs stretched on, each setting off the other. Ridged hills encircled and
formed a screen around us. The loftiest cliffs created a broad shelter with a roof opening
to the sky above. Within this place were stone terraces and stone ponds, things in the
image of palaces and lodges, forms of all kinds of things—it was all most delightful! Clear
streams flowed apart and then poured together in a confluence. Pellucid deeps cast a
mirror-like reflection clearer than the Celestial Pool.591 Patterned stones show bright
colors glowing like a revealed face. Tamarisks, pines, and aromatic plants dazzled our
eyes with their lushness. Their spiritual charm was truly complete!
於是擁勝倚巖。詳觀其下。始知七嶺之美。蘊奇於此。雙闕對峙其前。重巖映帶其後。巒
阜周迴以為障。崇巖四營而開宇。其中則有石臺石池。宮館之象。觸類之形。致可樂也。
清泉分流而合注，淥淵鏡淨於天池。文石發彩。煥若披面。檉松芳草。蔚然光目。其為神
麗。亦已備矣。

Reaching the summit of the mountain, the travelers together achieve a sudden
realization: right at that moment, “only then” do they come to realize (shi zhi 始知) the
true beauty of Stone Gate. It is the summa of all the other Seven Ridges of the mountain.
The area appears as its own demarcated world with a screen and walls and a roof that
opens to the sky. Within that world marvels, are “contained” or “aggregated” (yun)—
including terraces, ponds, palaces, not manmade structures, but instead likeness
produced by the natural world. They are “spiritual charms” to take delight in.
Reaching a faraway and treacherous summit was itself an act of spiritual
attainment that few could boast of. In his “Lushan ji,” Huiyuan mentions another
anonymous ascetic who reached the top of a peak in the east where the Seven Ridges join
together. Wearing monk’s robes, the man glided through the air and turned himself
facing his viewers below before disappearing with the cloud vapors. All the skilled writers
591

Celestial Pool is a cluster of ten stars.
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of the time (neng wen zhi shi 能文之士) were awed by this person’s attainment. This
event seems to have taken place in 386 soon after Huiyuan came to stay on Mount Lu.
Zhan Fangsheng 湛方生 gives an account of it in a preface for a poem he composed on
the event:

In Xunyang there is a Mount Lu, whose base lies to the west of Lake Pengli. Its towering
summits soar in extreme heights, each shining brightly between the shadows in the
morning rays; its hidden waters are limpid and deep, accumulating clear reflections for a
hundred ren. As for the mountain’s treacherous obstacles and steep precipices, they are
not places that permit the traces of human excursions. [The mountain] is dimly
mysterious with profound chasms, often harboring clouds and gathering vital energies.
Truly it can be called a region of the divine luminaries, a garden of the most outstanding
Perfected! In the eleventh month of Taiyuan (386), someone was gathering wood on the
southside of the mountain. Then fresh morning clouds lifted off of a grove of trees, and
the slanting light of the sun poured into the mountain’s caverns. [The wood gatherer] saw
a monk cloaked in Buddhist robes alone in the cliffs. After a while, he took hold of his
robes and brandished his walking staff, ascending straight up into the bluffs. He beat the
cinnabar sky and lightly floated up, rising through the nine folds with a single point of the
finger. If white clouds can be mounted, then how can god’s celestial city be far from us?
For as far as the eye can see in the vast expanse, his traces vanished completely.592
尋陽有廬山者。 盤在彭蠡之西。其崇標峻極。辰光隔輝。幽澗澄深。積清百仞。若乃絕阻
重險。非人蹟之所游。窈窕沖深。常含霞而貯氣。真可謂神明之區域。列真之苑囿矣。太
元 十一年。有樵采其陽者。於時鮮霞褰林。傾暉映岫。見一沙門。披法服獨在嚴中。俄頃
捺裳揮錫。凌崖直上。排丹霄而輕舉。起九摺而一指。既白雲之可乘。何帝鄉之足遠哉。
窮目蒼蒼。翳然滅蹟。

The difference between Zhan Fangsheng’s account here and the author of “You Shimen
shi xu” is that Zhan sees a mountain, but Huiyuan’s circle sees a locale within the
mountain. For Zhan, the mountain is an entire sphere; but in “You Shimen shi xu” the
area around Stone Gate is its own demarcated space. In other words, Stone Gate is to
Huiyuan’s circle what Mount Lu is to Zhan Fangsheng.
On the top of Stone Gate, Huiyuan and his associates achieve their own
experience of the divine. After waiting a while, a spirit appears in the sky and seems to
speak to them:

592

Jin shi, 16.943.
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On this day all our feelings raced with delight and we viewed all that lay around us
without growing tired.593 Not long after we had set out in observation of the scenery, the
atmosphere underwent several changes. First clouds and fog gathered like a pall of dust,
and the myriad things hid their forms. Then beams of sunlight [on the water] cast back
their light, and [reflections of] all the mountain peaks hung upside down. In the intervals
between heaven’s opening and closing, there appeared to be a spirit standing there—it
was so unfathomable!594 As it was about to ascend, soaring birds beat their wings and the
loud shrills of crying gibbons echoed all around us. The returning clouds turned back like
carriages, making us imagine the outward appearance of immortals coming our way; the
melancholy cries [of birds and gibbons] harmonized with one another, as if the
mysterious voice [of the Buddha] was being sent down to us. Though we only seemed to
hear his voice, our spirits became unimpeded because of it. Though our enjoyment did
not anticipate [worldly] pleasure, we remained happy all day long. Surely it was on
account of being tranquil and self-attained that we indeed found meaning in this. But it is
hard to put into words. We retreated back [into the mountain] to retrace [the source of] it.
斯日也。眾情奔悅。矚覽無厭。游觀未久。而天氣屢變：霄霧塵集，則萬象隱形；流光回
照，則眾山倒影。開闔之際，狀有靈焉，而不可測也。乃其將登。則翔禽拂翮。鳴猿厲響。
歸雲迴駕。想羽人之來儀。哀聲相和。若玄音之有寄。雖仿佛猶聞。而神以之暢。雖樂不
期歡。而欣以永日。當其沖豫自得。信有味焉。而未易言也。退而尋之。

The experience of seeing a spirit (ling), even if it only “appears” to be such a thing, is
surely remarkable; a whole entourage of people sharing in that experience is all the more
important for understanding how a group can be fashioned. For Huiyuan’s circle,
appearances and the actual forms of nature are not different: they are all forms of the
Great Image (Daxiang 大象) of the Laozi. Combined with Buddhist samādhi practice,
this conception equalizes phenomena perceived beyond the self and the various
sensations that the self perceives to exist. In the experience on Stone Gate, the lights and
shadows that simultaneously contrast and produce each other remind us of the same
relationship between the sensory faculties and “external” forms. The spirit “appears” to
be in the opening of the sky because that is how it is in relation to the group. It ascends
above and the cloud formations remind its viewers of the way transcendents, or “hidden

The phrase “race with delight” (ben yue 奔悅) appears in Huan Xuan’s “Preface for An
Excursion to the South Side of Mount Heng.” See my translation below.
594 Laozi says, “When the gates of heaven open and close can you play the female role?” 天門開闔
能為雌乎 (Laozi, 10).
593
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men” (you ren), look when they ride on clouds into the heavens. The birds and gibbons
seem to be alerted by the strange spirit. Then the mysterious voice, seeming to refer to
the voice of the Buddha, speaks to them. They “seemed to hear” it, and therefore it
produced the effect of unburdening their spirits. Without need for any actual “pleasure”
(huan), they are nonetheless joyful and feel happy. This provides a context for
understanding the sense of “self-attained” here: they find contentment in taking what
seems to be to them as what is.
How this shared encounter of the divine on Stone Gate was possible is the
central focus around which the preface frames the group experience. In the following
segment, the author of the preface reflects on what just happened:

Now, our encounter with things amid the cliffs and caves was not governed [by any
force]; our responses did not happen by means of feelings. Yet our exhilaration carried us
to such a profound sense as this—surely it was the empty light that made our
perceptiveness all the brighter, the serene depths that made our feelings all the more
genuine! We repeated our discussion of this three times, yet it remained obscure to us
and we could not fully grasp it. Then suddenly the sun announced that evening was on its
way, and what had lay before us was now gone; and so we became enlightened to the
mysterious visions of hidden men and achieved understanding of the grand condition of
constant things.595 How could the spiritual inclinations here be merely [the workings of]
mountains and streams? Thereupon we paused on a lofty summit and let our gaze roam
all around. The Nine Rivers were like a sash, and the knolls below us became anthills. We
reasoned from this that just as the forms of things may appear to be huge or tiny so
human wisdom should follow the same principle. Then we heaved great sighs, that even
though the universe stretches on into the distance, past and present make a pact together
as one. Vulture Peak is truly remote. The overgrown path to it becomes more inaccessible
with each passing day. Without the wise Śākyamuni, who would have preserved the traces
of [the Buddha’s] transforming influence? Responding to the profound and enlightened
to what is far away, we were deeply moved and filled with longing. Each of us delighted in
the shared happiness of this one encounter, and felt moved that this fine time would be
hard to experience again. Feelings arose within, whereupon we chanted songs about it
together.596

In Zhuangzi “Great Ancestral Teacher” (“Da zong shi” 大宗師), all things big and small can be
transformed within the universe except for the rule of universal transformations; this is “the great
condition of constant things” 恆物之大情. See Zhuangzi ji shi, 6.243-46.
596 Jin shi, 20.1085-86. The Stone Gate preface and poem appear in Zhang Zhixiang’s 張之象
(1496-1577) Gu shi lei yuan 古詩類苑 (102.9a-10b) and Feng Weine’s 馮惟訥 (1513-1572) Gu shi ji
古詩紀 (47.9b-12a). My translation here is based on Richard Strassberg, Inscribed Landscapes:
Travel Writing from Imperial China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 67-71; and
Stephen Owen, Anthology of Chinese Literature, 605-7. Partial translation in Visionary Journeys.
595
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夫崖谷之間。會物無主。應不以情。而開興引人致深若此。豈不以虛明朗其照。閒邃篤其
情耶？並三複斯談。猶昧然未盡。俄而太陽告夕。所存已往。乃悟幽人之玄覽。達恆物之
大情。其為神趣。豈山水而已哉！於是徘徊崇嶺。流目四矚。九江如帶。丘阜成垤。因此
而推。形有巨細。智亦宜然。乃喟然嘆。宇宙雖遐。古今一契。靈鷲邈矣。荒途日隔。不
有哲人。風跡誰存。應深悟遠。慨焉長懷。各欣一遇之同歡。感良晨之難再。情發於中。
遂共詠之云爾。

As we have seen, “feelings” are an obstacle to the spirit’s liberation; they attach the spirit
to the world of material things. Here the term seems to be used in different senses.
Above, the author describes that the group’s feelings “raced with delight” on that day. Yet
here the experience that took place, the encounter with things at Stone Gate, is described
as a response “not by means of the feelings” (bu yi qing). This means that what occurred
was not sought out through desire but rather happened spontaneously. Thus, their
encounters with things, the “empty light” and “serene caverns,” actually produce deeper
feelings. Finally, it is not through reasoning that they come to understand what
happened in the cliffs and caves. Only when the scene before them changes, when the
light begins to darken, do they grasp the “great condition” (da qing) of the universe. The
phrase here comes from the Zhuangzi. All things big and small can be transformed
within the universe, but “nature being stored within nature” is the “great condition of
constant things.”
The poem composed by Huiyuan and his disciples addresses this question of
where feelings come from:

超興非有本
理感興自生
忽聞石門游
奇唱發幽情
褰裳思雲駕
望崖想曾城
馳步乘長岩
不覺質有輕

Exhilaration that soars beyond has no absolute cause;
When stirred by principle, exhilaration arises of its own accord.
Suddenly we heard of the excursion to Stone Gate,
Marvelous singing conjuring up hidden emotions.
Hoisting our robes, we longed for cloud-carriages;
Gazing at the cliffs, focused vision on Tiered Wall.
We raced on foot to scale the tall bluffs,
And without knowing it our substance became light.
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矯首登靈闕
眇若淩太清
端坐運虛論
轉彼玄中經
神仙同物化
未若兩俱冥

Lifting our heads we ascended the Spiritual Towers,
So distant it felt like we soared to Great Purity.
Seated upright, we continued the discourse on emptiness,
Reading over the Scripture of the Mysterious Middle.
Transcendents change together with external things—
Better yet for both of these to become obscure.

In this poem we see the celebration of the group’s outing to Stone Gate as a spiritual
achievement. There is no cause that can account for their sense of “exhilaration that
soars beyond” other than their direct perception of principle (li). This comes as a
surprise: here it is not their encounter with the spirit (ling) in the mountains or any
particular sight that impresses them, but rather their sense of being stirred by something
beyond the physical world. We can understand this “being stirred” (gan) in the same way
that the bronze bell was stirred in the anecdote discussed above. The group’s shared
condition of “being stirred” here is transformed into a special kind of spontaneity: the
travelers “suddenly” hear of the excursion to Stone Gate, and (Huiyuan’s) extraordinary
singing sets off their feelings. After scaling the cliffs, they unwittingly find themselves
lighter and able to float up. It is this extraordinary, inner connectivity on the level of
perception and feeling that connect the members of Huiyuan’s circle of followers. At
least that is how they represent themselves in the landscape of the mountain.
In the final couplet, we find an explicit comparison that alludes to the presence of
others, not in the Huiyuan group, on Mount Lu. The transcendents (shen xian) become
one in accord with the changes. But in this they cannot compare to Buddhist nirvana, or
“merging into the unseen.”

Naming a Peak of One’s Own
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In the Stone Gate poem above, the group envisions Tiered Wall (Cengcheng). This is the
name of a famous peak in the Kunlun Mountains of the immortals. Tao Yuanming has a
poem on a group excursion that took place one year after the Stone Gate outing (if we
accept the date given in most manuscripts) in the vicinity of Mount Lu. On this outing,
Tao discovers his own “Tiered Wall.” However, this time the Kunlun Mountain peak is
not just envisioned in the distance but instead applied as a name for a peak on Mount Lu.
We have no other record (that I have been able to track down) of any part of the
mountain called Tiered Wall. Here we can see a remarkable point of connection between
Tao and the Huiyuan circle: whereas Huiyuan and his associates prided themselves on
making an extraordinary trek to a remote, out-of-reach spot in the mountain, Tao is
content to find his own part of the mountain—apparently a small hill rising out of the
water, judging from his description—and make it extraordinary by naming it so.
Tao describes his excursion experience in his preface to the “Poem on an
Excursion to Xie Brook” (“You Xiechuan shi” 游斜川詩):

On the fifth day of the first month in the xinchou year (401), the sky was clear and warm,
and all things of nature were calm and beautiful.597 I went on an excursion to Xie Brook
together with two or three neighbors. Overlooking the long-flowing stream, we gazed at
Tiered Wall. Bream and carp leaped out of the waters and flashed their scales in the nearevening light. Gulls soared on gentle airs, flying back and forth. The name of that
southern peak is truly old; it no longer makes me sigh. But Tiered Wall, with nothing to
lean on by its side, rising out of the water beautifully alone, makes me envision Spirit
Mountain in the distance. I have loved its fine name; since facing it in happiness was not
enough, I urged us to compose poems together.598 Grieving the passage of time and
lamenting that the years do not stop for us, we each wrote down our age and native home
in order to make a record of the occasion.599

In his Song dynasty manuscript, Zeng Ji notes a variant xinyou 辛酉 for xinchou. If we accept
the xinyou variant, then Tao’s excursion would have taken place in the xinchou year 421. See Lu,
16.974-975. Interestingly, the term fengwu appears only twice in our extant Six Dynasties poetry:
once here and once in parallel position with jingqi 景氣 in Yin Zhongwen’s 殷仲文 (d. 407)
Wenxuan piece, “Nanzhou Huan gong Jiujing zuo shi” 南州桓公九井作詩.
598 Other variants for shuai gong (“I urged us to…together”) are shuai’er 率爾 (“hastily”) and gong
er 共爾 (“together with you”). See Lu, 16.974-975.
599 Jin shi, 16.974-975. My translation is modified from Xiaofei Tian, Tao Yuanming and
Manuscript Culture, 143.
597
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辛丑正月五日。天氣澄和。風物閑美。與二三鄰曲。同游斜川。臨長流。望曾城。魴鯉躍
鱗於將夕。水鷗乘和以翻飛。彼南阜者。名實舊矣。不復乃為嗟嘆。若夫曾城。傍無依接。
獨秀中皋。遙想靈山。有愛嘉名。欣對不足。率共賦詩。悲日月之遂往。悼吾年之不留。
各疏年紀鄉里。以記其時日。

A. R. Davis notes that there is no way to precisely identify Xie Brook (“Slanting Brook”),
but believes it was likely part of the river system north of Mount Lu.600 The primary
reason for locating the poet in the Mount Lu range is because of the reference to the
“southern peaks” (nan fu 南阜), which commentators take as referring to that mountain.
Xie Brook does not appear elsewhere in our other extant writings on Mount Lu.
[Huiyuan mentions a Tong Brook (Tongchuan 通川, “Running Brook”) west of the
mountain—just possibly a reference to the same or an adjacent waterway.] Most scholars
agree that Tiered Wall (Cengcheng 曾/層城) refers to a section of Mount Lu named after
a peak of the mythical Kunlun Mountains 崑崙. The Kunlun Mountains were also known
as “spirit mountain” (lingshan 靈山). However, in the eyes of the poet, the physical locale
is much less important than the “name” or “reputation” of Tiered Wall—both senses
conveyed by his use of the word ming 名.
What does it mean to “have loved Tiered Wall’s fine name”? Or, what does it
mean to love a name? Such locutions are noteworthy in Tao’s writings. In his preface to
“Dwelling in Leisure on the Ninth Day” (“Jiu ri xianju” 九日閑居), Tao similarly states
that he “loves the name of the Double Ninth [Festival]” 愛重九之名.601 Surely, Tao was
aware of the binary distinction between names and reality in the Zhuangzi: names are
the transitory guests of “reality” (shi 實)—conventional signs that inhabit a complex
world much larger than they are capable of signifying. This would lead us to believe that
being in love with a mere name is a surface-level kind of attachment. The Zhuangzi sense
600
601

A. R. Davis, T’ao Yüan-ming, vol. 1, 50-51.
Jin shi, 17.990-91.
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of the superficial name is even hinted at in Tao’s poem, which says: “all the crowd loves
its [i.e. the Double Ninth’s] name” 舉俗愛其名.602 But he loves the name anyway.
As Tian has argued, Tao seems uniquely aware of his own love of a name as
opposed to a love of the thing itself; thus in his own self-awareness he rises above “the
crowd” while preserving the superficial associations of the word ming.603 Indeed, to be
seduced unawares by a mere name into thinking that it possesses something of real
substance is, in a way, to be possessed by the name. Being possessed by names is a theme
that appears in some of Tao’s more accusatory expressions in poetry. All the people, Tao
says in his “Drinking Wine” (“Yin jiu” 飲酒) III, refuse to drink but instead are content to
“just look back at their names in the world” 但 顧 世 間 名 ; 604 and elsewhere
(“Miscellaneous Poem,” [“Za shi”] 雜詩 IV ) he accuses them of going to their graves
following the “road of empty names” 空名道. 605 “Names” here take on a tinge of
ambition in the political world. Yet the vanity of mere names is something shared by
individuals, calendar days, and mountains. For Tao, one need not accept the possessive
power of names in order to enjoy them. On the contrary, Tao excelled at playing himself
as a “guest of reality,” a name dwelling in a world, populated by other names, and at
times he distanced himself from that world by reminding us of the fiction of mere names.
The account in the “Excursion to Xie Brook” preface hinges on Tao’s comparison
of the names of “those southern peaks” and Tiered Wall. Noticeably, Tao never uses the
name “Lushan” in his writings; rather, he seems to refer to Mount Lu as “South
Mountain” (“Nanshan” 南山). As we have seen, Huiyuan and his group of acquaintances
helped popularize the name Mount Lu. For the Huiyuan community, the mountain owed
its name to a spiritual potency, evinced by tales of ancient transcendents who attained
Jin shi, 17.991.
Xiaofei Tian, Tao Yuanming and Manuscript Culture, 177-81.
604 Jin shi, 17.997-98.
605 Jin shi, 17.1006.
602
603
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the Way there. Tao, on the other hand, is unmoved by the name/reputation of Mount Lu.
It is “old” (jiu 舊). The difference between “old,” or even “obsolete” (jiu), and “ancient”
(gu 古) can be felt in Tao’s following sentiment: “it no longer makes me sigh.” Instead,
the poet sees in the distance a little-noticed hill or small peak called Tiered Wall. The
namesake for Tiered Wall is even more ancient and more mythologized than Mount Lu:
it was the name of a peak on the Kunlun Mountains, in the abode of immortals.
Given Tao’s concern for names, it is strange that he omits the names of his
“neighbor” companions and even fails to give a precise number (“two or three”) for how
many people accompanied him on the excursion. 606 In contrast to other literary
precedents for prefaces on literary gatherings, such as those by Shi Chong and Wang
Xizhi, Tao’s choice of the phrase “two or three neighbors” is striking. (Both Shi Chong
and Wang Xizhi use the more complimentary term xian 賢, “worthies,” to refer to their
companions.) Tao is going on an excursion with the locals, not with an elite group of likeminded friends. Additionally, as Tian notes, the choice of the day for the occasion (“the
fifth day of the first month”) appears arbitrary, making it a purely spontaneous outing.
The spontaneity of the occasion is highlighted in the opening of the poem:

開歲倏五日
吾生行歸休

The year begins, and suddenly it’s the fifth day,607
My life is about to return to rest.

There is a variant variant “one or two,” instead of “two or three” (ersan), which has undertones
of Confucius in the Analects.
607 Here I adopt the variant wuri (“fifth day”) for wushi 五十 (“fifty [years old]”). Many
commentators have noted the contradictions involved in the variants xinyou/xinchou (401 or 421)
and wushi/wuri (“fifty” or “fifth day”). If Tao was born in 365, then he would have been at most
37 in 401 or 57 in 421. Neither possibility is very agreeable. I am unconvinced by Ding Fubao’s 丁
福保 (1874-1952) sentiment (cited in Hightower) that the variant wu ri is impossible because
people lament the passage of years, not days, when they contemplate death. See Hightower,
Poetry of T’ao Ch’ien, 57. I also disagree with Zhang Ji and others who dismiss the variant
xinchou because Tao would have been too young to worry about death. Davis rightly points out
that Tao’s “Return, Oh!” (“Gui qu lai” 歸去來), securely dated to 405, contains a nearly identical
memento mori. See Davis, T’ao Yüan-ming, vol. 2, 42. One can easily imagine a lectio difficilior
scenario in which wu ri was emended to wushi because it sounded like Tao was lamenting his old
age. Likewise, xinchou could have easily been rewritten as xinyou to accommodate a later date.
606
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念之動中懷
及晨為茲游

I thought of this, and it moved a feeling inside me;
When morning came, I went on this excursion.608

The decision to go on an outing is prompted by the poet’s realization that time is passing,
either by noticing five days have passed since the new year, or, as another variant would
have it, because the poet turns “fifty-years old” (wushi 五十). As in the preface above,
the poet’s experience at Xie Brook culminates in a sighting of Tiered Wall in the distance:

氣和天惟澄
班坐依遠流
弱湍馳文魴
閑谷矯鳴鷗
迴澤散游目
緬然睇曾丘
雖微九重秀
顧瞻無匹儔

The air was mild, sky was clear,
We sat together beside the far-flowing stream.
In soft currents patterned bream raced,
In the leisurely valley soared a crying gull.
On whirling pools we cast our wandering eyes,
And in the distance, we stared at Tiered Hill.
Though it lacks the beauty of a nine-level peak,
When I look back, there is no match in sight.

The image of Tao and his companions sitting together beside the stream is of course
reminiscent of the gathering at Lanting. Here the good weather, bream, and gulls repeat
the descriptions in Tao’s preface. Then the poet notices, or “stares at” (ti 睇), Tiered Hill.
Clearly the hill itself is somewhat less than remarkable in the eyes of Tao’s
contemporaries: it is not an impressive “nine-level peak,” like Kunlun. That Tao has to
apologize for Tiered Wall’s height indeed suggests that its likeness to the Kunlun
Mountains exists in name alone. Yet he declares that nothing in view compares with his
little hill.

提壺接賓侶
引滿更獻酬
未知從今去
當複如此不
中觴縱遙情

608

Lifting my wine jug, I receive my guests,
And pour their cups full, then urge them to drink.
Who knows after today is gone
If there will be another gathering like this!
In the middle of drinking, we let our far-reaching feelings free,609

Following the variant chen 晨 “morning” for chen 辰 “time.”
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忘彼千載憂
且極今朝樂
明日非所求

Forget those worries of ten thousand years.
Let us maximize this morning’s joy—
It will not be there for us to seek tomorrow.

I suggest we read this as a response to the kinds of literary activities Huiyuan and his
circle engaged in. Here Tao casts himself here as someone with no need to reach the
faraway heights of Mount Lu, like Stone Gate. He is free to indulge in “far-reaching
feelings” here, at the foot of Tiered Wall instead. This appeal to mental congruity over
physical necessity is something we find throughout Tao’s writings. As Tao says at the end
of his “Wu yue dan zuo he Dai zhubu shi” 五月旦作和戴主簿詩 (“Poem Made on the First
Day of the Fifth Month to Harmonize with Secretary Dai”), “If I approach things
immediately as if they are high, what need is there to ascend Mount Hua or Mount Song?”
即事如已高/何必升華嵩.610 What need is there for Tao to go on an excursion to Stone
Gate when he can create his own extraordinary peak at a lower elevation?

Poems Ascending in Harmony

Ascending to the top of a mountain can be likened to the experience of achieving
enlightenment. In the Shishuo xinyu we find the following anecdote:

The Buddhist sutras teach that if one purifies and disciplines the spirit and intelligence
then he will be able to become a Buddha. Emperor Jianwen said, “I do not know if one
will indeed be able to climb the mountain and arrive at its summit [through such
discipline]; yet the merit of fashioning and disciplining oneself must not be
disparaged.”611
There is a variant zhong chang 中腸 “in my feelings” for zhong shang (“in the middle of
drinking” or “in the second round of drinks”; lit. “mid-cup”). As Tian notes, Tao delineates stages
of drinking and the motif of drinking to forget worries in his “Drinking Alone during Incessant
Rain” (“Lianyu duyin” 連雨獨飲). See Tian, Tao Yuanming and Manuscript Culture, 134-46.
610 Lu, Jin shi, 16.977.
611 SSXY, 4.44.
609
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佛經以為袪練神明。則聖人可致。簡文云：「不知便可登峰造極不。然陶練之功。尚不可
誣。」

Here enlightenment, or “becoming a Buddha,” is something accomplished through
discipline or fashioning. It is like climbing a mountain: one does not ascend to the top in
a single leap. The Emperor Jianwen here chooses not even to focus on the end goal of
enlightenment, but instead on the process. Doing good and gaining merit are important
even if we do not immediately arrive at the summit of enlightenment; one still make
progress on the path.
The matter of “sudden enlightenment” was not a foreign subject to Huiyuan. His
disciple Daosheng 道 生

(360-434) advanced his own argument for “sudden

enlightenment” that may have had its basis in the Abhidharma teachings that were being
taught during his stay on Mount Lu. Robinson notes that Huiyuan does acknowledge the
possibility of achieving enlightenment “all at once” but not without effort.612 As Whalen
Lai shows, this may be related to the so-called “ten stages” (shi zhu 十住) of progression
toward becoming a Buddha, according to which the Mahāyānist achieves liberation from
samsara at the seventh stage.613
This notion of “minor subitism,” or a gradual approach to sudden awakening, is a
theme we find in Huiyuan’s poem “Excursion in Mount Lu” (“You Lushan shi” 遊廬山詩).
After Huiyuan composed his poem, his three disciples Liu Chengzhi, Wang Qiaozhi 王喬
之, and Zhang Ye all composed poems “to match” (he) his original “starter” poem. In
these poems, we see Huiyuan using poetry to encourage his disciples on the path to
enlightenment by the use of effort. Enlightenment occurs in a sudden moment of release

See Robinson.
See Whalen Lai, “Tao-sheng’s Theory of Sudden Enlightenment Re-examined,” in Sudden and
Gradual, 169-200.
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from the “dusty world,” but it requires hard work. Huiyuan’s disciples respond with
agreement and praise for their enlightened master.
The poems here were written in the context of another group excursion in Mount
Lu in 402. Huiyuan wrote a little-known record about the excursion that seems to be
attached to the poems, called “You Lushan ji” 遊廬山記, “Record of an Excursion on
Mount Lu”). This is separate from Huiyuan’s other “Lushan ji” (“Record of Mount Lu” 廬
山記).614 The texts for both records and the poems are preserved by the Northern Song
scholar Chen Shunyu 陳舜俞 (1026-1076) in his Record of Mount Lu (Lushan ji 廬山
記).615 In the “You Lushan ji” we can see something similar to what we already saw in the
excursion to Stone Gate:

I have lived in this mountain for twenty-three years. Altogether I have visited Stone Gate
twice and wandered about the Southern Range four times.616 When I first entered the
Parts of both of Huiyuan’s records are attested in early commentaries by Liu Jun 劉峻 (462521), Li Daoyuan 酈道元 (d. 527), and Li Xian 李賢 (654-684). The title “Record of Mount Lu”
(“Lushan ji”) is sometimes given as “Lushan ji lüe” 廬山記略 (“Record of Mount Lu, Rough
Outline”) or “Lushan lüe ji” 廬山略記 (“Rough Record of Mount Lu”), especially in later times to
differentiate it from other works with the same or similar titles.
615 Chen Shunyu’s Record of Mount Lu has come down to us in several versions. The two most
important versions appear in the Siku quanshu and the Taishō (T2095). In the Siku version,
which is shorter (only three juan) than the Taishō version (five juan), Huiyuan’s records and the
“Excursion” poems appear together at the end of juan three. In the Taishō version, we find
Huiyuan’s “Rough Outline” alongside other early descriptions of Mount Lu in juan one and the
“Excursion” poems separately in juan four, but the prose record of the “Excursion” here is missing.
Yan Kejun preserves only a small fragment of the “Excursion” and does not note what “base text”
(diben 底本) he uses for the “Rough Outline” (Yan, Quan Jin wen, 162.6a-7b). To make matters
more complicated, Qian Xizuo 錢熙祚 (d. 1844) preserves another “Siku” version of Chen
Shunyu’s work in his Shoushange 守山閣 collectanea. Both of Huiyuan’s records are attested in
early commentaries by Liu Jun 劉峻 (462-521), Li Daoyuan 酈道元 (d. 527), and Li Xian 李賢
(654-684). In my translation, I follow the Wenyuange 文淵閣 edition of the Siku unless otherwise
noted (SKQS, 585). Concerning other writings on Mount Lu preserved in Chen Shunyu’s record,
see Koichi Shinohara’s “Literary Constructions of Buddhist Sacred Places: The Record of Mt. Lu
by Chen Shunyu.”
616 If we accept the year 381, given by Chen Shunyu, as Huiyuan’s date of entry into Mount Lu,
then this piece would have been composed around 403. Alternatively, the Taiping yulan has a
variant, “twenty-two years,” which would place the date of composition a year earlier, in 402. This
section is preserved, in combination with another short section below, in the Shishuo xinyu
commentary. See SSXY, 10.24; Mather, New Account, 309-10. In Huiyuan’s “Record of Mount
Lu,” Stone Gate is to the west, and the Southern Ridge overlooks Lake Gongting.
614
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[mountain] grove, I crossed over to the Paired Towers. Then I walked around the base
and climbed over ten li. Thereupon, outside the grove I stepped back a little and arrived
on the layered cliffs. To the east, I gazed at Incense Burner peak, magnificently surpassing
all the other forms, and to the north I looked at the Nine Rivers, viewing all around me
through a spiritual perspective. After stopping at this point, I began to feel that the path
was narrow and cramped, and I diligently press ahead several hundred steps until I
arrived at Bald Peak. The accumulated stones form together a small mountain that
connects back with the frosty precipices above. When you perceive it from here, it appears
in view three times larger than before. Then I supported myself with supple tree branches
as I ascended the steep footpath. Only after my feet were tired and my limbs weary did I
barely reach the lone pine. Below it is was a boulder that can seat ten people. In the vast
open scene all around me, I gazed and harbored longings. I used the occasion to
unburden myself and had a realization: the way large and small emanate from each other
cannot be completely measured; the high and low depend on each other [to seem so]—it
is not just manifest in the scenic images [of the phenomenal world]!
自託此山二十三載。凡再詣石門，四遊南嶺。始入林，渡雙闕所，則踐其基；登涉十餘里，
乃林表迴步少許，便得重崿。東望香爐，秀絕眾形；北眺九江，目流神覽。過此轉覺道隘
而狹。力進復數百步，方造頹嶺。積石連阜，霜崿相乘。即鑒斯觀三輩於前矣。然後攀弱
條。陟峭逕。足怠體疲。僅達孤松。其下有盤石。可坐十人。四瞻遼郎。寓目長懷。用茲
暢而悟曰。小大之相出。量不可窮。高下之相傾。豈孤顯於氣象也哉。
At the time, the morning was approaching noon. I asked some other travelers and learned
that we were still three, four, or five li away from the pine grove. When we arrived we
rested on Turtle Ridge at the edge of the grove. Looking at the area inside the four peaks
was like looking at the palm of a hand. A stream reached the pine grove and then a small
waterfall poured down below. It dazzled the eyes of those who look. This is the source of
the waterfall and the beginning of the three rivers; its waters pour into the Celestial Pool.
It has already been completely described in another record. Above there was a pair of
stones overlooking the void, as if they were about to collapse. Beside them are large cliffs
spiraling up with walls several thousand feet tall. A green grove covers the cliffs. The ten
thousand pipes of nature all resound together, and their leftover sound remains in the
caverns seeming to vanish and then be heard again. When we tried to retrace a cause for
this, it seemed like it was because the limits of this realm ended in the depths but its
vessels went deeper than can be measured.
於時日將禺而未中。訊諸行人。去松林尚有三四五里。既至乃傍林際。憩龜嶺。視四嶺之
內。猶觀掌焉。水之松林。又有石懸溜其下。翛然使人目眩。斯瀑布之源。三流之始。水
槵天池。已備敘於別記。其上有雙石臨虛。若將墜而未落。傍有盤崖紆迴。壁立千仞。翠
林被崖。萬籟齊響。遺音在岫。若絕而有聞。請尋所由。似境窮其邃。器深其量故也。
It is said that there is a Stone Well Square Lake. I have never been there. Those who see it
for the first time suspect it is a divine pool. Inside are red scaled fish that leap out of the
water, their form appearing like dragon fish. The rustic people cannot catch them can
only remark with a sigh that they are marvelous.
傳聞有石井方湖。是所未踐。乍睹之者。疑為神淵，中有赤鱗涌出，狀若龍魚。野人不能
取。直歎其奇而已耳。
Whenever I have free time, I recount where I have traveled [in the mountain]. I realize
that feelings have no stable position, and take what I encounter as either “unobstructed”
or “blocked.” Sometimes, one may embrace mundane affairs and become pulled into the
near, then one becomes stirred by the Supreme Words and reaches afar. Further, by
looking down into the round pool, I contemplate without moving from my place. I ascend
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high and gaze at the things, and then my feelings become profound. Chanting aloud is not
enough, so I make do with entrusting them in being stirred [to write a poem].617
每因暇時。追述所經。覺情無定位。以所遇為通塞。或撫常事而牽于近。感至言而達[ ]遠。
更以俯圓池之內。思不出局。承高眺物。乃發深懷。嗟詠不足。聊復寄以興云。

Huiyuan composed a poem on the occasion that follows:

崇岩吐清氣
幽岫棲神跡
希聲奏群籟
響出山溜滴
有客獨冥游
徑然忘所適
揮手撫雲門
靈關安足闢
留心叩玄聽
感至理弗隔
孰是騰九霄
不奪沖天翮
妙同趣自均
一悟超三益

Towering crags produce airs of purity,
Hidden caves provide a resting place for traces of the divine.
A faint sound plays on all of nature’s pipes,618
Its echo let loose, mountain streams murmur and trickle.
There is a traveler who wanders alone in the unseen realm,
Moving straight on his path, he forgets where he’s headed.619
Waving his hands, he caresses the clouds gates,
But how could it be sufficient for the numinous barrier to open?620
Steadying my mind, I investigate the mystery and listen:621
Moved by the ultimate, Principle is no longer remote.
Who can ascend the nine-fold empyrean
Without beating his heaven-soaring wings?
Sharing in mystery, our paths are naturally evened out—622
In one awakening, we surpass the three beneficial forms.623

The text here is preserved in Qian Xizuo’s 錢熙祚 Shoushange congshu 守山閣叢書 edition of
the “Lushan ji lüe” 廬山記略 [sic]. Earlier fragments of the work (called the “You shan ji” 遊山記
in Shishuo xinyu, Shuijing zhu, and Taiping yulan) are reproduced by Yan Kejun 嚴可均. See
QJW, 162.7b.
618 Laozi, 41 says: 大音希聲；大象無形.
619 Note the use of wang shi 忘適 in Wang Qizhi poem.
620 The “numinous pass” (ling guan 靈 關 ) was used by Wang Qizhi in his encomia on
Sadāprarudita (Ch. Changti 常啼, “Always Weeping”). This was apparently understood as the
gates of the heavens “opening up” (pi 闢) for him. Sengrui 僧叡, in his preface to Kumārajīva’s
translation of the Lotus Sutra, uses the term metaphorically: “[previous] translators were blind to
its [teaching of] the ford of emptiness, and none of them could open the numinous pass” 譯者昧其
虛津, 靈關莫之或啟. See QJW, 160.
621 In the same series by Wang Qizhi, Sadāprarudita: 叩心在誓。化乃降靈. This line has two
variants. If we accept the variant reading liuxin 流心 (instead of liuxin 留心, which I have taken),
then it must mean something like “with flowing mind,” referring to the constant wavering of our
“mental functions” (xinxing 心行), a Buddhist term, although that would seem contrived. The
other variant, jiong 扃 instead of ting 聽, intensifies the presence of “door” metaphors without
adding much else of significance, and could perhaps have been produced by graphical proximity
to ge 隔 in the following line.
622 Laozi 32 says: “Heaven and Earth join together to make sweet dew descend [on the people];
none of the people has demanded it, but it is naturally evenly distributed” 天地相合以降甘露民莫
之令而自均.
623 Jin shi, 20.1085. The final line does not appear in Chen Shunyu’s Record of Lushan. Kimura
Eiichi identifies the sanyi 三益 as the Confucian forms of beneficent friendship: the upright, the
sincere, and the learned. See Kimura Eiichi, 319; and Hoshigawa Kiyotaka, Koshigen in Aoki
617
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The “three beneficial forms” of friendship here takes on a Buddhist tinge. As a scholar
steeped in Confucian learning, Huiyuan surely uses the term in full awareness of its
connotations in the Analects. However, it calls to mind another distinction familiar to
Pure Land devotees. In the “Longer” Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra (Wuliang shou jing 無量壽
經), the Buddha designates three kinds of believers who set their minds on being reborn
in Amitābha’s western Pure Land—monastics, lay devotees, and believers who have no
merit but recite the name of Amitābha ten times in their life. The realization, or “one
awakening,” in Huiyuan’s poem, is what brings him and his companions together: this
echoes the vow to be reborn in the Pure Land, which transcends distinctions between the
three kinds of believers. Despite their differences, they will all be reborn together.
Yang Shen 楊慎 (1488-1559), who apparently found this poem on an “old stone
inscription” on Mount Lu, noted a resemblance between the penultimate couplet here
and Tao Yuanming’s poetry. 624 Reading the phrase “who can ascend the nine-fold
empyrean,” he declared it was “truly the speech of a Jin person” (zhen Jin ren yu 真晉人
語).
Liu Yimin’s poem, composed in response or “offered to match with” (fenghe 奉和)
Huiyuan’s poem above, echoes the insight of light; as if newly enlightened by his master’s
poem, Liu discovers a sudden happiness to demonstrate that he “gets” the meaning of
Huiyuan’s poem:
理神固超絕

Principle and spirit truly soar beyond,625

Masaru 青木正兒, ed., Kanshi taikei 漢詩大系 (Tokyo, 1965), 5: 120-21.
624 See Sheng’an shihua jianzheng 升庵詩話箋證, 2.62 (p. 52). Yang Shen says Du Fu’s “Written
on Chan Master Xuanwu’s Wall” (“Ti Xuanwu chanshi wubi” 題玄武禪師屋壁) refers to this
outing.
625 The phrase li shen “order the spirit” appears nowhere else in Lu Qinli or Yan Kejun. In a
somewhat different context, the Liuzi 劉子, attributed by most scholars to Liu Zhou 劉晝 (514-
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涉麤罕不群
孰至消煙外
曉然與物分
冥冥玄谷里
響集自可聞
文峰無曠秀
交嶺有通雲
悟深婉沖思
在要開冥欣
中巖擁微興
臨岫想幽聞
弱明反歸鑒
暴懷傅靈薰
永陶津玄匠
落照俟虛斤

Those who move in the dust rarely are exceptional.
How does one get beyond the clouds and mists626
And become brightly distinct from worldly things?
Darkly, darkly, in the valley of mystery,627
Echoes gather, you can hear them naturally.
The patterned peaks are tirelessly beautiful,
The connecting ridges have passing clouds above.
I become awakened to the profound, submit to empty thoughts,
In the essentials I open up a mysterious bliss.
Amidst the crags I embrace a subtle exhilaration,
Overlooking the caves, I imagine hidden sounds.628
With weakened eyesight, I return to self-reflection,629
Feelings exposed reach the numinous incense.
Ever fashioning myself to cross over to the mysterious master,
Under the setting sun, I await his empty ax.630

Liu Yimin’s poem responds to Huiyuan’s poem by continuing the theme of ascending to
enlightenment through being stimulated in a natural environment. He juxtaposes the
world of “spirit” and “principle” against the dusty realm of the body. This dichotomy
presents an obstacle: how does one break through beyond the world of things? The
answer seems to lie in the landscape around him. Echoes (cf. Huiyuan’s poem above) can
be heard “naturally” in the mountain’s valleys; “passing,” or even “communing clouds”
(tong yun) can be seen over the crags. The poet then describes his own enlightenment
experience in the natural environment. His thoughts become “empty” or “detached”
(chong), and he discovers a feeling of “mysterious bliss.” Embracing this “subtle
exhilaration” (wei xing), he visualizes the “hidden hearing,” possibly another reference
565), says that one must focus on “ordering the spirit” (li shen 理神) in order to preserve the body.
See Daozang, 777.1.2.
626 Reading 消 as tongjia for xiao 霄.
627 The “valley of mystery” (xuan gu 玄谷) here refers to the perceptibly mysterious cavernous
landscape, as it does also in Yuan Hong’s “Poem on Traveling to Mount Fangtou on an Expedition”
(“Congzheng xing Fangtou shan shi” 從征行方頭山詩). See Jin shi 14.920. Yet we also hear an
“echo” of Laozi 6: “The valley spirit does not die, it is called the mysterious mother” 谷神不死，謂
之玄牝.
628 Lu misses lin; see Shoushange edition.
629 Note the Guo Xiang commentary on Zhuangzi here. Zhi Dun and Huiyuan both write about
“casting back reflection” (fan jian). See especially “Yonghuai” poem.
630 Jin shi, 14.937. A reference to Zhuangzi “Xu Wugui” chapter. A carpenter from Ying used his
ax to generate a wind that brushed a fly off another man’s nose. Note tradition of trying to stop
time by cutting down the Fusang (or Ruomu) tree. There is a variant “dawn” (xin 昕) for jin (“ax”).
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to Sadāprarudita. He returns to the way of self-reflection, and his feelings, “exposed to
light” (pu), join the numinous realm. In the final couplet, he explicitly commits himself
to following Huiyuan. Here Huiyuan, the “mysterious master,” is compared to the
carpenter in the Zhuangzi who wields an ax.
Wang Qiaozhi’s response likewise realizes the enlightenment initiated in
Huiyuan’s poem; and he euphorically perceives the numinous landscape of Mount Lu as
a testament to the master’s teachings:

超遊罕神遇
妙善自玄同
徹彼虛明域
曖然塵有封
眾阜平廖廓
一岫獨凌空
霄景憑巖落
清氣與時雍
有標造神極
有客越其峰
長河濯茂楚
險雨列秋松
危步臨絕冥
靈壑映萬重
風泉調遠氣
遙響多喈嗈
遐麗既悠然
餘盼覿九江
事屬天人界
常聞清吹空

When roaming beyond, spiritual intuitions are rare,631
Good things of the subtle naturally share in the mystery.632
I penetrate that world of empty light,
Dim in the distance, a realm for the dust.633
All the mountain crests appear level with the vast expanse,
But a single cliff rises alone in the sky.
The light of the heavens drops down on the crags,
The airs of purity harmonize with the times.
There’s a summit that reaches into the heights of spirits,
There’s a traveler who ascends to the peak.
The long river washes thickets of bramble,
Hard rains fall between rows of autumn pine.
Walking on the precipice, I overlook vanishing depths,
A numinous vale in the shade of ten thousand layers.
Winds and springs blend into distant mists,
Echoing afar, the sound of many babblings.
Though the beauty of the distance is expansive,
In my excessive field of vision I can make out Jiujiang.
These things belong to the realm of the devas,
Constantly I hear the emptiness blowing in clear winds.634

The poet begins with a comparison to other excursions: few roam by means of “spiritual
intuition” (shenyu). Wang Qiaozhi’s environment is clearly not the physical world but

In Zhuangzi “Yangsheng zhu,” [Cook Ding?] says: “I [look] by means of divine intuition, and do
not use my eyes to look” 臣以神遇而不以目視. See ZZJS, ?
632 Note Guo Xiang comments on “Yu yan” chapter: 妙善同則無往而不冥也.
633 In Huiyuan’s “Monks Do Not Bow before Kings” (“Shamen bu jing wangzhe lun 沙門不敬王者
論), he says, “those who transcend beyond the dusty realm are not attached to life through their
emotions” 超落塵封者，不以情累其生.
634 Jin shi, 14.938.
631
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the world beyond. He breaks into the realm of empty light and (indicates he) completely
leaves the world of dust behind. “Empty light” is the same word used in the Stone Gate
excursion. Then he paints a picture of a quasi-divine landscape in which the light of
heaven illuminates the cliffs and “airs of calm” (cf. Huiyuan’s poem) resonate with the
occasion. The physical mountain peak literally reaches into the pinnacle of the spirit
world. And a guest succeeds in climbing to the top. The landscape is somewhat
reminiscent of the Sukhāvatī of Amitābha. Echoes are heard again. The poet’s sight is on
something much broader, much more distant than the vision before him: Jiujiang is just
barely present in a remainder of his view. Here Mount Lu becomes the realm of the
devas, or the ecstatic “path of heavenly beings” (devagati).
At the end of the poem, we can hear resonances with another famous sutra that
would have been familiar to the disciples of Huiyuan. In the later chapters of the
Perfection of Wisdom Sutras, the Buddha tells story of the bodhisattva Sadāprarudita to
his disciple Subhūti. As Zürcher and Tian have observed, this bodhisattva’s life story was
pictorially displayed somewhere on the Wisdom Terrace next to Amitābha and other
Buddhas.635 It was used for samādhi practices which focused the mind on visualizing
certain images. Here, in the “Excursion on Mount Lu Poems,” Sadāprarudita serves as
another spiritual example.636
Throughout the chapters on Sadāprarudita, the bodhisattva inconsolably weeps
because he has no one to help him to enlightenment. He is thus given the name “Always
Weeping” (Changti 常啼 in Chinese). But a heavenly being, or deva, appears to him in a

Discussed in Tian (following Zürcher, Buddhist Conquest), Visionary Journeys: Travel
Writing from Early Medieval and Nineteenth Century China. Cambridge: Harvard University
Asia Center Publication, 2011.
636 Chapters 28 and 29 of Lokakṣema’s Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāparāmitā translation, Daoxing
banruo jing 道行般若經 (T0224), translated in 179 in Luoyang. Chapter 88 and 89 in Mokṣala’s
Fangguang banruo boluo jing 放光般若波羅經 (T0221), translated in 291 in Shuinan Monastery
of Chenliu; Dao’an wrote a preface for this text preserved in Chu sanzang ji ji. Chapter 88 and 89
in Kumārajīva’s Mohe banruo boluomi jing 摩訶般若波羅蜜 (T0223)
635
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dream and tells him to seek the Dharma. He enters the mountains, but begins weeping
again. This time there a voice in the air (xukong zhong 虛空中) that tells him to stop
weeping and head east where he should follow the bodhisattva path. He eventually
makes his way to the teacher Dharmodgata after much hardship: he even sells his own
flesh and blood in order to afford offerings to give to his teacher. His body is restored by
the god Indra, and he eventually attains enlightenment after mastering sixty-thousand
samādhis.
It is easy to see how the story of Sadāprarudita could be used to encourage
disciples to strive hard in order to achieve their goal of enlightenment. Indeed, granted
that the life story was something visually displayed on the grounds of Huiyuan’s
monastery, it is hard not to make a connection with that story when Wang Qiaozhi
stands “listening to the sound of emptiness in the wind.”
In Zhang Ye’s poem, also composed in response to Huiyuan, the euphoria of the
group seems to extinguish the lowest two paths, namely the “path of hungry ghosts”
(pretagati) and “hell path” (narakagati).

覿嶺混太象
望崖莫由檢
器遠蘊其天
超步不階漸
朅來越重垠
一舉拔塵染
遼朗中大盼
迥豁遐瞻慊
乘此攄瑩心
可以忘遺玷
曠風被幽宅
妖塗故死減

I look at the peaks, they blend into the Great Image,
I gaze at the cliffs, there is no way to measure them.
The vessel reaches far, containing nature within it,
I step into the beyond, not on a gradual path.637
I come leaping over steep boundaries,
In a single stroke, rising above dust and defilement.
In the vast brightness I take in a large view,
All things clear up, I behold my regrets in the distance.
I avail myself of this to expand my brightened mind,
I am able to forget leftover blemishes.
An expansive wind covers the hidden dwellings,
The demonic path therefore becomes extinguished.638

This couplet and the last draw images from Laozi 41: “The great vessel is completed late, the
great tune is a faint sound; the great image is formless, the Dao is hidden and has no name” 大器
晚成大音希聲大象無形道隱無名.
638 Jin shi, 14.938. The “demon path” (yao tu 妖塗), as I have translated it, probably refers to the
lowest of the Three Paths of rebirth, i.e. for pretas (usually rendered in Chinese as egui 餓鬼).
637
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The opening of Zhang Ye’s poem here is reminiscent of Wang Xizhi’s five-syllable line
“Lanting Poem”: he borrows the Great Image from the Laozi, which is “without [bodily]
form” (xing). Zhang then juxtaposes his own transcendent journey against the “vessels”
of nature. What does this juxtaposition do? As in Huiyuan’s poem, the enlightenment
Zhang experiences is sudden, but it is something he strives for, “leaping over steep
boundaries” to rise about the dusty realm. And in the end he achieves this enlightenment,
apparently being guaranteed a rebirth in the Pure Land. In the “Longer”
Sukhāvatīvyūha, non-existence of the lower realms of rebirth is one of the vows that
Dharmakāra makes before he creates his land of bliss.
These texts show us that literature was used in Huiyuan’s circle to inculcate
beliefs and encourage devotion. The allusions to sutra literature and doctrinal points
indicate a small, tight-knit community of individuals who are in the know. These lay
Buddhists were well familiar with such allusions and able to respond with more. We
should keep this in mind when we consider the exchange poetry between members of
Huiyuan’s circle and the great poet Tao Yuanming.

Neighbors in Mind

Tao wrote a poem to Huiyuan’s disciple Zhou Xuzhi and two others surnamed Zu and
Xie. The poem is known as “To Be Shown to the Clerk(s) Zhou, Zu, and Xie” (“Shi Zhou
yuan Zu Xie” 示周掾祖謝). As Hightower has shown, Xiao Tong’s biography of Tao

This would make sense with the poet’s attention to the “hidden dwellings” (you zhai 幽宅), which
Hasekawa takes as a reference to graves. See Hasekawa, 439.
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provides a historical account to corroborate the circumstances of this poem. It goes that
the Jiangzhou governor Tan Shao 檀韶 (377-423) summoned Zhou Xuzhi, Zu Qi, and Xie
Jingyi to lecture on ritual and collate texts near the livestock market. The problem here is
that the account used to contextualize the poem was itself probably based on the poem.
The Song shu biography does not mention Tan Shao by name, nor Zhou’s lecturing on
this occasion. The poem is also known as “A Poem to Be Shown to the Three Gentlemen
Zhou Xuzhi, Zu Qi, and Xie Jingyi; at the Time the Three Were Together North of the
Wall Lecturing on the Rites and Collating Books” (“Shi Zhou Xuzhi Zu Qi Xie Jingyi san
lang shi sanren gong zai chengbei jiang li jiaoshu shi” 示周續之祖企謝景夷三郎時三人共
在城北講禮校書詩).
If we read the poem, then we can see how someone may have come up with such
an account:

負痾頹檐下
終日無一欣
藥石有時閑
念我意中人
相去不尋常
道路邈何因
周生述孔業
祖謝響然臻
道喪向千載
今朝復斯聞
馬隊非講肆
校書亦已勤
老夫有所愛
思與爾為鄰
願言誨諸子

Suffering from illness beneath my derelict eaves,
For a long while, I have had no cause for delight.639
When there’s time to rest from medicines and acupuncture,
I think of the ones on my mind.
No more than a short distance separates us,
So what cause is there for our paths to be far apart?640
Sir Zhou transmits Confucius’ legacy,
Zu and Xie come resounding like an echo.
The Way has been lost for near one thousand years,
But today, among us, I hear its sound again.
A livestock market is not a lecture hall,
And you have worked hard at collating documents.
There is something this old man cherishes:
I long to become a neighbor with you.
Dearly I wish to urge the various gentlemen641

Variant line: “All along there is not one point of happiness” 終無一處欣.
There are two variants here for he 何: wu 無 (“have no, not”) and the grammatical particle suo
所. In the first case, the line would read, “The path stretches on with no basis/cause”; the second
variant would produce something like, “The path stretches on right where it is.” The first variant
above, taken with the additional variant you 遊 instead of dao 道, would give us an interesting
alternative line: “I wander on this path moving far along with no purpose.”
639

640
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從我穎水濱

To follow me at the bank of the Ying.642

Tao’s poem creates a scene. Tao appears to leave his home after a long time in retirement
and meets Zhou Xuzhi and the others. He tells them that they have long been on his
mind, whenever he finds time to rest. Then the poet reflects on the physical distance that
has kept them apart: in physical terms, they do not live very far apart and yet they
somehow manage to never see each other. It turns out that physical distance is not what
separates here.
In the rest of the poem, Tao pokes fun at Zhou and his associates. Zhou becomes
a veritable disciple of Confucius, transmitting his teachings in his lectures; and Zu and
Xie are reduced to echoes, sounds with none of their own originality. Tao then places
them in a livestock market where they are “working hard.” He tells them what is on his
mind: he wishes to become a “neighbor” to them. But then it becomes clear that he
means for them to join him in the life of a true recluse, like the ancient sage Xu You who
washed his ears on the banks of the Ying River when he was offered the reins of
government.
Taken as a whole, Tao’s poem moves from thinking of neighbors in physical
geographical terms (either close by or not) to mental affinity. He wants to become
neighbors in mind or spirit. This, it seems, is what keeps Tao apart from the other three

Several versions give the variant xie 謝 (“take leave of”) instead of hui (“urge”). Zeng notes the
variant ke 客 (“guests”) for zi “gentlemen,” and further gives two variant lines: “Dearly I wish to
encourage you sirs” 願言勉諸生, or the somewhat sentimental “All I wish is to return to the isles…”
但願還渚中. There seems to be a typo in the Lu Qinli text, which gives “one water” (yi shui 一水)
instead of “another [source] gives” (yi zuo 一作) in Zeng’s notes.
642 Jin shi, 16.975-76. See Hightower, 58-61. As Hightower notes, Xiao Tong’s account of Zhou
being summoned by Tan Shao 檀韶 (366-421) to lecture on ritual and collate texts with his
students is in all probability inspired by this poem. Zhou’s Song shu biography says he was invited
to lecture on ritual in the Anle Monastery (Anle si 安樂寺) during Liu Yu’s northern campaign
(416-18). After the establishment of the Song dynasty, Liu Yu (Song emperor?) appointed him as a
clerk in the central government, but the post was not accepted.
641
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gentlemen in the poem. There is something different about Tao that prevents him from
joining the others.
Tao wrote another poem addressed (probably) to a member of Huiyuan’s circle.
The poem “Yu Yin Jin’an bie” 與殷晉安別 (“To Yin of Jin’an on Parting”) has been
sometimes identified as a poem to Yin Tie 殷鐵.643 However, as Davis notes, Yin Jingren
殷景仁, who has an extant poem on the bodhisattva Mañjuśrī at the Buddha shadow
gathering in 412 also appears as “Yin of Jin’an” in an account of that gathering preserved
in Chen Shunyu’s Lushan ji. This would fit the circumstances well described in Tao’s
preface for the poem below:644
Yin had been made aide of the southern office of Jin’an, and therefore he stayed in
Xunyang. Later he was made defender-in-chief military aide, and he moved his home
down east. I wrote this to present to him [upon his departure].
殷先作晉安南府長史掾。因居潯陽。後作太尉參軍。移家東下。作此以贈。

Similarly to Tao’s poem to Zhou and his acquaintances above, here the poet imagines
himself occupying different internal positions from his departing friend:

遊好非久長
一遇盡殷勤
信宿酬清話
益復知為親
去歲家南里
薄作少時鄰
負杖肆遊從
淹留忘宵晨
語默自殊勢
亦知當乖分
未謂事已及
興言在茲春
飄飄西來風

Though we have not enjoyed each other’s company for long,645
Our affections have been utterly profound since we first met.646
After exchanging pure talk for a few days,
We all the more found each other dear.
Last year my home was in the southern village,
So for a short while we were neighbors.
With walking-sticks in hand, we indulged ourselves in excursions,
Passing stretches of time, forgetting whether it was night or day.
Speaking or silent, we occupied different positions,
And so I knew our paths would someday part.
Who would have known our time together would reach its end
Already here now this spring?
A blowing wind comes from the west,

See Yuan Xingpei, Tao Yuanming jian zhu, 155-58.
See Davis’s discussion.
645 Zeng notes a variant shao 少 (instead of jiu 久), which would add emphasis that the poet and
recipient have known each other for “not [even] slightly a long time.”
646 Zeng notes the variant ding 定 (“settle, establish”) instead of jin, “utterly.”
643

644
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悠悠東去雲
山川千里外
言笑難為因
良才不隱世
江湖多賤貧
脫有經過便
念來存故人

On and on, pushing the clouds eastward.647
Ten thousand li outside the mountains and waters
There are few occasions for conversation and laughter.
Good talent does not hide from the times,648
whereas many are lowly and poor on the rivers and lakes.
If it is convenient for you while you are passing by,
Consider paying a visit to an old friend.649

Tao’s poem highlights the unexpected happenstance of the poet’s short-lived relationship
with the poem’s recipient; they come to know each other simply because Yin Jingren
happened to be in the neighborhood, but in their coming to know each other Tao realizes
their differences—differences that seem to make inevitable the parting of ways that is
happening in the poem here.
In the first four couplets, Tao defines his sudden and brief but profound
relationship with Yin Jingren in terms of their enjoyment of local activities around the
southern village. The two men become “neighbors” for a short period of time, conversing
together, going on excursions together, losing track of the time. Something of the local
flavor of their friendship can even be felt in the common term youhao 遊好, literally
“roaming together and enjoying things together,” that starts the poem. Yet in the fifth
couplet, the turning point in the poem, the poet alludes to differences of persuasion
underlying their relationship, and those differences point to an insurmountable distance.
That distance, however, is more than physical. Beneath the term “mountains and
streams, and “rivers and lakes,” are hidden qualities of people: poor, lowly, laughing and
chatting. Yin may come to visit Tao, and that physical closeness allows for connection,
but ultimately there is something underlying Tao’s suitability to the place where he is
that separates him from his friend. Like in the poem to Zhou and the others, Tao invites

Or if we follow Zeng’s variant gui dong 歸東 instead of dong qu: “On and on, you return to the
eastern clouds.”
648 There is a variant cai hua 才華 (“talent and embellishment”) for liang cai.
649 Lu, Jin shi, 16.981. Hightower takes this poem as composed for Yin Tie. See Hightower, 85-6.
647
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his new “old friend” to come back and visit him “if he has spare time,” i.e. when he is not
busy serving in office.
Taos poems to Liu Chengzhi likewise show a contrast between the world of
service and the world of “mountains and rivers.” However, as Tian has observed, our
ability to “know” what is happening in Tao’s “matching” poems to Liu Yimin is greatly
limited by the fact that the starter poem by Liu no longer survives.650 Tian identifies the
central problem for us: we cannot know whether Tao is talking about himself in the first
person or, as often happens in “matching” poems that follow closely the theme started in
the starter poem, describing Liu in the second person. Importantly, the point is not that
it is difficult to know but possible through a philological act of brilliance, but rather that
without Liu’s starter poem we cannot know. In an effort to preserve neutrality, I have
(purposefully vaguely and awkwardly) rendered the main subject of the poem as “the
man” in “He Liu Chaisang” 和劉柴桑 (“To Match Liu of Chaisang”):

山澤久見招
胡事乃躊躇
直為親舊故
未忍言索居
良辰入奇懷
挈杖還西廬
荒途無歸人
時時見廢墟
茅茨已就治
新疇複應畬
谷風轉凄薄
春醪解饑劬
弱女雖非男
慰情良勝無

Summoned to mountains and waters long ago—
What reason was there to hesitate?
All because of relatives and friends
The man could not bear to speak of residing apart.
A fine time entered into extraordinary thoughts,
And, staff in hand, he/another went back to the Western Hut.
No one returning home on the overgrown path,
Now and then, a village’s ruins were spotted.
The thatch home has already been repaired,
New fields should be tilled again.651
The valley wind grows cool,
And spring ale resolves hunger and fatigue.652
Though a young girl is not a boy,
For comforting feelings, it beats having no child at all.653

See Tian Xiaofei, Chenji lu 塵几錄 [The Record of a Dusty Table], trans. by Tian Xiaofei
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2007), 299-304. This is not just a translation from the English but has
two additional appendices: (1) a lengthy article, and (2) annotations and discussions of fifteen
additional Tao poems.
651 There is a variant jiu 舊 for ying.
652 Or simply jia 嘉 (“fine”) instead of chun (“spring”).
653 There is a variant shu 疏 for liang.
650
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栖栖世中事
歲月共相疏
耕織稱其用
過此奚所須
去去百年外
身名同翳如

Hustling and bustling, the world’s affairs
With the years and months grow ever more remote.
Weaving and plowing are sufficient:
Beyond these things, what more is needed?
Gone, gone, beyond the span of a lifetime
Body and name will both disappear into obscurity.654

Since the traditional Taoologists have not been very successfully in making this poem
accord with the biographical details of the individual lives of either Tao or Liu,
strenuously identifying life events, dates, and the location of the “western hut,” here we
should first look instead at the framed life event in the poem. Only after asking “what is
going on here in the poem” can we, maybe, move on to speculate about the interaction
between Tao Yuanming and Liu Yimin.
Let us start with an assumption: “the man” is the single poetic subject of the first
four lines, i.e., the two couplets here do not permit a change of subject from one to
another. Someone experienced a typical dilemma in Tao’s time: “the man” wanted to
retreat to a life of reclusion in the streams and hills but didn’t. Why not? Because he
needed to work to provide for his family and wanted to stay with his friends.
Then, in the next four lines, we have to consider different possibilities: is the
poetic subject still “the man” or has the subject changed to another? Either “the man”
then returned, on a particularly fine day, to a deserted place he calls xi lu 西廬, “western
hut” or “Western Mount Lu”’—we cannot know—or the subject changes, and “another”
went back to the same place. The same ambiguity holds for the verb jian 見 “spotted”—
does the same man who refused to dwell in hills and streams see the ruins, or does the
other see them?
The indeterminacy of the subject continues in lines nine through fourteen. Line
nine describes an old home, restored to livable conditions, and fields that need to be

654

Lu, Jin shi, 16.977-78. Translation modified from Hightower, 76.
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worked. Here one possibility of interpretation stands out, appealingly, because of the
word “summons” in the beginning of the poem: the repaired dwelling seems to welcome
back the poetic subject who earlier was not permitted by circumstances to return to his
fields. However, alternatively, the home could belong to “the other” as a point of contrast.
Although we know it is springtime, because of the easterly “valley winds,” whose ale is
being drunk and by whom? Likewise, whose daughter is supposed to provide comfort to
a sonless father?
What this tells us is important for our understanding of the poem as a whole:
either “the man” alone, or “the man” and “the other” separately got caught up in an
official career, and both have become distant from each other as a result. Thus, the poem
is not just about the dilemma between serving in office and returning to a life or
reclusion, but about the growing separation between individuals when one or both—or
by extension, several—decide against dwelling in hills and streams. Tao’s conclusion,
which seems banal, if not illogical, is that it matters not anyway; we will all die and no
one will remember us.
Tao wrote another poem that connects him with Huiyuan’s community, titled “A
Poem at the Year’s End to Match Attendant Zhang” 歲暮和張常侍詩. As Davis points out,
there is good evidence for identifying “Attendant Zhang” as Huiyuan’s disciple Zhang Ye.
Aside from the fact that we know Zhang Ye, who wrote a posthumous inscription for
Huiyuan, was part of the Mount Lu community, his name appears with the title
Changshi in Chen Shunyu’s record of an inscription and in the title of his poem “to
match” Huiyuan’s “Excursion” poem above.655 However, we encounter the same problem
here as with Tao’s “matching” poem to Liu Yimin above: we no longer have Zhang’s
starter poem against which to compare Tao’s reply.

655

See Davis, vol. 1, 75-76; and Chen’s Record of Mount Lu, second juan.
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市朝凄舊人
驟驥感悲泉
明旦非今日
歲暮余何言
素顏斂光潤
白髮一已繁
闊哉秦穆談
旅力豈未愆

In markets and courts, we grieve for old friends,
The swift steed is moved by Sad Spring.
With tomorrow’s dawn today is no more,
Of the year’s end what can I say?
The powder-white face loses its shiny complexion,
White hairs together become a multitude.
The words of Duke Mu of Qin—absurd!
How could one not lose his physical strength?656

Like the two poems addressed to Liu Chengzhi, the poem above is a response to a nolonger extant, “starter” poem by Zhang. We can only guess at what Zhang revealed of
himself in his own poem. Tao refers to a “steed,” recalling the Sad Spring, the resting
place of the sun just before it is about to set. From the scene created here, Tao’s poem
suggests that Zhang started with a memento mori. The famous Duke Mu of Qin, who
reportedly practiced the Taoist arts of increasing longevity, is denounced as a fraud: of
course the physical body decays with time. However, if we accept as plausible that Zhang
initiated with his own memento mori, Tao responds with little comfort. He leaves the
anxieties of Zhang unresolved:

向夕長風起
寒雲沒西山
厲厲氣遂嚴
紛紛飛鳥還
民生鮮常在
矧伊愁苦纏
屢闕清酤至
無以樂當年
窮通靡攸慮
憔悴由化遷
撫己有深懷
履運增慨然

Toward evening, a great wind rises,
Cold clouds sink behind the western mountain.
Bitterly, bitterly, the air becomes harsh,
One after another, flying birds return.
People’s lives seldom last forever,
And worse, they’re caught in sorrow and suffering.
Since clear ale is always lacking,
There’s no way to enjoy the present year.
Failure and success are nothing to worry about,657
Decay is a transformation brought about by the changes.
I stroke my breast and have profound thoughts,
Treading on the phases of the world only increases my sighing.658

Jin shi, 16.979-80. Translation based on Hightower, 89-90.
Or reading with the variant xin 欣 instead of you 攸: “Failure and success, I neither rejoice nor
worry.”
658 Jin shi, 16.979-80; my translation is modified from Hightower, 89-90. There is no way to date
this poem precisely, although some scholars favor the argument that the final couplet here refers
656
657
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Tao briefly pictures the setting of the two friends. They stand together at evening, with
the “western mountain,” possibly one of the peaks of Mount Lu, in the background.
Nature reminds us of the death contemplated by the poet: the atmosphere changes to
cold, birds return to their perches. Then Tao leaves us with a bitter reflection and a
contradiction. There is nothing, not even ale to bring comfort to the pair of friends. Tao
is too poor to afford ale. Yet, we are told, failure and success, rich and poor—these
differences do not matter. Decay is inevitable in the world of constant changes. There is
nothing one can do in the face of constant change; one can only sigh.

Conclusion

What do we stand to gain from examining these points of connection within the Xunyang
community? On the one hand, we can see that certain shared intellectual concerns and
literary practices—questioning the afterlife, group excursions, discovering and naming
extraordinary mountain peaks, having realizations, harmonizing in poetry—shaped the
cultural landscape around Xunyang in the late fourth and early fifth century. This was
distinctly a feature of life in and around Mount Lu at the time. It did not exist elsewhere
or before or after. Thus, we can appreciate the peculiarity of a particular slice in
geography and time that gives us a more concrete view of early medieval China than we
often find in extant sources.
But on the other hand, our examination of literary connections in late fourth- and
early fifth-century Xunyang allows us to historicize and contextualize our two luminary
to the fall of the Jin dynasty in 42o. That would be impossible if we accept the identification of
Zhang Ye, who died in 418. Equally (or more) problematic is the attempt to amend the title to
reflect that this must be a posthumous lament for Zhang Ye that year.
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figures, Tao Yuanming and Huiyuan. By including the cultural power of Huiyuan and his
circle in our perspective, we are better able to see how Tao may have responded that
power in his poetry. The presence of extraordinary excursions to far-off places gives
some indication of how a contemporary might understand a poem that creates one’s own
extraordinary place in a not-so-extraordinary space. This is not intended to “unlock” a
hidden meaning in Tao’s poetry—much less to suggest a reductive reading in which Tao
is merely responding to Huiyuan—but rather to expand the possibilities, or better, the
complexities of that poetry. At the same time, reading the poetry of someone like Tao or
the letters of someone like Dai Kui in connection to Huiyuan’s circle allows us to situate
that circle within the broader context of lay and non-Buddhist society in southern China.
Here literature functioned as a means of connecting Buddhist masters and lay disciples
as well as promoting the cultural activities of the religious community. Such literary
works have both religious and literary value: they show that Buddhism could be more
than just doctrine and poetry could be unabashedly Buddhist. Only by proposing
alternatives and identifying places of shared connections do we begin to see the true
complexity of our sources; only by juxtaposing them beside each other do we get a better
view of what our texts meant to the people who wrote them.
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Conclusion

What ties these four chapters together is the salience of community and sociality as
values expressed in writings produced at and about elite social gatherings in mid third
through early fifth century China. Though in various ways, these chapters show that
writers from that period combined their interest in “arcane learning”—especially scenes
and images from the Laozi, Zhuangzi, the Analects, and Buddhist sutras—to write about
themselves as belonging together with their like-minded peers. Not only do we see that
elite social gatherings, including literary gatherings (for which occasions group poetry
compositions were produced), functioned as a means of defining the cultural nexus to
which one belonged, but also we find that the discourse of “arcane learning,” especially
in poetry, was highly focused on creating a paradoxical vision of self-absorbed
individuals conjoined in their shared mystical contemplation of the Way.
What are the different ways in which this is explored? In the first case, the Seven
Worthies of the Bamboo Grove are shown to constitute a tension between an actual
social circle of friends, who probably were acquainted as fellow admirers of Laozi and
Zhuangzi in mid fourth-century society, and an idealized, abstract group of cultural
heroes embodying the values of “naturalness.” This tension is manifest in fourth and
early fifth-century writings, as the cultural elites living in south China during that time
debated and commented on stories as they were transmitted presumably in both oral
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conversations and in written form. Their eventual elevation as a group of quasi-divine
figures in the excavated tomb murals from Xishanqiao and Danyang bespeaks this long
tradition of valorizing and mythologizing the seven.
In my second chapter, we see the poetic formation of a like-minded group at
Lanting, and identity that is both forward looking and rooted in immediate
connectedness to the past. The “Lanting poets” collectively write about themselves as
gathering together in a shared space of leisure beyond the bounds of officialdom in Guiji,
though many of the individual poets were actually officials who served the Jin state. In
their moment of gathering, they envision their shared experience as a meeting of minds
with ancient archetypes—Zhuangzi, the “carefree” Confucius, and other great figures
from antiquity—who shared similar outdoor excursions in the past. Thus, their identity
as a group exists within concentric circles of exemplary leisure outings of antiquity.
The third chapter here focuses on the representations of self and community in
the monk Zhi Dun’s poems on a collective Buddhist fasting ceremony for lay and
monastic worshippers. Here we see that Zhi styled himself in his poetry as a religiousphilosophical adept through expressly resisting the emotional attachment of his likeminded peers. Community thus represented a danger to the Buddhist practitioner, who
needs to negotiate between forming religious community with other worshippers and not
becoming attached to those social relations. This tendency is further manifest in the
poet’s self-representation as “alone” despite longing to be a part of a community of other
self-absorbed, mystically self-aware companions.
In the fourth and final chapter, we see how the monk Huiyuan and his lay
followers wrote about their shared experiences in the remote reaches of Mount Lu as a
way to market their identity as an exceptional enlightened group. The cultural landscape
of Mount Lu had a history of its own in stories, and Huiyuan made use of these in his
own travel writings to depict his mountain as especially numinous. Huiyuan’s disciples
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thus participated in excursions and composed poems on those excursions, representing
themselves as joined together by their shared progress on the path to enlightenment
mirrored by their upward ascent in the mountains. Within this cultural sphere, however,
we can also see the poet Tao Yuanming in a new light, as someone who rejects the shared
discourse of the Huiyuan community while still maintaining relationships with some of
its members. Tao and Huiyuan, both of whom received many visits from friends and
passers-by, stand out as two distinct luminaries of the Xunyang region in late fourth- and
early fifth-century China.
Together these chapters are an attempt to shed light on one facet of the literary
output of individuals who gathered outside the world of public office in the mid third
through early fifth centuries. This period is noticeably framed by the late Han and early
Wei ,on the one hand, and Liu-Song, Qi, Liang, and Chen on the other—both periods of
time when literary output was centered on the princely courts. In contrast to these two
periods, the mid-third through early fifth-century stands out as a time in Chinese literary
history when groups of writers drew heavily on their mutual interests in the arts,
philosophical texts, and religion to define their own cultural communities in writings at
elite social gatherings.
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